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Preface

This book is composed of a series of studies focusing on emotions, and in
particular on human−machine interaction systems. Interaction systems are no longer
simply efficient, precise and fast information units. They aim to provide the end-user
with an emotional experience (the iPhone being a good example). They need to
consider and even act on end-users’ emotions (such as “serious games”, which are
designed to create an optimum learning environment) and to display emotions
(through Embodied Conversational Agents). This new generation of systems can
detect the user’s emotional state, can identify trigger factors, act upon these
emotions or even express an emotion.

Emotions are a complex phenomenon. They involve the evaluation of an event
according to several dimensions including physiological, physical and cognitive
changes. Emotions have been studied for a number of years through which several
theoretical models have been explored, although there is no overall consensus on
their various elements. Emotional theories also differ with regard to the
(understanding of the) relation between evaluating an event and producing a
physical expression and even the concept of emotional expression as a regulator or a
purely social expression. However, the link between the cognitive and the physical
aspects of emotions is also highlighted by a number of theories.

Emotions have been involved in the world of technology for a number of years.
Affective computing (so-called by Rosalind Picard in 1997) addresses the
computational modeling of emotions in human−machine interaction while also
focusing on perception, cognition and generation. It aims to provide a machine with
emotional intelligence, i.e. to provide it with the capability to monitor the end-user’s
emotions by detecting and expressing them. In this way, recent years have seen the
development of emotion-recognition technology based on analyzing visual, acoustic,
physiological and even textual signals. The user’s emotional state is detected and
considered during their interaction with the machine which then displays these
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emotions. The machine can therefore reason about the implications of carrying out a
task, the task itself, solving a problem, making a decision, etc.

Emotional computational models require a theoretical basis in emotional models.
This allows us to determine the choice of variables to be studied, to formalize
complex phenomena and capture their intensity. Indeed, these computational models
are becoming increasingly effective; they can test theoretical models, even predict
specific results and validate theoretical models. This double exchange between
theoretical and computational models is therefore of mutual benefit.

Emotion-oriented systems, by their very nature, are a multidisciplinary area of
study. This book does not attempt to provide an exhaustive overview of the topic,
but rather to examine a series of areas, ranging from psychology to technology and
art, which explore the subject. The aim of this book is to provide the necessary
foundations for anyone wishing to study this area of research. Each chapter is
dedicated to a different area of study in the domain, which can serve as a pointer to
further study. We have chosen to cover several areas to underline the diversity of
emotional studies in emotion-oriented systems as well as demonstrate the
importance of accounting for emotions, theoretical models and natural data when
building these systems.

This book is composed of four parts, each comprising several chapters. Part 1,
“Foundations”, is made up of two chapters focusing on theoretical models and
affective neuroscience. Part 2, “Non-verbal behavior”, composed of five chapters,
will examine the annotation, analysis and synthesis of emotional acoustic and visual
behavior. Finally, Part 3, “Applications”, is composed of four chapters examining
the role of emotions in human−machine interaction in the arts: in music, literary
narration and, lastly, visual arts.

Chapter 1, “Contemporary Theories and Concepts in Emotional Psychology”,
written by Géraldine Coppin and David Sander, offers an historical overview of
various trends in emotional psychology. These trends are placed within their
scientific context, indicating their significance in current research. This chapter also
presents different contemporary theoretical models and their concepts. Three
theories are further explained: those of basic emotions and bi-dimensional appraisal
theories, for each of which their premises and characteristics are detailed. This is
also accompanied by a critical analysis, demonstrating their individual limitations.
These models, referred to throughout this book, are followed by a glossary of key
concepts.

Chapter 2, “Emotion and the Brain”, by Andy Christen and Didier Grandjean,
examines the relationship between the cerebral mechanisms underpinning the
emotional process. It also examines the relatively new area of affective
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neuroscience. Following an historical overview of pioneering works, the chapter
focuses on the brain’s structure and functions in emotional processes. This is
illustrated looking at various parts of the brain (e.g. the amygdala or the prefrontal
cortex) active in specific emotions, their role in the cognitive process, and the
development of memories or even emotionally-linked physical behavior. These
studies are based on a large number of neuroscientific techniques.

The following chapter, “Emotional Corpus: From Acquisition to Modeling”, by
Laurence Devillers and Jean-Claude Martin, introduces Part 2 of the book. This
chapter underlines the importance of using corpora to construct models based on
observed data. It explains the different stages involved in creating and analyzing a
corpus. In this way, it also highlights the difference between simulated, induced and
experienced emotional data. The chapter then offers a summary of existing corpora.
The annotation of corpora involves the creation of a precise coding system for
several levels of abstraction and temporality. The importance of validating
annotations and providing several measures for this purpose is also presented. The
chapter concludes by presenting several applications originating from corpora
annotations.

In Chapter 4, “Visual Emotion Recognition: Status and Key Issues”, Alice
Caplier presents the latest practices in the field by analyzing work on emotion
recognition analysis. The chapter begins by defining facial expressions and
introducing Facial Action Coding System (FACS). Analyzing facial expressions
requires the ability to detect a face in an image, which therefore means that we need
to be able to locate and extract the facial characteristics. As with Chapter 3, there is
a distinction between simulated and natural data, which raises the problem of
classifying the expressions that need to be recognized. These expressions no longer
correspond to the finite set of so-called six basic emotions. Furthermore, facial
expressions are not static images − they are in fact dynamic and their temporal
evolution is vital for recognizing the emotions they convey. Finally, the chapter
concludes by examining multi-modal emotion recognition.

While Chapter 4 examines facial expressions, Chapter 5, “Acoustic Emotion
Recognition” by Chloé Clavel and Gaël Richard, examines acoustic indicators in
emotion. It details a range of high-level voice descriptors, such as prosody and voice
quality, as well as low-level spectral and cepstral descriptors, which are defined and
accompanied by their mathematical representations. Automatic classification of
emotions using acoustic descriptors is carried out using learning algorithms. It is
essentially achieved using supervised methods, i.e. the data (in this case acoustic)
are sent to the learning program at the same time as the emotional labels that we
want the machine to recognize. The chapter concludes by detailing the factors used
to evaluate and compare acoustic recognition models.
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The preceding chapters examine emotion analysis and recognition; the next will
deal with synthesis.

Chapter 6 “Modeling Emotional Facial Expressions”, written by Sylwia Julia
Hyniewska, Radoslaw Niewiadomski and Catherine Pelachaud, raises the question
of how to generate emotional behavior in virtual agents. The chapter begins by
presenting the three main approaches currently employed and explains how they
differ in dealing with emotional facial expressions, followed by a synopsis of facial
expression computational models. This overview is structured according to the
emotional representation models on which these models are based. Facial expression
models describing blends of emotions are also explored. As previously highlighted
in Chapter 4, emotions are not expressed by static images but by dynamic sequences
of expressions. A computational model of multimodal expression sequences
concludes the chapter.

While Chapters 4 and 5 focus on automatic emotion recognition, Chapter 7,
“Emotional Perception and Recognition” by Ioana Vasilescu, examines human
perceptions of emotion. This chapter examines experimental perception studies used
to determine objective characteristic emotional indicators and to understand how
human perceptions can be exploited to identify emotions according to set categories.
Chapter 7 focuses primarily on the voice, examining acoustic and prosodic
indicators. Lexical and dialogical indicators are also studied in relation to voice
quality. The results of perception studies can serve as a basis for automatic
classification models.

Part 3 consists of four chapters, dedicated to human−machine interaction, music,
interactive narration and visual art, respectively.

Chapter 8, “The Role of Emotions in Human−Machine Interaction”, by Magalie
Ochs and Valérie Maffiolo, examines the notion of emotional intelligence within the
framework of various types of applications involving human−machine interaction.
The chapter analyzes how these applications can assess the emotions of the user and
the machine. These applications indicate that emotions do not have the same
function. Accounting for user emotions in interactive systems allows the system to
have a better understanding of the user in order to better adapt to his or her needs.
An area in which emotions play a particularly important role is that of “serious
games” and video games. The emotions expressed by characters allow the game to
feel more life-like and believable. In addition, accounting for the player’s emotions
can increase their engagement in the game by stimulating and/or controlling specific
emotions.

Chapter 9, “Music and Emotions” by Donald Glowinski and Antonio Camurri,
addresses the theme of communicating emotions through music in a way that allows
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both the composer and listener to feel them. The influence of music on listeners has
also been studied. The methods used to determine listeners’ and interpreters’
emotional states frequently rely on questionnaires. Emotions are represented
according to diverse emotional theories (presented in Chapter 1) and it should be
noted that in recent years the study of multimodality in musical experiences has
made head way. Studies have shown that emotions are not only communicated by
sounds, but also by listeners’ multimodal behavior, creating a multisensory
experience. The authors present a technical platform that allows analysis of
musicians’ multimodal behavior. The chapter concludes by presenting musical
installations in which participants can interact with musical subject matter, creating
a new social listening paradigm.

Another view of emotions is presented in Chapter 10, “Literary Feelings: the
Psychology of Characters in Interactive Fiction”, by Marc Cavazza and David Pizzi.
The authors focus not on communicational emotions, but the emotions experienced
during cultural experiences, particularly during interactive narration. They use the
word “feeling” rather than “emotion”, arguing for the necessity of narrative
linguistic analysis to understand the nature of feelings. A study of the Madame
Bovary narrative using drafts by Gustave Flaubert examines the ontology of feelings
felt by the narrative’s characters. The second half of the chapter demonstrates an
interactive narrative model in which the virtual characters’ feelings guide their
actions, which, in turn, modifies their feelings. This is illustrated by the example of
an interactive narration system based on Madame Bovary.

The last chapter of this volume, Chapter 11 “Designing Emotions and how
Digitalization Awaits Us” by Annie Gentès, poses the problem of representing
emotions with regard to the emotional potential of digital media. To better
understand this hypothesis, the author focuses on media such as painting,
photography and video, highlighting how interactive devices question how our own
identity relates with the machine and our emotions when we interact with it. The
creators of these devices rely on two premises: the subject of the work itself and the
spectator’s dynamic interaction with it. Interacting in virtual worlds therefore offers
an emotional experience based on actions, objects and virtual characters and our
personal actions in this virtual world. Interactive works seek a form of empathy from
their audience.

I would like to thank Radoslaw Niewiadomski, in particular, for helping me
finalize this edition of this book, and Sylwia Hyniewska for her comments.

Catherine PELACHAUD
October 2011
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Foundations



Chapter 1

Contemporary Theories and Concepts in the
Psychology of Emotions

Is emotion more than a chapter heading?
Bentley, 1928

Everyone knows what an emotion is,
until asked to give a definition.
Then, it seems, no one knows.

Fehr and Russell, 1984

1.1. Introduction

Following the decisive change of the 1980s, which was marked by a veritable
explosion in the scientific study of emotions, emotion is now considered to be a
determining explanatory factor in human behavior. In this context, it seems
important for any area of research into the functioning of psychological processes
and their modeling, as is the case in informatics, to consider current theories and
concepts in the psychology of emotions [SAN 09a, SAN 09b]. The central role of
emotion in the cognitive system is illustrated by the fact that emotion occupies a
“privileged status” in the human brain [DAV 04]; the majority of psychological
mechanisms are either necessary for emotion, as such, or are influenced by emotion
or involved in regulating emotions. However, as the above quotations suggest,
conceptual precision of emotion remains a problem [ALV 02], so much so that there
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4 Emotion-oriented Systems

are almost as many definitions of emotion as there are theories and/or researchers
working on this topic [KLE 81, STR 96]. In this introductory chapter, we will
present the main contemporary theories and concepts of emotion, touching on the
notions established towards the end of the 19th Century in which modern
approaches are rooted. For each major current theory, we will present its premise, its
main assumptions and its characteristics as well as the criticisms that have been
aimed at it. As we will see, there is huge variation in the contribution to these
theories towards discovering the functional architecture of emotional mechanisms
which consists of characterizing the functional sub-systems responsible for the
different stages of processing needed to produce emotions and specifying the
organization and interaction of these sub-systems [FEL 05, KOR 11, SAN 02].

1.2. Emergence of a scientific approach to emotions

1.2.1. The emotional sequence: James-Lange versus Cannon-Bard

The first “scientific” emotional theory was proposed by William James in 1884
[JAM 84] and Carl Lange in 1885 [LAN 85], who each separately proposed a
revolutionary “peripheralist” approach to emotion. This first theoretical conception
was the focus of great controversy concerning the mechanisms responsible for
triggering emotional feeling (the “sequence problem” [CAN 77]). According to
James and Lange, what had previously been considered as the consequence of an
emotion, they now considered to be the cause. According to them, the elicitation of a
particular emotion is determined by the perception of a specific peripheral arousal
pattern, i.e. we experience fear because we are trembling. It should be underlined
that, according to James, this definition of emotion is only applicable to emotions
that accompany a “specific physical reaction” and not all emotions, resulting in
misinterpretations of this theory in later years. In 1885, Lange [LAN 85],
summarized the problem of their theory in the following way:

“If I begin to tremble because I am threatened by a loaded pistol,
does first a physical process occur within me, does terror arise, is that
what causes my trembling, palpitation of the heart, and confusion of
thought; or are these bodily phenomena produced directly by the
terrifying cause, so that the emotion consists exclusively of the
functional disturbances in my body?”

Clearly, the second position is the one supported by James and Lange. However,
whilst their proposition was in complete conflict with the general consensus and
traditional concepts of emotion, these authors recaptured the time-honored idea that
each emotion has its own pattern of physiological changes [RIM 86]. It should be
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noted at this point that James’ opinions were much more nuanced than this with
regard to emotion appraisal theories, as we will see later in this chapter [ELL 94].

In contrast to this, the so-called “centralist” approach to emotion, supported by
Cannon [CAN 27] and Bard [BAR 28], sees the triggering of a specific emotion as
being determined by processing a stimulus in the “central” nervous system, with the
peripheral arousal pattern being neither specific nor causal. This theory therefore
highlights the importance of the central nervous system, specifically the thalamus, in
triggering a given emotion. As such, the physiological changes are not considered to
be a cause, but rather a consequence of emotion. Cannon raised numerous objections
to the James-Lange theory and carried out a number of empirical studies that aimed
to disprove it; for example, he observed that similar diffuse visceral reactions occur
with a number of emotions as well as in non-emotional states (i.e. digestion or
fever); he also reported that suppressing visceral afferents did not suppress emotions
[CAN 27]. However, as Fraisse [FRA 63] has notably found, the criticisms raised by
Cannon were not without fault and therefore did not warrant an outright rejection of
the James-Lange theory [FEH 70].

The theories of James-Lange and Cannon-Bard, both based on a physiological
approach but radically opposed with regard to their conception of the temporal
sequence of emotion, have had a considerable impact on research of emotion, on the
one hand initiating research into the causal relationship between physiological
changes and emotion, and on the other hand, studies into the importance of
“cognition” in emotion.

The James-Lange theory has had a revolutionary effect due to the originality of
the concepts that it proposed, as well as due to the fact that it was empirically
testable and therefore refutable. Their theory has also strongly influenced current
researchers of emotion. Today, Damasio’s theory of somatic markers [DAM 94]
revives the James-Lange idea of the causal role of physical changes in emotion by
hypothesizing that there are “somatic markers” i.e. physiological reactions,
associated with past emotional events. These markers are supposed to be activated
when a new event is processed and would influence decisions in relation to their
potential consequences. On the other hand, James’ theory could be considered to be
the basis of facial feedback theories of emotion, which assumes that facial
movements regulate emotional feeling. According to James [JAM 92], “every
voluntary and dispassionate display of what we believe between the manifestation of
a specific emotion should produce this emotion in us”. Embodiment Theories of
Emotion [NIE 07] have also been influenced by the James-Lange theory since they
propose that cerebral representations of a given emotion involve retesting
perceptive, motor and somato-sensory components in relation with this emotion.
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The importance of the James-Lange/Cannon-Bard debate surrounding awareness
of the role of cognition in emotion is illustrated by the work undertaken by
Schachter, who is among one of the most influential pioneering contributors in the
field of affective sciences.

1.2.2. Schachter’s two-factor theory

According to Schachter’s bifactorial theory [SCH 64], an emotion is determined
by an interaction between two components: a physiological arousal and a cognition
regarding the recognition of the situation triggering this physiological arousal. As
such, physical arousal is considered to be undifferentiated by nature, diffuse and
non-specific to an emotion in determining the intensity but not the quality of the
emotion. The interpretation of the situation would lead to the identification of the
emotion felt.

Schachter and Singer [SCH 62] wrote that “it is cognition which determines
whether the physiological state of arousal will be labeled as ‘anger’, ‘joy’, ‘fear’ or
‘other’”. Schachter and Singer therefore share James-Lange’s idea that a
physiological arousal is necessary in order for an emotion to be produced while also
agreeing with Cannon-Bard that physiological changes are not specific to a
particular emotion. (Whilst they do not exclude the possibility of physiological
changes differing according to the emotion, they believe that these differences
would be too subtle to have a psychological effect.) Note that the temporal
coincidence between the two components is not a sufficient condition for triggering
an emotion: the person needs to establish a link between the physiological arousal
and a relevant explanation for the latter.

Schachter and Singer’s famous experiment [SCH 62] is typically cited as
fundamental experimental proof of this theory. This has essentially suggested that
when a person does not have information that is likely to explain why they are
physically stimulated, they will rely on information available in the situation and
context in order to make sense of their physiological arousal (which in this
experiment was triggered by an injection of epinephrine). However, when the person
is not in a particular state of physiological arousal (without an injection of
epinephrine), or where he/she has an adequate explanation for it (information on the
consequences of the injection of epinephrine), they will not look for factors in the
environment that explain this arousal. However, the effects predicted by Schachter
and Singer’s proposition are not systematically observed (see [REI 83] for a review
of experiments in the same vein as Schachter and Singer). On the other hand, the
component determining which stimuli trigger the physiological arousal in the first
place is not specified; this theory therefore does not explain the emotion-triggering
process.
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Schachter, by introducing the existence of a cognitive components associated
with physiological arousal as a determinant of emotional quality, is clearly one of
the forerunners of a cognitive approach to emotions. Furthermore, his theory has the
advantage of considering the social dimension of emotion, since emotion stems in
part from the use of information taken from the social environment. Another
theoretical trend, falling within the evolutionary perspective, has also highlighted the
social dimension of emotion by focusing specifically on the communicative function
of emotions through their expressions.

1.3. Basic emotions theories

1.3.1. Premises of basic emotions theories

Some theoreticians with an evolutionary perspective, who believe that evolution
has played a central role in shaping the emotions’ characteristics and functions, have
stressed the notion of emotions adaptation. These characteristics and functions
appeal to programs that govern the body’s major systems, such as physiology, the
motor system, as well as numerous cognitive mechanisms such as attention, learning
or even memory; emotion is therefore a high level-organizing process [COS 00].
Matsumoto and Ekman [MAT 09] define emotions as transient, bio-psychological
reactions designated to aid individuals in adapting to and coping with events that
have implications for survival and well-being. Within the framework of Izard’s
theory of differential emotions, emotions constitute the primary motivational system
of human behavior [IZA 09]. Following attention on the adaptive character of
emotions, some researchers have suggested the existence of a limited number of
fundamental universal emotions, each having an evolutionary function: “basic
emotions”, or alternatively “primary”, “fundamental” or occasionally “discrete”
emotions [EKM 82, IZA 77, TOM 80].The majority of authors who adopt this
approach consider anger, fear, joy, sadness and disgust to be basic emotions,
although this is a contentious subject, in particular with regard to surprise. More
complex emotions would therefore originate as a mixture of these basic emotions
[ORT 90]. This theoretical approach is based on the key discoveries of Darwin in
terms of the facial expression of emotions [DAR 72]. In his book, The Expression of
Emotions in Man and Animals, Darwin describes emotional facial expressions as
innate and universal and emphasized not only their communicative function, but also
their evolution in relation to the direct environment. However, note that this notion
of basic emotions had already been suggested by Descartes [DES 31], who
distinguished six primary emotions: admiration, love, hatred, desire, joy and
sadness; with all other emotions being composed of these six or other forms of them.
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1.3.2. Characteristics of basic emotions

Basic emotions, according to Ekman [EKM 92] the current most important
proponent of this view, are characterized by a set of properties. Above all, basic
emotions are different from other types of emotions such as, for example, pro-social
or moral emotions [MAT 09]. However, basic emotions do share common
properties. As such, a basic emotion would be present in non-human species, be
triggered rapidly and automatically, and appear spontaneously and for a short
duration. Furthermore, it has specific trigger conditions. As previously mentioned,
if, according to this approach, emotions are considered to have evolved to respond to
fundamental tasks for survival that present a phylogenetic adaptive advantage, then
it is logical to believe that there are distinct universal trigger events for basic
emotions (e.g. the loss of a loved one would be a universal condition triggering
grief).

Moreover, a basic emotion has specific autonomous patterns (see [EKM 83] for
a view on how emotions can be differentiated on the basis of the activity of the
autonomic nervous system). However, empirical studies in this area suffer from a
major methodological flaw; inducing strong emotions in a laboratory is almost
impossible for both ethical and practical reasons. Consequently, the specific and
systematic differences for different emotions have rarely been possible to
demonstrate. Stemmler, Heldmann, Pauls and Scherer [STE 01], who have studied
the psycho-physiological responses induced by fear and anger in an ecologically-
valid framework, avoiding this difficulty, report that patterns of emotional responses
studied did not overlap. Even if the empirical arguments remain limited overall, it
seems justifiable to argue in favor of the existence of typical emotional patterns,
linked to action tendencies characterizing major emotions such as fear and anger.
This reaction of the autonomic nervous system, which may originate in appraisal, is
particularly functional if we consider the role of emotion in preparing for actions
adapted to a particular situation.

Furthermore, basic emotions have specific neural patterns. Today, the majority
of research on emotion in cognitive neuroscience is focused on researching the
specific cerebral regions that elicit basic emotions. There is, as such, a corpus of
data suggesting that signals linked to fear are processed by the amygdala (see
Öhman and Mineka’s suggestion of the existence of a “module of fear” [ÖHM 01]),
while the signals linked to disgust are processed by the insular cortex [CAL 01]. As
such, a major writer in the field of affective neuroscience, Joseph Ledoux, has
written that “different classes of emotions are underpinned by separate neural
systems” [LED 96]. Equally, reinforcing this modular approach, Öhman [ÖHM 99]
concludes that the different emotional systems have different evolutionary histories
and deserve to be seen as independent rather than parts of a general area of emotion.
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Finally, basic emotions have specific expressive patterns − perhaps their most
important characteristic, since neo-Darwinian theories are essentially focused on
determining basic emotions by studying emotional facial expressions (see
Figure 1.1). Facial expressions are considered by Ekman as the pivot in
communication between human beings [EKM 89]. Nevertheless, it seems that, as
Darwin proposed, emotional facial expressions are also formed through interaction
with our physical environment. As such, Susskind and his colleagues [SUS 08] have
shown that the facial expression of fear, in direct opposition to the facial expression
of disgust, allows us to increase sensory acquisition (through opening the eyes, nose
and mouth). Again, the adaptive value of such configurations seems clear. For Izard
and King [IZA 09], expressive behavior is also fundamental in child development
because it contributes to the emergence of interpersonal skills and encourages
appropriate social behavior. However, Ekman et al. are focused on demonstrating
the universality of emotional facial expressions in the majority of their work. They
have notably been able to demonstrate that Western facial expressions were well
recognized in a preliterate New-Guinea culture, which has had very little contact
with the outside world, therefore excluding the possibility that the people of this
culture had learnt to recognize the expressions of other populations [EKM 71].

Figure 1.1. Representation of the facial expressions considered to be characteristic
of basic emotions. Figure taken from Matsumoto and Ekman [MAT 09]

(by permission of Oxford University Press)
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1.3.3. Criticisms of basic emotions theories

The notion of basic emotions is a concept that has given way to important
discussion in the field of affective sciences and has been the object of rigorous
criticism. According to Mandler [MAN 84], restricting the numerous possibilities
that can result from the appraisal of events, a mechanism supposed to be responsible
for emotional genesis, to a limited number of emotions makes little sense. Some
academics even deny the existence of the categories making up these basic emotions
[ORT 90, WIE 92]. Scherer [SCH 93b] adopts a much more nuanced position in his
view that the structure of emotions is not only more flexible, but also much more
varied, as is proposed within the basic emotions theories framework. He also
suggests the term “modal emotions” to designate frequently-triggered emotions
following other similar views of appraisal, a process again considered to be an
emotional trigger. Nevertheless, as will be made clear in the rest of this chapter, the
depth of emotional states that his model proposes is much more vast.

Furthermore, basic emotion theoreticians typically maintain that emotional facial
expressions result from neuromotor programs that trigger the emotional facial
expressions in their entirety, with the different facial muscles employed for this
expression having their apex simultaneously. In contrast with this view, some
supporters of appraisal theories of emotion believe that the results of appraisals can
be linked to specific facial movements [SCH 92, SMI 97]. As such, evaluating an
event as an obstacle to our goals would be linked to activity in the corrugator
supercilii muscle, which allows frowning. Thus, it is possible to predict which facial
changes will be produced as a result of specific types of evaluations. These changes
will be added to the appraisal process as and when they happen and could produce a
final configuration similar to the prototypical configurations proposed by basic
emotions (see Figure 1.1). The conceptualization of the expressive process proposed
by Scherer and Smith emphasizes the dynamic nature of emotional facial
expressions and enables experiments to better understand the underlying
mechanisms in the expression and the recognition of emotional facial expressions
[SAN 07, WEH 00].

Besides facial expression, the premise of functionally independent modular
systems specific to each emotion has also been criticized. The amygdala could be
thought of as a “relevance detector”, not specific to fear [SAN 03]. Furthermore, an
increasing amount of empirical evidence suggests that the insular cortex is not
specifically linked to disgust [SCH 02] but is involved in a number of processes
based on interoceptive information (for further details concerning cerebral bases, see
Chapter 2).

Let us note finally that even if it seems reasonable to think that peripheral
psycho-physiological responses differ, this does not constitute an argument in favor
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of basic emotions theories. This physiological reaction could come from the
appraisal of a situation and not an reflex-like program. Remember, however, that
theoreticians of basic emotions have integrated a version of the idea of appraisal by
proposing the existence of an auto appraiser. This refers to an automated appraisal
system, integrated in a “basic emotion system” (see Figure 1.2), proposed as a
mechanism triggering emotions [EKM 04b, MAT 09].

Figure 1.2. Representation of the basic emotion system [MAT 09]
(by permission of Oxford University Press)

1.4. Bi-dimensional theories of emotion

1.4.1. Premises of bi-dimensional theories of emotion

Scientific literature, as is often the case in everyday life, frequently refers to
categories such as joy and fear. However, according to Feldman-Barrett [FEL 06],
establishing emotional categories such as fear or anger “now presents a major
obstacle to understanding what emotions are and how they work”. Feldman-Barrett
suggests that emotional responses do exist, that they may be functional and are very
likely to be the result of evolution. However, this does not necessarily mean that
anger, sadness and fear are useful categories. In order to support this critique,
Feldmen-Barrett adopted a different research tradition, a dimensional approach, in
which the affect is described in relation to independent elementary dimensions,
which are core phenomenological properties in affective experience [RUS 99],
dimensions that can be combined.

Current dimensional theories are based on the general idea of Wundt’s theory
[WUN 97] about emotional experience, which identifies three basic dimensions to
describe emotional feeling (pleasure/displeasure, excitement/inhibition and
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Expressive
Behavior
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tension/relaxation). Emotional feeling may be permanently represented on a more or
less important level on each of these three dimensions. According to the model
proposed by Russell [RUS 80], it is possible to represent emotions using a circle in
which two axes alone are necessary: the dimension of valence indicating
pleasure/displeasure and the arousal dimension (weak/strong), which represent the
affect as a subjective experience on a continuum [FEL 99], see Figure 1.3. This
circular model is called circumplex and corresponds to a mathematical formalism to
represent the current structure of a group of stimuli around a circle [FEL 09].
Currently this approach is probably the most commonly used for measuring
subjective emotional experience [FON 09]. This representation is found in different
cultures and is potentially universal, although this is not always confirmed by
empirical data [TER 03].

Figure 1.3. Representation of the circumplex model with the horizontal dimension
indicating valence and the vertical dimension indication arousal [FEL 09]

(by permission of Oxford University Press)

1.4.2. Criticisms of bi-dimensional theories of emotion

Some have criticized the ability of this model to differentiate between emotions;
for example, fear and anger are found in the same place in the circle because both of
these emotions are particularly negative and intense. However, on a subjective,
expressive and behavioral level, these two emotions are very different. Being based
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on verbal reports, this breakdown considers that the affect’s structuring overlaps the
structure generally underlying language. This model, which seeks to distance itself
from common language categories such as fear or anger, therefore displays a
paradox.

On the other hand, there is no real consensus on the elementary dimensions
proposed in different dimensional models, and some authors include, in addition to
the dimensions of valence and arousal, a dimension of control [OSG 62]. For others,
it is the dominance dimension, conceptually very close to that of “control” or
“coping”, which should be included [MEH 96]. Others, such as Duffy [DUF 41]
propose that emotions can be reduced to the notion of “energy level”. Fontaine,
Scherer, Roesch and Ellsworth [FON 07] have however demonstrated that for
English, French and German, four dimensions are necessary to satisfactorily
represent the similarities and differences in meaning of emotional words when the
different emotional components are accounted for and not simply verbal accounts.
The majority of authors who currently adopt this reduced set of complex data
representing the emotional experience in elementary dimensions focus on the two
dimensions of valence and arousal. According to Russell [RUS 03], “the finding of
two broad dimensions is so ubiquitous, and current descriptive models so similar,
that the word consensus is now appearing in writings on this topic (Watson and
Tellegen, 1985)”.

Furthermore, Cacioppo, Gardner and Berntson [CAC 97] propose that the
evaluative processing of stimuli with regard to their valence is not bipolar (and
therefore not a continuum), but that distinct evaluative and motivational systems
underlie the evaluation of the positive or negative character of a stimulus. Beyond
these alternative approaches, some researchers, such as Watson and Tellegen
[WAT 99], call into question the validity of the bi-dimensional approach to emotion
since “Russell’s own data indicated significant problems with the model”. Russell
and Caroll [RUS 99] responded to this criticism by admitting that their model was
only an approximation but still a “convenient and heuristic one, the best we know
of”. The heuristic character is also debatable, this approach being centered on a
specific aspect of emotion, namely subjective feeling, and only makes brief
reference to other, no less trivial, emotional components, such as elicitation
mechanisms. However, “emotions are adaptive responses to the world, not simply
abstract sensations, as dimensional theories insinuate” [ELL 03].

One of the major problems with this approach is probably the lack of agreement
on a clear definition of the concepts used. Reisenzein [REI 94] highlights that there
are at least four different theoretical viewpoints with regard to emotional intensity
within bi-dimensional theories of valence/arousal, which assume the independency
of these two dimensions. The most common position argues that emotional quality is
determined by a combination of specific values of pleasure/displeasure and
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arousal/calm; this however does not explain emotion intensity, nor does it account
for emotions characterized by the same combination valence/arousal but with
different intensities. The second position, which could be seen as an attempt to
compensate for this problem, adds the dimension of intensity to that of valence and
arousal; nevertheless, this does not prove more satisfactory because this intensity
dimension is unspecified (is it the intensity of pleasantness, arousal or both?). A
third conceptualization suggests that emotional quality is determined by the valence
dimension while emotional intensity is determined by the arousal dimension.
Finally, a fourth proposition − which could itself be further divided into two sub-
propositions − hypothesizes that both emotion quality and intensity will be
determined by the valence and arousal dimensions. Beyond this conceptual
ambiguity, the significance given to some concepts is neither justified theoretically
nor empirically. For example, the core affect, defined by Russell [RUS 03] as a
neurophysiological state that can be unconsciously accessed as a feeling reflecting
an integral mixture between the feelings of valence (pleasure/displeasure) and
arousal (asleep-activity) is conceptualized as “primitive” by Russell and Feldman-
Barrett, although no empirical study has proven this proposition.

1.5. Appraisal theories of emotions

1.5.1. Premises of appraisal theories of emotion

The appraisal approach towards emotions was developed along two lines: the
first conceptualizes emotion as an information-processing system just like any other
mechanism [OAT 87, THA 02]; the second approach supposes that an evaluative
type of cognitive processing (appraisal) is at the root of emotional elicitation. It is
this second approach that we will examine further.

Despite the popularity of Ekman’s view of basic emotions, appraisal theories of
emotions dominate the field of study in terms of how emotions are generated and
differentiated from one another. These theories propose in effect that the evaluation
that the individual makes about a stimulus, event or situation determines the
elicitation of an emotion [SAN 05, SIE 07]. These models propose that organisms
constantly explore their environment, reacting to relevant stimuli. The major
contribution of these theories has been the specification of a set of standard criteria
that are presumed to underpin the emotional appraisal process. When an event
occurs, an individual will evaluate the relevance of this event based on a specific
number of criteria.

Most theoreticians agree on the evaluation criteria of novelty, intrinsic
pleasantness, predictability, goal-relevance, the possibility of managing
consequences of the event (or coping potential) and the compatibility with personal
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or social norms (or normative significance) [ELL 03]. The combinations of these
evaluations, which are often automatic and unconscious [KAP 01, MOO 07,
MOO 09, MOO 10], can cause different emotions. The idea that each different
evaluation structure corresponds to a different emotion was originally proposed by
Arnold [ARN 60], considered to be the pioneer of appraisal models. Her idea has
since been adopted and elaborated by other scholars [FRI 86, ROS 84, SCH 84b,
SMI 85] and has contributed much to the significance attached to the “appraisal”
mechanism in affective sciences today. It currently seems well established that
different emotions can be described in terms of different patterns of appraisal with
various experiments corroborating this idea [FRI 87, SCH 93b, WEI 85]. Note that,
in 1894, William James declared that “as soon as an object has become thus familiar
and suggestive, its emotional consequences, on any theory of emotion, must start
rather from the total situation which it suggests than from its own naked presence”.

Appraisal [ARN 60, LAZ 66, LAZ 84], is the most commonly used term to
describe the cognitive process which elicits emotion. Lazarus equally talks of
“transaction” [LAZ 84] because he proposes that emotions stem from the mutual
influence of a person and their environment [LAS 78]. Lazarus [LAZ 68] conducted
a series of studies aiming at discovering the determinants of the appraisal process,
following which he identified three components: primary appraisal, secondary
appraisal and re-appraisal. Primary evaluation involves recognizing a stimulus and
its significance for the individual’s well-being while secondary appraisal is related
to analyzing the resources that individual can use to respond to the situation.
Re-appraisal is a process allowing modifications to the primary and/or secondary
appraisal while the interaction between the individual and their environment occurs.
Lazarus’ proposition that there is significant variability in interpretation of the
environment according to individuals, resulting in emotions being expressed with a
large degree of variability, is found in modern appraisal theories. His idea that
emotion is a continual process is also widespread today.

1.5.2. Specific models of this theoretical trend

Frijda [FRI 06] considers emotions to be triggered by significant events that are
defined as occurrences that touch on one or more of the subject’s concerns. Note
that the word “concern” is here used to mean the mindset of someone who is
particularly interested in someone or something, engaged in something or wants to
reach a specific goal.

One of Frijda’s contributions to the study of emotion is precisely this notion of
“concern”, defined as a disposition to desire the occurrence or not of a given type of
situation. As such, Frijda considers that emotions are based on evaluating the
relevance of events [FRI 86]. According to Frijda, the emotional process is made up
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of different processing stages that lead to an action tendency that is the main
component of emotion in his eyes. Action tendency then allows us to respond to the
situation [FRI 86]. Frijda considers that emotion involves states of preparation for
action that are induced by evaluating events as important to the individual.

For Scherer [SCH 89], who elaborated on the component processes model, the
appraisal process is a rapid succession of stimuli-processing stages (also known as
stimulus evaluation checks or SEC, see Figure 1.4) that are at the root of emotion
genesis. Emotion is defined as “an episode of interrelated, synchronized changes in
the states of all or most of the five organismic subsystems in response to the
evaluation of an external or internal stimulus event as relevant to major concerns of
the organism” [SCH 01a]. In this context, we will favor the term “emotional
episode” rather than “emotional state” to emphasize the dynamic nature of emotion
[SAN 09c]. Scherer’s definition, which emphasizes the notion of synchronized
changes in an organism’s various sub-systems, allows us to rethink the emotional
sequence (as discussed earlier in this chapter) as a question of dynamic interaction
between the five components of emotion. This definition also has the benefit of not
referring to only one aspect of emotion, which has been a recurrent problem in
previous descriptions of emotion. Scherer [SCH 84] proposes that emotion is
multidimensional and comprises five components:

a) a stimulus- or situation-appraising component enabling the elicitation and
differentiation of emotions, an integral part of the emotional process [CLO 00].

However, as Lazarus has indicated [LAZ 91], there are other components of
emotion other than appraisal, such as:

b) a physiological component (bodily changes);

c) a motor expression component, both in terms of facial and vocal expression as
well as posture and gestures;

d) a motivational component including action tendencies (e.g. approaching or
avoiding); and finally

e) a subjective feeling component reflecting felt emotional experience [SCH 93a,
SCH 01].

It seems important to stress this last component, because the terms “emotion”
and “feeling” have often been used interchangeably in the past. Wundt [WUN 97],
for example, considered that there is no clear demarcating line between feeling and
emotion. The majority of researchers in affective sciences agree that feeling is one
component of emotion and not emotion as such.
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One the most current and influential approaches in the psychology of emotion
today is encapsulated by appraisal theories of emotions. As with all basic emotion
theories, this approach underlines the adaptive function of emotions. If we compare
these two theoretical trends, it seems that basic emotion theories have, in recent
years, been influenced by notions from appraisal theories. For example, the
significance attached by Scherer to the synchronization of emotional components is
also found in the work of Matsumoto and Ekman [MAT 09] and their notion of
coordination. They hypothesized that because emotions have developed to help
humans to prepare for action, the responses associated with emotion (physiology,
expressive behavior, cognitions and feeling) need to be organized and coordinated.
Equally, Ekman [EKM 04a] talks about auto-appraiser mechanisms. According to
him, we need to have automatic appraising mechanisms which continually scan the
world around us, detecting when something important for our well-being or survival
occurs. Ekman’s acceptance of the existence of an appraisal process, whether
voluntary or automatic, is not new [EKM 77], the formalization of this process
within basic emotions theories has never achieved the kind of precision proposed by
appraisal theories. The notions that (1) an event needs to be important to the
individual to induce an emotion; and (2) the speed of the evaluative process (which
can occur rapidly and unconsciously); are two key concepts in appraisal theories of
emotions [GRA 09] that seem to be accepted in recent versions of basic emotion
theories.

Figure 1.4. The component processes model
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However, in contrast to basic emotions and bi-dimensional theories that say little
about emotional trigger mechanisms, emotion appraisal theories have contributed
greatly to our understanding of genesis governing mechanisms and differentiating
between emotions. These theories have also been highly useful for understanding
intra- and interpersonal differences, notably cultural and social, in the triggering and
differentiation of emotions.

1.5.3. Criticisms of appraisal theories of emotion

The main criticism of these theories is their potentially excessive cognitivism. As
such, while researchers opposed to this approach accept that appraisal theories
explain specific types of emotional reaction, they deny the necessity of this process
and propose that in a number of cases emotions are produced by non-cognitive
factors [BER 93, LED 93, OHM 78, ZAJ 84]. A key question concerning the
“emotion/cognition” debate lies in the definition of the term “cognition” (see the
glossary in section 1.7). If we accept that appraisal can occur rapidly on several
cognitive levels, including automatic and unconscious processes, then the criticism
of excessive cognitivism no longer holds up (see [LEV 87] for their proposition of
levels of processing in the appraisal process [MOO 09, MOO 10, ROB 09]).

Another criticism of these theories concerns emotional disorders. For example,
for a sufferer of arachnophobia, acquiring the explicit knowledge that a spider is
harmless does not stop them from being scared [GRI 04]. The notion of levels of
processing therefore seems equally important for responding to this criticism.
However, it should be noted that this “multi-level” approach to the appraisal process
has also been criticized because the levels proposed could be seen as being too
diverse to cover the general concept of appraisal [GRI 04]. One route to explore,
which may allow us to understand the different levels of processing in phobias, is
perhaps that of divergences (or similarities) in appraising the same experienced,
remembered or imagined event without specific information or an imagined event
when informed that this situation is extremely likely to make us fearful.

Olsson, Nearing and Phelps [OLS 07a] and Olsson and Phelps [OLS 07b] have
underlined the importance of social learning. According to them, witnessing
someone being frightened by a given stimulus could trigger a fear response just as
strongly than if we had ourselves experienced this stimulus. Today, and to our
knowledge, no study has systematically compared the above-mentioned four
conditions. The experimental studies that have taken place have focused on the
appraisal process as an emotional trigger by remembering past emotional events or
imagining them (for further information on the methods used, see [SCH 01b]). For
both ethical and practical reasons in experimental psychology (for further
information on this question, see part one of the Handbook of Emotion Elicitation
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and Assessment [COA 07, KUP 07a]), methods of inducing natural emotions are not
systematically used in the psychology of emotions. However, the combination of
experimental techniques for manipulating and measuring responses enables precise
hypotheses regarding the appraisal process to be empirically tested [GRA 08,
LAN 07, SIE 07].

1.6. Conclusion

In 1885, Lange considered that it was possible to affirm without exaggeration
that, scientifically, absolutely nothing was understood about emotions, and that there
was no shadow of a theory on the nature of emotions in general, nor of each emotion
in particular. A century later, Frijda [FRI 89] claimed that: “there was not a real
theory of emotions. By ‘real theory’ of emotions, I mean a theory of the human body
or biological systems in general, in which emotion has its own place, among other
components such as information processing and adaptation.” It should not be
mistaken, however, that during the century that separated these two authors, the
study of emotional phenomena was abandoned. The same also applies to the
conceptual precision of the term “emotion”.

As Plutchik remarked in 1980 that the progress made to find a good definition of
emotion was not encouraging, a crucial point in the contemporary approach to
emotions therefore consists of defining emotion by breaking it into several
components. Scherer therefore has proposed a working definition that restricts the
use of the term “emotion” to short periods of time during which the body’s
sub-systems are synchronized to produce an adaptive reaction to an event or
situation that is relevant to that person (see [SCH 87, SCH 93b] for a more detailed
discussion of this definition). This definition, by its specificity, allows us to
distinguish emotion from other affective phenomena such as desire, humor,
preferences, attitudes or even emotional styles, which represents a major conceptual
advance.

Emotions have traditionally been analyzed using a limited list of categories.
Basic emotion theories assume that there are a limited number of emotions with an
evolutionary status and are in this sense “fundamental”. In terms of the
bi-dimensional approach, emotions are not seen as forming different categories,
rather in terms of the elementary dimensions of emotions such as valence or arousal,
which help explain and describe them. Finally, within the framework of appraisal
theories, the evaluation of a situation or stimulus according to different criteria by an
organism is the cause of the elicitation and differentiation of emotions.
Consequently, basic emotion and bi-dimensional theories are not suitable for
modeling the elicitation of emotional processes.
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An area where such progress has had interesting repercussions has been that of
emotional modeling [CAN 09, KOR 11, PEL 09, PET 09 PIC 09, TAY 09]. For
example, as Sander, Grandjean and Scherer [SAN 05] have remarked, modeling
neural networks, while having been very important in terms of its development in
the past 30 years, has neglected the study of emotions (with the exception of
[TAY 09]). However, an advantage of emotional computational analysis is that it
encourages academics in affective sciences to develop explicit functional
architecture [CLO 09, GRA 09, MAR 09, SAN 02, SAN 05]. The aim remains to
develop emotional models that are sufficiently explicit to be tested using
computational, neuroscientific and psychological methods.

1.7. Glossary

Arousal: according to Duffy [DUF 62], arousal refers to “a condition conceived
to vary in a continuum from a low point in sleep to a high point in extreme effort or
intense excitement”. Note that arousal is not synonymous with intensity of affect,
although this mistake is often made in academic writing [BAR 99]. Furthermore, its
link with peripheral nervous system activity is neither direct nor linear [BAR 04].
Arousal is proposed as a fundamental dimension of emotional experience (with
valence) in Russell’s circumplex model, which belong to dimensional emotional
models and is probably the most influential of them.

Cognition: while the definition of cognition has been a matter of fierce debate
(for further details, see Lazarus [LAZ 84] and Zajonc [ZAJ 84]), it seems possible
with some consensus to define it as a cognitive process that, either naturally or
artificially, processes (not necessarily symbolically) information used for the
acquisition, organization and use of knowledge in an explicit or implicit way. This
definition is broader than that of Neisser [NEI 67], for whom the term cognition
refers to all processes by which sensory input is transformed, reduced, elaborated,
stored, recovered and used. Neisser’s definition appears to be limited because it
excludes the sensorial processes from the field of cognitive sciences, which is a
subject of debate.

Emotion: the definitions of this term are so numerous that it seems impossible to
cover them all. Here, we will consider emotion to be “an episode of interrelated,
synchronized changes in the states of all or most of the five organismic subsystems
in response to the evaluation of an external or internal stimulus event as relevant to
major concerns of the organism” [SCH 01a]. The five components that this
definition sets out are: appraisal, psycho-physiological changes, motor expression,
action tendencies and subjective feeling.
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Appraisal process: proposed as being the initiator of the elicitation and
differentiation of emotions by emotion appraisal theories. It consists of the rapid and
often unconscious evaluation of a stimulus or specific event against a set of
cognitive criteria. This process will determine and differentiate the emotion or
mixture of emotions felt subjectively.

Subjective feeling: one of the components of emotions for a long time confused
with “emotion” itself, is currently theorized notably as a reflection of the changes
occurring in the four other components of the emotional process [SCH 05].

Action tendency: Frijda [FRI 86] has defined action tendency as a state of
preparation “with the aim of executing a specific type of action”. Action tendencies
(e.g. the desire to flee when scared) are one of the components in the emotional
process, as opposed to actions, and are considered more as behavioral consequences
of emotion. Note that there can be predictive action tendency (i.e. with anger, for
example, towards a superior) where the effective behavior is a retreat (e.g. leaving a
conflict with a superior rather than becoming aggressive towards him).

Valence: a key dimension of emotion (see, for example, Titchener [TIT 09])
already proposed by philosophers such as Aristotle referring to hedonism, i.e. the
agreeable versus disagreeable character of an event or situation. Valence is proposed
as one of the elementary dimensions of the emotional experience for the quasi-
totality of emotional dimensional theories. In appraisal theories, two types of
valence are distinguished for a given event: (1) intrinsic pleasantness (pleasant or
unpleasant) of the event itself; and (2) the goal-conduciveness (conducive or
obstructive) of this event for the individual. For example, a bar of chocolate can
have an intrinsic pleasant character but may be goal-obstructive for the individual if
he/she likes chocolate but is on a diet.
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Chapter 2

Emotion and the Brain

2.1. Introduction

Since the 1990s, research into the cerebral mechanisms involved in emotional
processes has seen a substantial boom, coinciding with the establishment of affective
neuroscience as a field in its own right. This latest area of research relies on
concepts and methods from a variety of disciplines, including philosophy,
anthropology, psychology, psychiatry, biology, neurology and computational
sciences as well as neurosciences in the broader sense of the term. While
technological advances have strongly improved our knowledge of cerebral
functions, strong traditions nevertheless still influence current conceptualizations of
emotion and the brain. This new technology, combined with centuries of reflection,
has therefore resulted in a more integrated perspective on emotional processes.

The main aim of this chapter is to examine the neuronal bases underlying various
emotional processes and subsequently highlight that affective neuroscience is a
multidisciplinary approach. As a form of introduction, we will outline a brief history
of the main steps that have punctuated the understanding about the relationships
between emotions and the brain. We will then spend some time describing the
neuroscientific approach to emotions and how it has contributed to our knowledge
about emotional phenomena. Afterwards, we will focus on some initial theoretical
assumptions about the role of emotions in the brain. We will then examine the main
cerebral structures and their functions in different emotional mechanisms. We will
conclude by presenting some more advanced concepts about cerebral connectivity
and the temporal dynamic of emotional processes.
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2.1.1. Emotions and the brain: the emergence of affective neuroscience as an
independent discipline

This section will provide a brief overview of the major events shaping our
understanding of the connections between emotion and the brain that have, in turn,
led to the emergence of affective neuroscience as an independent area of research.
This section seeks to explain the origins of this new approach by examining the
various disciplines and methods that have influenced its conception.

In his 17th Century work, Les Passions de l’Âme, René Descartes [DES 49]
suggested there was a dual relationship between body and spirit, or between passion
and reason as he described it. Basing his reflection on knowledge about various
areas of the brain, Descartes suggested that the pineal gland, in his view an
indivisible structure of the brain, was the location of the soul. This philosophical
conception represented the first steps towards localizing specific functions within
the brain and therefore to link notions from mind to cerebral structures. While this
example is of mere historical significance today, it nevertheless illustrates how
philosophy can and has stimulated neuroscientific research, which in turn has
produced philosophical debate.

The first clinical descriptions attesting to a concrete link between the brain and
emotions appeared during the 19th Century, where the infamous case of Phineas
Gage − examined by John Harlow in 1868 [HAR 68] − demonstrated that brain
damage can cause major changes in socio-emotional behavior. However, systematic
study and further understanding of the cerebral mechanisms involved in emotion
processes did not emerge until much later. A biological and behavioral perspective
has therefore dominated research in the field of emotion for an extended period
[DAV 03c]. This was all changed by Charles Darwin’s The Expression of the
Emotions in Man and Animals, published in 1872, which would have a lasting
impact on emotion theories and the development of affective neuroscience.

The beginning of the 20th Century saw fierce debate between peripheralist
[JAM 90] and centralist [CAN 29] theories on the nature of how emotion are
generated, leading to the first predictions that emotion is accompanied by changes in
the activity of some brain structures. Several years later, in 1937, James Papez [PAP
37] first advanced the notion of a brain circuit being involved in emotion. On the
basis of this work and that of Canon and Bard, MacLean [MAC 49] subsequently
formulated his 1949 triune brain theory. Nevertheless, a tremendous turn in
exploring brain mechanisms involved in emotions was initiated in the 1970s, this
trend mainly growing from animal literature and around the notion of conditioning
[LED 87]. Since the end of the 1980s, technological advances made in the tool that
serve to investigate brain functions, such as magnetic resonance imaging, finally
offers the possibility of examining the brain activity in vivo, but in an indirect
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privileged status in the study of emotional processes [DAV 03b]. Similar
conclusions, obtained by using various methods such as the lesion approach or
neuroimaging techniques, reinforce the significance of results obtained so far (see
Figure 2.2.). Knowledge of how the brain conveys emotion has allowed both
freedom from a priori conceptions on their functioning as well as to constraint
psychological modeling of emotional processes leading to more detailed theories. In
the following section, we will examine some fundamental contributions made by
neuroscience to the development of conceptualizations about emotion. This section
will therefore provide a background that will hopefully enable the reader to
approach the different elements found in the rest of the chapter critically.

2.2.1. Emotion and the brain: from a unitary entity to processing, from structure
to neural networks

Following the example of cognitive science, which has split information
processes into more core components, neuroscientific research also favors such
subdivisions for the construct of emotion. Indeed, current research has shown that
emotion is not processed by the brain as a unitary entity but includes a
heterogeneous set of processes involving widely dispersed neural networks. These
processes encompass the genesis, the differentiation, the expression, the perception,
the recognition, the regulation, the subjective feeling of emotion ‒ as well as
motivational processes. Each of these mechanisms can be further split into more
developed subdivisions, which are beyond the scope of the present chapter. The data
from the literature tend to show that this approach better accounts for emotional
complexity, for different levels of emotional processing and for the multiple mental
operations accompanying them.

In the literature, the study of emotional phenomena can be understood by
different levels of increasing complexity, expanding from the structuralist approach
to modeling of neuronal networks. In the perspective aiming to determine which
brain areas are involved in a given function, the research interest focuses on
functional specificity of brain-related activity during an emotional episode. Theories
proposed by authors defending core or discrete emotion approaches illustrate this
localizationalist perspective. Indeed, this approach argues that each discrete emotion
is represented by specific neural patterns [EKM 99]. For example, a significant
amount of data suggests that the amygdala is involved in processing fear-related
signals, while the insula would play a specific role in processing information linked
to disgust [CAL 01]. We will return to this issue in the section 2.5 of this chapter.

Neuroimaging techniques can serve different objectives, depending on whether
the aim is to understand the brain activity involved in emotional processes or
whether we want to identify differences at the structural level of the brain. The
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“structural imagery” seeks to identify, locate and measure the different parts of the
central nervous system. This method has provided a wealth of medical information,
where it can be used diagnostically as well as helping us to understand how the brain
functions. Indeed, it brings elements that have helped interpret behavioral data
established in neuropsychology. By using this method, we can then easily locate the
site of a brain lesion and identify the role played by a specific brain structure in a
given process. This type of technique is also used in the domain of pathology to
identify biological markers, such as difference in volume and thickness of the
cortical layer for example. “Functional imagery” on the other hand aims to
characterize brain activity related to a specific task, which is equivalent to highlight
the functions played by some brain structures in the processes induced by this task.
Various techniques are used to measure brain signals with more or less satisfactory
spatial and temporal precision. One of these techniques, functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI, see Figure 2.2a) consists of measuring the BOLD signal,
reflecting Blood Oxygen Levels in the Brain. Using a mechanism called a
hemodynamic response, the inflow of oxygenated blood increases in the areas
requiring energy. This method allows us to characterize with a high degree of
precision (spatial resolution of about one third of a millimeter at best) the brain areas
involved in a given task (see Figure 2.2c). In contrast, this method has a poor
temporal resolution (in the range of the second), which is greatly inferior to the
dynamic of emotional processes. Electroencephalography (EEG, see Figure 2.2b) is
another non-invasive method of measuring electric brain activity. While this method
has a relatively imprecise spatial resolution, it does have a temporal resolution of a
millisecond. As such, this tool seems to be advantageous for studying the temporal
dynamic of emotional processes. Among different possible analysis, one can
compute event-related potentials (ERPs, see Figure 2.2d), which are positive or
negative waves reflecting the electric signature of a characteristic stage of the
information processing.

Studying a brain structure’s function in emotional processing is only a first step
in understanding the complex brain architecture underpinning a process. Beyond this
regionalist view, models try to include, within a complex neural network, the
specific processes carried out by certain brain structures during the temporal
unfolding of an emotion. This new, network-based approach has shown, among
other things, that the processes linked to emotion do not depend solely on sub-
cortical regions of the brain as, for example, Panksepp has suggested [PAN 98]. On
the contrary, more recent theoretical suggestions have indicated that emotional
processes involve vast neural networks that are widely distributed between cortical
and sub-cortical brain areas. In this respect, Adolphs has provided an eloquent
demonstration with the case of facial emotion recognition, by detailing not only the
different processes and specific areas of the brain underpinning them, but also by
proposing their temporal dynamics and their anatomical connections [ADO 02]. The
components underpinning an emotion, such as identifying a facial expression or the
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awareness of bodily changes during an emotional episode would all be implemented
in at least partly distinct neuronal circuits, those being therefore largely
interconnected and potentially modulated by different sensory modality. Apart from
MRI, EEG techniques, which emphasize the study of temporal dynamics, offer the
possibility of identifying more precisely the different stages and the various
components of emotional processes. It may therefore be possible to learn how brain
structures exchange information temporally during an emotional episode (see, for
example [GRA 08a]).

Figure 2.2. Research techniques used to examine brain structure and function

2.2.2. Levels of processing in emotional processes

For many years, emotions have been viewed within psychology as representing
conscious states requiring de facto voluntary processing. As proof, investigations
about the subjective feeling were bound to self-report methods, such as self-
administered questionnaires or even measures of verbal communication. At the time,
authors have concluded that without changes in this type of indicator, the genesis of
emotion has not been triggered. While these methods have some significance for
understanding emotional phenomena, the use of a varied set of experimental
paradigms has highlighted that a number of so-called emotional processes escape
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our explicit consciousness. The development of emotional information processing
inaccessible to the verbal report and potentially associated with largely automatic
affective processes could be explained by the fact that our cognitive system (i.e. the
part dealing with processes which can be verbally expressed) is of limited capacity
and that such processes need to be automatic so that the organism can react with
efficiency in case of emergencies.

The evolutionary approach and cognitive evaluation theories have respectively
proposed that emotional stimuli have a particular importance for human survival
(e.g. indicating danger) and well-being (e.g. congruency to current goals and
expectations). As such, the automatic detection of a stimulus could enable the
system to stop ongoing activities and to redirect voluntary attention toward the area
of the environment requiring a prioritized processing [VUI 05]. A large amount of
evidence from behavioral studies, from EEG and functional brain imaging, indicates
that there are a large number of implicit processing involved in emotional processes.
This has therefore generated a large amount of literature on the subject, particularly
with regard to emotional facial expression. Based on the notion of automatic
emotion encoding, some authors have suggested that emotional stimuli could be
processed at a pre-attentive stage [ÖHM 01], unconsciously and relatively
independently of voluntary attentional processes [GRA 05, SAN 05a].

The emotional characteristics of stimuli also have the potential to lower the
threshold for perceptive processing, making their detection in the presence of
distracters easier [PHE 06]. Studies of brain-damaged patients suffering from
hemineglect syndrome and presenting left auditory extinction following damage to
the right parietal areas, have highlighted the capacity of emotional prosody to reduce
auditive extinction1 for stimuli presented to the left ear in dichotic listening
[GRA 08c]. This has therefore indicated that emotional stimuli can modulate
voluntary (endogenous) and involuntary (exogenous) processes involved in spatial
attention. As such, examining the cerebral architecture underlying implicit and
explicit processes linked to emotion has allowed us to constrain psychological and
neuropsychological models leading to the development of more detailed theories.

2.2.3. Emotion and cognition

The traditional view considers that affect and cognition represent two separated
systems which are underpinned by independent neural networks. However, recent
work in the field of neurosciences has allowed us to move away from these

1 Auditive extinction refers to the fact that the patient does not report the existence of a
stimulus delivered to the left ear concomitantly to the presentation of a stimulis occurring to
the right ear.
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simplistic, if not erroneous, conceptualizations. A large amount of evidence
currently supports the notion of an overlap between the neural circuits responsible
for cognition and those dedicated to affect [DAV 03b, PES 08]. Indeed, emotion
seems to exert an influence on numerous aspects of cognition, such as perception,
attention, memory, moral judgment and decision-making. Results show, for
example, that the activity in sensory cortices is more increased in response to
emotional compared to neutral events [GRA 05]. These brain modulations of
sensory cortices, which mediator would be the amygdala, would strengthen the
perceptual representations for this particular kind of stimuli. Other data also reveal
that emotional events can capture attention quicker than neural stimuli [BRO 08].
Similarly, researchers have been able to show that emotional memories, both
positive and negative, are better remembered than neutral events [LAB 06].

In this respect, the component process model (CPM) of emotion [SCH 01] offers
an interesting conceptual framework because it bypasses the debate around the
primacy of emotion or cognition by integrating a cognitive component as a
constitutive element triggering the emotional episode (see Chapter 1 for further
details). This type of approach seems more in line with empirical data which
indicate bidirectional relationships between these two systems. After having exposed
this preliminary and introductory knowledge from modern neuroscience, we will
now examine the main theoretical proposals that have marked the development of
this field of study.

2.3. The historical and conceptual legacy of early conceptions of emotions and
the brain

2.3.1. Forerunners of affective neuroscience

2.3.1.1. Charles Darwin

Thirteen years after the appearance of On the Origin of Species and following his
studies into evolution, Charles Darwin [DAR 72] published The Expression of the
Emotions in Man and Animals. In this book, he defends the idea of a phylogenetic
continuity in emotional expression. This proposal is based on numerous
observations conducted from sketches and photographs revealing that animals and
humans express emotions in the same way. Today, Darwin’s proposal has led to the
use of animal models, which by extrapolation allow a better understanding of certain
aspects of emotional phenomena in humans. Darwin also believed in the existence
of a limited number of core emotions that are innate and universal. This echoes
current research seeking to establish to what extent different emotions are
represented by partly distinct neural substrates [EKM 73, LED 96, PAN 98].
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2.3.1.2. The James-Lange peripheralist theory

Around a decade after Darwin, in 1884, William James [JAM 84] published
What are Emotions?, a book in which he developed a thesis explaining the
mechanism at the root of emotional genesis. According to James, emotion results
from awareness of bodily changes which accompany it, as they occur. This
innovative proposition at that time highlighted the importance of bodily signals in
emotional processes. The majority of neuroscientific researchers have revisited this
peripheralist approach, emphasizing particularly that bodily feedbacks can modulate
the emotional experience. We will return to this point in section 2.6.1 of this chapter,
particularly when we will present the somatic marker theory.

2.4. Initial neuro-anatomical emotion theories

2.4.1. Canon-Bard’s centralist theory

The centralist emotion theory emerged in response to criticism aimed at James-
Lange’s peripheralist conception of emotion (see Chapter 1). One of the main
arguments of the centralist approach came from observing the effects of brain
damage on the emotional behavior of cats. Canon and Bard suggested that if
emotion results from an awareness of the bodily changes, as proposed by
peripheralist theories, then it should depend entirely on the integrity of the sensory
cortices. Bard’s results [BAR 28] demonstrated that a resection of sensory cortices
in cats does not suppress the emotional response. On the basis of these data, Canon
and Barn developed a theory that saw the central nervous system as the source of
emotion. They formulated therefore the beginnings of an explanation about the
cerebral mechanisms involved in emotion. According to Canon-Bard, the
hypothalamus would be involved in the response to emotional stimuli, while
neocortical regions would exert an inhibitory action on this structure. This emotional
response would indeed be regulated by means of top-down control of cortical areas
on the hypothalamic regions, the latter no longer existing in brain-damaged cats.

The research carried out by Canon and Bard once more demonstrated the
benefits of using animal models to infer about emotional mechanisms in humans.
Furthermore, they use the so-called lesional method to assess the role played by a
specific brain region in emotional processes. In order to do this, they worked on the
postulate that changes in emotional behavior resulting from the resection of a given
brain area provided information about the processes underlain by this particular
brain area.
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2.4.2. Papez’s circuit

In 1937, James Papez first proposed the notion of a neural circuit being involved
in emotion. According to this model, sensory information reaching the thalamus is
divided into two processing streams. Along the “stream of thinking”, sensations are
transmitted by the thalamus in the direction of sensory cortices and the cingulate
cortex to be transformed into thoughts, memories and perceptive elements. This
stream also extends from the cingulate cortex to the hippocampus and reaches the
mamillary bodies located in the hypothalamus via the fornix. From here, projections
would be sent to the anterior thalamus. These different structures form the so-called
“Papez circuit” (see Figure 2.3). In the “stream of feeling”, the information from the
thalamus reaches the hypothalamus directly. This channel therefore allows the
generation of emotion and accompanying bodily changes via connections between
the hypothalamus and bodily systems. Furthermore, this emotional response is
subject to top-down cortical regulation, which would imply a transmission of
information from the cingulate cortex to the hypothalamus via the hippocampus.
According to Papez, emotional response is dependent on the activity of the cingulate
cortex, which is responsible for integrating information coming from the sensory
cortices and from the hypothalamus. Consequently, the generation of emotions can
potentially take place via the two streams, given that each of them has access to all
of the structures constitutive of the Papez circuit.

Figure 2.3. The Papez circuit developed in 1937, borrowed from [DAL 04]
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The contribution of this model to the understanding of the neural network
involved in emotion is remarkable for its time. While several anatomical paths
described by Papez are supported by current data in the literature, the absence of
central structures in emotional processes, such as the amygdala or specific prefrontal
regions, is a major shortcoming of this model. The ideas developed by MacLean
have, however, contributed to solving this problem.

2.4.3.MacLean’s limbic theory

On the basis of the work carried out by Canon-Bard, MacLean [MAC 49]
proposed in the 1950s that the human brain should be considered the product of
progressive evolution, anatomically and concentrically localized. As such, MacLean
formulated his triune brain theory, which subdivided the brain architecture into three
distinct parts (see Figure 2.4b). The oldest part is composed of the stratial complex
and the basal ganglia, which MacLean believed to be the root cause of primitive
emotions such as fear or aggression. According to MacLean, the paleo-mammalian,
or visceral brain constitutes the second part of the brain’s architecture. MacLean
includes in it the majority of areas described in Papez’s circuit, such as the thalamus,
hypothalamus, hippocampus and cingulated cortex.

Figure 2.4. a) View of the limbic system (b) and MacLean’s triune brain

The real innovation of MacLean’s theory was to incorporate the amygdala and
prefrontal cortex, which are now accepted as being determinants in emotional
processes. This second subdivision would result in the notion of the limbic system
and lead to MacLean’s proposal that emotional processing is undertaken by a set of
sub-cortical structures (see Figure 2.4a). While this notion has reflected for a long
time a dominant conception about brain areas being responsible for emotional
processing, more recent evidence has undermined this concept, both theoretically
and empirically [CAL 01, LED 96]. Indeed, current evidence indicates that the neo-
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mammalian brain that forms the third part of MacLean’s triune brain architecture
represents nowadays the cerebral substrate underlying higher cognitive functions
also involved in emotional processes. These data suggest that neo-cortical areas of
the brain are involved in the top-down control of emotional responses.

By adopting a neo-Jamesian approach, MacLean confirmed that emotional
experience comes from the integration of external sensations and bodily or internal
information. According to this perspective, an emotional event triggers bodily
changes, an awareness of these changes as they occur, results in an emotion. In this
respect, information regarding peripheral changes reaches the brain and is integrated
into a perception of the outside world. MacLean proposed that this integration
mechanism depends on the activity of the visceral or paleomammalian brain, and, in
particular, the hippocampus. However, more recent data have revealed that the
structure MacLean considered to be essential in feeling emotion are in fact more
involved in computing specific cognitive aspects, such as memory regarding the
hippocampus for example.

In conclusion, the insight of these first propositions concerning emotional
processes at the brain level has laid the foundations for most current research. In the
following section, we will describe the main areas of the brain considered to be
essential to understanding emotional processes. Among these structures, we will
focus on the amygdala, the prefrontal cortex, the anterior cingulate cortex and the
insula within the context of the psychological and neuropsychological theories that
attempt to explain the functions carried out by these brain regions in emotional
processes.

2.5. Structures in the brain and their functions in emotional processes

2.5.1. Amygdala

Anatomically, the amygdala is located in the anterior and medial commissure of
each of the two temporal lobes (see Figure 2.5a). This structure is actually composed
of a heterogeneous set of approximately 12 nuclei [AMA 92] that can each be
further subdivided [LED 00]. While the spatial resolution of different imaging
methods and brain damage studies do not allow us to assess this issue conclusively
in humans yet; these different nuclei could each play a specific functional role [PIT
97]. Moreover, the gathering of such diverse entities into a unique structure has also
been the subject of debate [SWA 98]. Nevertheless, the amygdala could be
considered an integrated structure in the sense that its different nuclei maintain
important reciprocal connections that seem to have evolved together during the
phylogenesis. The amygdala also represents an important crossroads because it is
extensively and reciprocally interconnected with numerous other brain regions, such
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as the sensory cortices, thalamus [AMA 92], hippocampus and hypothalamus
[DAV 01] as well as the frontal, temporal and parietal lobes [BAR 07, GHA 02,
GHA 07]. These numerous connections with other parts of the brain mean that the
amygdala is well positioned to modulate not only the activity of the sensory regions
but also the cortical areas responsible for cognitive, emotional, somatic, visceral and
endocrine processes [DAM 03].

In previous years, there was a boom in studies exploring the function of the
amygdala. During this time, there has been a wealth of papers collating evidence
around the anatomo-functional correlates supported by the amygdala [AGG 92,
AGG 00]. In this way, data have revealed that this region seems to be involved in
emotional, memory and attentional processes as well as those of conditioning, social
conditions and reward-based learning. We will now look at some of these functions
and discuss some of the models that attempt to encapsulate them.

2.5.2. Amygdala and emotional learning processes

Emotional learning fulfills a central function by evaluating the predictable results
of external events that are relevant to the organism’s survival and therefore allow the
mobilization of the necessary bodily resources for triggering and coordinating
appropriate behavior [LAB 03]. This type of system is particularly useful in
dangerous situations that require both rapid reaction and long-term memory of the
event. Indeed, the organism may find itself faced with a similar or identically
threatening situation. Thus encoding such types of events in long-term memory
allows the organism not only to recognize it, but also to react to it adequately and as
quickly as possible. The neuroscience has helped to highlight the neural circuits
involved in this type of learning and memory, particularly by the use of the
conditioning paradigm.

2.5.2.1. Amygdala and classical conditioning

In classical conditioning [PAV 27], a meaningless stimulus (conditioned
stimulus, abbreviated as CS) acquires affective properties (i.e. creating a fear
response) when it occurs shortly following a naturally or biologically threatening
event (unconditioned stimulus, abbreviated as US) and that the association of the
two stimuli is repeated over time. As soon as the CS–US link has been established,
then the fear response alone is induced by the presentation of the conditioned
stimulus. For example, if a rat hears a sound (CS) several times that is shortly
followed by an electric shock (US), then the exclusive presentation of the sound
(CS) creates a fear response once the CS–US link has been made. In classical or
Pavlovian conditioning, we traditionally distinguish between two important phases.
The first corresponds to the acquisition stage of the association between the CS and
US described above. When the CS repeatedly appears without being paired with the
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US, the fear response decreases until it disappears. The second phase refers to the
extinction process. Neuroimaging data have shown that amygdala activation is
higher during the first trials of acquisition [BÜC 98] and extinction [LAB 98]. This
specific temporal pattern indicates that the amygdala is involved in learning new
conditioned associations and that its role becomes less pronounced once the latter
are well established [LAB 03].

2.5.2.2. The amygdala: a structure with two processing streams

In line with his first work on animals, LeDoux [LED 96] proposed two
processing streams involving the amygdala that may underpin the process of fear
conditioning (see Figure 2.5a). Indeed, he describes the characteristics of these two
distinct processing streams:

– the sub-cortical, which carries sensory information directly from the thalamus
to the amygdala;

– the cortical one, which takes information to the amygdala indirectly via the
sensory cortices.

We will now look at some of the arguments originating from case studies and
neuroimaging data that support the involvement of the amygdala in fear-
conditioning processes in humans. In this vein, Andrilli et al. [ANG 96] have shown
for example that a patient suffering from brain damage on the right amygdala seems
to be completely unresponsive to fear conditioning. Contrary to control participants,
he does not show any improvement in blink reflex, a defense response linked to the
presence of aversive stimuli. In another study, Bechara et al. [BEC 95] sought to
understand the role of the amygdala and the hippocampus in emotional conditioning
and establishing declarative knowledge. The results revealed the existence of a
double dissociation between these two structures and their underlying processes.
Indeed, the patient SM, with bilateral damage to the amygdala but an intact
hippocampus, had acquired factual knowledge regarding the experimental session,
although he did not show any fear conditioned response. In contrast, the patient WC,
with lesions to the hippocampus and intact amygdala, displayed the opposite pattern.
In this case, the patient was able to acquire a fear conditioned response while having
no conscious memory relating to the task he had just completed. These two studies
reveal that lesions to the amygdala cause a selective impairment to emotional
learning reactions, but do not alter explicit knowledge.

Evidence from neuroimaging has played a large role in reinforcing these initial
data while outlining the first arguments for an unconscious processing stream in
humans, compatible with LeDoux’s double stream model [LED 96]. In this vein,
several studies have shown that the right amygdala responds more strongly to anger
facial expression presented under the threshold of consciousness [MOR 98,
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MOR 99]. Furthermore, authors have noted the presence of a correlation between
activity in the amygdala with that in the pulvinar and the superior colliculus
[MOR 99]. This experimental evidence has led researchers to believe that the
emotional value of a stimulus can be extracted unconsciously or automatically via a
colliculus–pulvinar–amygdala stream (see Figure 2.5b). In terms of this hypothesis,
similar results have been found in blindsight patients, who have cortical blindness
but whose peripheral vision organs remain intact. These patients, while blind, are
capable of categorizing emotional facial expressions beyond the level of chance
[DEG 99]. Other neuroimaging experiments have also indicated that amygdala and
pulvinar activities covariate in the same patient [MOR 01]. The indirect evidence
from this particular category of patients has provided a strong argument in favor of
the existence of a double stream in humans.

Figure 2.5. a) Illustration of the two processing streams in an animal as proposed by LeDoux
(b) and its extension in human, adapted from [LED 96]

The second processing stream is cortical, since it conveys sensory information
from the thalamus to the visual cortex and other cortical areas such as the
extrastriate and fusiform cortices and the superior temporal sulcus before arriving at
the amygdala (see Figure 2.5b). Neuroimaging studies have underlined this stream
plays a critical role in appraising facial expression [PES 02]. The two processing
streams have therefore different functional implications. The direct sub-cortical
stream allows the amygdale to have a rough representation extracted rapidly and in a
relative independent fashion regarding conscious and voluntary attentional
processes. With regard to the indirect/cortical stream, it allows more detailed and
refined analysis, which will reach the amygdala later, therefore producing slower
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conditioned responses. This stream relies on conscious or intentional processing to
integrate the information processed at a higher cognitive level [SAN 03].

2.5.3. The amygdala and emotional perception: hypotheses around the specificity
of processing within the amygdala

Within the field of emotional psychology there are several influential theories
including discrete emotion theory, dimensional theories and appraisal theories (see
Chapter 1 for more details). As previously mentioned, affective neuroscience has
provided evidence that has not only allowed us to critically evaluate the predictions
from these theories, but also to in fine constraint these different models. With this in
mind, studies of processes supported by the amygdala have been highly informative
in many ways. This brain structure has been extensively studied and the nature and
numbers of processes undertaken by it are still the subject of debate today.

2.5.3.1. The amygdala as a fear module

With regard to the brain, core emotion theories propose that different neural
substrates underlie each discrete emotion [EKM 99, LED 96]. The majority of
research in cognitive neuroscience of emotion has therefore focused on identifying
the areas of the brain implementing these different emotions. As such, evidence
from various disciplines has highlighted the strong involvement of the amygdala in
processing fear-related signals. The convergence of these data has led some authors
to propose that the amygdala form the core of a modular cognitive system dedicated
to rapid, automatic and specific processing of these threatening stimuli [MIN 02,
ÖHM 05, ÖHM 03]. This module would have evolved during the evolution to allow
mammals to face recurrent problems encountered in their environment [ÖHM 03].
In this way, the fear module functions as a device that automatically activates when
there is a threat and triggers behavioral defense responses on the one hand and
associates the psycho-physiological responses to the subjective feeling of fear on the
other [ÖHM 04] (see Figure 2.6).

The majority of research carried out on animals indicates that the amygdala is
not only necessary for establishing conditioned processes [LED 00] but, more
broadly, is part of a specific system that triggers adaptive reactions when faced with
danger. Observations made in primates with Klüver-Bucy syndrome, following
bilateral amygdala resection, have revealed a permanent disruption of social
behavior, and more specifically a reduction in fear responses, as well as an increase
in approach behavior [WEI 56]. More recently, a series of studies carried out in
brain-damaged patients has indicated that a bilateral lesion of the amygdala
provokes impairments in the perception and recognition of fear facial [ADO 94,
ADO 95, CAL 01] and vocal [SCO 97] expressions. Finally, results from
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neuroimaging data have shown that the amygdala participates in processing fear-
related faces [MOR 96] and prosody [PHI 98].

Figure 2.6. The “fear module”, adapted from [ÖHM 04]

Some research has suggested that the activity of the amygdala is also modulated
by other emotions of negative valence. These data give support to the arguments
questioning the proposition of a fear module as a selective and exclusive profile of
amygdalian computations. Indeed, some studies have shown changes in recognition
as well as subjective feeling of emotions, such as sadness and anger as a result of
amygdala lesions [FIN 00, LEV 03, RAP 00]. Similarly, some neuroimaging results
have corroborated the evidence obtained by lesion studies. As such, they emphasize
the presence of amygdala responses to facial expressions of sadness [BLA 99],
anger [WRI 02, YAN 02] as well as disgust [SCH 02] and vocal expressions of
anger [GRA 05, SCO 97].

A second body of studies, however, goes against the hypothesis of a fear module
and a conception, which sees the amygdala as a structure limited to the processing of
unpleasant or negative emotions. As such, several recent studies have underlined
that the amygdala is involved in processing positive events (for detailed reviews see
[SAN 03, SAN 05b, SER 08]). In this vein, there is an abundance of evidence from
brain imaging data supporting this proposal. Indeed, such research indicates that the
amygdala is activated in response to facial expressions of joy [YAN 02], to words
and images with a positive content [HAM 99 and HAM 03, respectively], positive
tastes [ODS 01], as well as when viewing entertaining or erotic films [SUG 05].
Finally, the amygdala takes part in the neuronal circuit which implements reward-
based learning and positive reinforcement processes [MUR 07]. This structure
therefore seems to be a mediator between sensory inputs and their emotional
valence, as illustrated by the work of Somerville et al. [SOM 06]. In this study, the
researchers subjected patients to the task of memorizing unfamiliar faces with an
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associated positive, negative or neutral description. Interestingly, the results showed
that the right amygdala was only activated in response to faces associated with
emotional content, independently of valence.

2.5.3.2. The amygdala and arousal

There is a second class of influential models in the field of emotion psychology,
developed within the dimensional approach. Generally, this theoretical trend
proposes that emotions can be represented in a shared, multidimensional space.
Among the different models including this approach, bidimensional theory [FEL 99,
RUS 99] proposes that emotions can be divided along two orthogonal axes
representing the dimensions of valence (pleasant to unpleasant) and arousal (low to
high). From these core concepts, some authors have suggested that different regions
of the brain underpin these dimensions [HAM 03]. Studies in neuroimaging indicate
that there is a dissociation in the processing of these two dimensions for olfactory
[AND 03b] and gustatory stimuli [SMA 03]. The results of Anderson et al.
[AND 03b] have revealed that amygdala activity correlated with intensity of the
stimulus but not with the valence of odors, although left ventromedial and right
orbital areas of the prefrontal cortex code positive and negative valence of such
stimuli, irrespective of their intensity. In the same way, Small et al. [SMA 03] found
that the medial insula and the amygdala react to the intensity of taste, while the
orbitofrontal cortex showed a response pattern specific to gustatory valence.

This theoretical conception of the amygdala as a brain center dedicated to the
processing of highly arousing emotions is not exempt for criticisms. Indeed, as
Sander et al. [SAN 05b] have highlighted in their review, the concept of intensity
presented in such research is not equivalent to the notion of physiological arousal
proposed theoretically. Furthermore, data have indicated that the amygdala responds
to the presentation of sad facial expressions, a type of event that induces weak
responses in terms of arousal [BLA 99]. Moreover, Whalen et al. [WHA 01] have
reported that the amygdala is activated differentially in response to fear and anger,
which are theoretically found on the same level on the arousal dimension. Finally, in
another study, Winston et al. [WIN 05] tested an alternative hypothesis concerning a
possible non-linear activation of the amygdala in response to the valence of the
stimulus. To this end, the authors measured the response of the amygdala to low or
high concentration of pleasant, neutral and unpleasant smells. The results revealed
that the effect of intensity on amygdala activity is not the same for all levels of
valence. Indeed, the amygdala responds differentially to pleasant and unpleasant
smells with high intensity but not to neutral odors. This data therefore indicated that
the amygdala does not code intensity or valence per se, but that they integrate a
combination of these two attributes, which better accounts for the emotional
properties contained in a stimulus.
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2.5.3.3. The amygdala as a relevance detector

Given the limits of classical approaches in emotion psychology to account for
activation patterns in the amygdala, some authors have proposed an alternative
theoretical framework that better grasps the complexity of processing carried out by
this structure. This new perspective is found in appraisal theories, which propose
that genesis and emotional differentiation are carried out on the basis of cognitive
evaluation processes concerning the significance and consequences of an external
event in relation with an individual’s goals and needs (see Chapter 1 for further
information). On the basis of these theoretical considerations, Sander et al.
[SAN 03] have proposed to consider the amygdala as a central structure in the
detection of relevant events. From this viewpoint, they suggested that there are two
reflection axes that account for the functions carried out by the amygdala [SAN 03,
SAN 05b]. On the one hand, they proposed that different parts of the amygdala can
implement distinct processes and, on the other hand, that a detailed analysis of the
tasks and stimuli to which this structure responds could lead to the identification of a
common computational profile for the different nuclei it encompasses.

Thereby, a review of the literature in neuroscience tends to show that the
adoption of such a perspective better explains the results observed in these studies.
An interesting point in this approach lies in the fact that intra-subject variables can
modulate amygdala responses. In fact, the conclusions of some studies have
indicated that the amygdala was activated in all participants in response to fear facial
expressions, but they responded differently when presented with positive facial
expressions, depending on the participants’ degree of extraversion [CAN 02].
Furthermore, some data have indicated that appraising an event is susceptible to
modulate the activity of the amygdala. Canli et al., for example, have found that the
degree of activation in the left amygdala during encoding can predict the
performance of a memory task, but only for scenes that have subjectively been
evaluated as being more emotionally intense [CAN 00]. Furthermore, other works
led us to think that a person’s current needs influence responses within the amygdala
[HIN 04, LAB 01]. For example, Hinton et al. [HIN 04] observed an increased
activity of the amygdala when participants imagined tasting their favorite food in a
restaurant, but only when they were hungry and not when full.

Furthermore, a large body of data suggests that during the evolutionary process
the amygdala has extended the scope of its computations to integrate relevant
events, as outlined by appraisal theories. Nowadays the decoding and expression of
social signals takes on a determining importance in the generation of appropriate
behavior. The expansion of processes undertaken by the amygdala could therefore
reflect the necessity to implement more refined emotional responses in socially
complex contexts and, as a result, to favor the adaptation of an individual to his or
her environment. Numerous studies have shown that the amygdala participates in
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processing complex social signals [ADO 03a, ADO 03b, ADO 08] as well as in
analyzing some a priori non-emotional attributes. Among the latter, the gaze
[GEO 01], group belonging [HAR 00, PHE 00], facial familiarity [DUB 99],
trustworthiness [KOS 05, TOD 08] as well as the ambiguity of facial expressed cues
[ADA 03] all enhance amygdala activity. The processes undertaken by the amygdala
therefore seem to have become more complex through evolution. Recent studies
have indicated that the amygdala is part of a larger neural network involved in social
judgments [ADO 01, WIN 03] as well as in decision-making [DEM 06]. These
processes of a higher degree of complexity require, among other things, an appraisal
about the relevance and consequences of the choices one individual can make.

This insight into the processes supported by the amygdala shows the need to
design innovative and ecological experimental paradigms in order to test the
predictions made by different theories within the field of emotion psychology. It
also demonstrates the need to improve the models about the normal and pathological
functioning of such processes.

2.5.4. The amygdala and memory processing

The human memory is not a single, indivisible entity, but is made up of several
systems containing, among others, short- and long-term memory, declarative2 and
non-declarative memory3 as well as semantic4 and episodic memory5. It also
involves a number of processes, such as encoding,6 consolidating and remembering
events. Cognitive neuroscience of emotion has begun to reveal the psychological
processes and neural mechanisms that can explain why emotional memories about
episodes of life often acquired a privileged status in the human brain, via
mechanisms that reinforce memory consolidation for example.

2 This type of memory is involved in storing and retrieving memories that a person can
consciously express using language.
3 This type of memory, also called procedural memory, refers to memories of skills, expertise
and associations whose details are not consciously accessible and cannot be verbally
explained (e.g. we cannot simply and precisely describe how to ride a bike).
4 Semantic memory is part of the long-term memory and refers to general or factual
knowledge that we have about the world and ourselves. It is independent of the spatio-
temporal context of encoding (e.g. we know that Paris is the capital of France without having
to remember the date, place or even the people present when this information entered into our
memory).
5 This memory, which is also linked to long-term memory, refers to the storing and retrieval
of personally experienced memories for which we have a spatiotemporal context (detailed
description of the memory).
6 Encoding refers to the process of memorizing information.
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In line with the results obtained through lesion studies [ADO 97, CAH 96],
research in neuroscience has suggested that the amygdala can mediate the effect of
memory facilitation for emotional stimuli by potentiating long-term memory traces
for this type of material [CAN 00, HAM 99]. Neuroimaging studies have the
advantage of being able to investigate the nature of memory processes in which the
amygdala seems to participate. Indeed, Hamann et al. [HAM 99] have observed that
activity of the amygdala during the encoding phase correlates with the performance
of a retrieval task achieved several weeks later. Furthermore, additional data have
revealed that emotional events of positive and negative valence both benefit from
deeper encoding as well as better retrieval as compared with neutral events (for a
review, see [LAB 06]). These studies suggest that the amygdala plays a key role at
the storing stage as well as during the consolidation of emotional memories. The
numerous connections that the amygdala has with other structures involved in
long-term memory, such as the hippocampus, the entorhinal, perirhinal and
parahippocampal cortices, make the modulation of these processes possible.

Furthermore, data from literature on animals have indicated that the amygdala
also takes part in the retrieval process of information stored in memory [MAR 01a,
MAR 01b, SMI 04a, SMI 04b]. Concomitant activation of the amygdala with the
retrieval of an emotional memory would allow us to consolidate again the memory
trace representing this particular event [NAD 00]. The results of recent scientific
studies in humans have suggested that the amygdala is involved in the processes of
retrieving emotional episodes. Indeed, a participant can rely on different strategies to
gain access to a stored episodic memory. This can either be based on a feeling of
familiarity or on the process of remembering, these two processes requiring both
distinct memory systems and neural substrates [YON 05]. In particular, the
remembering process involves retrieving information about the target and its spatial
and temporal encoding context, which contains sensory–perceptive and affective
details. Studies have revealed that the amygdala and the hippocampus are activated
particularly in response to emotional items retrieved by a remembering process as
compared with those originating from a feeling of familiarity [DOL 04, SHA 04].
These results demonstrate that the role of the amygdala in memory processes is not
limited to encoding and consolidation but also extends to retrieving emotional
memories stored in episodic memory and, more specifically, those that are
phenomenologically rich.

2.6. The prefrontal cortex

The prefrontal cortex is located within the frontal part of the brain anterior to
motor and premotor areas. It contains a set of vast heterogeneous cortical territories
[ROL 04] some of them underlying among other things the executive aspects of
cognitive processes as well as a wide range of affective mechanisms. Among the
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structures involved in emotional processes, the orbitofrontal cortex [PRI 07], the
anterior cingulate cortex [BUS 00] and the insula [CAL 01] are the most commonly
mentioned areas. Given the large surface covered by this set of brain regions, the
prefrontal cortex is further divided into functional subdivisions that are specific to
certain areas and common to several of them (see Figure 2.7) [PES 08, RUL 02].

Historically, the first anatomo-functional correlates in the prefrontal cortex
emerged from the study of a patient suffering from a cerebral stroke of this brain
area acquired consecutively to a site accident. Phineas Gage barely survived an
explosion that thrust a metal bar 3 cm in diameter through his left eye and the top of
his skull. Doctor Harlow’s descriptions [HAR 68] revealed that Phineas Gage, a man
known for his kindness, work ethic, intelligence and social standing, was “no longer
Gage”. Following his accident, Gage was described as scornful, impatient, quick to
anger and impulsive. The lesion to the brain had therefore caused significant
changes both in Gage’s personality and his emotional behavior. In a more recent
study, Damasio et al. [DAM 94] sought to disentangle controversies about the
probable location of Gage’s brain lesions. To this end, the authors have combined a
reconstruction of Gage’s skull and the use of modern brain imaging techniques. The
results revealed bilateral damage to the prefrontal cortex, which would explain the
difficulties in emotional processing and decision-making, symptoms frequently
observed in patients presenting such brain lesions.

Figure 2.7. Illustration of the main structures of the so-called “emotional brain”. These two
figures present the structures that play a central role in emotional processing. (a) Lateral
view of the brain that does not show the depth of the different structures nor their bilateral
distribution (adapted from [DAL 04]). (b) Locations of the prefrontal structure, such as the
anterior cingulate cortex, the orbitofrontal cortex and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(adapted from [DAV 00])
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Nowadays, knowledge about the functions under laid by different areas of the
prefrontal cortex is still a subject of debate and has received increasing interest in
research which will be described briefly in the next section.

2.6.1. The prefrontal cortex and bodily signals

The importance of bodily signals in emotional genesis has already been the
object of well-known debate between partisans of James-Lange’s peripheralist view
and Canon-Bard’s centralist approach. On the basis of James-Lange’s initial work,
Schachter and Singer [SCH 62] proposed that bodily signals are not the only
determiners of emotion, but that they interact with cognitive and contextual factors
which can modulate the subjective feeling. For example, they observed that identical
patterns of arousal correlate with emotional states classified according to different
labels, such as anger, joy or fear. Schachter’s two-factor theory [SCH 62] has had a
long-lasting influence on theoretical concepts in emotional psychology, since it
conciliates the viewpoints of both centralist and peripheralist theories.

Following these works, Damasio et al. [DAM 96] formulated their hypothesis
about somatic markers to account for the role played by bodily feedback in the
reasoning and decision-making processes. In their theory, somatic markers represent
associations established early on in personal development between certain types of
complex situations and the physiological and emotional reactions they have elicited
As such, a physiological signature can act as a sort of marker of a situation and its
consequences as being favorable (or not) to an individual. The authors think that the
integration of interoceptive (internal sensations) and exteroceptive (external stimuli)
information is carried out in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex. When an individual
is faced with a type of situation that he has previously encountered, the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex triggers a pattern of physiological activation as well as the
associated somatic state, these processes being either conscious or unconscious.
Somatic markers therefore guide an individual’s decision-making process in a
situation of incertitude where a logical analysis of the possible choices is insufficient
and for which the behavioral decision is based on the emotional properties of the
stimulus. In the absence of somatic markers, all the alternatives to a situation have
an equivalent value and, as such, logical reasoning involves an evaluation of the
results for each of these possible options. This pattern of behavior is therefore
frequently observed in patients with brain damage to the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex who display difficulties in uncertain situations (e.g. social situations) where
the subtle emotional value of several stimuli must be processed and integrated
[SAV 91].

A well-known experiment elaborated by Bechara et al. [BEC 94] submitted
patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex to a so-called gambling
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task in which patients were asked to sit in front of four decks of cards identical in
appearance. Each pack contained cards that allow you to win or lose money.
However, among these four decks of cards, two are considered as “advantageous”
packs as they allow the participants to win money in the long term (low immediate
wins but less money lost), and the other two were “disadvantageous”, because they
would cause long-term financial losses (more significant immediate gains but much
bigger losses). The instruction given to the participants was to increase their amount
of money, unless the experimenter provides them an explicit rule concerning the
decks’ contents. To reach their objective, the participants had on the one hand, to
inhibit the immediate reward (the biggest profit coming from the “disadvantageous”
decks) and on the other hand to become more sensitive to delayed rewards. The
results of the study showed that the participants belonging to the control group
progressively and implicitly integrated the rules of the games, probably based on
their bodily sensations and without having necessarily a conscious explanation
concerning the choice of cards that they had made. Furthermore, physiological
measures of peripheral activity indicated an increase in skin conductance for the
control participants before taking a card from one of the “disadvantageous” decks.
The participants from the control group therefore progressively learned to make
associations between their bodily sensations and the beneficial or harmful
consequences linked to their choices. In this sense, they would have developed
somatic markers during the first trials of the task which would give them a signal
orientating their decision-making for subsequent drawings. In contrast, the patients
with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex could not establish such
associations and did not display any increase in skin conductance. More recent
experiments have shown that other areas of the prefrontal cortex, such as the right
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, also participate in the decision-making process
[KNO 06]. This area would be particularly involved in behaviors linked to fairness.

2.6.2. The prefrontal cortex and the top-down regulation of behavior

Some authors have seen the prefrontal cortex as a region among others whose
function is to send “biased messages” to other areas of the brain to guide behavior in
the direction of solutions most likely to reach one goal of the individual [DAV 90,
DAV 99]. Behavioral choices are often influenced by affective consequences caused
by the situation, even to the extent that these do not represent the most adapted
responses for the person. In the gambling task, for example, the participants had to
be able to inhibit their tendency to act in the direction of immediate gratification
(taking cards from the “disadvantageous” pile) and regulate their behavior to choose
the more appropriate option for achieving the fixed objectives to complete the task.
The prefrontal cortex therefore favors achieving adaptive aims in situations where
several behavioral alternatives competing with each other are linked to immediate
emotional consequences [OCH 02].
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In his functional asymmetry model, Davidson proposes that the left prefrontal
cortex is connected to appealing (positive) goals linked to approach behavior, while
the right prefrontal cortex is responsible for maintaining behavior (negative)
requiring inhibition or avoidance. In a study using the electroencephalography
(EEG) technique, Davidson et al. [DAV 90] published results corroborating this
hypothesis. They demonstrated that energy in the alpha frequency band7 was
reduced in the left prefrontal cortex when presented with faces of positive valence
inducing a tendency of approach and lower in the right prefrontal cortex when
exposed to facial expressions of disgust eliciting avoidance. The reduction in energy
in this frequency band would indicate a specific increase in brain activity.
Furthermore, Davidson et al. [DAV 00] have proposed that the emotional regulation
mechanism for negative effects, such as anger, involves a neural network in which
inhibitory connections in certain parts of the prefrontal cortex (probably the
orbitofrontal cortex) would extend top-down projections toward the amygdala. More
recent studies in neuroimaging have suggested that during attempts to regulate
emotion the prefrontal cortex modulates the activity of the amygdala differently
according to the adopted strategy (see, for example, [OCH 04]). Dysfunctions in
these processes therefore would constitute a prelude to socially unadapted behaviors
as well as aggressiveness and violence. Indeed, there are several neuropsychological
studies supporting this view [AND 99, BLA 00]. Similarly, while patients with
damage to the orbitofrontal cortex are conscious to current social norms, they are not
aware of violating these rules [BEE 06].

2.6.3. The prefrontal cortex and the motivational component of emotion

Rolls’ work [ROL 04] has suggested that within the prefrontal areas of the brain
the orbitofrontal cortex plays a role in learning the emotional and motivational value
of a stimulus. Due to its numerous connections with other limbic regions [REM 07],
the orbitofrontal cortex is part of a neural circuit that underpins the reward process
[TRE 99]. In this way, Rolls [ROL 04] has proposed that this region works with the
amygdala to establish and represent associations between primary (e.g. taste or
touch) and secondary reinforcers (e.g. learnt associations between visual and
olfactive stimuli). Beyond this function, the orbitofrontal cortex can flexibly adjust
the behavior of an organism, once the reinforcement contingencies change in the
environment. Moreover, impairments of this type of reversible learning have been
highlighted in animals following damage to the orbital part of the prefrontal cortex
[for a review see ROL 04] as well as in humans by neuropsychological
investigations [BEC 97, BER 04].

7 The alpha frequency band corresponds to the brain rhythms oscillating between 8.5 and
12 Hz.
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2.7. The anterior cingulate cortex

Generally, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) can be considered as a region
responsible for integrating information from diverse sources and contributing to
modulate the processing that occur in other brain areas. Several evidence suggest
that the ACC is in fact an interface between cognitive and affective processes and
that it participates more specifically in linking emotional and attentional information
[DAV 03a]. Lesion and electrophysiological studies, as well as data from cerebral
connectivity studies and a limited number of imaging studies, have indicated that the
anterior ACC can be further divided in to two parts, processing affective and
cognitive information respectively [BUS 00]. The affective part refers to the ventral
and rostral territories of the anterior cingulate cortex. It also has connections with
limbic and frontal structures (such as the amygdala, the orbitofrontal cortex and the
anterior insula) as well as with the visceral, endocrine and visceromotor systems.
Although a theoretical framework integrating in a unified view the different
processing carried out by the ACC does not exist yet, the symptoms resulting from
brain damage to this area have laid the foundation of the anatomo-functional
correlates supported by the ACC. Some of these include apathy, inattention,
deregulation of functions carried out by the autonomous system as well as emotional
instability, reflecting the role of the AAC in emotional feeling, mirroring what Papez
had proposed [PAP 37]. Other empirical evidence has further revealed that the
affective subdivision of the ACC seems to be involved in evaluating the emotional
and motivational value of an event and in controlling emotional responses requiring
effortful mental resources [DEV 95, DRE 98, VOG 92, WHA 98]. Finally, some
data seem to support a link between dysfunction within the ACC and
psychopathological states. For example, hyperactivation in the ACC correlates with
anxiety and social phobia [DAV 03a].

The cognitive part is located in the dorsal division of the ACC. Without going
into detail, this area of the brain plays a functional role in detecting and controlling
errors [DAV 03a]. Some researchers have suggested that it is the centre of the
attentional supervision system proposed in Norman and Shallice’s model [NOR 86],
which intervenes when automatic action routines are not sufficient to respond to the
task’s demands.

2.8. The role of the insula in disgust

The majority of experiments into the neural substrates implementing disgust
have highlighted the major role of two brain structures: the insula and the basal
ganglia. Neuroimaging data have indicated that these regions are activated when
presenting with facial and vocal expressions of disgust [PHI 98]. Furthermore,
neuropsychological results have emphasized the existence of a double dissociation
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in the processes underlying the recognition of fear and disgust in patients
respectively suffering from brain damage to the amygdala and the insula. The invert
pattern observed in these two patients indicates that lesions to the insula cortex
provoke selective impairments in recognizing disgust, which do not reflect more
general disruptions in the ability to identify emotions with a negative valence
[PHI 98, SPR 98]. Furthermore, while patients display impairments in recognizing
disgust, they are capable of naming situations where a person might feel disgust and
therefore do not seem to have problems with understanding the concept of disgust
[CAL 01]. These results are particularly interesting because the insula receives
afferent inputs from the gustatory system [SMA 99] and projects efferent
connections in the direction of the majority of regions playing a role in regulating
the responses of the autonomous system. Finally, a synthesis of studies examining
patients and control participants [DAV 99] argues for the implications of this
structure in bodily states.

2.9. Temporal dynamic of brain processes in emotional genesis

As highlighted several times in this chapter, we consider emotion as a complex
process taking place across a period of time. The brain processes linked to emotion
have often been studied using techniques that cannot account for the complex
temporal dynamics of the processes underpinning emotional mechanisms, which is
particularly the case with fMRI. There are other methods for studying these
mechanisms, however, in particular EEG and magneto encephalography, which can
characterize electric and magnetic brain processes in order to elucidate their
temporal dynamics. Perception of emotional facial expressions has been a subject of
great interest within neuroscience over the past 10 years. Adolphs [ADO 02], as
previously mentioned, proposed a temporal dynamic model as well as conscious and
unconscious mechanisms that are involved in the perception of emotion in the face.
Other works have also studied the temporal dynamics of emotional facial perception
using EEG [BAL 08, ESS 04, POU 04] and magneto encephalography [LUO 07,
STR 99].

Beyond these works, Grandjean and Scherer [GRA 08a] have recently tested
Scherer’s 1984 hypothesis about the temporal sequence of appraisal processes. This
view is opposed to other theoretical positions, where the appraisal evaluation checks
responsible for emotional genesis would occur in parallel or would be determined by
the context [ELL 91, SMI 90]. By the systematic experimental manipulation of
novelty, intrinsic pleasantness, goal and need relevance, goal conduciveness in two
EEG studies, it has been possible to highlight the sequence of brain processes linked
to these experimental manipulations, although massive parallel processes remain
still present (see [GRA 08a] for further details). Such parallel processes are, for
example, linked to the notion of levels of processing. At the first stage, our cognitive
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system can for example detect the novelty without us being aware that something
new has appeared in the environment. The fact that we become aware in an
explainable way of a new stimulus involves complex representational mechanisms
which work in parallel with other appraisal evaluation checks. Thus affective
neuroscience and the tools enabling us to study the brain areas involved in emotional
processes as well as methods allowing the investigation of temporal dynamics of
such processes, can constrain and refine psychological model of emotion and, as
such, improve our knowledge about emotion. In order to tend to a more complete
picture of brain mechanisms involved in emotion, the connectivity between various
areas of the brain and, in particular, the interactions of regions characterized by a
given computational profile, remains a key issue to better account for all the
processes participating in emotion phenomena.

2.10. Functional connectivity

Beyond highlighting the areas of the brain involved in a given cognitive or
emotional process, cognitive neuroscience today seeks to test models about the brain
connectivity contingencies involved during certain cognitive and/or affective
processing. There are currently different methods enabling more or less direct
investigations concerning the brain connectivity as revealed through different types
of indicators.

2.10.1. Investigations of the connectivity using brain imaging techniques (MRI)

One of the most favored methods for examining brain connectivity in animals
consists of using tracers to highlight the areas of the brain exchanging information.
To this end, a given area of the brain, such as a nucleus of the amygdala, is injected
with a product that spreads to the regions connected to this nucleus. These injected
areas can then be studied in detail postmortem. However, this method is not suitable
to study temporal dynamic aspects of the connectivity between brain regions.

Another method developed in the 1990s, called diffusion tensor imaging, or DTI,
is used to study connectivity in humans using a signal obtained from MRI. This
method allows us to see the anatomical connectivity between areas of the brain, but
again does not provide any information about temporal dynamics of the connections
between different parts of the brain. As an example, this method has been used in
humans to study the connectivity between visual and amygdala regions and has
revealed the presence of direct connections between these two brain areas via a
beam which might be involved in modulation of primary visual sites by the
amygdala [CAT 03].
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Analysis of the correlations of fMRI signals between one or more areas of the
brain is also used to study functional connectivity. Unfortunately, in this situation
inferring a direct or even causal relationship between one or more areas is not
possible. Instead, this link is highly indirect and does not constitute genuine proof of
functional connectivity. Statistical models, such as the Dynamic Causal Modeling,
have been developed to systematically study the relations between different areas of
the brain using the BOLD signal borrowed from dynamic causal modeling. This
technique allows us to study the link between areas of the brain but again does not
highlight the temporal dynamic of relations between these same areas. Furthermore,
this method requires a set of alternative models of connectivity between several
areas and to test which one can best account for covariances observed in fMRI
signals between different areas of the brain. Ethofer et al. [ETH 06], for example,
have highlighted that there is bilateral connectivity between the right temporal
region and the right and left frontal regions during the processing of emotional
prosody.

2.10.2. Investigations into connectivity using electroencephalographic (EEG)
techniques

Intracranial local field potential recordings is a direct method allowing to study
the functional connectivity dynamically and selectively. It consists of recording in
situ the electrical activity of large neuronal assemblies by using macro-electrodes
directly located in the brain tissue. This method is used to study interactions between
areas of the brain in both animal and human populations. In fact, some disorders of
the central nervous system such as pharmaco-resistant forms of epilepsy, can require
investigation into the spontaneous electrical activity of brain areas involved in the
genesis of an epileptic focus. Following clinical purposes, deep brain electrodes are
implanted within the brain with the aim of identifying the areas triggering epileptic
seizures whose surgical resection may potentially contribute to reduce or abolish.
These patients can take part in simple experimental protocols that allow the joint
recording of brain signals within sub-cortical and cortical regions and therefore the
study of dynamic relations between these same brain sites. In this clinical context,
for ethical reasons implanting electrodes in humans is obviously constrained by
merely medical reasons, and as a result, does allow us to study certain brain areas in
a restricted number of individuals. The study of the phase8 of the signals obtained
from intracranial recording therefore allows the subsequent exploration of the phase
lag (the difference between the phases of two oscillatory signals) between the
signals recorded in two more or less distant brain areas by the use of particular
designed algorithms developed for this purpose (see, for example, [LAC 99]). This
technique can also be applied to surface measures (e.g. on magneto

8 Phase refers to the angular difference between two periodic phenomena.
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encephalographic or MEG signals), although this involves a significant reduction in
anatomical precision. For example, Guderian and Duzel [GUD 05] have highlighted
significant neuronal synchronization in theta frequency band between the temporal
and anterior regions when trying to remember contextual elements compared to
situations where participants were unable to remember such encoding aspects. This
study therefore demonstrates that it is possible to study the relations between areas
of the brain non-invasively by the use of surface MEG measures.

Similarly, Pascal Fries [FRI 05] has developed a model of neuronal
communication in which the phase coupling represents the sine qua non condition
allowing areas of the brain discharging jointly to exchange information. According
to Fries, brain regions which would not be phase-locked would in contrast not be
able to communicate. The physiological constraints due to the so-called refactory
period in a neuron or in a group of neurons, the fact that these neurons must have a
period of “rest” before being able to discharge again, mean they would not or be less
able to integrate incoming information from other groups of neurons [FRI 05]. It has
been suggested that the emergence of the subjective feeling could result from
neuronal synchronization occurring at different levels which in turn allow us to put
together in an integrated representation different emotional components [GRA 08b].

2.10.3. Benefits of brain connectivity studies

This section will detail some examples of empirical studies that have sought to
examine the links between the amygdala and the orbitofrontal regions. A wide range
of studies using various techniques, such as single or multi-unit recordings, brain
imaging and brain lesion studies, have shown that these areas of the brain are
particularly crucial in emotional processes. As such, these two regions should have
the anatomo-functional connections which would play a role in elaborating an
integrated representation of stimulus involving emotional mechanisms.

The anatomical description of connectivity highlights the potential links between
these structures such as, for example, the connections between amygdala nuclei and
different parts of the orbitofrontal cortex. Indeed, several studies using tracers in
animals, particularly in Rhesus monkeys, have sought to demonstrate the relations
between anterior regions of the brain, such as the orbitofrontal cortex and the
amygdala. The results of these studies have indicated the presence of a selective
functional connectivity between the medial parts of the orbitofrontal cortex and
nuclei within the amygdala since the degree of synchronization between amygdala
neuronal population and the anterior dorsolateral regions of the brain were almost
non-existent [GHA 02, GHA 07, POR 81]. Moreover, the study of neuronal
responses to olfactory conditioning in rats has shown modulation in basolateral
amygdaloid nuclei activity in particular contingencies (e.g. the association between
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positive and negative smells to sweet or bitter liquids) and the involvement of
orbitofrontal areas is involved in changes in these contingencies using the reversal
learning paradigm [SCH 00, SCH 03, SCH 06]. In this case, a smell previously
associated with a positive stimulus is paired with a negative stimulus. The changes
observed in rats between the amygdala and orbitofrontal areas in such experimental
paradigm highlight the shared role of these two regions in adjusting behavior
regarding one stimulus whose associative contingencies have been modified over
time. This is reinforced by studies where the damage to orbitofrontal regions in
animals has not prevented them from adapting their behavior to new contingencies
and has meant that they persist in previous behavior by reverse contingencies
[EIC 83, MEU 97]. Observations carried out in human brain-damaged patients go in
the same direction [HOR 04, ROL 94].

Affective neuroscience and, more generally, cognitive neuroscience are currently
concerned with characterizing the relations between brain areas in order to account
for our cognitive system’s ability to process and integrate internal and external
information that then leads to behavioral contingencies that are more or less plastic
and sensitive to learning. The emergence of this area of study into brain connectivity
is, without doubt, a key element in the adoption of new perspectives aiming to
understand the relations between cognitive and emotional systems. This area of
study also allows us to see the cerebral bases of affective systems, not as regions of
the brain but as distributed neural networks whose relational contingencies are a
determining factor in understanding and modeling the central nervous system and its
relations with peripheral and viscero-somatic systems.

2.11. Conclusion

For more than a century, pioneers in the study of the brain mechanisms
underlying emotional processes have paved the way to a rich and informative
perspective on human behaviors and the means of modeling them. The later and
systematic study of such mechanisms has benefited from the recent emergence of
affective neuroscience, which has contributed to the enhancement and reinforcement
knowledge gained from other, more traditional, techniques used to identify the
function of specific brain areas involved in emotional processes. The use of
multidisciplinary methods, constitutive elements of the neuroscientist approach has
provided a more accurate overview of the different components involved during an
emotional episode and has allowed us to identify several levels of study in emotional
processes. The study of brain correlates in emotional processes has meant that we
have been able to refine and constrain the models set out in emotional psychology
and neuropsychology. In the clinical domain, a better understanding of the
functional organization of the human brain enables the development of neuro-
rehabilitation programs. The areas of application of this knowledge are vast and
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affect various domains of study as well as diverse emotion-related problems such as
marketing or stress management in companies. If we are interested in modeling
behavior in virtual machines or robots, on the other hand, we need extensive
knowledge of how the human system processes affective information as well as of
the way such processing modulates behavior and other cognitive functions such as
decision-making.
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PART 2

Non-verbal Behavior



Chapter 3

Emotional Corpora:
from Acquisition to Modeling

3.1. Introduction

The purpose of affective systems is to incorporate emotions into computational
systems. Central to this is the creation of emotional corpora. They are essential both
for creating human–machine interaction systems that can manage and regulate
emotional responses and for carrying out perceptive studies into emotion. Corpora
are a body of consistent and significant recorded data that we can use to create and
design models. The composition and interpretation of corpora obviously depends on
the objective for modeling. For example, generating emotional expressions for a
conversational agent could require an extensive corpus of emotional behavior from a
single locutor chosen for their emotional expressiveness. In contrast, an application
designed to detect emotion needs to be highly sensitive to different interlocutors and
therefore requires a large multi-speaker corpus.

Emotions are a complex dynamic process [COP 09] and manifest themselves
differently from one person to another. The brain is the source of multiple emotions
that evolve dynamically mixing pleasant and unpleasant, conscious and unconscious
emotions that are stimulated by external or internal events. An emotion is a state of
consciousness that can be pleasant or upsetting, which is accompanied by a bodily
reaction when faced with an external or internal event (e.g. noise, light, memory or
concept). For example, anger makes blood rush to the hands in preparation for self-
defense while fear makes blood rush to the muscles to control the bodily movement,
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such as preparing the muscles of the leg to flee. The term emotion should be
interpreted in its broadest sense to include emotions, attitudes, moods and other
emotional dispositions. Scherer [SCH 81], for example, has described emotions as
“the body’s interfaces with the outside world”. The most important aspects of the
emotional process are:

– the evaluation of a situation in relation to an individual’s needs and aims;

– physiological and psychological preparation for context specific action;

– communicating the individual’s state and intentions to his/her social
environment.

Scherer consequently defines an emotion as “episodes of massive, synchronized
recruitment of mental and somatic resources allowing [sic] to adapt or cope with a
stimulus event subjectively appraised as being highly pertinent to the needs, goals
and values of the individuals” [SCH 04]. This synchronization, which comes in
different forms, justifies the creation of multimodal corpora. Perception studies, for
example, evaluate the effect produced, whether this is a mixture of background
emotions or emotions that are more obvious. The emotion generated by an
individual can be perceived differently by the receiver and depends on his/her
personal sensibilities. We therefore only recognize a fraction of an individual’s
emotional states on the basis of voluntarily controlled or totally uncontrolled signals
that the individual conveys and we then interpret. Even if a large majority of
emotions felt during an interaction are unnoticeable, they can often be identified
through the verbal content of an utterance and/or paralinguistic and bodily signals.

Building a corpus is therefore fundamental for studying these complex processes
both for conceptual analysis and for modeling “affective systems” that may occur
for a number of reasons. This may include the desire to recognize users’ emotional
states, to express appropriate emotional states in a virtual agent or even for
predicting how a user will respond to the machine’s reaction in a certain state. It
therefore seems important to carry out studies on this collected emotional data in as
natural a context as possible if we are to understand these complex emotional
processes and model them. By natural contexts, we mean situations where Scherer’s
three stages are present: the evaluation of the situation by the individual,
physiological and psychological preparation to context appropriate action and,
finally, communication of the individual’s state and intentions to his/her social
environment. However, the majority of current research into building affective
systems is based on a sub-set of primary emotions [EKM 75], using a corpus of
prototypical emotional data from actors that often consider emotions as a static
process. There are fundamental differences between the emotional states observed in
artificial data, where there is no real emotional feeling and no induced action or
interaction, and affective behavior observed in spontaneous data. If the machines of
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tomorrow need to be sensitive to subtle emotions in natural interactions, it is
important to model emotional behavior in as authentic a way as possible.

This chapter aims to present the different acquisition strategies of mono- and
multimodal emotional corpora and to describe the challenges of interpreting these
corpora. Section 3.2 will focus on the different acquisition strategies for corpora and
will present a summary of the different emotional corpora in existence. Following
this, we will examine emotional coding schemes, emotional events and current
challenges along with a typology of the complex emotions found in spontaneous
data. Building a corpus is of paramount importance for constructing models based
on stochastic approaches. The chapter will conclude by illustrating some examples
of different applications for corpora in addition to the major scientific advantages
and constraints in this area.

3.2. Building corpora: “acted”, “induced” and real-life emotions

The first issue when studying emotions is to find or create a corpus of data. A
corpus is a body of data collected for a specific scientific question. A corpus is
generally a collection of annotated data. There are three types of corpora used in
research into emotions:

– out-of-context corpora (with real/non actors) and corpora from fictional
contexts (e.g. film, theater);

– corpora from artificial interfaces that can display emotions (e.g. The Wizard of
Oz: interaction with a system simulated by a human);

– real-life corpora: human interaction, interaction with human–machine dialog
systems.

The majority of experiments on emotion have been carried out on “acted” data
recorded by actors, often with few different types of emotions among the “primary
emotions” defined by Ekman [EKM 99]. Following Juslin and Laukka’s study
[JUS 03] reported in [BAN 04] on 104 experimental studies on emotions, 7% of
studies used emotion induction, 12% used recordings from real situations and 87%
used expressions produced by study subjects. The results in the scientific community
therefore relate to acted data, as reflected in the “Corpora for Research on Emotion
and Affect” series of workshops [DEV 06a, DEV 08a]. We can generate a table
demonstrating the authenticity of these corpora (Table 3.1) according to their
experimental controls and context (recording, experimental manipulation, type of
interaction).
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Type of corpus
Natural/
artificial
context

Protocol Recording
HH interaction,

HHM, via
telephone

Acted (amateur
or professional) Laboratory

Non-linguistic
phrases

Acted emotions
Visible No interaction

Fiction Theater,
cinema Given context Visible

HH
Controlled

Induction
Wizard of Oz

HH
Laboratory

Little context,
some emotions
impossible

+/- visible HM controlled by H

Induction
HM Laboratory Example: game +/- visible HH controlled by H

HMC Laboratory
or real users Context: task Slightly visible HM without control

HHC Natural
-Meeting

-TV/radio/Web,
-Call centers

- Visible
- Visible

- Slightly visible
HH without control

Table 3.1. Different types of corpora (adapted from [DEV 06b]): H –human, M–machine,
HMC –human–machine communication, HHC –human-to-human communication

3.2.1. Acted data

The majority of previous and current research has been carried out on “acted”
data. The context and sometimes the linguistic context have been ignored to focus
solely on body language and paralinguistic content. This data therefore have several
advantages: they raise fewer ethical problems, are easier to collect and we can gather
a large amount of data for each class of emotion (although this is not necessarily
always the case in practice). Furthermore, it means that two segments with identical
linguistic content can be compared that can attribute differences in perception to
single acoustic or multimodal indicators. These data do not really reflect reality,
however, due to their lack of context and reduced number of actors (often less than
10), meaning that these corpora have less variability than those composed of
spontaneous data. This is because actors often use stereotypes that are characteristic
of an emotion and is therefore often very different to a real expression of this
emotion. There is also a tendency to exaggerate social codes of communication (pull
effect), but without any push effect normally associated with the physiological side
of emotion, such as a fast beating heart for instance. Furthermore, these corpora do
not always evaluate the quality of emotions expressed by actors. Note, however, that
in the case of GEMEP (GENeva Multimodal Emotion Portrayals) data for example
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[BAN 07], different scenarios expressing emotions were given to actors who were
directed to express emotions less prototypically. This was combined with a
perception test to validate any annotations.

One solution for obtaining authentic emotional data in sufficient quantity and
without confidentiality constraints is to use fiction by, for example, selecting data
from professional actors. Placing an actor in a particular situation could increase the
realism of the acted emotions, since some emotions such as fear are difficult to
observe in real situations. In their work on fear, Clavel et al. [CLA 07, CLA 08]
selected film sequences and compared this against one credibility rule: good actors
make us believe that their emotions are real. These simulated emotional episodes
can, without doubt, allow us to construct good emotional prototypes. The
disadvantages of using this type of data are that it is often accompanied by sound
effects and rarely reflects real behavior.

3.2.2. Induced data

Emotion induction techniques allow us to obtain more controlled “prototypical”
behavior, since data recorded in real-life contexts may be rich in emotion but may be
uncontrolled. Several techniques have been introduced for inducing emotions:

– hypnosis [GRO 68];

– the recall technique;

– showing films [GRO 95], images or games that induce an emotional response
[CON 02, DEV 08b, ZAR 07];

– completing a difficult task in a limited amount of time to induce stress;

– Wizard of Oz studies [BAT 03];

– the SAL (sensitive artificial listener) technique [DOU 03];

– the driving simulator technique, which allows us to study emotions during
actions; or even

– the eWiz interface [AUD 04].

However, the emotions induced by these techniques are often weak in intensity.
Furthermore, these induction methods do not necessarily induce close emotional
states: for example, when tired we can be equally stressed or amused.
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3.2.3. Real-life data

Different kinds of natural data have been recorded, ranging from data from
airline pilots, therapy sessions, call centers, reality television and news reports. The
quality of the recording is often poor, the quantity of emotional data low and there is
generally little speaking time per interlocutor. Furthermore, the emotion expressed
by the locutor is not always obvious. The recording material can also become an
obstacle to the natural aspect of data. A criticism of real data is that because the
locutor is aware of being recorded, he or she will display and react so as to have an
effect on the audience [HES 06], which can compromise the data’s validity. The use
of call center data provides an interesting alternative, particularly when we are
interested in the expression of emotions via the voice only. Inconspicuous recording
means that we can acquire spontaneous data. Furthermore, with telephone data
emotion is expressed via the voice without interference from actions, gestures or
facial expressions. In the case of hotlines, where the motive for calling is often for
information or to solve a problem quickly, the interlocutors are not focused on how
they will be judged and therefore act spontaneously.

This is not, however, the case with automatic voice systems. For example, in the
United States callers often deliberately exaggerate their speech in order to be
directed to a human operator more quickly. The content for the most part is
emotionally weak, however, often with less than 10% emotional content [DEV 05b].
Depending on the context of the interaction, we can find greater emotional content
of up to 30% in a medical corpus [VID 06]. With regard to concerns about the
annotation of this type of data (because the locutor cannot be asked about their
emotional state), strategies have been developed to account for this that will be
further detailed in section 3.4, which focuses on annotation coding. Another
criticism is that it is difficult to have enough data produced by interlocutors and even
less data that allow you to compare several individuals. This is due to large
variations between individuals in how emotions are expressed in terms of both
linguistic and acoustic content.

It is possible to collect data of similar reactions, even if these are not identical.
The development of human corpora, rich in authentic emotions representing a range
of human behaviors that can be annotated at different levels (prosodic, contextual,
etc.) is the key to developing statistical models that can detect various emotions.
Some recent projects have begun to collect and annotate natural data from sources
such as:

– Reading-Leeds Emotional speech corpus (four-and-a-half hours of televised
interviews) [STI 00];

– Belfast Naturalistic Emotional Database (298 clips televised in English from
125 speakers, 31 male, 94 female, ranging from 10 to 60 seconds long) [DOU 03a];
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– CREST-ESP Project on Expressive Speech Processing at ATR (Advanced
Telecommunication Research) [CAM 00] (1,000 hours over five years, of which
little is of sufficient quality to be used) where mini recorders were used by subjects
to record daily conversations in Japanese, Chinese and English, often at the cost of
sound quality) [DOU 03];

– audio from call centers:

- data from a medical emergency call center (20 hours) (CEMO),

- Stock Exchange Customer Service center (BOURSE: four-and-a-half hours
of recordings) [DEV 05b];

– audiovisual data from televised clips (Emo TV) [DEV 05a].

Natural data raise ethical problems, however, such as consent and data
confidentiality. While conducting physiological tests on fear and anger, Ax [AX 53]
created that illusion that there was a serious problem with the equipment using
sinister noises and sparks and asking the researchers to pretend to panic. These kinds
of experiments that are painful or unpleasant for the participants are now no longer
repeated for ethical reasons. The Human Excellence Network is particularly
concerned with ethics-related issues, both in terms of means of gathering and
processing data as well as in how these data will be used. As such, it is
recommended that participants have passed a perception test based on expressions of
negative emotions and that they are shown positive videos so that they can leave in
an emotional state close to the one in which they arrived before the test.

3.2.4. Comparison of different types of data

Lazarus, having studied different types of induced and acted data, decided to
focus purely on natural data [LAZ 98]. Similarly, Scherer has concluded that we
cannot mix the results from acted data with that of natural data [SCH 81]. Batliner,
for example, has compared the experiments carried out on acted, induced (Wizard of
Oz) and real (human–machine interaction) data and has shown that the best models
for acted data did not apply to real data: the good detection scores were inversely
proportionate when applied to natural data [BAT 03]. Similar results have been
found by [VID 08, VOG 05], with again better performance noted in acted rather
than natural data. Similarly, the models based on acted data did not perform well
when applied to real data [BAT 03] and vice versa [VID 08].This shows that that the
same indicators are not relevant for all types of data. Despite this view that results
from artificial data cannot be applied to real data, however, there are still very few
studies on natural corpora of any significant size carried out on real data. This
awareness is just beginning to emerge, as shown in the “Corpora for Research on
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Emotion and Affect” workshop at the Language Resources and Evaluation
Conferences of 2006 [DEV 06a] and 2008 [DEV 08a].

3.3. Current emotional corpora

The HUMAINE Association (http://emotion-research.net/), created following the
HUMAINE Network of Excellence, keeps registers of the main, natural and
unnatural databases used by different members. This is part of an effort to collect
natural and induced data and annotation protocols.

All the corpora described in Table 3.2 are human-to-human interaction corpora.
They have been annotated with different codes for emotion and context and can play
two extremely different roles. A corpus can be “prototypical” or “provocative”,
where “provocative” refers to a collection of extracts from corpora than to an actual
corpus in itself.

The complex emotions found in natural data corpora and the annotation codes
for emotions and context are described in the following sections.

Multimodal signals have also been annotated for a small section of the audio-
visual corpora.

In order to be able to compare the results of the studies and to account for
differences between locutors, it is important to share corpora. At this current time,
there are no real-life corpora that are shared across the scientific community, nor any
benchmarks for evaluating different systems. In the HUMAINE Association, the
CEICES (Combining Efforts for Improving Automatic Classification of Emotional
User States) experiment on the AIBO corpus [BAT 06] is currently the only
collaborative test on one corpus (seven sites have participated in this experiment).

3.4. Coding schemes

The coding schemes developed at LIMSI (the Computer Sciences Laboratory for
Mechanics and Engineering Sciences), and subsequently by the HUMAINE
Network of Excellence, include coding of emotions, emotional events and their
specific contexts. One of the most important challenges when studying emotional
behavior on the basis of natural data is the choice and reliability of the
representation and annotation of emotions. The HUMAINE Network has collected
information on terminology, the choice of emotion representation, lists of markup
languages and has continued to contribute to the development of annotation schemes
and language for describing emotions [SCH 07]. Developing a standard language to
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describe and annotate emotions for computer applications is therefore one of the
current areas of research that the W3C working group has focused on and is now
part of the W3C working group on Multimodal Interaction
(http://www.w3.org/TR/emotionml//).

Corpus Type of interaction Audio video Length No. of
locutors No. of emotions Application

Belfast QUB Interview Audio Visual
(AV) TV 4.5 hours 125 >20 Analysis

SAL QUB Wizard of Oz AV 10 hours 20 >20 Detection

CREST ATR Japanese–English–
Chinese dialog Audio (A) 1,000

hours 3-5
Three levels:
state, style, and
vocal quality

Synthesis

Geneva Airport
Lost Luggage Interview AV 112

Anger,
cheerfulness,

stress,
indifference,
sadness

Analysis

Sympafly
Erlangen

Interaction with the
German Vermobil
information service

A 110
dialogs 110 Stress/

no stress Detection

E-WIZ ICP French WOZ dialog
Language learning

AV
Physiological 5 hours 17 Labels selected

by patients
Analysis/
synthesis

Bourse LIMSI
French dialog

Stock Exchange call
center

A 4. 5 hours 100 clients4 agents

Anger, fear,
satisfaction,

apology, neutral
Detection

CEMO LIMSI
French dialog

Medical emergency
call center

A
20 hours
688

dialogs

784 callers
7 agents

20 classes
7 macroclasses Detection

EmoTV LIMSI Interview in French,
TV AV 1 hour 100

locutors
20 classes

7 macroclasses Generation

EmoTABOO
LIMSI

Human–human
dialog in French,
taboo games,
laboratories

AV 7 hours 10
locutors 20 Generation

SAFE THALES
ENST LIMSI

British/American
dialog and monologs,

realistic fiction
AV

7 hours
Extracts
from 30
films

400
locutors

Fear positive/
negative Neutral Detection

Table 3.2. Extract from the collection of corpora compiled
by the HUMAINE Network of Excellence
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Modeling emotional behavior requires the ability to represent the multiple levels
of abstraction and temporality involved in emotional processes: the emotion itself, a
context describing emotional events, dialog acts, communicative aims and
corresponding multimodal behavior. In recent studies, various emotion
representation theories have been used. Annotation schemes can combine several
aspects of these theories, such as verbal categories and abstract dimensions
[COW 00, CLA 08, CRA 04] and verbal categories and evaluation dimensions
[DEV 06b]. Representing emotions using verbal categories may seem fairly
subjective but an annotation guide specifying the definitions of each term must
appear in order to ensure consistency in annotations.

Representing emotions using descriptors of abstract dimensions is the approach
that provides the highest level of genericity and seems to be the most reliable
approach. Three dimensions are traditionally used [OSG 75] including arousal,
evaluation and control. These three dimensions cannot differentiate all emotions.
Other studies have proposed including other dimensions, such as intensity or even
“stance”, which remains an open area of study. The advantage of mixing several
representation levels is that we can make up for any lack of nuance between each of
these representations and can control the continuity of annotations.

The emotion representation scheme proposed in [DEV 05b, MAR 06] combines
various theories and representations. One of the original aspects of this scheme is to
propose that several emotions can be felt at the same time, described as “blended” or
mixed emotions. Each annotator can choose a main emotion and several minor
emotions to describe emotional elements (an emotional segment corresponds to one
turn in dialog but can be shorter or longer than this). The reasoning behind this
approach is that there are not negative perceptions of emotions, but different social
and psychological sensitivities linked to belief systems that are internalized us all.
The principle aim, therefore, remains to preserve the nuances of each of these
annotations.

Annotations from several authors (at least two or three for a majority vote) are
therefore combined in a soft vector. This type of representation means we can select
sub-sets of corpora for different tasks. For example, the highest scoring emotion will
be considered as a segment label for programming detection systems [DEV 05b].
This involves using complex systems to generate mixed emotional behavior for
conversational agents [MAR 06]. Cognitive evaluation dimensions and contextual
information should enable us to specify the context of production for emotional
behavior. One of the features of this multi-level coding scheme is the possibility of
annotating the corpus as a whole as well as segments of it, such as:

– emotional labels as well as abstract dimensions, with the aim of studying their
repetition and how they complement one another;
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– defining combinations of non-core emotions by using two labels to annotate a
single type of emotional behavior;

– different kinds of complex emotions: hidden, stacked, etc.;

– the emotional context can include the role, theme, etc., of emotions on a broad
level and, at a segmental level, emotional events, communicative aims etc.

In summary, the originality of this scheme developed in LIMSI-CNRS in
collaboration with the University of Belfast [DEV 06c] lies in the integration of
context, using three representation theories and annotating several emotions on the
same emotional segment.

3.4.1. Emotional annotation protocols

An annotation protocol includes a sequence of three phases that are repeatedly
carried out at the start of annotation to refine the different phases. This protocol is
applicable to annotations other than emotion:

– defining annotated features and the units to which they relate;

– the annotation itself; and

– validating annotations.

This generic scheme can be then adapted for each application. The protocol can
also be used to make annotations more reliable.

3.4.1.1. Definitions of annotated features

In order to annotate our data, it is first necessary to define the emotional unit in
accordance with the given application. Emotions are, by their very nature, dynamic.
Emotional segments represent a stable sequence where there is an emotion (or
combination of emotions). An emotional segment can be a word, group of words or
speaker turn. Emotional units can be smaller than a turn, although one turn is the
unit found in the majority of studies.

Segments are obtained manually or automatically using speech-recognition
systems with automatic alignment of words on the utterance. The annotated entities
also need to be defined.

Dimensions or lists of emotions should be described and illustrated in the
annotation guide. It is important to be able to cross reference the annotations with
their labels and abstract dimensions so that they can be corroborated.
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Some labels are directly linked to valence and intensity. For example, fright is
negative and has a strong intensity. However, this is not the case with all emotions.
For example, excitement or surprise can be either positive or negative. The simplest
way of constructing a list of emotional labels for a given task is to refer to standard
lists of emotions from other experiments conducted with a large population sample
(lists provided by HUMAINE, for example) and to select around 20 applicable
labels selected by majority vote. It is then necessary to regroup the labels according
to seven or eight macro-classes.

During the annotation phase, the choice of labels is further refined, where some
may disappear and others may appear if sufficiently frequent. Experiments using
free annotation of emotional labels have highlighted the challenge of differing ways
of producing the same utterance. More than 170 labels have been proposed
[ABR 05], and annotators have subsequently refined this set to around 20 more
general classes.

3.4.1.2. Annotation

Annotation protocol requires a phase of learning and calibration for the
evaluation benchmark. It is also crucial to make several annotations in parallel in
order to make them reliable. There should be a minimum of two or three annotators
in order to make a majority vote. Batliner has used five to annotate data from
automatic dialog systems [BAT 03]. In one experiment, where the number of
annotators varied from three to 40, it was noted that the curve of annotations
stabilizes at around 10 annotators [ABR 06]. This study also showed different
annotation results between men and women. It is therefore advisable to use both
female and male annotators to have as diverse an overview as possible. In the
scheme proposing the annotation of several emotional labels, these markers are then
combined in a soft vector. Table 3.3 provides an example of a soft vector for two
annotators with different opinions on the initial annotation.

Annotator 1 (wM) Annoyance, (wm) Interest

Annotator 2 (wM) Stress, (wm) Annoyance

Resulting vector
soft-vector (wM/W Annoyance, wm/W Stress, wm/Interest)

Example For wM=2, wm = 1, and W=6
(0.5 Annoyance, 0.33 Stress, 0.17 Interest)

Table 3.3. Example of a vector of emotions considered where wM
and wm are the weight allocated to emotions [DEV 05b]
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3.4.2. Annotating context

Contextual information comes in two temporal forms, either being the length of
the clip or dialog or in terms of emotional segments. Information is annotated on an
overall scale corresponding to broad classes of information that cover several fields
such as:

– semantic context (subject of the call, theme of the interview);

– relationship between participants (victim/aggressor [CLA 07], agent/caller
[DEV 05b]);

– audience;

– recording conditions;

– physical context;

– participants (age, sex).

Contextual information about an emotional segment (often corresponding to one
speaker turn) consists of:

– communicative aims;

– appraisal variables;

– events;

– timing of events (recent, immediate, past, future);

– degree of involvement;

– impact of recording.

The overall textual information highlights the areas of the corpus for closer
study. Relations between participants have been used to specify the most effective
models between, for example, agent and caller [DEV 05b] and between victim and
aggressor [CLA 08]. Contextual information at the level of a speaker turn has been
used for different purposes such as:

– communicative acts for designing the artificial agent [ABR 07];

– the timing of events in studying fear to develop models for different types of
fear [CLA 07].

An experiment annotating appraisal variables [DEV 06b] has shown a rate of
agreement of around four annotators for five variables:

– 4: inherent pleasure (high–low);

– 8: relationship with expectations (in agreement–disagreement);
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– 9: favorable to personal aims (favorable–unfavorable);

– 11: control of the event (high–low);

– 12: control of consequences (high–low).

Variables 4, 8 and 9 are positive or negative judgment and variables 11 and 12
are linked to controlling causes and consequences that are deduced from context
(communicative act, event). Conversely, introspective variables such as “the
person’s adaptation capacity” and agreement with one’s “face” are also impossible
to annotate. Another difficulty is linked to the fact that there may be several
emotional events and the whole set of appraisal SEC (Sequential Evaluation Checks)
variables should be considered for each event, which further complicates their
classification. In natural data, there may be multiple events triggering an emotional
state, such previous trauma, recent illness, conversations, etc. This model therefore
does not easily apply to complex emotions.

3.4.2.1. Validation

The main difficulty with this area of study is finding the right level of
representation and making the subjective judgments of the annotators as accurate as
possible. Since human annotation is subjective, there needs to be a rigorous
annotation protocol. Once the annotation scheme and labels have been decided, we
then need to select the rules for segmentation, the number of annotators and set
validation procedures. We also need to consider the coherence and consistency of
annotations that is achieved using accuracy measures. Several measures exist, such
as kappa coefficient [COH 60] for discrete variables or Cronbach’s alpha coefficient
for continual variables. The formula for kappa coefficient is:

1
obs ch

ch

P P
k

P
−

=
−

Where Pobs is the level of agreement observed and Pch is the level of agreement
obtained by chance. Pobs is obtained by calculating the number of markers
representing agreement and dividing this by the total number of markers. If the
annotators always agree then kappa = 1. Table 3.4 provides an interpretation of the
different possible values of kappa.

The measures of agreement between annotators are generally used on segments
with a single label. In the case of multiple labels for a single segment, one solution
with increased kappa is developed in [DEV 06b].
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Value of kappa Interpretation

<0 No agreement

0.0–0.2 Very little agreement

0.2–0.4 Little agreement

0.4–0.6 Medium agreement

0.6–0.8 Correct agreement

0.8–1.0 Perfect agreement

Table 3.4. Interpretation of the values of kappa

A good annotator will use the same annotation strategy on the same data with
several months between annotations. One study on emotions in call center data
[DEV 05b] shows an 85% level of agreement with a single annotator after two
months of annotations. These validation methods can be used for all levels of
scheme annotation. Perception tests are also used to validate annotation schemes
[VAS 09].

3.5. Complex emotions in spontaneous data

The study of complex emotions has several aims:

– to understand complex emotional behavior so that we can learn how to model
it;

– to improve the strength of automatic detection systems by selecting parts of the
corpus where emotions are not complex and indicators are more reliable for
learning;

– to show the importance of using real-life data to construct emotionally
“intelligent” systems;

– to move towards expressive virtual agents that display “realistic” emotional
states.

Emotions are phenomena that are essential to survival, learning and social
integration. They are also a reflection of the overall physical and moral state of an
individual. They can be immediate and epidermal, as with fear, or can be highly
controlled, as with contempt. Rules of politeness and social norms have taught us in
part to hide our emotions. The more formal a situation, the more applicable these
rules are and will lead to the modification of our emotional signals. Social context
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and individual personality are therefore key to deciphering emotions. Showing
emotional states goes against self-control and social customs.

There are various types of emotions;

– those that are displayed (intentional): either real or acted;

– those that are hidden and not obvious to others, but known by the subject
themselves;

– those that are unconscious and not perceived by the subject.

Numerous theories support the existence of complex emotions as a mixture of
several emotions [EKM 92, PLU 82] or as the result of an appraisal process
[SCH 99], taking into account the physiological effects of each individual and the
effects of the sociocultural context. The main research into expressing mixed
emotions has been carried out by Ekman [EKM 75]. According to his research, the
simultaneous appearance of several emotions leads to a specific facial expression
that can result from certain combinations of expressions from individual emotions.
Emotions are revealed by different areas of the face. Ekman has also shown that,
depending on whether the emotions are real (feigned or actually felt), mixed feelings
are different and some expressions cannot be hidden voluntary or are at very
difficult to hide. According to some studies [BAS 79, OCH 06], negative emotions
are mainly expressed via the upper part of the face whereas positive emotions are
shown by the lower part of the face. For emotions that are both positive and
negative, production is more complex and a disgusted grimace may appear with
smiling eyes for an emotion such as embarrassment or irony. Castelfranchi and
Poggi have proposed four categories for classifying complex emotions [CAS 98]:

– Omission: emotion E is felt but not acted. This information can be deduced
from the context or small signals.

– Concealment: emotion E is felt but does not trigger the predicted action.

– Falsification: emotion E is not felt but is expressed.

– Masking: emotion E is hidden by emotion F, emotion E is felt but F is
deliberately expressed; masking is therefore a combination of concealment and
falsification.

There are currently few empirical studies on the mixture of emotional behavior
based on real data corpora. In [DEV 05b], conflicting mixed emotions (positive and
negative valence), such as annoyance, compassion or relief and concern, have been
noted in real data recorded in a medical emergency call center (20 hours of
recordings). These improbable mixtures have been validated by perception tests.
Similarly, in a multimodal data corpus (using interviews from news bulletins)
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[ABR 05], conflicts of emotion such as relief/sadness with contradictory multimodal
indicators (crying with relief) have also been noted. These mixtures of emotions
(emotion, mood, attitude) are frequent in real data. These results have been obtained
by analyzing annotations in corpora and perception tests.

In these approaches, emotional labels are organized hierarchically so that they
can be regrouped into macro-classes (or families of emotion). Generally these
families include labels of different intensities and different emotional states
(emotion, attitude, humor).

For example, the two macro-classes fear and anger contain:

– fear: worry, stress, panic, fright, etc.;

– anger: annoyance, cold anger, hot anger, etc.

In [DEV 05b], for example, there are three types of mix:

– ambiguous mixed emotions: two emotions from the same family (macro-class),
such as anger and annoyance, showing that the intensity of the emotion felt probably
lies somewhere between the two;

– non-conflicting mixed emotions: two emotions from two different families but
of the same valence, e.g. fear and anger;

– conflicting mixed emotions: two emotions from two different families of
emotion but of differing valence, e.g. compassion and annoyance.

In this research using an oral corpus, it is very difficult to identify masking. The
typology proposed by Castelfranchi and Poggi [CAS 98] cannot be easily applied. In
the EmoTV audiovisual corpus, only masking can be identified since omission,
concealment and falsification are impossible to annotate in a reliable way. In this
audiovisual corpus, four types of mix are annotated [DEV 05a]:

– mixed: two emotions are present at the same time;

– masked: one emotion is used to mask another;

– sequential: two emotions are present in succession (with or without overlap);

– conflict between cause/effect: indicates another class of emotion e.g. crying
with happiness.

The complex emotions found with positive and negative aspects in the two types
of corpora demonstrate a mental conflict on the part of the locutors. It is therefore
necessary to look at this feature in further detail and attempt to find the answers to
the following questions:
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– What is the cause of these complex emotions of conflicting valence?

– Do they occur frequently?

– How can we convey several “causal” events in an appraisal model?

Mixed positive/negative emotions can be the result of one or several events
triggering the emotional state. For example, in Scherer’s appraisal model the
emotional process is triggered by an event or situation that is called the focus of the
emotion. In several natural data examples, the cause is different from the emotional
trigger. These two events (cause and trigger) can be responsible for the complexity
of mixed emotions with conflicting valence (both positive and negative at the same
time). If there is only a single focus event, then we can say that trigger = cause. Even
with a single event triggering the emotion, we can find situations where there is
conflict between belief and emotion, between intention and emotion and between
intention and moral values.

Some examples of complex emotions in real-life situations might be:

– Masking one emotion with another controlled emotion: the desire to control
(hide or mask) an emotion leads to a combination of emotions where an emotion is
“controlled” by masking it with another. This situation is the result of social rules
and is fairly frequent in real life, where extreme cases would involve lying or
manipulation. [ABR 05] cites the following example: a politician hides his
disappointment about his election results with a positive emotional expression
during an interview in order to not lose face. In this example, the cause event is
different from the trigger.

– Mixed emotions of conflicting valence: in the following examples, collected
from real-life corpora, we see the following mixed emotions of conflicting valence:

- a caller to a medical emergency hotline (CEMO corpus) [DEV 05b] is
relieved because someone has come to their aid while they are suffering and are
afraid. The two emotions are felt simultaneously and have conflicting valence;

- a woman leaving court has been cleared of the charges against her and wants
to find her child who has been removed from her care (EmoTV corpus) [DEV 05a].
The woman displays strong emotions, crying with relief while portraying a behavior
that might be perceived as negative (shame/sadness). In a first annotation
experiment with a single emotional label, this example was judged to be negative
from a purely visual perspective, and as positive or negative from an audiovisual
perspective.

It is also possible to imagine other complex contexts in different instances of
everyday life. For example, a mother may scold her child for having done something
stupid while laughing inside. Some contexts seem to be characteristic of complex
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conflicting emotions. These examples therefore show the importance of accounting
for context in modeling and the need to orientate emotional studies towards real-life
data.

3.6. Applications for corpora

Emotional corpora can have many aims and applications. Exploratory, or
provocative corpora, allow us to propose and verify annotation schemes on a limited
amount of data. This can be particularly useful for exploring annotation protocols
for highly complex data. We will now examine some other types of corpora and
their applications, whether for automatically detecting or generating emotions.

3.6.1. Detecting and deciphering emotions in speech

Corpora are used to develop computational models for detecting emotions and
can carry different levels of coding. Once the annotations are validated, we extract a
subset of data from the corpus, including the segmented signal and its emotional and
contextual annotations. However, there are several questions we need to ask before
developing emotional detection systems for data retrieval or for human–machine
interaction. For example, which algorithm should we use? How many classes of
emotions do we think we will have to identify? How can we get the best results (data
pre-processing, choice of learning algorithm, normalization, selection or
combination of parameters)? Are there differences between the participants’ roles
(agent versus caller in a call center application) or sex (e.g. men compared to
women)? These questions are further explored in Chapter 5, which focuses on
classifying emotions [CLA 09]. Similarly, how will the classifiers applied to one
corpus behave with regards to different data? Can one methodology developed for a
specific set of data be applied to other data and can the “models” built on the basis
of one corpus be tested on other data? At LIMSI, we have pursued several paths of
research on detecting emotions from audio indicators, examining:

– variation in the number of emotional classes;

– additional context: differences between agent/caller, male/female, context of
the emotion, interactional and semantic context;

– the importance of different types of indicators; mixture of paralinguistic and
linguistic indicators.

At LIMSI, we have worked on several oral corpora including AIBO in
collaboration with CEICES (Combining Efforts for Improving Automatic
Classification of Emotional User States) and the HUMAINE network [BAT 06],
SAVE [CLA 07], GEMEP (UNIGE) [VID 08], BOURSE and CEMO (LIMSI/call
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centers) [DEV 05b]. All these corpora have been collected using different protocols:
AIBO (realistic induced data), SAVE (realistic fiction), GEMEP (corpus of
emotions acted by professionals), BOURSE and CEMO (data collected from a real-
life context). These corpora have then been annotated using different strategies and
annotation controls. For example, annotations using emotion vectors [DEV 05b]
allow a refined selection of data from the corpus. The annotation of context, such as
the role of dialog in call centers or the type of threat, can mean we can select subsets
of the corpus to develop better performing models. The learning algorithms used are
mostly discriminative algorithms, i.e. they can learn to detect differences between
forms. The discriminative performances are greater on acted data than on natural
data, which is noisier and more variable. Performance also depends enormously on
the size of the corpus used for learning, the number of locutors, type of locutor (e.g.
adult or child), the number of emotions to be identified and their proximity in terms
of expressive behavior. Overall, the performance of detection systems
(discriminative being the most accurate word) is highly linked to the corpus, i.e. to
the definitions given to emotions and the data used.

The reasoning behind multi-corpora is that we can study the portability of
models created from specific data on other data collected in the same acoustic
conditions (e.g. call center for another purpose) or in other conditions. It is essential
to understand the importance of context in annotation if we want to build emotion-
predicting models. In this emerging field, there is currently a significant lack of
reference corpora acting as a benchmark for evaluating different systems and, more
specifically, a lack of real data corpora of any significant size where the interactional
and semantic context is annotated.

3.6.2. Designing an expressive agent from corpora

One of the potential applications of emotional corpora is aiding the design of
expressive virtual agents. Virtual agents use a wide range of modalities, such as
speech, gesture and facial expressions. These modalities provide the human–
machine interface with the possibility of expressing emotions to the user, potentially
with different behavior strategies by combining different modalities. The emotional
behavior and expressivity of these animated agents play a central role in the use, e.g.
by developing interactive narration systems.

How do we define the dynamic of each modality and their combination during
emotional behavior? What level of temporality and abstraction should there be?
How can we be sure that the agent’s emotional behavior will be properly received by
the user, especially with regard to natural emotional behavior, which is more
complex than core acted emotions? The display of non-verbal behavior plays an
important role in our perception of emotions. In addition to the large amount of data
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that we can find in literature on non-verbal communication, a multimodal emotional
corpus allows us to collect precise information in a given context.

Several models have been proposed for selecting and animating agents’
behavior. Results from psychological studies are highly useful for designing
embodied conversational agents (ECAs) but to date have provided few details and
only consider variations in contextual factors of multimodal emotional behavior.
Few researchers have used context-specific multimodal corpora for designing ECAs.
In a video corpus, the multimodal behavior of subjects has been annotated and used
to specify REA (Real Estate Agent) agents’ behavioral rules [CAS 01]. In the
domain of emotional virtual agents, the majority of work carried out has until now
used data performed by actors. The majority of study in this area of research uses
either motion capture or videos. For example, the animations of the Greta agent
[PEL 05] have been designed using real natural data corpora that is rich in emotional
behavior [MAR 06]. The approach is made up of two phases:

– First, annotating the perception of the emotion on multiple levels in videos of
televised interviews and then re-performing the emotions detected by the animated
agent using annotations. In the first phases, the EmoTV video corpus of televised
interviews has been collected and manually annotated by proposing dimensions of
relevant representations for annotating the perception of the emotion. The annotation
of communicative behavior in social environments is very complex due to the large
number of variables involved in the communicative process.

– The second phase of the study consists of animating the agent.

Two simulations have therefore been explored: one using a manual copy of the
indicators, the other using indicators taken from and calculated on annotations from
the corpus. In these two tests, Greta takes the performed annotation as input during
the first phase and calculates the facial animations and gestures of the agent. The
annotated emotional labels and the description of the type of movement are used and
programmed into the virtual agent called Greta. Transcribing the speech serves as
the point of departure. Transcription is carried out by tags that allow us to control
the agent’s animation. This approach consists of an analysis–synthesis loop that
allows us to refine the animation. The annotation of the video segment is rewritten
in Greta’s specification language, APML (Affective Presentation Markup Language
[CAR 04]). The annotation scheme allows us to specify two emotions for the same
segment. One segment corresponds to one emotional unit, a measure that is
perceptive. Three annotators have validated the segmentations and have annotated
each with two emotional labels: a major and minor emotion if necessary. All the
annotations are then combined to give a soft vector. In one of the video extracts, the
emotion corresponds to three successive segments, the first being annotated as
“anger” only, the second being anger (0.67), despair (0.11), deception (0.11),
sadness (0.11) and finally, the third by desperation (0.56), anger (0.33) and sadness
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(0.11). From the APML text and the behavioral profile of the agent, the system
calculates the animation.

3.7. Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to present some of the core purposes for creating
emotional corpora and to provide an overview of this area of research. Collecting
spontaneous emotional data from the real world is vital for developing scientific
knowledge that is adapted to the richness of emotional behavior in different
contexts. There is currently awareness in the scientific community that in affective
computing we need to work increasingly with real emotions, which are far more
complex than emotions performed by actors – whether in terms of emotion detection
or generation.

The sophistication of emotion induction systems is also growing. When we work
on natural or induced data, the context (emotional event, locutor’s role in the
environment, e.g. professor/student or agent/caller) needs to be accounted for. The
emotion annotation schemes and their contexts of production proposed by the
HUMAINE network or the W3C working group are schemes that attempt to provide
an exhaustive description of the different levels of emotional annotation. In the
context of a given application, the scheme should clearly identify the necessary
annotation levels in advance.

Choosing a learning corpus, i.e. a corpus of data and their representations, is
closely linked with the performance of the affective system that we want to create.
The evaluation of emotional systems will certainly be the most important focus in
coming years and requires the development of reference emotional corpora.
Research into emotions has been largely developed in recent years, but too often
studies still focus on small, artificially collected corpora that are annotated following
a scheme designed by other teams. It is therefore difficult to accept all the results
from these studies.

The main challenges currently are:

– to acquire natural data, to identify the useful levels of annotation for use in
different applications (identifying or generating emotional behavior);

– to annotate these corpora in a “reliable way” using control protocols;

– to annotate their specific interactional and semantic contexts to establish means
(corpora, measures) of evaluating emotional systems.

Natural data can be obtained by recording in natural environments, in mono- or
multimodal contexts, such as call centers, or by constructing emotion induction
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interfaces that generate natural behaviors, as in gaming contexts [DEV 08b].
Currently there is neither a standard annotation nor an evaluation corpus shared by
the community. It is therefore essential to build reference corpora that can be shared
by different laboratories and to define standard evaluation measures so that we can
evaluate systems and improve models as well as our knowledge of emotional
processes.

Finally, emotional corpora are essential to the development of emotional
applications. They also allow us to raise a number of theoretical issues linked to
better understanding of emotional states and their uses in human–machine
interactions. The ethical dimension of this research is also highly important, whether
it involves building corpora, using the collected data or developing emotional
interaction systems in our daily lives.
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Chapter 4

Visual Emotion Recognition:
Status and Key Issues

4.1. Introduction

In this chapter we will focus on the automatic visual recognition of facial
emotional expression. This kind of visual recognition requires the presence of
visible signs indicating an emotion. However, the term emotion in itself can be
misleading. For example, the Oxford English Dictionary defines emotion as a strong
feeling, such as joy or anger, which is an instinctive feeling as distinguished from
reasoning or knowledge. A facial expression, however, is a change in the face due to
a voluntary or involuntary movement of several muscles demonstrating an emotional
state and acting as a reflection or regulator of discourse [KAI 01]. An emotion can
therefore cause (or not) a facial expression and vice versa. Since these two terms are
not equivalent, we will use the term facial expression for these semantic reasons.

Interest in automatic facial recognition has grown sharply in recent years due to
the multitude of potential applications for emotion recognition. Numerous
conferences have held special sessions on the subject: International Conference on
Image Processing (ICIP), International Conference on Automatic Face and Gestures
Recognition, International Conference on Multimedia Interaction (ICMI), Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) and a network of excellence [NOE 04] has also been set
up to focus on this area of research.
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The appearance of a facial expression is a manifestation of an emotional state or
intention. Facial expressions are therefore an essential means of nonverbal
communication. This information represents highly significant data for applications
such as human–machine interfaces because we can make them behave more
naturally by enabling them to adapt their behavior in accordance with the user’s
detected emotional state (see Chapter 8 for further details). In practice, automatic
recognition of facial expressions can also be used for e-learning systems [LOH 05],
for creating realistic conversational agents [NIE 07], and developing interactive
games [ZHA 06], etc.

Despite ongoing research, there is as yet no solution to the problem of automatic
recognition of facial expressions. Until now, researchers have focused on automatic
recognition of the six universal expressions, which include happiness, sadness, fear,
anger, disgust and surprise, by working on caricature data (facial expressions
deliberately produced by actors). There have also been a number of highly detailed
and comprehensive reviews of research into this area [CHI 03, FAS 03, PAN 00a].
For example, Tian et al. [TIA 03] have examined advances in the field since the
2000s.

This chapter also focuses on the emerging challenges facing us in visual facial
expression recognition including:

– Automatic recognition of spontaneous facial expressions, i.e. facial expressions
that have been naturally created and not intentionally reproduced.

– Accounting for dynamic modality in the recognition process (analyzing
sequences of images and not merely photographs).

– Estimating expression intensity as well as just recognizing the emotion.

– Introducing several modalities and accompanying features, such as head and
body movement and voice analysis.

In section 4.2 we examine what we mean by the term “facial expression” and
how the face communicates this. In section 4.3 we provide a brief overview of
previous research into facial expression recognition with reference to review articles
that can give a more in-depth perspective on the subject. In the rest of the chapter,
we will examine the current challenges in the field, such as analyzing spontaneous
expressions, evaluating the intensity of facial expressions, analyzing the temporal
dimension of a facial expression and, finally, the issue of accounting for several
modalities for recognizing an expression.
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4.2. What is a facial expression?

4.2.1. Definition

Physically, a facial expression is communicated by a non-rigid and transient
flexing of facial features (mouth, eyes, eyebrows, wrinkles, etc.) This flexing results
in the contraction of one or more of the 44 muscles that make up the face.
Figure 4.1 illustrates some examples of facial expressions. The website
www.artnatomia.net/uk/ [ART 04] similarly allows us to view the effect of different
muscular contractions interactively.

Figure 4.1. Facial expressions and distortions

4.2.2. Description

A facial expression is characterized by three components:

– the type of facial movement;

– the intensity of this movement;

– the speed and duration of this movement.

These first two components are spatial in the sense that we can analyze them on
the basis of one image, such as a photograph. In contrast, the last component is
temporal and can only be obtained after a complete study of the image sequence
linked to the facial expression being considered.

Ekman [EKM 78] has developed the FACS (Facial Action Coding System) for
analyzing facial movements. This system identifies 44 action units (AUs) that show
the visual effects of activating different facial muscles. Figure 4.2 provides some
examples of these action units and Table 4.1 details the majority of action units.
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Figure 4.2. Action units from left to right:AU4– frowning; AU9–wrinkled nose;
AU23–pouting; AU28– pursed lips; AU43–closed eyes

AU1 Rasing the inner eyebrow AU2 Raising the outer eyebrow

AU4 Furrowed brow AU5 Raising the upper eyebrow

AU6 Lifting the cheeks AU7 Narrowing the eyes

AU9 Furrowed nose AU10 Raising the upper lip

AU11 Nasolabial furrow AU12 Raising the corners of the mouth

AU13 Puffed up cheeks AU14 Lowering the corners of the mouth

AU15 Lowering the corner of the mouth AU16 Lowering the lower lip

AU17 Lifting the chin AU18 Rounding the lips

AU20 Stretching the lips AU22 Pouting lips

AU23 Pursing the lips AU24 Pursed lips

AU25 Opening the lips AU26 Lowered jaw

AU27 Opened lips AU38 Flared nostrils

AU39 Restricting the nostrils AU41 Closing the eyelids

AU43 Closing the eyes

Table 4.1. List of the main action units in the FACS system

Using this FACS system, the observer can describe any facial expression as a
combination of a set number of action units. For example, the facial expression
associated with surprise results in the activation of four action units including AU1,
AU2, AU5 and AU25.

The intensity of a facial expression is characterized by the amount of facial
movement and by the density of expression lines appearing in specific areas of the
face, such as the forehead or the nasolabial plane. For example, for a single facial
expression the mouth or eyes may be more or less open and there may be lines on
the forehead. Figure 4.3 shows several examples of facial expressions associated
with sadness. We can see that the expression of sadness is more or less pronounced
and this is accompanied by different facial movements.
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In the updated version of the FACS system from 2000, Ekman included
additional action units to account for differences in facial expressions’ intensity. As
such, the action units AU24, AU25 and AU26 relating to opening the mouth are
coded according to five degrees of intensity ranging from A to E. This also applies
to action units AU41, AU42 and AU43, which refer to opening the eyes. Since a
facial expression is a transitory transformation of the face, this process is therefore
restricted in time and is composed of three phases:

– the initiation phase (onset parameter);

– a period of maintenance (apex parameter);

– a relaxation phase (offset parameter).

The process of creating a facial expression lasts between 250 milliseconds and
5 seconds and some facial expressions are characterized by subtle changes in the
face that can only be seen through a dynamic study of the process.

Figure 4.3. Expression of sadness with three different intensities [DAT 04]

4.2.3. Ekman’s universal expressions

The more or less simultaneous contraction of facial muscles can lead to the
creation of a large number of different facial expressions. Among this group of
expressions, Ekman has highlighted the existence of six universal emotions
[EKM 72, EKM 82, EKM 99], since they are innate and found in all cultures. These
six emotions are, in general, associated with specific facial movements and therefore
generate facial expressions. These six emotions include happiness, anger, surprise,
fear, sadness and disgust (further details can be found in Chapter 1). Research into
automatic recognition of facial expressions is therefore naturally focused on the
analysis of these six universal expressions.
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4.2.4. An ideal system

Tian et al. [TIA 03] have proposed that the ideal facial expression recognition
system should be able to:

– cope with variation between speakers, movements of the head, partial
occlusion of the face and to changes in lights and image resolution;

– recognize all kinds of expressions, different intensities of expressions and
asymmetric and spontaneous expressions;

– be entirely automatic (i.e. without any human intervention) from acquiring the
image of the face to recognizing its expression;

– function in real time.

Unfortunately, no such a system exists at this current time.

4.3. Overview of facial expression recognition methods

A facial expression recognition system is composed of three main phases (see
Figure 4.4):

– a phase locating the face (face extraction);

– a phase extracting the characteristic indicators of potential deformations of the
face (features extraction);

– a recognition or classification stage (facial expression classification).

Before looking at these three phases in closer detail, we will first examine some
of the basics of facial expression data.

Figure 4.4. Structure of a facial expression recognition system

4.3.1. Databases

The first difficulty when attempting to build a facial expression recognition
system is the construction of a database. Work on facial expression recognition has
therefore run parallel with the difficult task of creating databases. Several databases
are now available for research purposes and are generally made up of images of
induced and stereotypical facial expressions produced by actors. The facial
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expressions considered are generally the six universal expressions and the images
are front-on views of the face. Several databases have been specifically designed for
facial expression recognition, of which the following are available to the public
(other non-published and restricted access databases are detailed in [PAN 05]):

– The JAFFE database [DAT 98, LYO 98] (see the left-hand side of Figure 4.5)
contains 213 images of seven facial expressions in gray scale (the six universal
expressions and a neutral expression) performed by 10 Japanese women. The
expression in each of these images was then evaluated by 60 subject judges.

– The CMU database [DAT 00, KAN 00] (see right-hand side of Figure 4.5)
contains facial expressions produced by 100 different subjects. Precise instructions
were given to different subjects so that they could recognize the use of specific
muscles as well as the six universal expressions. The images in this database have
been annotated by a FACS expert according to whether they activated specific
action units. The images are in gray scale and are 640 x 480 pixels. It should be
noted that labeling images according to the FACS system is a very delicate process:
teaching an expert requires 100 hours of training and it can take up to 10 hours to
annotate each minute of video.

Figure 4.5. Left: three images from the JAFFE database [DAT 98, LYO 98].
Right: two images from the CMU database [DAT 00, KAN 00]

– The HCE database [DAT 05a] is made up of video sequences relating to the
three facial expressions of happiness, disgust and surprise along with a neutral
expression. The expressions are simulated by 21 different subjects. Each sequence
lasts approximately 5 seconds and begins with a neutral expression followed by the
creation of an expression and then a return to the neutral expression. These images
are in color in BMP format and are publicly accessible. The images have been
labeled in terms of facial expressions by five subject judges.

– The MMI [DAT 05b] has recently been developed [PAN 05] with the aim of
serving as a reference point for comparing the performance of several facial
expression recognition systems. This is therefore the most complete database since it
contains both fixed images (250) and video sequences (1,000), simple action units
and combinations of AUs leading to the six universal expressions, including both
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front-on and profile views (see Figure 4.6) against either a textured or plain
background. The 20 subjects producing the emotional expressions have been trained
beforehand by a professional and the ground truth is available for some of the
images, since they have been labeled in terms of AUs by experts. The video
sequences are a neutral–expression–neutral sequence.

Figure 4.6. Example images from the MMI database [DAT 05b]

Other interesting data can be obtained from databases developed for recognizing
people rather than for expression recognition. There are three standard databases for
evaluating facial biometrics systems. Since facial identification algorithms are
sensitive to changes in expression, the standard base images for testing facial
recognition algorithms contain images with different facial expressions. These
images could potentially be used for facial expression recognition. Other databases
include:

– The FERET database [DAT 01, PHI 00] containing more than 14,000 images
of faces in grayscale. Only a portion of these images relate to facial expressions.
There is no “official” classification of the facial expressions in the FERET database.

– The Yale B database [DAT 97] is made up of 165 gray scale images from 15
different individuals. Some of these images relate to facial expressions of sadness,
happiness and surprise.

4.3.2. Preprocessing: extracting the face

The first stage of preprocessing involves extracting the area of the face from the
image to be processed. This is an area in which for a number of years researchers
have attempted to develop algorithms for extracting faces. For further details on this
field, refer to [HJE 01, YAN 02]. There is also the algorithm proposed by Viola and
Jones in [VIO 04] that has the advantage of proposing an implementation in C. This
algorithm is available to the public [MAC 04]. Similarly, Garcia and Delakis
[GAR 04] have proposed a second algorithm that performs well but there is no
associated code and the complete development of the algorithm from the article’s
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specifications is highly delicate [GAR 04]. Figure 4.7 provides an example of face
location obtained by the algorithm described in [VIO 04].

Figure 4.7. Extraction of a bounding box around each face

There is a current trend in the extraction phase to focus on assessing the position
of the face. Some recent literature has proposed expression-recognition systems
based on different views of the face and profiles [PAN 06]. For example, Kleck and
Mendolia’s [KLE 90] study has shown that humans recognize negative facial
expressions (fear, sadness, etc.) more easily by viewing the face front-on and vice
versa for positive expressions (e.g. happiness). [MUR 08] has undertaken a review
of recent methods developed to analyze the position of the face.

4.3.3. Extracting facial characteristics

Facial characteristics provide information that allows us to detect and recognize
facial expressions. The problem here consists of reducing the quantity of
information conveyed by the face while preserving all the information needed for
recognizing an expression. Facial characteristics are processed by classification
algorithms, which can be split into two categories:

– The local geometric characteristics that describe the face using a set of discrete
points and relations that link them in terms of movements and their respective
configurations. Experiments on emotion perception have shown that humans can
recognize a facial expression by analyzing the evolution of the expression over time
according to a set of discrete points on the face (points linked to changes in
permanent features of the face between the eyes, mouth and eyebrows) [BAS 78].
These geometric characteristics are generally linked with extracting points or facial
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contours. Figure 4.8 provides an example of the face where the specific dimensions
are calculated using a contour segmentation phase. These dimensions demonstrate
the opening of the mouth, which can vary according to facial expressions (e.g. a
smile, etc.).

‒ Overall facial characteristics highlight the changes occurring in the face, such
as the appearance of wrinkles, opening of the mouth, etc. The features are overall
characteristics (we consider the face as a whole). One method for studying changes
in facial appearance is the use of Gabor wavelets (see Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.8. Left: a segmentation of permanent facial features;
right: extraction of geometric distances

Figure 4.9. Left: a facial expression; right: the same image following Gabor filtering
according to four different orientations (taken from [FAS 02])

In most cases, whatever the extracted facial characteristics, a normalization
phase is necessary to reduce the influence of variations in scale and position. It is
these variations in facial characteristics in relation to their values on a blank (or
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neutral) expression that are considered and not their absolute values. Among the
various methods for recognizing facial expressions, some rely on local geometric
characteristics or overall appearance or a combination of the two.

4.3.4. Classification

The classification stage is the last phase of the system. We first need to identify
all the possible classes. There are two types of classification: one that consists of
classifying in terms of action units and one that involves recognizing the facial
expressions in relation to the six universal emotions. The classification methods
used for the two types of classification (in AUs or universal expressions) can be
regrouped in terms of static recognition (where we use information from a single
image) and a dynamic recognition method (using the information from a series of
images). The algorithms used for classification are classic algorithms, such as
neural-based networks, discriminative linear analysis, SVM (Support Vector
Machine), hidden Markov model (HMM), Bayesian networks or expert systems. For
example, Hammal et al. [HAM 07] have classified facial expressions according to a
new approach using evidence theory. This is justified by that fact that a facial
expression is never “pure”. For example, there can be a mixture of facial expressions
and this approach means that we do not have to make a systematic choice but can
consider several expressions (see Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10. Classification using evidence theory: the system is sure that the facial
expression is either fear or surprise but cannot choose between the two

4.3.5. Performance

As always in image analysis, there is the challenge of knowing how to evaluate
an algorithm’s performance in absolute terms and as well as knowing how to
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compare the performance of several algorithms. One possible way of evaluating the
absolute performance of various facial expression-recognition algorithms is to use
classification rates from an image database. According to the figures proposed by
[FAS 03, PAN 00a, TIA 03], the rate of recognition varies between 70 and 100%.
The validity of these rates is questionable, however, since there are few databases
where the method for obtaining ground truth is fully described. For this reason, if we
hypothesize that the ideal recognition system is the human system, then each of
these images in the database needs to be labeled by human operators. The difficulty
here is that operators vary hugely in the way they perceive emotion (influence of
sex, age, social status, etc.). The labeling process should therefore be carried out by
a group of several subject judges, which is rarely the case.

Comparing the performance of several different algorithms is also difficult. This
is because we need to have previously identified a shared test database and while
Cohn-Kanade [KAN 00] is often used, there is no absolute test database. As such, it
is very difficult to know which system performs the best in terms of recognition rate.
The previously cited review articles have focused on a type of classification that
does not rate performance in terms of recognition rate but in terms of the similarity
of the system in question to the ideal classification system. As such, the systems
proposed by [ESS 97, PAN 00b, TIA 01] are those that satisfy the ideal system’s
constraints the most, although they have not all been verified.

More recently, Bartlett et al. have compared several machine learning
algorithms [BAR 05]. All the algorithms considered have been evaluated using the
Cohn-Kanade database to classify the universal expression and to recognize 17 AUs
from the FACS system. The best results were found with an algorithm selecting a
subset of Gabor filters using the Adaboost algorithm to extract facial characteristics,
which are then used by a SVM-based classification system.

While there is still no ideal recognition system, fresh advances have been made
in recent years. It is these new developments that we will examine in the rest of this
chapter.

4.4. Spontaneous facial expressions

4.4.1. Position of the problem

Recent and ongoing research is focused on analyzing “natural” emotions. Unlike
the work that has been carried out in the past, attention has now turned to
spontaneous facial expressions, i.e. those produced as a result of appropriate
induction and not caricatured emotions produced by actors. Psychological studies
[COH 04, ROI 04, SCH 03] have found that spontaneous expressions can differ
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from deliberate facial expressions in appearance and temporal sequencing.
Figure 4.11 shows both a spontaneous and forced smile. In terms of appearance, the
difference between the spontaneous and forced smiles lies in whether the muscles
around the eyes are activated. It has also been shown in [COH 04] that there is a
correlation between a spontaneous smile and its strength and duration that is not
found with forced smiles. The strength of a spontaneous smile is also weaker than
that of a forced smile.

Figure 4.11. A spontaneous expression versus a forced expression: left – a natural
(or Duchenne) smile; right – a forced (or social) smile

The differences between deliberate and spontaneous facial expressions mean that
the systems designed around deliberate expressions cannot be applied to contexts
such as developing intelligent human–machine interfaces. Research has therefore
turned to analyzing spontaneous expressions. This raises several challenges,
however, such as that of building databases of spontaneous expressions and
developing adapted recognition algorithms.

4.4.2. Databases

Creating a database of spontaneous expressions is a research problem in itself
that requires a large amount of time and is composed of two phases:

– Collecting video data in natural conditions: this consists of requesting a facial
expression from a subject using an ad hoc protocol. This is then filmed without the
subject’s awareness so that this does not affect his/her reaction. However, it could be
suggested that the mere fact of bringing participants into a lab for an experiment
introduces a certain amount of bias.
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– Labeling the collected data: since the data will be used for developing and
testing automatic expression recognition systems, we need to have ground truth.
How can we obtain this?

Picard et al. have set out five factors that can influence the relevancy of data
collected [PIC 01]:

– Is the subject stimulated by a situation out of his/her control?

– Have the data been collected in a laboratory or in the subject’s everyday
environment?

– Was the subject aware of being recorded?

– Was the subject aware of participating in an experiment about facial
expressions?

– Does the expression produced correspond to a tested feeling?

There is currently no database of spontaneous expressions acting as a reference
point in natural expression recognition. We will now examine some initial attempts
at this in terms of both protocol and labeling ground truth.

In their 2002 study, for example, Moriyama et al. [MOR 02] needed a database
for the study and recognition of spontaneous eye blinking. They used videos from
[FRA 97] and based their protocol around deception. The participants had to admit
to or deny having stolen a significant amount of money. In order to create as natural
conditions as possible, a reward or punishment system was put in place. The
subjects were filmed using a color 640 × 480 camera. Following filming, the videos
were labeled manually as AUs by two FACS-qualified coders.

Similarly, Bartlet et al. [BAR 05] used a data-collection protocol based on a false
opinion model. They first asked participants to fill out a questionnaire about their
opinions on a range of sensitive issues where they could either lie or tell the truth.
They were then interviewed and had to convince the interviewer that they had told
the truth throughout the questions. This model induced a wide range of facial
expressions in the participants. It is not indicated, however, whether the subjects
were aware of being filmed. Following recording, the video sequences were labeled
by two FACS-qualified coders to establish ground truth.

The protocol used by Zeng et al. [ZEN 06] to induce emotions was the AAI
(adult attachment interview) protocol, which consists of a semi-structured interview
around participants’ feelings, such as previous parent/child experiences. The
subjects were not aware of being filmed. Those leading the interview referred to a
standard questionnaire and the data from the two subjects (a man and a woman)
were recorded resulting in two videos of 39 and 42 minutes respectively. These
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videos were then analyzed by two FACS experts who encoded the sequences where
a facial expression appeared on the participants’ faces. No audio data were included
in this analysis.

In their study, Sebe et al. [SEB 06] presented a series of different films (comedy,
horror, thriller, etc.) to participants. The camera was hidden and the 60 participants
were not aware that their emotional reactions were the focus of research. After
having seen these different films, the subjects were asked to complete a
questionnaire about their impressions of each film. The means of establishing
ground truth was not clarified. Labeling focused on three facial expressions
(happiness, surprise and disgust) and on neutral expression.

As yet, none of the databases used in these four experiments are accessible to the
public.

Before concluding our discussion on databases, we should first examine the
Dynemo project carried out by the Agence Nationale de la Recherche (National
Research Agency) between 2006 and 2008. The project aimed to create a database
of facial expressions obtained in natural conditions. The building of the database
involved several phases:

– Methods of inducing the emotions to be studied were first identified. Eleven
desired emotions were selected: amusement, shame, annoyance, satisfaction,
boredom, disgust, surprise, interest, being emotional, humiliation and neutral. The
induction material was composed of slide shows where the subject did or did not
react with the desired emotion.

– Video data were collected from 400 subjects using a hidden camera. The
subjects were unaware that the focus of the experiment was emotions (see
Figure 4.12).

– Video data were labeled by the subjects themselves via questionnaires during
debriefing.

– Subject judges then labeled the video data a second time, indicating the facial
expressions recognized throughout the video sequence. This demonstrated that the
potentially large difference between the emotion actually felt and its manifestation
as a facial expression. Figure 4.12 shows an example result for a video sequence
where the subject was believed to have felt disgust. From image number 450, more
than 60% of subject judges considered the subject to have expressed disgust.

At the end of the project, the Dynemo database will provide a series of videos of
spontaneous emotions where the ground truth will consist of the emotion genuinely
felt by the subject producing the video. It will also provide a temporal cross-section
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of the various emotional sequences recognized by around 20 subject judges. This
cross-section will also include the recognition rate by the subject judges of
secondary facial expressions if necessary (i.e. facial expressions other than those
previously induced). This database will be freely accessible for all non-commercial
use [DAT 08].

4.4.3. Recognizing spontaneous expressions

The findings from these spontaneous data collection projects are as follows:

– not all facial expressions correspond to Ekman’s six universal expressions;

– there is large interpersonal variation in the way we express emotion. For
example, women are generally more expressive than men;

– the reaction of several individuals to the same stimulus can be very different
for family or cultural reasons;

– the face can be subject to highly subtle changes. For one given expression,
these changes can be less obvious in spontaneous expressions as opposed to
deliberate expressions (see Figure 4.11);

– a facial expression is rarely absolute. It is often a mixture of several
expressions;

– the subject is not guaranteed to return to a neutral expression when changing
from one facial expression to another. We can therefore encounter co-articulation
effects that will modify the way an expression is produced.

As a result, the first problem facing us is that of defining the classes of emotional
expressions to be recognized. There are several ways of approaching this. With
regard to the complexity of the classes of possible spontaneous facial expressions,
Zeng et al. have proposed a minimalist categorization of facial expression/no facial
expression [ZEN 06]. Sebe et al., on the other hand, have found that the four
expressions they examined (happiness, disgust, surprise and neutral) corresponded
to the four expressions displayed during the data-acquisition process [SEB 06]. In
their study, however, Moriyama et al. [MOR 02] viewed this problem in terms of
identifying three situations: a single blink, multiple blinks or no blink corresponding
to whether AU45 (complete closing of the eye) and AU42 (partial closure) were
carried out. In the study by Bartlett et al. [BAR 05], classification was based on
16AUs (based primarily on the eyebrows, lips, chin and mouth).

While describing facial expressions using a series of discrete labels is instinctive,
this does not provide a full overview of these expressions. An alternative might
therefore be to look at representing different emotional states on a 2D continuum of
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valence/arousal (see Chapter 6 for further details). The valence axis indicates
whether we have a positive (e.g. happiness) or negative (e.g. disgust) expression and
the arousal axis is linked to the individual’s propensity in a particular emotional
state to undertake (or not) a particular action. At this moment in time, the problem of
classifying facial expressions on a valence/arousal continuum (or even on a
continuum of several dimensions) remains largely unresolved.

Figure 4.12. Top: experimentation room for data collection.
Bottom: ground truth established by 20 subjects for an expression of disgust
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With regard to the analytical system employed, the flow diagram proposed in
Figure 4.4 remains valid. A preliminary stage consisting of locating the face is still
necessary; however this is generally more difficult for spontaneous emotions. This
because when recording this type of facial expression it is impossible to demand that
the subject stands exactly in front of the camera and remains immobile, even if the
specified experimental protocol requires the participant to be subject to these
conditions. The mathematical tools for the classification phase remain the same,
although the first tests will preferably be oriented toward classification methods
requiring fewer data for learning. For example, Zeng et al. [ZEN 06] have found that
the expected classification is based on expression/no expression and that classifying
an expression into a single class is preferable in order to avoid modeling a non-facial
expression that is, by definition, a broad group and therefore difficult to learn with
limited data.

It is when extracting characteristics that the most significant differences appear.
For example, motion parameters extracted from a 3D face modeling and tracking
have been used in [SEB 06, ZEN 06]. Using a 3D model of the face is preferred
because this allows us to account for head movement. Bartlett et al., for example,
have used a battery of Gabor filters to account for subtle facial changes [BAR 05].

4.5. Expression intensity

Human beings are capable of producing a multitude of different facial
expressions. Even among Ekman’s six universal emotions there are several other
expressions that appear according to the intensity of facial movement. Fear, for
example, can be expressed as slight fear or high anxiety, if not pure terror. FACS
enables us to view an emotion on an activation scale of different AUs. Some AUs
are split into several possible intensities represented as five grades ranging from A
to E (see Figure 4.13). There is generally not an equal breakdown of the intensity
scale, as most cases lie somewhere between C and D.

Figure 4.13. The different intensity levels as defined in FACS
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Research into automatic analysis of the intensity of facial expressions is
currently in its early stages. One of the main problems with this is finding a precise
definition for this notion of intensity.

FACS grades intensity according to five levels that are linked to the 12 AUs that
Fasel and Luettin have attempted to identify in their system [FAS 00]. Classification
is achieved by analyzing the differences between the image in question and a
reference image of a neutral expression. A reduction of the problem’s complexity is
achieved by independent component analysis and using a k-nearest-neighbor
classifier. The proposed system is tested on a database where the ground truth has
been obtained by analyzing the movement of specific markers. According to the
series of images tested, the recognition rate of AU intensity varies between 30 and
40%. Fasel and Luettin concluded that the most difficult aspect is recognizing the
level of arousal. For example, Ghanem et al. [GHA 08] have reduced these five
arousal levels to three by grouping levels A and B as “weak intensity” label, D and
E as “strong intensity” and C as “medium intensity”. Instead of studying the AU,
they proposed basing their evaluation of intensity on analyzing facial distances
(mouth open, eyes open, distance from each eye to each eyebrow),which vary when
a facial expression appears. There is not always a clear transition between the three
classes of intensity, but a recognition system using the formulism of evidence theory
allows a classification that can differentiate between the weak/medium and
medium/strong classes. The proposed results showed that the intensity recognition
rate varies between 50 and 100%, with the biggest errors occurring when evaluating
very weak intensities that can be difficult to distinguish from a neutral expression.

Another way of measuring facial expression intensity is to measure the relative
movement of the face when expressing an emotion (using displacement of points or
speed vector analysis) in relation to a neutral face. This can be characterized by a
continual scale of intensity ranging from minimum to maximum intensity [LEE 03,
LIE 98b, LIS 98].

Whatever the definition chosen to characterize facial expression intensity, little
research has been carried out in this area. One of the main reasons for this is that
there is a lack of labeled databases. There is one publicly available database, the
DAFEX database [BAT 04, DAT 04], that contains 1,000 video sequences of
deliberate facial expressions (including Ekman’s six universal expressions and a
neutral expression). These facial expressions were produced by eight professional
actors with three levels of intensity (weak, medium and strong). The ground truth
therefore comes from the actors in videos where there was more or less intensity.
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4.6. Dynamic analysis

Numerous psychological experiments have highlighted the existence of a
dynamic dimension in the production of a facial expression and this dynamic
component is involved in the human recognition process [BAS 78, SCH 99]. For
example, Bassili has found that an observer can recognize a facial expression by
examining a visualization of the movement of certain points on the face only.
Temporal information also helps the (albeit weaker) recognition of facial
expressions, such as shame or amusement. While this has been established, little
research has focused on this temporal dimension. Since we are interested in
spontaneous facial expressions, we cannot ignore interpersonal variability with
regard to the production of facial expressions, since there is little variation with
deliberate facial expressions where all the participants are supposed to react in a
predefined way. The dynamic component is part of information that differs
according to different expressions produced by different people.

Research relating to the dynamic analysis of facial expressions has focused on
two main problems:

– Automatic segmentation of a continual sequence of emotions into different
emotional groups. Pantic and Patras, for example, have hypothesized that we can
differentiate emotional and non-emotional segments because when there is a facial
expression there is movement on the face and vice versa for a non (i.e. neutral)
expression [PAN 06]. This model therefore presents the distinction as being a
question of activation or non-activation of AUs corresponding to an exact division
of facial expressions into different segments if the subject maintains a neutral
expression before producing a new facial expression. Similarly, Otsuka and Ohya
[OTS 97] have used a method where the peak of a facial expression is detected as
being associated with a peak of a facial movement and the expression is supposed to
begin and finish at the lowest point of the preceding and following facial
movements.

– Modeling the temporal signature of a given facial expression (potentially for a
specific individual). Zhang et al., for example, have attempted to understand the
temporal behavior of a facial expression [ZHA 05]. In a preliminary modeling
phase, infrared images of the face are analyzed in order to understand the temporal
development of a facial expression. A dynamic facial expression-recognition system
based on dynamic Bayesian networks has been proposed as being able to account for
the temporal aspect of a spontaneous facial expression. The research carried out by
Shan et al. [SCH 06] has found that the appearance of each face is characterized by
the local binary pattern (LBP) indicator and a temporal Bayesian model that
provides a compact temporal representation of the face data. This Bayesian model is
then combined with a decisional voting-based scheme in order to automatically
identify the expression present in a sequence of analyzed images. Shan et al. also
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detail a comparison of recognition performance between a static system (based on a
nearest-neighbor classifier) and the proposed dynamic system. At this time, this
system can only process a series of images beginning with a neutral expression and
finishing at the peak of the facial expression. Figure 4.14 provides an example result
on such a video sequence.

Another proposed classification is that of a two-phase dynamic classification
[YEA 04]. The first phase consists of the nearest-neighbor classifier generating the
temporal signature of an emotion, which is based on optic flow characteristics.
HMMs are then used to model the temporal signatures of each of the six basic
expressions. Cohen et al., for example, have used a HMM multi-level-based system
to simultaneously solve the problem of segmenting a continuous video into
segments of different facial expressions and the problem of recognizing facial
expressions in a dynamic context [COH 03].

Whatever the method employed, it seems that dynamic classifiers are more
complex because they require more data for the learning phase and the control of a
greater number of parameters. However, dynamic classification is also indispensable
in accounting for the challenge of interpersonal variability, which is intrinsic to
spontaneous facial expressions.

Figure 4.14. Dynamic recognition of the facial expression
of surprise (taken from [SCH 06])
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4.7. Multimodality

All psychological studies agree that an individual’s emotional state is mediated
by a number of indicators including not only facial expression but also the voice and
body language [RUS 03, SCH 07, VAN 07]. Human perception of emotions is
therefore multimodal by its very nature. As a result of research into affective
human–machine interfaces, the issue of multimodal automatic systems for emotion
recognition has grown in importance [COW 01, FRA 05]. These new-generation
human–machine interactions must be able to recognize the emotional state of the
user. Since there have already been several review articles on the subject, we will
not provide an exhaustive description of the research carried out in this area. For
further information on the study of audiovisual spontaneous emotion recognition
systems, see [PAN 03, SEB 05, ZEN 07a, ZEN 08]. In this section, our aim is to
highlight the new challenges accompanying this multimodal approach, such as
classifying emotional expressions, i.e. classifying external manifestations of an
emotion whether visual, audio, etc.

A person’s emotional state is communicated through several different
information streams called modalities in which information can be communicated
via several features:

– Visual multimodality includes features such as facial expression, posture,
gesture, movement of the head and body and direction of gaze. For example, sadness
is visually communicated by the face and is also expressed as a general attitude by
slowed movements, relaxed muscles and a lowered head position.

– Audio multimodality is more than a mere linguistic feature and includes
amplitude, prosody, flow and frequency. For example, stress is expressed by
accelerated speech.

– Physiological modality includes skin conductivity, blood pressure, heart and
breathing rhythm and EEG. For example, fear can increase heart rate and skin
conductivity (i.e. increased sweating).

These audio and visual multimodalities can be combined using information
components (e.g. facial expressions and prosody) or can be used separately by
several components (e.g. visual emotion recognition using simultaneous analysis of
facial expressions and body language). However, our main objective in this chapter
remains to highlight the new challenges raised by this multimodal, multi-feature
approach. These challenges include:

– Whether we can evaluate the influence of each respective modality. Some
academics in psychology have argued that the relative contribution of visual and
audio modalities varies according to the environment and context, while others have
maintained that visual modality is dominant. Other studies have shown that the
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influence of each modality in the recognition process depends on the emotion to be
recognized. For example, experiments described in [SIL 98] have shown that anger,
disgust, happiness and surprise are better recognized via the visual multimodality,
while fear and sadness are better recognized via the audio modality.

– If we are able to answer this question about the respective influence of each
modality, we need to develop systems that can account for the influence of each
modality or feature according to their level of importance.

– There is again the problem of finding new databases that are significant in
terms of spontaneity and quantity. This is because there are currently not enough
data to be able to consider using machine learning techniques.

– We need to determine which fusion strategy to use. Traditionally, there are two
strategies [WU 99]: early fusion of characteristic vectors (feature-level fusion) and
late fusion of decisions (decision-level fusion). Numerous pieces of research have
focused on recognizing emotions in terms of both audio and visual modalities. It is
therefore very tempting to treat each modality separately and consider merging the
results. This approach, however, falsely assumes that this information is
independent. For example, it has been shown that there is a link between body
posture and audio information and between body posture and video information
[VAN 07]. This shows that a human observer can recognize an emotion better when
the face and body language express the same trend. Furthermore, there are numerous
decision-level fusions [KIT 98, KUN 02] and the best strategy has not yet been
identified. A fusion of the results provides the advantage of being able to develop
the most adapted or efficient classification algorithm for each modality or feature.
This strategy is often adopted when we need to fuse two sets of data that are not
necessarily synchronous. In contrast, we could consider feature-level fusion vectors,
which allow us to overcome the problem of data dependency but lead to the creation
of large dimension characteristic vectors. It is therefore necessary to attempt to
reduce this dimensionality. The strategy we should use to reduce the dimension of
data while preserving the data that will maximize the performance of the classifier
has yet to be determined. This brings us back to the issue of how to account for the
correlation between different modalities and components in the fusion process.

– The way we fuse different information. Audio and video modalities lead to
characteristic vectors that are defined according to different time and dynamic scales
that are defined on different temporal structures. For example, audio characteristics
are generally evaluated on a longer portion of the signal than video characteristics,
which can be evaluated on the basis of each image. How, then, do we construct a
single characteristic vector?

– The way we fuse information that may not be synchronous. In other words,
when we should make the decision knowing the signifiers of a person’s emotional
state using various features or modalities may be delayed in manifesting themselves.
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While these problems have not been resolved, there is active research into
audiovisual and visual emotion recognition [SCH 09]. These examples illustrate
how these problems have been approached:

– Castellano et al. [CAS 07] have proposed a recognition system focusing on
eight emotions using facial, gestural and audio data. The analysis of the facial
component has led to the construction of a vector composed of 19 coordinated
points, an analysis of the gestural component using a movement vector and the
analysis of the audio component with a vector of 377 characteristics. The
characteristics were normalized, although no further details were provided. A
Bayesian classifier is used on each of the components and two fusion modes are
considered and compared: decision-level fusion or characteristic-level fusion. With
characteristic-level fusion, there is a reduction in the dimension of the global vector.
There was a recorded increase of 10% in the recognition rate compared with the
highest rates obtained when focusing on a single component only. The best results
came from classifying using characteristic-level fusion.

– Other studies such as [CHE 00] have proposed using a bimodal (audio and
video) system. Video recognition was achieved by analyzing a characteristic vector
on the facial movement parameters linked to AUs (six parameters for movement of
the mouth, two for the eyebrows and two for the eyelids) and a neuron-based
network classifier was used for classification. Audio recognition was achieved using
a vector of 18 characteristics based on the energy, flow and basic frequency of the
audio signal. A Bayesian classifier was then used for classification. Fusion of
modalities was carried out at the decision level of each classifier using a rule set that
must account for the fact that these two modalities were not always simultaneously
available. When a single modality was available, the decision was taken via this
modality. When two modalities were available, it was noted that analysis of the
visual modality was no longer weak because movement of the mouth was linked to
speech and not to expressing an emotion. As such, a preliminary decision was taken
by analyzing the audio modality alone and this was therefore faced and fused with
the decision made by analyzing the images taken just after the speaker turn. In this
example, there is an optimal classifier for each modality and the fusion of decision-
level modalities is justified by the non-simultaneity of emotional expressions via
each category. This is the same overall strategy used for similar reasons by [SIL 00,
ZEN 07b].

– Gunes and Piccardi [GUN 05] have focused on multicomponent recognition of
visual expressions of emotion. For sequences of dialog where the subject is sitting,
they analyzed emotions according to facial and gestural expressions. The extracted
characteristics are measures of movement and speed linked to the mouth, hands and
torso. A monocomponent classification system is therefore proposed. Note that this
introduces a relatively significant difference between the two components.
Classification based on gestural information is linked to a number of restricted
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classes because it is considered to be less informative than facial data and therefore
can only provide a broader classification. In terms of the fusion of two components,
the feature-level and decision-level strategies are considered and compared, showing
an advantage with characteristic level fusion.

These examples demonstrate the abundance of possible strategies as well as the
fact that a number of points are still under development. However, all of these
studies agree on one important point: using several modalities or several
components increases the performance of emotional expression recognition systems
in all cases.

4.8. Conclusion

Emotions in their visual form as facial expressions play a vital role in everyday
communication. This chapter has sought to provide an overview of the research into
automatic visual recognition of facial expressions, an area of research that has seen a
huge expansion over the past 20 years. After extensive work on automatic
recognition of Ekman’s expressions or the recognition of specific deliberate AUs,
the current tendency is to focus on analyzing spontaneous facial expressions due to
the significant differences between deliberate expressions (whose movements are
stereotypical and exaggerated) and spontaneous expressions.

In terms of applications (e.g. affective human–machine interaction), the
recognition system is faced with spontaneous facial expressions. Work on
spontaneous facial expressions has been accompanied by new challenges, the most
significant of which we have examined in this chapter:

– acquiring databases;

– identifying the classes of facial expressions to be recognized;

– estimating the intensity of facial expressions;

– the dynamics of facial expressions; and

– multimodality.

We also need to account for movement and obscuring of the head, variation
between individuals in producing a facial expression, recognition of facial
expressions from a non-facing perspective and accounting for context in recognition
processes. It therefore remains to find an ideal system for automatically recognizing
spontaneous visual expressions. Such a system will have to involve a
multidisciplinary approach using both technology and social science, such as
psychology and neuropsychology.
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Chapter 5

Recognition of Acoustic Emotion

5.1. Introduction

In the past 15 years, research into emotions in speech has moved beyond merely
analyzing vocal manifestations of emotional states to focusing on developing
automatic emotion classification systems. This has arisen as a result of the
emergence of affective sciences or affective computing [PIC 97] and their potentially
numerous practical applications.

Many instances of emotion voice recognition involve human–machine
interactions. A good example of this might be dialog systems where being able to
identify a user’s emotional state will allow us to adapt our dialog strategy. In a call
center context, for example, if the user shows signs of irritation or frustration with
the automatic system, then a strategy may be triggered, sending the caller to a
human operator [DEV 05, LEE 02]. However, emotion recognition is not only
applicable to dialog systems. For example, some medical academic research
[IST 03] has focused on emotion recognition as a means of helping older or
hospitalized patients.

Similarly, this technology can be used for security, with applications such as
crisis management or audio surveillance. In crisis management, for example, work
has been undertaken to monitor victims’ and rescue workers’ emotions using
collaborative search and rescue robots [LOO 07]. These robots are vital for crisis
management, particularly in environments considered too dangerous or inaccessible
to emergency crews. In the field of security, diagnostic machines have been used to
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aid surveillance. The majority of automatic surveillance systems currently rely on
video to detect and analyze abnormal situations [NGH 07]. Some research has begun
to focus on integrating audio emotion-related information with video information
[CLA 08, HEN 07].

This chapter aims to describe the various stages required in developing emotion-
recognition systems based on acoustic indicators1. The first stage consists of
collecting and annotating data. This is examined in detail in Chapter 3. This chapter
focuses on the second stage, which consists of developing emotion recognition
“systems” and writing acoustic descriptors that can characterize and differentiate
between different emotional manifestations as well as record the classification
techniques used (learning and decisions). We will conclude by examining some of
the different criteria for evaluating these systems and their performance.

5.2. Principles of automatic emotion-recognition systems

An automatic emotion-recognition system normally relies on four main phases
(see Figure 5.1):

1) Extraction of acoustic descriptors: this is usually carried out by an analysis
module that converts the speech signal into a sequence of acoustic vectors
containing the values of the selected descriptors (or parameters). The aim of this
stage is to establish a compact representation of the speech signal’s main acoustic
characteristics that we need to identify different emotional manifestations. The
intensity of the speech signal and the formants’ central frequency are two examples
of these acoustic descriptors.

2) During the learning phase, several acoustic vectors corresponding to sounds
of the same class are used to create a prototypical model of this class. The
representative can, for example, be obtained like barycenters (or centroides) by
acoustic vectors that are characteristic of the class in question. A model allows the
best characterization of the distributions of the acoustic vectors’ values for each
class (each class corresponds to an emotional class). This representative or model is
normally obtained using a “learning” database that has been annotated previously
(see Chapter 3).

3) During the classification phase, the vocal signal’s acoustic vectors being
analyzed are compared to the representatives or models of each class. After this
phase, a probability of belonging to each class can be obtained for each acoustic
vector.

1 Some systems rely on a combination of linguistic and acoustic information [SCH 04],
although this chapter will focus on acoustic emotion recognition only.
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4) The last phase is the decision phase, which involves the allocation of a class to
a speech segment using the acoustic vectors’ probabilities of belonging.

Figure 5.1. The principle of an emotion-recognition system

5.3. Acoustic descriptors

The physical phenomenon of producing speech is traditionally represented by a
source-filter model [FAN 60]. This simple model remains a reference point for
identifying the main acoustic characteristics of a vocal signal. It is therefore in the
framework of this production that the acoustic parameters (or descriptors) used in
automatic emotion recognition will be described.

A large proportion of acoustic descriptors used for characterizing emotions are
intended for modeling alterations in acoustic signals linked to physical changes in
the glottis. This is particularly the case with prosodic and voice quality parameters
(i.e. breathy, squeaky, harsh, tense). In this section we will provide an overview of
how these descriptors are used in emotional speech research. We will also examine
some of the parameters (formant and cepstral coefficient) that convey changes in the
acoustic signal as a result of modifications in the vocal tract (e.g. part of the
source/filter model).

The physical changes accompanying certain emotion states have a strong
influence on how a speaker produces an utterance. For example, fear is often
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accompanied by typical physical changes, such as increased pulse and blood
pressure or dryness of the mouth. This is in turn manifested by a deeper, less intense
and slower voice. This contrasts with boredom and sadness that generally correlate
with a slower heart rhythm and a more serious, less intense and slower voice
[PIC 97].

This modification of emotional vocal expression acoustic descriptors resulting
from bodily changes has also been studied by Scherer in relation to various
evaluations of external stimuli (appraisal theory [SCH 03]). According to this
theory, it is these various evaluations that determine our emotional behavior based
on the following parameters:

– Is the situation new? (Novelty check).

– Is the situation pleasant? (Intrinsic pleasantness check).

– Does the situation favor the goals of the individual? (Goal/need significance
check).

– Does the individual have the necessary resources to cope with this situation?
(Coping potential check).

– Is the situation compatible with the individual’s socio-cultural norms?
(Norm/self-compatibility check).

The intensity and pitch of the voice (or voice quality descriptors) are called high-
level descriptors of emotional manifestations because they provide an increased
level of interpretations. These high-level descriptors are commonly used in
synthesizing and analyzing emotional speech. However, when attempting to
recognize emotions using learning algorithms (as Oudeyer [OUD 03] and Clavel et
al. [CLA 08] have done), the descriptors used are often more numerous, including
more low-level descriptors where it is difficult to identify a perceptual correlate (see
Chapter 8). If the acoustic information conveyed by such descriptors is less explicit
than that of prosodic descriptors, for example, this information is nevertheless still
useful and is integrated into acoustic models constructed by learning algorithms.

5.3.1. Voiced versus unvoiced content

Studies into acoustic speech emotional descriptors have focused on voice content
that has been found, particularly with prosodic descriptors, to carry a large amount
of characteristic information about the locutor’s emotions. Depending on the
emotions studied, however, the unvoiced content of an utterance can also convey
important information about emotional manifestations. This is the case with intense
emotions that are often accompanied by strong physical changes, such as clenching,
trembling and increased heart rate. Physiological and/or physical activity
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accompanying oral production leads to non-verbal signals, such as heavier breathing
and exclamations. These manifestations have effects on both voiced and unvoiced
content. Clavel et al. [CLA 08] have therefore studied the impact of emotional
manifestations on acoustic content using both voiced and unvoiced data.

5.3.2. A temporal unit for emotional analysis

More important than the choice of acoustic descriptors for characterizing
emotional content is the essential question of which temporal duration we should use
to measure these descriptors? Each descriptor’s behavior depends on the time
window in which it is considered. There are two approaches to this issue. The first,
as cited by Vlasenko et al. [VID 05], uses statistical descriptors proposing a global
model of each description (e.g. average, minimum, etc.) on different temporal
durations such as syllables, words or phrases. The second approach relies on
extracting acoustic descriptors from each analysis window [AMI 96] or is based on a
combination of modeling the window with an overall model of the descriptors
([VLA 07] (windows of 25 milliseconds, one speaker turn and [CLA 08] windows
of 40 milliseconds, voiced and unvoiced trajectories2, identical segments3).

Modeling in terms of analysis windows and trajectories means we do not make
assumptions about the utterance’s structure and do not require knowledge of the
linguistic content linked to the speech signifier. In contrast, global modeling relies
on a precise segmentation of the speech, which can be obtained using an automatic
speech-recognition system. However, this kind of analysis cannot always cope with
features such as co-articulation, non-modal voices and non-verbal manifestations
(e.g. exclamations, etc.) that arise during spontaneous emotional manifestations and
can potentially pose problems depending on the type of data in question.

5.3.3. Prosodic descriptors

Prosodic descriptors, originally used for voice recognition and synthesis (voice
pitch and intensity, length of syllables) are used for structuring the flow of speech.
Prosodic descriptors are often used to identify specific segmental elements and can
also provide information on an utterance’s syntactic structure. In summary, they
make the synthetic signal both more natural and more intelligible by indicating the
main themes in the sentence.

2 A voiced trajectory (and unvoiced respectively) is a succession of voiced (or unvoiced)
adjacent windows.
3 A segment is defined here as a portion of a speaker turn with uniform emotional content.
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Prosodic descriptors allow us to model accents, rhythm, intonation and melody
and are highly useful for modeling a locutor’s emotional state. Initial studies into
emotional speech have focused on analyzing prosody using descriptors such as pitch
(or fundamental frequency) and voice intensity [AMI 96, DEL 96] corresponding to
a model of the supra-segmental4 changes in the acoustic signal produced by physical
changes in the glottis [SCH 98].

5.3.3.1. Fundamental frequency (pitch)

Fundamental frequency relates to the frequency of vibrations in the vocal cords
when producing voiced sounds. It is directly linked to voice pitch (high, low). The
voiced sections of speech have a pseudo-periodic structure and the signal is
generally modeled on these sections as a combination of the periodic signal (T) and
white noise. Fundamental frequency is therefore the opposite of the period T,

TF 1
0 = .

There are several ways of estimating fundamental frequency: temporal methods
(autocorrelation and average square difference function, ADSF), maximum
likelihood, cepstral analysis based methods [HES 84, KLA 08], etc. One of the most
popular methods, used most notably by the Praat software [BOE 05], is a temporal
approach that consists of examining similarities between different versions of the
same recorded signal. These similarities are evaluated using autocorrelation, which
can be expressed as follows:

The period T is determined by finding the value of m for which rs (m) is maximal
in a previously selected interval m Є [Tmin: Tmax]. The autocorrelation function also
gives an estimation of the speech signal’s “strength of voicing”; the closer rs (T) is
to 1 (the maximum possible value), the closer the signal is to a signal of period T.
Figure 5.2, adapted from [CLA 07b], illustrates the behavior of fundamental
frequency on two examples containing different degrees of emotional intensity5.

These two segments correspond to the same word “Josh” produced by the same
locutor during an ongoing situation. With the first example, the locutor has just
realized that her friend Josh has disappeared and calls him for the first time. The
acoustic indications of fear in this example are difficult to perceive and there is an

4 This varies according to emphasis and intonation, also called the prosodic level.
5 The intensity dimension is derived from the activation dimension defined by [OSG 75] as a
state of excitement ranging from calm to highly excited (see Chapter 3).

if
otherwise
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increase in the question’s characteristic fundamental frequency. In the second
example, the locator – after having called a number of times without any response –
shouts the name of her friend. In this example, the contour of the fundamental
frequency is much less smooth, containing a number of jumps with a higher average
fundamental frequency.

5.3.3.2. Intensity

Intensity (or energy) is measure of the force of the voice (weak or strong). The
intensity (in dB) is generally, as with Praat [BOE 05], calculated on a signal section
of N length where ω is an analysis window, as follows:

Figure 5.2. Example of the fundamental frequency estimated using autocorrelation from the
Praat software on the example “Josh?”. Left: corresponding to fear with weak intensity
(worry). Right: The example “Joooosh!” corresponds to fear with strong intensity (panic)

Figure 5.3 illustrates intensity on these same examples. With panic, the average
intensity is higher with more modulations.
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Figure 5.3. Example of an intensity contour in Praat calculated on the example “Josh” (left)
corresponding to fear with weak intensity (worry) and “Joooosh!” (right)

corresponding to fear with strong intensity (panic)

5.3.3.3. Rhythm descriptors

The third classic descriptor of prosody is a rhythmic descriptor linked to speech
flow [KOZ 65] and is measured by the number of vocal units in one unit of time,
e.g. the number of syllables or phonemes uttered per minute. However, this can only
be calculated if we have segmentation of the speech signal into syllables or
phonemes (which involves using a speech-recognition system). This segmentation
can be complex, depending on the recording conditions. An alternative [CLA 08]
might be to calculate the duration of the voiced trajectory (consecutive voiced
windows). This descriptor allows us to characterize the differences in the rate of
speech flow with a large proportion of long-voiced trajectories being a sign of a
slower rate.

5.3.4. Voice quality descriptors

Variations in voice quality, while often associated with pathological voices, are
also the result of physiological changes caused by emotional changes in the locutor.
Voice quality descriptors are increasingly being used to characterize emotional
variations.
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5.3.4.1. Normalized amplitude quotient

Some research into emotions in speech has examined the strong potential
interactions between glottal configuration and emotional expression6. Campbell and
Mokhtari, for example, have developed an algorithm for measuring voice quality
descriptors by considering physiological changes in emotional speech [CAM 03].
Voice quality is measured using the normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ), which is
an indicator of breath levels; the higher the NAQ, the more breathing there is in the
voice.

In this chapter, the role of descriptors modeling the glottal source for automatic
emotion recognition is clearly highlighted by data from recordings of a Japanese
speaker’s daily interactions. In these recordings, the NAQ performance is analyzed
in terms of type of speaker, degree of politeness and “effort” made by the speaker to
communicate. NAQ has also been used by Audibert et al. [AUD 04] to characterize
emotions.

By modeling the glottal flow of a triangular pulsation during the open phase and
using a zero signal during the closing phase, the amplitude quotient (AQ)
corresponding to the glottal closing time can be written as follows:

dpeak
facAQ =

In this equation, fac corresponds to the maximum amplitude of the glottal flux
and dpeak to the gradual decrease in glottal flow. The AQ here depends on
fundamental frequency. The NAQ corresponds to the amplitude quotient, which is
decorrelated from the fundamental frequency (F0):

Further details on the calculation of this coefficient are described in [ALK 02].

5.3.4.2. Frequency modulation (jitter)

Jitter is described as a deviation in fundamental frequency (see section 5.3.3) and
corresponds to a measure of sounds on the frequency (this is also sometimes referred
to as oscillations around the fundamental frequency). In music this, along with
shimmer or amplitude modulations, is used to model the striking, holding and
release of notes [VER 03]. It is also used to study pathological voices (creaky

6 However, this research requires “ideal” recording conditions, e.g. short distance between
mouth and microphone.
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voices) and has notably been used by France et al. [FRA 03] to characterize
depressive states and by Clavel et al. [CLA 07a] to model fear-like emotions. Figure
5.2 shows strong modulations in fundamental frequency in the cry of “Joooosh!”. A
standard way of estimating jitter is to calculate the following ratio:

In this equation, Tn is the nth interval of a signal period and N is the number of
intervals.

5.3.4.3. Amplitude modulation (shimmer)

Often used in combination with jitter, shimmer models the amplitude modulation
of vocal signals. As with Jitter, Figure 5.3 demonstrates strong modulations in
intensity with the utterance of “Jooosh!”. An evaluation of shimmer, similarly to
jitter, can be obtained by calculating the following ratio on a portion of the signal of
length N:

In this calculation, the average amplitude is calculated on the interval Tn and N is
the number of intervals.

5.3.4.4. Rate of unvoiced windows

The rate of unvoiced windows corresponds to the proportion of windows
considered to be unvoiced in a section of the speech signal. In practice, this
parameter can be calculated as follows: a window is considered to be unvoiced if the
“voicing force” (autocorrelation score, see section 5.3.3) is lower than a given
threshold (typically fixed in the interval between 0.45 and 0.6).

5.3.4.5. Harmonic to noise ration

The aim of this descriptor is to find an indicator of breath levels in the voice by
measuring the harmonic to noise ratio in the speech signal (HNR). For example, the
algorithm developed by Yegnanarayana et al. [YEG 98] (also used by Clavel
[CLA 07a] to characterize fear-like emotions) relies on estimating the degree of
replacements of harmonics with noise, i.e. the ratio between the acoustic energy of
harmonic components and the acoustic energy of noise components.
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This algorithm relies on splitting the vocal signal into two separate components.
The first component is periodic, resulting from the quasi-periodic vibration of vocal
chords. The second is aperiodic and regroups the set of noises in speech (fricative
pink noise, plosive noise, whistling). The HNR is adapted according to the
estimation of the noise contribution by considering both the noise from oscillations
in the vocal cords (inharmonicity of the glottal waveform) and additional noise that
can be expressed as the following formula:

10log periodic

aperiodic

Energy
PAP

Energy

 
=   

 

5.3.5. Cepstral and spectral descriptors

A large number of low-level descriptors rely on analyzing the signal spectrum
and including spectral descriptors (formant descriptors, Bark band energy, spectral
centroides) and cepstral descriptors (Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients or MFCC).

5.3.5.1. Formant parameters

Acoustic analysis of vocal tracts has illustrated resonances in the voice. These
resonances – which vary depending on the position of different articulators (tongue,
lips, etc.) – are called formants. They are notably characterized by a central
frequency (or formant frequency) and a bandwidth of -6dB at their peak. In terms of
voiced content, the position of the first two formants is independent of pitch
(fundamental frequency) and is characteristic of a specific vowel. Formants and their
bandwidths are also significant for unvoiced windows because they provide a model
of the vocal tract and are thereby voice quality descriptors. In practice, the initial
formants can be estimated similarly as in Linear Predictive Coding (LPC).

Formant parameters are largely used to describe emotions, especially for acoustic
characterization of fear-like emotions [CLA 08, FRA 03, KIE 00]. The importance
of these parameters can be explained partly by their insight into voice quality
descriptors and partly by the relation between the first formant and the degree of
vowel opening, which can be said to be greater with extreme emotions.

5.3.5.2.Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients

MFCC parameterization is widely used in speech processing, whether for
automatic speech recognition, speaker recognition or language recognition. MFCCs
are also used for emotion recognition [KWO 03, SHA 03].
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MFCCs belong to the cepstral family of descriptors, which are based on a
cepstral representation of a signal. The cepstrum has, to a certain extent, the
advantage of allowing us to separate the respective contributions of the source and
the vocal tract.

MFCCs are obtained using the Mel frequency scale, a non-linear frequency scale
accounting for the specificities of the human ear for calculating the cepstrum. The
Mel scale corresponds to an approximation of psychological feeling of a sound’s
pitch and accounts for greater frequency selectivity in the ear with low frequencies.
For each frame of the signal, the amplitude spectrum S(k) is integrated by Mel bands
to obtain a modified amplitude spectrum ãm m = 1…Mb, representing the Mel m
band amplitude. As such, triangular filters with a constant bandwidth that are evenly
spaced on the Mel scale are currently used. Finally, the MFCC coefficients are
obtained by carrying out a discrete cosine transform of the coefficient logarithm
previously obtained:

In this equation, Mb is the number of triangular filters. The contribution of the
vocal tract is mainly found in the initial cepstral coefficients, which shows that in
practice only the first coefficients are kept (typically between 12 and 15).

5.3.5.3. Bark band energy

Bark band energy relies on another currently used perceptive scale – a pitch scale
where the unit used is called a Bark. The signal spectrum for this descriptor is split
into different frequency bands, which are determined by this scale. The Bark scale is
based on critical bands that are sensed by the ear [ZWI 57]. There are several
formulas converting Bark frequency scale into Hertz, as proposed by Serkey and
Hanson [SER 84]:

This can be calculated by splitting the signal into different frequency bands with
a width equal to 1 or 2 Barks [HER 04]. For each band, i, energy is expressed as
follows, with m being the number of the band in question:
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Energy in specific band frequencies is a descriptor that has been used to explain
different types of voice (e.g. noisy, aggressive, sensual) [EHR 04] and for studying
acoustic manifestations of emotions, such as anger, happiness, fear, boredom and
sadness [KIE 00], laughter and cheers [CAI 03].

5.3.5.4. Spectral centroide

Spectral centroide, or spectral balance, can be used as a descriptor of voice
“timbre” [HER 04]. This descriptor has also been calculated on unvoiced fricatives
and allows us to measure the degree of constriction [KIE 00]. More generally used
to describe a sensation of auditory brightness, it has also been used for the
characterization and automatic recognition of musical instruments [ESS 05,
MCA 99]. It corresponds to the spectral moment of the first order and is calculated
as follows, with k as the band frequency number and ak being the energy of this
band:

5.4. Automatic emotion classification

Automatic emotion classification systems rely on “learning” methods due to
their ability to learn (or characterize) the acoustic properties of each type of emotion
(using a sufficient quantity of data). There are two types of classification, both
supervised and unsupervised. During a supervised classification, the class of each
object (represented by a label) is provided to the learning program at the same time
as the data. In unsupervised classification, emotional classes are automatically
identified according to the data structure. Automatic emotion-classification systems
are mainly supervised where the classes are determined by the type of application
desired. There are numerous classification techniques as examined by Duda and
Hart [DUD 73]. We will now examine some classification algorithms by
highlighting the different problems inherent to emotions.
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5.4.1. Choosing descriptors

5.4.1.1. Normalizing descriptors

The range of values that a descriptor can take varies strongly from one descriptor
to another. For example, if the rate of unvoiced windows varies between 0 and 1, the
fundamental frequency takes values in the order of several hundred. This
heterogeneity of values can have consequences for the behavior of descriptor space-
reduction algorithms, such as a selection of the most discriminatory descriptors and
learning algorithms. Higher value descriptors may have more weight than those with
weaker values. Normalization techniques can therefore be designed to avoid this
bias. Some of these have already been successfully used for emotion recognition
including:

– the “min–max” normalization technique [CLA 08];

– sigma–mu normalization;

– normalization by genre, speaker, phoneme [DEV 05].

5.4.1.2. Reduction in data representation space

In theory, increasing the number of descriptors could improve system
performance. In reality, however, the use of too many descriptors, apart from the
problem of complexity caused by the high dimension of data-representation space,
can lead to decreased performance [DUD 73]. This stage of reducing the dimension
of data-representation space prior to the learning stage and selection of classification
system is therefore essential if a large number of parameters have been chosen (see
[GUY 03] for example).

There are two ways of reducing the space of descriptors:

– Projecting the data representation space on a smaller dimension space
(e.g. principal component analysis, discriminant analysis).

– Selecting a subset of the most discriminant descriptors (e.g. the Fisher
selection algorithm and genetic algorithm). This option has the advantage of being
able to directly extract the descriptors that are the most relevant for the test stage
while projection methods require the prior calculation of the set of descriptors from
the sample being tested.

The Fisher selection algorithm is a method whose simplicity and efficiency have
been demonstrated many times (see [ESS 05] for an example of how this has been
used in a musical instrument-recognition system). It is derived from Fisher
discriminant analysis (for a more detailed description, see [DUD 73]. This consists
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of maximizing the Fisher discriminant ratio (FDR) between interclass and intraclass
dispersion for each descriptor separately:

( )2, 1 , 2
2 2
, 1 , 2

i

i class i class
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μ μ

σ σ+
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In this equation, μiclass 1 and μiclass 2 are the average values corresponding to the di
descriptors for each class and the corresponding variances σ2i, class1 andσ2i, class2.

Multiclass selection by the Fisher algorithm, split into two phases, is also
possible7:

1) For each descriptor i and for each class k, an intermediary score is allocated
using the data from each of these classes according to the following formula:

In this formula, k is the number of classes and FDR l,k is the Fisher criterion
calculated for the two classes l and k:

Here, μi,l and μi,k are the averages of the descriptor i on the data linked to the
classes l and k and the variances σ2i,l and σ2i,k.

2) The scores ski1< i<I ;1< k<K are then sorted in descending order and the N first
distinct descriptors linked to the highest scores are selected.

This algorithm allows us to select the most discriminative descriptors, although
this does not account for potential correlations between them. In order to avoid the
final set of selected descriptors having too high a redundancy, the Fisher algorithm
can be used in two stages as done in Clavel et al. [CLA 07a]:

(i) An initial selection is carried out separately for each family of descriptors
(prosodic, voice quality and spectral).

(ii) The second selection is carried out by applying the Fisher algorithm again on
the set of selected descriptors in the previous stage.

7 http://www.kyb.mpg.de/bs/people/spider/. This is also the option chosen by the Spider
toolbox.
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There are, however, more sophisticated descriptor selection methods that allow
us to compare subsets of descriptors by eliminating redundant descriptors. This is
especially true of the inertia ratio maximization using feature space projection
algorithm [PEE 03] or genetic algorithms that carry out a systematic search of
subsets of possible descriptors.

5.4.2. Learning algorithms

The use of classification methods in the field of emotions is an emerging area of
research. In this section we will examine some of the classification methods used in
this area in further detail.

Figure 5.4. Hyperplane separator and support vector in a two-dimensional space

5.4.2.1. Separators with vast margin

Separators with vast margin (SVM) were introduced by Vapnik in 1995
[VAP 95]. This method is therefore a relatively recent alternative to classification.
While this method was initially designed to solve problems of classifying between
two classes, it can now make multiclass generalizations [HSU 02]. The principle of
SVMs can be described as follows: for two given classes of examples, the examples
are separated from each class using a hyperplane by maximizing the distance of the
learning examples from the hyperplane. The nearest points of the hyperplane, which
are the only ones used to determine the hyperplane, are called support vectors (see
Figure 5.4.). The distance that we want to maximize is the minimum distance
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between the hyperplane and the learning examples. This distance is called the
“margin”.

There are two types of SVM models: linearly separable and non-linearly
separable models. In order to overcome the disadvantages of non-linear separable
models, the aim of SVMs is to transform the data space in order to change a non-
linear separation problem into a linear separation problem in a larger dimensioned
redescription space. This non-linear transformation is carried out using a function
called a kernel function. Apart from the linear kernel (x, y) = x.y, the most
commonly used kernels are the polynomial kernels K (x,y) = (1 + x.y)d (polynomial

of degree d) and Gaussian polynomials
2
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2

x y
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σ
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In this case, the variance σ of the kernel regulates the precision of the separating
hyperplane. A small σ signifies that the separating hyperplane is very close to the
support vectors and risks overtraining. A very large σ corresponds to a situation
where the separating hyperplane becomes linear and can cause undertraining. The
classification of a new test example is given by its position in redescription space in
relation to the optimum hyperplane defined during learning. SVMs provide a
distance to the hyperplane where the sign determines the class of the example being
tested.

5.4.2.2. Gaussian mixture models

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are commonly used for speech recognition.
For a number of years, this model has also been the dominant approach for speaker
verification systems [BAR 03, FRE 01, SAN 05]. It has also been successfully used
for emotion recognition. GMMs consist of modeling the data xd as a weighted sum
of the coefficients wm,q for each class Cq, from the Gaussian probability density
functions Pm,q (x):

Here, wm,q are the weighting coefficients and 1
1

, =
=

 qmw
m
M

for each of the

considered classes q, and M is the number of density components considered for the
model. Each component is expressed in terms of its average μm,q and its covariance
matrix Σm,q:
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The covariance matrix used is diagonal, i.e. the models are learnt by considering
that the observations associated with each of the descriptors are independent.

For each class, each one of the mixture’s components models a different area of
the data space, also known as a cluster. The learning phase consists of estimating the
parameters of the Gaussian functions of the model of each class using the
observations of the corresponding class. For each class Cq, the parameters to be
estimated are:

– the weights (wm,q) m= 1,…M linked to each of theM components in the mixture;

– the means and covariance matrices of each of the mixture’s components:

The parameters are normally initialized by the k-means algorithm, which allows
us to obtain the approximate values of the Gaussian parameters for that class. The
parameters’ evaluations are then carried out using the expectation–maximization
algorithm [DEM 77].

Classification can be carried out using a decision rule based on the maximum a
posteriori. For each classifier a score a posteriori (SAP) is allocated to each class of
emotion to be recognized for each speech segment. This score corresponds to the
average of the a posteriori log probabilities, which is calculated by multiplying the
probabilities obtained for each analysis window. As such, the score calculated for
each classifier is:

Here, Xn is the observation vector corresponding to the analysis window n and
p(Cq/ Xn) =

q

1 the a posteriori probability corresponding to this window. This is

expressed according to Bayes formula as follows:
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If we consider that the classes Cq are equiprobable8, we have p(Cq) = q
1 and the

problem is reduced to maximizing the modified a posteriori score as follows (which
in turn is reduced to a maximum likelihood score):

5.5. Performance and assessment

It is currently difficult to compare the performance of systems from different
research laboratories. As yet there has been no attempt at assessing them as there has
been with speech, speaker and language-recognition systems. However, a first step
has been made in this direction with a cooperative initiative called CEICES
(Combining Efforts for Improving automatic Classification of Emotional user
States), established in 2005 by FAU Erlangen in Germany and followed up by the
HUMAINE Excellence Network9 [BAT 06]. This initiative relies on the following
principle: an annotated database (audio files, phonetic dictionaries, manual
segmentation into words and emotional) is given to different partners. The principal
aim is to improve recognition rates by collecting acoustic descriptors from different
partners and combining the classifiers. It should be stressed, however, that it is
difficult to compare classification methods and the efficacy of sets of descriptors
that have been used separately while accounting for the variety of descriptor
normalization and transformation procedures. Indeed, the performances of
classification systems developed by different laboratories are influenced by a
number of different factors:

– data and classes of emotions;

– the problem of “ground truths”;

– manual preprocessing;

– learning conditions.

5.5.1. First factor: data and classes of emotions

System performance is strongly influenced by the database on which the
algorithms have been tested. This leads to the following questions: are the databases

8 The probability of each class can be set differently if we know the frequency of classes
considered prior to this.
9 http://www5.informatik.uni-erlangen.de/Forschung/Projekte/HUMAINE/?language=en.
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composed of acted or spontaneous emotions? What is the recording quality? What is
the degree of diversity with regard to different speakers and contexts?

The first difficulty in comparing performances therefore comes from the limited,
if not non-existent, sharing of emotional databases. Some recent studies have tackled
this problem and have proposed some solutions to it [BAT 08, CUL 08].

In other research, there have been very few studies undertaken with data
recorded in real-life contexts and higher classification scores have, until now, only
been obtained on acted data. For example, Schuller et al. [SCH 04] obtained a score
of 93% for classification into seven classes. Natural data have a greater range of
emotional manifestations than laboratory-recorded acted data, indicating that using
real data will lead to loss in performance, as noted by [BAT 00]. Shami and Verhelst
[SHA 07] have also compared performances from two databases (Kismet and
BabyEars) they sensitively illustrate the same emotional classes. The performance
achieved through using the database of acted emotions (Kismet) returned around
90% performance for discrimination between three classes (approval, attention,
prohibition) while the database of natural interactions between parents and children
achieved a score of around 65%.

Higher scores are not necessarily related to the type of data being used. The
caricatural and stereotypical nature of acted data certainly aids classification.
Nevertheless, the variability of emotions is also a complicating factor in acoustic
modeling. As such, higher scores are often linked to more restrained demonstrations
of emotional manifestations (speakers, situations) found in laboratory data across the
same emotional class. A corpus of acted data (the Situation Analysis in a Fictional
and Emotional corpus (SAFE), composed of sequences from fiction films) shows a
wide diversity of contexts in terms of speakers, sound environments and situations
and, consequently, in the types of emotional manifestations (based on 40 films and
400 speakers). This wealth of context also contributes to a more realistic result –
performance was around 70% for discrimination into two classes [CLA 08].

Performance was also dependent on the number of emotional classes under
consideration, as classification according to 10 classes is more difficult than for two
classes. Performance also depends on the choice of emotional classes being studied,
e.g. discriminating between happiness and satisfaction is generally more difficult
than differentiating between happiness and a neutral expression. Devillers and
Vidrascu [DEV 07], for example, have obtained 55% discrimination with
paralinguistic indicators for five classes (fear, anger, sadness, relief and neutral) and
have reached 80% for classes of valence (negative and neutral) with paralinguistic
indicators.
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Among the rare studies examining more than four or five emotional states,
Batliner et al. [BAT 03] have examined seven states to detect emotions in contextual
acted data from a human–machine dialog system using a multimodal kiosk. Current
performances of emotion-recognition systems are still too low to imagine being able
to identify more than seven classes of emotions from real data or provide any real
intraclass variability.

5.5.2. Second factor: the problem of “ground truths”

Evaluating performance in classification and recognition systems consists of
analyzing differences between “ground truth” annotations and the system’s
decisions. In terms of speaker recognition, for example, annotations serving as a
reference for evaluating performance are fixed and reliable: the speaker in the sound
recording is known in the test database. It is therefore a question of comparing the
results from the speaker recognition system with the annotation. In speech
recognition, reference annotations are often subject to human error, which is
estimated to be around 2% (see Chapter 8 for further details). In the field of
emotions, we cannot speak about actual human error, since the situation is far more
complex.

The emotional content annotation phase of sound recordings is subject to
subjectivity in emotion perception and it is therefore difficult to merge different
annotations. As a result, performance is dependent on reference annotations. The
reliability of annotations also depends on the adequacy of the annotation for the task
in question (see Chapter 3). Merging different annotations for different classes of
emotions considered is currently measured using kappa10 [CLA 08, COW 03,
CRA 04, DEV 05]. Clavel, for example [CLA 07b] has evaluated an emotion
classification system examining fear versus a neutral expression by comparing three
annotators’ responses with that of the system. The performance obtained with equal
error rate11 varies between 30 and 35% and has a difference of around 5%. To
overcome this problem of subjectivity, Steidl et al. [STE 05] have proposed using an
entropy measure for evaluating performance.

10 Kappa corresponds to the rate of agreement between different annotators who have been
corrected such that 0 kappa corresponds to a rate of agreement that could only be obtained by
chance [CAR 96].
11 For a GMM-based system, the balance between the rate of false detection and the rate of
false rejections will depend on a chosen decision threshold. This is a threshold where the
value taken by the rate of false detections is equal to false rejections.This value corresponds to
an equal error rate.
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5.5.3. Third factor: manual preprocessing

Different studies into emotion classification may rely on manual preprocesses
whose automization is likely to lower performance. First, various strategies are
adopted to extract descriptors, the majority of which rely on previous knowledge of
linguistic content. The sound signal, once aligned with the transcription of linguistic
content, can be segmented into sentences, words and even syllables. This
segmentation can then serve as a basis for an acoustic model of the signal. To
develop an effective classification system, this approach hypothesizes that a detailed
segmentation of a speech signal can be carried out automatically without decreasing
performance, which is not the case for all types of corpora.

Finally, for the normalization phase for descriptors, some descriptors such as
fundamental frequency vary from one speaker to another and the differences can be
particularly significant between a man and a woman. Studying the variations of
these descriptors in relation to emotion can be strongly biased if the study uses
several speakers without previous knowledge of them. In order to overcome this
bias, numerous studies have used speaker normalization for this descriptor, as
Devillers and Vidrascu [DEV 06] and Wred and Schriberg [WRE 03] have done.
This normalization presupposes prior knowledge of the speaker being recorded. This
is the case for some applications where emotion-detection software can be adapted
for a specific speaker (detecting stress in a pilot, for example [VAR 06] and in some
dialog systems). However, in a number of applicative contexts (such as with
surveillance and in call centers), the identity of the speaker is not previously known
and the number of speakers to be processed is significantly greater.

5.5.4. Fourth factor: learning algorithms

There have been various studies into comparing different learning algorithms for
the same classification problem. For example, Schuller et al. [SCH 04] have
compared two learning methods on acted laboratory data, one belonging to the
generative class of algorithms (GMMs) and the other relying on a discriminative
approach (SVMs). The two methods achieved similar results, with 75% for GMMs
and 76% for SVMs. This result was also found by Clavel [CLA 07b] when
comparing these two methods for a fear/neutral classification on a corpus of fiction
of diverse data.

Schuller et al. [SCH 03b] have compared GMM classification with continuous
hidden Markov model classification. The first method uses overall statistics for
characteristics derived from the frequency scale and the energy contour of the
speech signal. The second method introduces a temporal complexity by applying
continuous Markov models and examining high-level instantaneous characteristics
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rather than overall statistics. In this framework, performances without inter-speaker
evaluations have eventually proved to be better than GMMs.

In general, these two learning methods provided similar results and it is therefore
difficult to ascertain from these results which is the best method of classification.
This was also found by Lee et al. [LEE 02] when they tested three different
methods, including discriminative analysis, support vector machines and k nearest
neighbors. In contrast, Petrushin [PET 03] has compared neural networks and k
nearest neighbors and has found slightly better performance with neural networks
(70% instead of 55%).Vidrascu and Devillers [VID 05], however, have compared
SVMs and decision trees on real data (call centers) and the results did not show
significant differences.

The classification system uses several neural networks on different learning
subsets (bootstrap). Shami and Verhelst [SHA 07] have carried out a good
comparison of performance by testing different algorithms (k nearest neighbors,
SVMs, Ada-boost decision trees) on several databases. Algorithms achieving the
best performances varied according to the database used. However, this variation is
trivial with regard to the confidence interval due to the small size of existing
databases.

5.5.5. Fifth factor: learning conditions

Evaluation of classification system performance is carried out on databases that
may have highly variable characteristics. The distribution of the database into a
learning set and a test set must be carried out according to the target application. For
example, will the system vary according to speaker? If this is not the case, then it is
essential to ensure that the speaker of the test sample is present in the learning
database. Schuller et al. [SCH 04] have compared the two learning conditions
(speaker dependent versus speaker independent) on the same database with the same
descriptors and the same classification methods. Performance fell from 89 to 93% to
76 to 75% according to the method used when the system became speaker
independent.

5.6. Conclusion

Expectations for the potential uses of automatic voice emotion recognition are
high and this area of research is still emerging. Current work has begun to account
for different scientific problems highlighted by the practical use of such systems.
Some progress has been made but there remain numerous challenges to overcome.
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We should also review the steps to be considered when designing an automatic
emotion-recognition system:

1) Choosing and acquiring study material and evaluating its quality in terms of
suitability for the research objective (type of emotions and contexts researched).

2) Identifying an annotation strategy that allows the system to use the data (to
describe the corpus’ emotional content in a language understandable to the machine
that has been adapted to the task in question, offering reliable and relevant
annotations for understanding the system’s behavior).

3) Managing problems of annotations’ subjectivity (the annotations considered
for forming the learning set, the annotations serving as test references, creating a
referential in terms of human performance for categorizing emotions (the second
factor in section 5.5).

4) Representing data in the form of effective acoustic descriptors for the
classification problem considered and extracted according to applicative constraints
– normalization techniques and choice of temporal analysis unit (the third factor in
section 5.5).

5) Learning of a classification problem by choosing and setting different
classification methods.

6) Evaluating system performance against protocols defined according to
practical constraints – conditions of speaker or context dependence/independence,
etc. (the fifth factor of section 5.5.)

Depending on the application, it is not a question of emotion recognition systems
(dialog systems), but of emotion-detection systems (surveillance, crisis
management, medical applications, robotics, etc.). Speaker turns are also not always
clearly separated according to the application. An ongoing challenge is that of
processing different types of overlaps between speakers. It is therefore a question of
accounting for this in the annotation strategy and allowing the system to process
them.

In addition to this, acoustic emotion-recognition systems can be used in parallel
with video recognition systems (see Chapter 4). Acoustic indicators alone are often
insufficient for detecting emotion [CLA 04]. For example, it is difficult for both
humans and systems to distinguish between a cry of happiness and one of fear.
Video – and more generally context (situation and linguistic content, i.e. what is
said) – provide additional, and even essential, information for automatic emotion
recognition. The correlation between these different information sources is a
significant issue for emotion detection [ZEN 07].
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Chapter 6

Modeling Facial Expressions
of Emotions

6.1. Expressive conversational agents

As users’ expectations grow in terms of friendliness of human-machine
interfaces, the ubiquitous and affective computing domains investigate the use of
embodied conversational agents (ECAs) that can express emotion. ECAs are virtual
agents that can autonomously communicate verbally and non-verbally with a user.
Focus on this area of research is driven by a desire to improve human–machine
interactions through the use of social and emotional signals. To express emotions,
the agent needs to have access to a model that identifies a method of communication
that can be understood by humans and also be endowed with non-verbal
communication means.

Studies have shown that humans communicate their emotions via a number of
modalities and that the face is a primary communication method [DAR 72, DUC 99,
EKM 72, KAI 01]. In human–machine interaction, communicating with an
emotionally expressive ECA creates a more satisfying interaction than one with an
expressively neutral agent [WAL 94]. However, more than merely retaining the
interest of the user, non-verbal expressions can also be useful for clarifying verbal
texts [ELL 97]. This is evident with situation-specific responses where inappropriate
expressions can lead to undesired consequences [BED 05, WAL 94]. Similarly, the
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same agent, depending on the quality of its facial expressions, may be perceived as
more or less believable, which may in turn reduce the user’s trust [REH 05].
According to some academics, human interactions with virtual characters can be
similar to those developed with real humans [BRA 05, REE 96, SCH 06]. This
therefore indicates that a human emotional model could be applied to modeling
artificial emotions.

In this chapter we will study some theoretical approaches from affective
psychology that have contributed to modeling conversational agents’ facial
behavior. We will also examine how discrete emotion theories, as well as
dimensional and componential emotion theories, view these expressions in the
framework of the complex process that is emotion. Following this, we will
investigate some of the computational models used to design ECA expressions and
the theoretical models on which they are based. The chapter will conclude by
discussing some of the research into expressions conveying blends of emotions and
by examining their social constraints.

6.2. Expressions and their emotional states

Identifying the mechanisms controlling emotions is a topic of ongoing debate.
There are three main approaches to this question: discrete, dimensional and
componential emotion theories. We will examine each of these theories to illustrate
the debate around these mechanisms

Discrete emotion theories [EKM 84, EKM 89, EKM 92, IZA 71, IZA 93,
TOM 62, TOM 84] propose that there are number of universal emotions that are
determined by neuromotor mechanisms. These mechanisms trigger a prototypical
emotional response with a fixed pattern of facial expressions specific to each
emotion.

Dimensional emotion theories [FON 07, MEH 96, RUS 80] define emotions as
points in a continuous multidimensional space where each dimension is a
fundamental property against which all emotions are evaluated. Dimensional
theories propose that there is a link between an emotion, a facial expression (or its
components) and these different dimensions [RUS 80].

Component theories of emotion [ELL 03, ROS 01, SCH 84, SCH 87, SCH 01,
SMI 85] propose that individual elements of facial expressions are determined by
the results of cognitive evaluations (appraisals).

In our next section we will examine these theories and how they interpret facial
expressions of emotions in further detail.
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6.2.1. Expressing discrete emotions

Proponents of discrete emotion theories propose that emotions are triggered by
automatic mechanisms, such as neuromotor emotional programs. These programs
are independent from cognitive evaluations (see [EKM 72] for further details). For
example, Tomkins has described these affect programs as the cause of unique
expression patterns that are characteristic of a specific emotion [TOM 63]. Research
into this approach has focused on “basic” prototypical emotional patterns. Each
basic emotion is characterized by an adaptive function, an expression (i.e. a specific
facial behavior), a series of physiological changes and a conscious feeling of this
emotion [KEL 97, MAN 05]. According to this theory, both emotions and their
facial expressions are considered discrete. As such, every expression is made up of a
defined element and not a set of independent and variable elements. All the
components of an expression have a common development without temporal
variations between sub-expressions. For example, raising the eyebrows and lowering
the corners of the mouth may indicate an expression of sadness. However, these
actions do no express sadness if taken separately. Lowering the corners of the mouth
is not an indicator of sadness in itself and is therefore not an emotional indicator
alone. During an expression of sadness, the lips and eyebrows begin and finish
moving at the same time. Discrete emotion-based research has mostly relied on
photographs of expressions at their apex and has suggested that expressions have a
linear development.

6.2.2. Dimensional approaches to emotional expression

Other researchers have proposed that emotions are not structured in terms of
discrete categories, but as continuous variations over a range of proposed
dimensions. The two most widely accepted dimensions today are valence (positive
versus negative emotions) and arousal (or general activation – high or low level of
arousal) [RUS 80]. Russell’s circumplex model supposes that there is a direct link
between each muscular movement in the face and its position on the activation and
valence dimensions. Russell, however, has argued that the face does not
communicate emotions more than the rest of the body (intonation, posture, etc.) but
communicates general information on an individual’s underlying internal state
[GRA 06], which can be viewed in relation to these two dimensions. This facial
information does not allow us to categorize an emotion with a concrete label. For
example, in one study participants were shown facial expressions but were unable to
give a specific name to the emotion demonstrated without being provided the
context of production. Perceptions of valence and arousal, on the other hand, appear
to be fairly fluid [RUS 91].
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Figure 6.1. The dimensional representation proposed by Breazeal [BRE 03] and inspired by
Russell [RUS 97]

A different dimensional theory has also been proposed by Schlosberg [SCH 52],
who has modeled facial expressions as a circle labeled according to the dimensions
of “pleasant–unpleasant” and “attention–rejection”. In this model, six expressions
including happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, disgust and anger are arranged around a
circle according to the extent to which they overlap. The PAD (pleasure–arousal–
dominance) emotional model however represents a 3D approach. The three
dimensions in this model (based on the theoretical foundations set out by Mehrabian
[MEH 80, MEH 95]) are independent and allow us to describe and measure
emotional states. These three dimensions are those of pleasure–displeasure,
activation–deactivation and dominance–submission, allowing us to identify a greater
number of emotions. For example, anger and fear are both negative and active
emotions but are differentiated by their level of dominance.

The terms used to define emotions can be visualized as points in a 3D space.
When PAD scores are standardized, each emotional term can be described in terms
of its values on each of these axes. Evaluations of emotions are represented by
scores from -1 to +1. For example, anger is a strongly unpleasant emotional state
(-0.51), strongly active (0.59) and, on average, dominant (0.25) [MEH 97]. In the
PAD emotional model there are eight emotional groups that are defined by high or
low combinations of pleasure, activation and dominance. As such, states of anxiety
(low pleasure, high activity and low dominance) include nervousness, insecurity and
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suffering. The importance of using these three dimensions and not just those of
pleasure and activation has largely been proven [MEH 86, MEH 87, SOR 06,].

Fontaine et al. [FON 07] have proposed a 4D model for representing emotions.
This work was based on theoretical concepts where emotions are considered as
inter-linked changes of six components including cognitive evaluations of events,
psycho-physiological changes (bodily feelings), motor expressions (e.g. facial
expressions), action tendencies, subjective experience and emotional regulation
[ELL 03]. In their research, Fontaine et al. asked speakers of three different
languages to evaluate 24 prototypical emotional labels on a Likert scale (often used
in questionnaires to graduate responses) of 144 characteristics representing
emotional activity. Breaking these down into their components demonstrates that
evaluation–valence is the dimension that best explains variance. This is followed by
situation control and activation, with the fourth dimension being the unexpected.
This model allows us to understand emotions in terms of dimensions and their
defining characteristics. Among these, we find expressive behavior associated with
each of these dimensions, e.g. unexpected and new events are often expressed by
raising the eyebrows, lowering the jaw, etc.

6.2.3. Componential expression of emotions

Cognitive theoreticians [KAI 98, KAI 01, ORT 90] from the componential
approach have opposed the concept of emotions as a result of fixed biological
programs. In contrast, many have proposed that there are a large number of highly
nuanced emotional states that linguistic labels can only convey by grouping them
together or through the main tendencies of the most common states. Scherer, a
proponent of the componential approach, termed these states “modal emotions”
[SCH 84]. This approach also maintains that emotions are the result of cognitive
evaluations (appraisals). The notion behind this is that an emotional state is caused
by the significance attributed by us to different elements in a given situation.
Emotion is not defined and triggered directly by a situation or a stimulus but
depends on the relation that an individual establishes with their environment. This
relation is created by an appraisal (for more details, see [KAI 01]) and can be
perceived via different modalities. Facial expression is closely linked to different
stages of appraisal. Scherer has described these facial changes in terms of action
units (AUs), as defined by Ekman [EKM 78], each representing a particular
activation of muscles during an expression. Scherer has proposed that, for each stage
in the appraisal process, there are several combinations of AUs, with the final
expression being the accumulation of all the expressions specific to the appraisal
stages. As such, with the numerous potential combinations of AUs, it is possible to
obtain a large number of facial expressions.
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6.3. Computational models for facial expressions of emotions

In this section we will focus on the existing computational models providing
ECA expressions and the theoretical models on which they are based. Several facial
expression models have been proposed to enhance the facial behavior of
conversational agents. These models often rely on the generation of new expressions
by averaging the values of the parameters of discrete expressions of basic emotions
(see section 6.2.1 [EKM 75, EKM 03a]). There are also several models that use
dimensional (see section 6.2.2.) and componential (see section 6.2.3) approaches for
modeling facial expressions.

6.3.1. A discrete representation of facial expressions

The MPEG-4 format [PAN 03] relies on a discrete representation of emotions.
This format introduced the parameterization of a facial expression according to 68
facial action parameters (FAPs). The vast majority (66) of FAPs are linked to
movement in specific parts of the face, such as the eyebrows or the corners of the
mouth. There are also two global parameters, one specifying visemes (articulatory
movements of the lips) and the other (FAP 2) is used to display one of the six
predefined facial expressions (anger, happiness, sadness, disgust, surprise and fear
as defined by Ekman [EKM 75]). This last parameter also allows mixtures of these
six emotions. Mixtures can be generated by specifying the importance of the
different emotional components. A new expression can be generated by combining
the weights given to the basic expressions [OST 02]. Finally, both identifying the
basic facial expressions and the interpolation algorithm between the key frames
depend on the direct implementation of the format. As such, based on the definition
of expressions in terms of discrete representations, we get a large number of facial
expressions. Nevertheless, contrary to the other approaches (sections 6.3.2 and
6.3.3) this model does not allow us to create new facial expressions where the
emotion could be verbally identified by a specific label.

6.3.2. Dimensional representation of facial expressions

Tsapatsoulis et al. [TSA 02] and Albrecht et al. [ALB 05] have also developed
models for generating expressions. To generate new facial expressions both models
exploit the distances between basic and non-basic emotions in a certain dimensional
emotion space to generate non-basic facial expressions [EKM 75]. They use
different multidimensional spaces in which emotional labels were placed. In these
two approaches, new expressions are constructed based on Ekman’s six basic
expressions (anger, disgust, sadness, happiness, surprise and fear [EKM 75]).
Tsapatsoulis et al. introduced an algorithm to their model that can construct new
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expressions using FAPs, defined by the MPEG-4 standard. The originality of this
approach lies in using fuzzy definitions of facial expressions.

Each facial expression is defined by a set of intervals. For each animation
parameter, Tsapatsoulis et al. defined an interval of an expression’s possible values.
In order to generate the new expression (which is also determined by intervals),
mathematical transformations are applied to the intervals of the original
expression(s). Tsapatsoulis et al. used two approaches [TSA 02]. First, an
expression can be derived from a basic expression by “scaling” of all the FAP
values of a basic emotion’s expression. Second, the expression can be generated by
using the definitions of the two closest basic emotions as defined in the dimensional
spaces of both Whissell [WHI 89] and Plutchik [PLU 80]. Whissell, for example,
has proposed using two values (corresponding to two axes of activation and
evaluation) for some emotional labels while Plutchik has defined the angle value on
his emotional wheel for each emotion. Thus, Tsapatsoulis et al., used 2D
coordinates and the angle value to calculate new expressions. The expression
parameters (FAPs) are weighted by the values of the researched emotion and the two
adjacent basic emotions. Albrecht et al. [ALB 05] have proposed an improvement
on this model by using an anatomical representation of a face. They use a model of
muscular contractions instead of using MPEG-4 FAPs. They also used a 3D space of
emotional states defined by activation, evaluation and power, as proposed by Cowie
et al. [COW 99].

While the EmotionDisc model [RUT 03] is based on the six basic expressions
[EKM 75], it can be considered to be dimensional due to its use of bi-linear
interpolation between different expressions. In the EmotionDisc, six expressions are
positioned equally apart around a circle and the neutral expression is represented by
the middle of the circle (see Figure 6.2). The expression synthesized is the result of
the interpolation between two basic expressions that are closest together around the
circle and the neutral expression of virtual agents. The distance from the center of
the circle represents the expression’s intensity. The spatial relations are used to
establish expressions that correspond to each point on the EmotionDisc. This
method allows us to obtain an expression continuum between two particular
expressions.

Another dimensional model for generating facial expressions of various
emotional states has been introduced in Grammer and Oberzaucher [GRA 06]. The
characteristic patterns of facial movements are localized in a 2D space of activation
and valence. In this work Grammer and Oberzaucher found specific configurations
for AUs that characterize the four extremes of the Russell’s emotional space (high
and low arousal, positive and negative valence) [RUS 80]. This approach allows us
to generate new expressions from these two dimensions using AUs [EKM 78]. For
this purpose, Grammer and Oberzaucher first of all asked participants to evaluate
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facial expressions composed of random sets of action units. The evaluation
consisted of attributing labels to random expressions. A factorial analysis was
carried out on these labels and three factors explaining a large number of variations
in interpretations were labeled as a factor of valence, dominance and arousal. The
activation and valence factors attributed to the faces were retained to calculate the
action unit scores for each of these expressions. As such, the configuration of action
units characterizing specific activation and valence values can be obtained using
statistical analysis. To verify this model, Ekman’s six basic emotions [EKM 75]
were reconstructed in the valence and activation spaces. In essence, this approach is
an attempt to reconcile the various facial expression theories. It can be used to create
facial expressions determined by FACS AUs [EKM 78] for every emotional state
described in a 2D space of activation and valence.

Figure 6.2. EmotionDisk [RUT 03]

6.3.3. Componential approaches to facial expressions

Other researchers have used a purely componential approach to generate ECA
expressions. Wehrle et al. [WEH 00], for example, have created a special software
for applying Scherer’s componential model [SCH 01], which generates expressions
by identifying the action units involved. This tool, called a Facial Action Composing
Environment (FACE), creates schematic 3D facial expressions [WEH 00]. It allows
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us to extract an expression’s different elements and to vary the dynamic of specific
components independently. Furthermore, the elements can be subject to asymmetric
movement changes, as with, for example, half smiles.

The number of expressions created can be large and different processes allow us
to move beyond the characteristics of basic emotion. Scherer’s theory has also been
implemented by two research teams, under the direction of Lisetti [PAL 06] and
Kollias [MAL 09], respectively, to create artificial expressions. Paleari and Lisetti
[PAL 06] used the agent Cherry, a platform with a human avatar, to manually
generate expressions by applying Scherer’s predictions [SCH 01] with regard to the
emotions of anger, fear, happiness and disgust (see Figure 6.3.). The expressions
generated are limited in number and the importance of this research lies in the
emphasis placed on the temporal relation between the different dynamic elements
composing an expression and linked to different appraisal stages.

Figure 6.3. Agent Cherry displaying a possible evolution of an expression of fear according
to Scherer’s theory [PAL 06]

The facial expression is not activated immediately and uniformly, rather the
animation parameters are activated at different moments. The final result is an
animation composed of a sequence of several configurations of micro-expressions.
To do this, Paleari and Lisetti converted the AU related to cognitive evaluation into
Cherry’s action parameters. They also examined intensities and appropriate
temporal constraints for these parameters that might create believable expressions
[PAL 06]. Malatesta, Raouzaiou, Karpouzis and Kollias [MAL 09] have similarly
used MPEG-4 facial animation by converting AUs into FAPs. They created
sequences predicted by componential appraisal theory [SCH 01] and applied these to
the ECA Greta [BEV 07]. Each expression is derived using the “addition” of a new
AU to the previous AUs.
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Figure 6.4. Predictions for intermediary micro-expressions in an expression of fear:
a) neutral expression; b) sudden surprise; c) negative valence; d) incoherence;
e) goal obstructivion; f) low coping/final expression of fear (according to
Scherer’s appraisal theory, adapted by Malatesta et al. [MAL 09])

6.3.4.Mixtures of emotions and social constraints

Some researchers have attempted to improve their understanding of facial
expressions by including aspects of context and the socio-cultural norms that
regulate expressions. As such, Ekman and Friesen have described facial changes that
could intervene if the context does not favor the direct expression of an emotion. In
some situations, we see that another, more socially acceptable, expression is used
[EKM 75]. According to Ekman [EKM 03a], a large number of observed emotional
expressions can be explained using the six basic emotions (anger, happiness, fear,
disgust, sadness and surprise) and their blends, i.e. expressions involving more than
one emotion. Ekman and Friesen [EKM 69] have observed that different types of
blends are found in everyday life. Context and socio-cultural norms sometimes
encourage the superposition of emotions, concealment (when an expression is
masked by another), dissimulation (when an unfelt emotion is expressed) or the
inhibition of an emotion. These blends of emotions are achieved, according to
Ekman, by a combination of expressions on different parts of the face. For example,
when two emotions are superposed, the expression is composed of facial behaviors
of one emotion for the upper part of the face and another for the lower part
[EKM 75]. The line between the two areas is not always clearly demarcated. For
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some pairs of emotions the eyes can be considered as being included in the upper
part of the face (e.g. anger and sadness), while with some other pairs of emotions
they are not [EKM 75]. Ekman has described 18 different expressions of
superposition for pairs involving the six emotions [EKM 75, EKM 03a]. The
combinations on the upper and lower parts of the face are not all plausible. For
example, happiness when superposed with sadness will be expressed by the lower
part of the face and sadness will be expressed by the upper part. The opposite
pattern never occurs.

Ekman and Friesen have also shown that humans can differentiate between
expressions of emotions that are actually felt and those that are faked [EKM 69,
FRA 95, GOS 95]. Ekman has proposed a list of deception clues [EKM 89,
EKM 95, EKM 03b], i.e. characteristics that can help us differentiate between felt
and faked emotions. Given that humans are not capable of consciously controlling
all their facial muscles, observing facial behaviors that are produced with difficulty
in controlled expressions allows us identify these “faked” and “real” expressions of
emotional states. The expression of some emotions could therefore be associated
with characteristic changes, such as activation of the orbicularis oculi (contraction of
the lower part of the eyelid) when expressing happiness [EKM 03a]. These
characteristics of facial actions are not only absent in fake expressions, but they are
also difficult to hide when being in some emotional. states. Furthermore, real
expressions can be differentiated from faked ones due to their variation in
symmetry, synchronization and duration [EKM 75, EKM 89]. Fake expressions are
more often asymmetric [EKM 03b], more abrupt [EKM 82, FRA 95] and often
expressed for longer periods than expressions of felt emotions [EKM 03b].

Bui [BUI 04] has used Ekman and Friesen’s concept that mixtures of emotions
are constructed as expressions of different parts of basic emotions [EKM 75]. He
has used a set of fuzzy rules to identify mixtures of the six basic emotions
[EKM 75]. Sub-set of rules are applied to each pair of emotions. The Bui model
allows us to identify, by fuzzy inference, the level of muscular contraction in the
final expression. The calculation is carried out in relation to the intensity of the
agent’s emotional state [BUI 04].

Rehm and André have also studied different types of expressions in complex
situations made by ECAs, including those in simulations [REH 05]. Based on
Ekman’s descriptions [EKM 75, EKM 03a, EKM 03b], they manually defined the
parameters for faked expressions. These were characterized by asymmetry and some
emotion-specific movements, which are difficult to consciously control. In their
study on ECA liars, they showed that characteristics of fake expressions are
sufficient for users to be able to unconsiously differentiate between the agents
[REH 05].
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Niewiadomski and Pelachaud [NIE 07c], also used the face partitioning
approach as proposed by Ekman [EKM 75, EKM 03a, EKM 03b]. They developed
their own model of expressions for modeling mixtures of emotions including faking,
inhibiting, superposing (see Figure 6.5) and masking of an emotion with another
(see Figure 6.6). In these expressions, described by Niewiadomski and Pelachaud as
“complex expressions” [NIE 07a], each expression is defined by a set of eight areas
of the face (eyebrows, upper eyelid, direction of the eyes, lower eyelids, cheeks,
nose, lips, and tension of the lips). Each expression is a composition of eight facial
areas and each of them can communicate different emotion. Thus several emotions
can be expressed on different parts of the face. In the case of an expression of
sadness masked by happiness, for example, sadness is expressed in the area of the
eyebrows while happiness is expressed in the mouth region.

Figure 6.5. Superposition of the expressions of anger and sadness: a) an expression of anger;
b) an expression of sadness; c) superposition of anger and sadness; d) superposition of anger

and sadness with markers

The main task of the algorithm is to attribute emotional expressions to different
parts of the face. In order to do this, Niewiadomski and Pelachaud defined a set of
fuzzy rules describing the composition of these facial areas. These rules are based
on the description proposed by Ekman that refers to the six basic emotions. To
generate other complex expressions than ones composed from these six (i.e. ones
that are not specified in the algorithm’s rules), the algorithm chooses the most
appropriate solution.

Another algorithm has been used for this purpose that is based on the notion of
fuzzy similarity [NIE 07b]. For this purpose each facial expression is described by a
set of fuzzy sets, where each fuzzy set correspondes to one animation parameter (the
FAPs in the MPEG-4 format). Fuzzy similarity is used to calculate the degree of
visual similarity between two expressions.
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Figure 6.6. Masking anger with an expression of happiness: a) an expression of anger;
b) happiness; c) masking anger with an expression of happiness; d) with markers

6.3.5. Sequences of emotional expressions

In accordance with componential emotion theory in which an emotion is a
dynamic episode producing a sequence of response patterns (gestural, facial or
vocal) [SCH 07], it could be advantageous for the believability of conversational
agents to include more temporal variability and multimodality to their expressions.
Despite a large amount of research on the face, some studies have shown that
emotions can also be recognized from bodily movements [POL 01, WAL 98]. It is
possible to obtain this kind of information through direct observation, whether
guided by theory or not.

Other studies have also explored the complexity of emotional expression by
focusing on their multimodality. For example, Keltner [KEL 95] has studied the
sequence of gestures and movement in embarrassment. This study was based on the
frequency of appearance of specific patterns of movement in audiovisual databases.

Shiota et al. have studied the three emotions of awe, amusement and pride
[SCH 03]. They have demonstrated that expressions of these three emotions are
more complex than the simple static images predicted by Ekman’s research
[EKM 75] in the prototypical form of happiness. These expressions are rather a set
of possible signals, which sometimes appear in asynchronous sequences of these
different signals. These expressions should not be seen as discrete and not all of the
elements composing it have to appear at the same time for it to be recognized as the
externalization of a specific emotional state. In an expression of admiration, for
example, Shiota et al. [SCH 03] observed that the inner part of the eyebrows was
raised, the eyes and mouth were more open, the head was tilted forward and there
was a large, visible intake of breath. While movements of the eyebrows, eyes and
mouth are found in the large majority of expressions of admiration, they only appear
in a third of cases. Shiota has similarly analyzed expressions of amusement and
pride, providing detailed information on the exact presence of facial movement in
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terms of AUs but also on their frequency of occurrence. Shiota differentiates these
three emotions and moves away from the idea of a shared expression. As such, the
Duchenne smile, often considered as the single fundamental element of an
expression of positive emotion, cannot be used as a single expression of different
positive internal states. These are multimodal sequences that allow differentiation.

Niewiadomski et al. [NIE 11] have created an algorithm that can generate
emotional expressions composed of different signals (or behaviors) that could
scheduled in different ways in time and using several communicative channels (face,
gaze, position of the head, gestures). This research was based on the works of
Keltner et al. [HAI 99, KEL 95, KEL 97], Shiota et al. [SCHI 03] and Harrigan and
O’Connell [HAR 96]. These works have emphasized the need to move beyond static
facial expressions of emotions.

The algorithm by Niewiadomski et al. can be used to create multimodal
expressions of undetermined duration, while the different signals themselves (or
micro-expressions) last for a predetermined amount of time. For each emotional
state, a behavior set of is defined including a set of signals expressing particular
emotions and a constraint set defining the relations between these signals. From an
emotional label, the system generates a sequence of expressions, i.e. an animation of
a specific length composed of a sequence of signals of different modalities. The
system does this by choosing a coherent subset of the signals from an appropriate
behavior set, their durations, the order of appearance, and respecting the constraints
defined in a corresponding constraint set. For one single emotional label, this
algorithm allows us to generate a large number of animations respecting the
previously defined constraints. Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are two examples of animation of
the expression of embarrassment.

Figure 6.7. Greta displaying a sequence of signals expressing embarrassment:
a) gaze to the right; b) downward head and gaze; c) gaze to the left;

d) gaze to the left and a tensed smile; and e) gaze to the left

Xueni Pan et al. [PAN 07] have proposed a different approach for displaying
emotions that can be expressed not by static images but by a sequence of signals,
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such as facial expressions and movements of the head. Sequences of signals have
been taken from a video corpus and they have been used to create a “motion graph”
from this data.

Figure 6.8. The agent, Greta, displaying an example of a multimodal expression of
embarrassment: a) a neutral expression; b) slight smile and gaze to the right; d) gaze to the

left; e) forward movement of the head; and f) self-centered gesture

In this motion graph, the arcs represent the recorded signal sequences and the
potential points of transition between them. The different paths in the graph
correspond to the different expressions of emotion. The new animations can be
generated by a rearrangement of the observed expressions.

6.4. Conclusion

The different models conceptualizing emotions contribute, by their specificities,
to a focus among researchers on the different aspects of synthetic facial expressions.
With regard to modeling emotional expressions, the contributions of discrete,
dimensional and componential theories are not mutually exclusive but are
complimentary to each other. Discrete emotion theory provides highly concrete
predictions for a specific number of facial expressions. Their universality is a
characteristic that has been particularly well studied for creating synthetic
expressions given that the objective is to generate largely recognizable expressions.
These predictions have been applied to emotion generation in different emotional
agents [OST 02, PAN 03, RUT 03]. Furthermore, the unitary nature of these
expressions is attractive for modeling due to its simplicity. The theory predicts a
continuous development of the expression, a synchrony with one start, an apex
reached at the same time by all the AUs and a shared end.

Despite their ease of categorization the expressions defined by this theory remain
too simplified and it is therefore necessary to formulate other theories and
complimentary studies.
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Facial expressions can also be generated based on various dimensions, the most
well-known being those of valence and activation. Multi-dimensional spaces can be
constructed from the six basic expressions that allow a continuity of expression
between different discrete emotions by applying changes linked to each dimension.
It is also possible to create facial expressions by not defining the state’s position on
different dimensions. While the final expressions do not lead to an easy
categorization in terms of verbal labels, the possibility of easily generating a large
number of different expressions is an important advantage.

The componential approach also allows us to create a large number of emotional
expressions by modifying their different components and their temporal
development. With regard to the expression of these emotional components, some
researchers have divided the face into several parts, each expressing different
emotions. Others have focused on the possible sequences of micro-expressions. This
method defines expressive behaviors that can appear during a particular emotional
state by avoiding repetitive manifestations by the same fixed behavior. This
repetition is therefore a weakness of a number of other algorithms determining
expressive behaviors.

It is essential to move beyond frozen prototypical expressions and to move
towards manipulating the temporal aspects of different elements contributing to
expression. The face is subtle means of communication whose different aspects
must be animated precisely and in harmony in addition to other modalities, such as
bodily movements or even prosody.
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Chapter 7

Emotion Perception
and Recognition

7.1. Introduction

Human beings play a vital role in the perception and categorization of emotions
using audio, visual and audiovisual stimuli. When implementing an automatic
emotion-recognition system, humans are used as a reference point to validate
annotation schemes, determine characteristic emotion cues and provide a basis for
evaluating automatic classifications. In recent years, parallel to the development of
verbal communication technologies, such as automatic speech recognition, interest
in human perception has witnessed a revival. Similarly, in connection with the
emergence of these fields, there has been a renewed interest in perceptual
mechanism understanding. It is worth noting that human perception has served as a
reference point that allows us to measure the performances of different automatic
systems, as demonstrated by comparative studies into speech transcription [LIP 03,
SCH 07] and language identification [MAD 02, MUT 94].

In the field of speech technology, affective computing [PIC 97] (or emotion-
oriented computing [SCH 06a]) is a relatively recent development. However, the
study of emotions in relation to speech technologies is a less recent subject when
considering, for example, the difficulties involved in automatically transcribing
emotional speech [ATH 05]. As the affective sciences have become a discipline in
themselves over the past decade, emotional phenomena and their physical
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manifestations have also developed as a topic of research. Research in affective
science has moved from merely building corpora illustrating different aspects of
emotional phenomena to developing automatic recognition systems based on one or
several modalities (mainly verbal and/or gestural)1.

Emotion-oriented computational studies have focused on different perceptual
experiments on the assumption that humans are continually confronted with
emotions conveyed by one or more means in their daily interactions (e.g. audio or
visual) and that they can manage these emotions effectively for communication. The
aim of this research lies in the fact that without a wider communicative context or
information from other modalities, humans identify emotions with a significantly
higher success rate than that merely attributable to chance [BAN 96, SCH 03]. As a
result, if we consider the performance of current automatic emotion-recognition
systems for speech, there is an obvious contradiction between emotional states and
the ease with which humans categorize emotions when given the same information
as an automatic system2. Humans have therefore been proposed as a reference point,
both in terms of emotion categorization based on stimuli from one or several
modalities and with regard to strategies for effective classification3.

In this chapter we will focus on the various studies into the categorization of
verbally expressed emotional phenomena found in recorded speech samples. The
research that we will examine has been carried out with the aim of developing
systems designed to use this modality, i.e. automatic recognition systems for
emotions in speech. However, since some of the studies we will examine are
multimodal, this will inevitably involve more modalities than just speech. The
perception tests conducted in this framework have been organized around the
different development phases of emotion-recognition systems. These consist of three
essential stages:

– the acquisition and validation of emotional material (i.e. building and
annotating a corpus);

– the identification of objective parameters characterizing the different emotions
expressed in the voice and distinguishing them from other emotions; and finally,

– the development of automatic classifiers.

There have been numerous studies seeking to support these steps, mainly
focusing on validating emotional content and identifying emotion-characterizing

1 The work of the HUMAINENetwork of Excellence illustrates the various aspects of
affective sciences: http://emotion-research.net/.
2 Chapter 5 provides an overview of automatic recognition systems for emotions in speech.
3 When recognizing emotions in speech, humans make use of linguistic parameters such as
semantics and syntax, etc., as well as acoustic information.
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parameters. We will begin by examining the work in these fields (section 7.2),
followed by an overview of the various perception tests conducted in relation to
automatic emotion-oriented systems. Section 7.4 will conclude this chapter by
examining what we can learn from this research.

7.2. Perception in vocal communication of emotion

In 2003, Scherer conducted a review of perceptual studies using speech samples
to categorize emotions [SCH 03]. This was part of a wider effort to bring together
areas of study that traditionally belong to separate scientific communities, including
areas such as psychology and automatic speech processing4. This is also linked to
the new and emerging field of affective sciences.

In his review, Scherer provides an overview of current research into how a
speaker’s emotions are manifested by the voice using the Brunswickian perception
technique, also called a “lens model” as a base of research on the vocal
communication of emotions. He examined research into the coding (expressions
expression) transmission and decoding (impressions) of emotions in speech. The
studies examined were positioned in relation to the two poles of the Brunswickian
model (i.e. encoding versus decoding) and their main elements. These consist of the
speaker’s emotional state, the inference made by the hearer about this state and the
audio cues that allow us to make the link between the speech signal and a given
emotion.

Scherer’s review focused on 30 studies since the 1980s into perceptual emotion
recognition in speech. These studies show that humans correctly identify emotions
at a rate of around 60%, which is much higher than if this was by mere chance.
Scherer emphasizes, however, that this result depends strongly on the type of data
used (i.e. whether acted, induced or natural5). In most studies, acted data have been
used, although more recently natural corpora, recorded in real conditions, have been
included6.

Scherer also highlights that there are a number of studies focusing on emotion
discrimination (i.e. decoding between alternatives) rather than recognition (i.e.

4 There is a special issue of Speech Communication dedicated to studies of emotion in speech
and automatic processing 2003; vol. 40 (1-2).
5 Defining and classifying emotions remains an on-going challenge for those researching
emotions, whether they are psychologists, neurologists, linguists or − more recently −
affective scientists. This issue is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 in reference to Scherer, whose
work has been a major contribution to the field.
6 More recent studies using natural data have shown that classification scores depend both on
the diversity and complexity of the emotions recorded in a corpus [CLA 07].
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recognizing a particular category in its own right) in the sense that the majority of
experimental paradigms are constructed as follows: given a predefined set of
emotions, speech samples are played to listeners who must then label the sample
with an emotion from the list. This type of approach, called discrimination,
highlights the issue of accuracy in relation to chance. This is because, even though
among the studies cited, a number of them use statistical credibility measures that
are evaluated against chance. It is therefore difficult to evaluate them against a
freely chosen experimental configuration.

A rate of around 60% correct emotion classification is mostly found with corpora
composed of acted data. This result of 60% correct classification, despite the
limitations just mentioned, allows us to make some inferences about the ability of
humans to classify emotional speech. This ability seems to be above chance in
various experiments involving both natural and modified speech (using speech
synthesizing or resynthesizing techniques).

7.3. Experimental paradigms and emotion-oriented automatic systems

This chapter is based on more than 30 years of study into perceptual emotion
categorization using speech samples. The majority of this research has been
conducted over the past 10 years as the affective sciences have seen a substantial
expansion. These studies have mostly been presented at speech and automatic
processing conferences (e.g. Interspeech, Speech Prosody, ICPhS (International
Congress of Phonetic Sciences) and LREC (International Conference on Language
Resources and Evaluation)7). Their very number highlights both the current interest
in studying emotions in automatic speech processing and the significance attached to
human perception that acts as a reference point for categorizing emotional
phenomena.

The following sections will focus on the main experimental paradigms used for
automatic processing of emotions in speech. These include paradigms for validating
emotional content and/or corpora annotation strategies (see section 7.3.1),
paradigms for validating objectives and quantifiable parameters of emotional
information (see section 7.3.2) and, finally, paradigms designed to compare humans
and machines in terms of emotion recognition (see section 7.3.3). This chapter will
focus primarily on this first paradigm, since building corpora is an essential stage in
the automatic emotional categorization process. The type of corpus used and how it
is annotated are crucial for defining and measuring characteristic parameters
carrying emotion information and constructing emotion-recognition systems.

7 See: http://www.interspeech2011.org, http://www.speechprosody2010.illinois.edu/,
http://www.icphs2011.hk, http://www.lrec-conf.org.
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7.3.1. Experiments validating emotional content and/or annotation strategies

Of the perceptual studies into automatic emotional speech processing, a
significant number are dedicated to pre-processing corpora and, more specifically,
verifying the presence of different and identifiable non-neutral emotional states
found throughout the corpus or even validating the corpus’ emotion labeling
strategy. These studies into decoding the emotional signals in speech illustrate a
continuing theme in emotional speech research, confirming the Scherer’s
observation [SCH 03]. In effect, before we can proceed to automatically classifying
the speech signals obtained from segmentation, it is necessary to ensure that the
corpus conveys different emotions that can be categorized according to a limited
number of classes. These classes are the result of an annotation process based on
various strategies, conducted by a set number of experts.

The annotation process is often accompanied by perceptual validation studies
into emotional content. These studies can be carried out either before annotation or,
more often, after annotation when the classes identified by the annotators are
verified by a statistically representative population sample. This stage is justified by
the time and costly nature of annotation when conducted by several annotators. This
is because authors prefer to use an annotation carried out by a limited number of
annotators who will be subsequently confirmed by validation techniques. Two
complementary methods can therefore be used to validate the annotation strategy.
The first consists of estimating the level of agreement between the annotators and
the kappa coefficients [COH 60] or Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. The second is a
perceptual validation of a sample sub-set that is representative of a corpus using a
population of listeners [CLA 07]. This methodology has also been employed by
Devillers and Vasilescu [DEV 03a].

Human perception can therefore be used as reference point, since it allows
research to gain a certain level of objectivity with regard to the emotional content of
the corpus. This may also lead to new annotations that call into question some of the
initial annotators’ choices. Following this, any classification from the automatic
processing stage is evaluated in relation to this new annotation.

7.3.1.1. Experimental design and stimuli

The perception studies that we examine in this section share some common
characteristics. For example, experimentation usually takes place following the
acquisition, segmentation and annotation phases of the audio corpus by a small
number of experts. Segmentation involves attaching emotional labels to audio
extracts of varying length that are determined by the characteristic of the corpus and
its desired purpose. These initial labels are attached to speech segments and are
produced by researchers and/or human experts.
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Once these initial stages have been carried out, a number of speech samples are
randomly selected by the researchers to represent the range of emotions illustrated in
the corpus. A good example of this is dialog corpora recorded in call centers which
is often broken down into individual “speaker turns”. The emotional label and the
speech samples correspond to one speaker turn by a given locutor [DEV 03a,
DEV 07, VID 07], although the sample can be larger or smaller than this. The larger
speaker turn unit is the sequence, the smaller speaker turn is the audio chunk. For
example, Clavel [CLA 07] has used “audio chunk”, a segment illustrating a single
context likely to cause emotional manifestations. A segment was also used,
however, as the minimum emotional unit found when several emotions characterize
the same speaker turn. It should therefore be noted that perceptual judgment is
strongly dependent on the data being used and the aim of the automatic
classification being undertaken.

7.3.1.2. Test populations

With regard to test populations, it should be noted that it is often difficult to
differentiate between the annotations themselves and their verification. This is
because, according to various studies, emotional content can be verified by two
[LEE 01, MOR 06] or even 20 or more listeners [CLA 04, DEV 03c, DEV 05,
HER 02]. The difference between studies using fewer listeners (i.e. less than 10) and
those using several dozen subjects with the aim of statistical validation allows us to
differentiate between “emotional content validation” versus “annotation validation”
studies, although the difference between them is not fixed. Validating annotations
means that we can verify the interpretations of the corpus’ emotional content in a
wider population. Furthermore, by using a perceptual task where the subjects
reproduce set phrases on a short test sample, the researchers can statistically verify
emotional content as well as gain an objectification of the emotional labels attached
by a small number of annotators. Abrilian et al. [ABR 06] have varied the number of
listeners to between three and forty, showing that the categorizations of emotional
content tend to stabilize at around 10 listeners.

7.3.1.3. Perceptual categorization into emotional classes

The task of perceptual categorization often involves classifying speech samples
according to an obligatory choice based on a limited number of emotions or
affective states. More often than not, this consists of classifying these emotions into:

– two groups (e.g. positive versus negative emotions);

– four groups (the basic emotions fear, anger, happiness and neutral); or

– six groups (adding two other emotions of negative valence to the other four
emotions e.g. sadness and disgust, discrete emotions or more complex
categorizations).
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Categorizations into more than six classes of emotions are often accompanied by
meta-classification into, for example, primary versus secondary emotions or even
primary versus mixed emotions [CLA 07, CRA 04, DEV 05]. More rarely
researchers have used free categorization, often as a second task in the experiment
after an initial forced classification [CLA 04, EHR 02].

With regard to annotation validation methods, perceptual categorization by
groups of listeners depends strongly on the annotation strategy employed. As
demonstrated in Chapter 3, annotation strategies are based on emotion
representation theories. As a result, perceptual paradigms reflect the different
approaches to categorizing emotions. This primarily includes discrete emotion
theories [COW 00, EKM 92, ORT 03], which suppose that there is a link between
an emotional label and audio stimulus. This theory also supports the notion of
emotions being represented by abstract dimensions [COW 03, OSG 75]8.

The majority of perceptual studies set out experimental paradigms based on
annotations according to discrete categories. Some research has also used both
theories and proposed complex tasks in which subjects are asked to categorize
emotions into discrete categories and evaluate the same stimuli in agreement with
the representation of emotions on abstract dimensions [CLA 04, CRA 04, DEV 03a,
DEV 06]. The three most commonly used abstract dimensions are those described
by Osgood et al. [OSG 75] including appraisal or “valence” (positive versus
negative), arousal (active versus passive) and power (strong versus weak). The
valence dimension is generally used by all researchers because it is perceptually
intuitive. The arousal dimension is called “intensity” in some research [CLA 07,
CRA 04]; similarly the “power” dimension is called “reactivity” by Clavel
[CLA 07]. Coding according to “reactivity” has proven to be more applicable to the
needs of the SAFE (Situation Analysis in a Fictional and Emotional Corpus
(developed by Clavel)) designed for public surveillance. This involves evaluating
reactions to threats when a speaker feels fear in an abnormal situation. It should
nevertheless be noted that perceptual experiments require an emotion coding scheme
where abstract dimensions confirm the ability of listeners to coherently evaluate the
emotional content conveyed by the voice. Even if this evaluation is not intuitive, i.e.
according to discrete labels, the scores prove to be better than that of chance.

7.3.1.4. Choosing emotional labels

With regards to the emotional labels used in perceptual classification, the
number and type vary according to several factors − namely the type of corpus, the
level of analytical detail of the analysis (complimentary criteria as well as the

8 Chapter 1 details emotion representation theories. Some of these theories are also discussed
in Chapter 3 in relation to data acquisition and modeling. In this section we will briefly
examine the theories that have paved the way for perceptual studies.
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difficulty of human and automatic classification) and the aim of the study. The type
of corpus (i.e. acted, induced or natural) is the first factor influencing the emotional
classes being interpreted. For example, the more natural the corpus (i.e. using data
obtained in real conditions); the greater the probability that emotions other than the
six “basic” will be present. These complex emotions that can be mixed with other
emotions and attitudes are aspects that complicate perceptual classification
[SCH 03]9.

The level of the analysis’ specificity is in direct relation to the performance of
current classification systems. At this current time, while applicative needs require
detailed classification, automatic systems often use binary classifications of positive
versus negative emotions or even negative versus non-negative and emotion versus
no emotion [CLA 08, DEV 05, DEV 07, HIR 05, MOR 06]. Therefore perceptual
validation serves to confirm the presence of at least two classes of emotions
(e.g. emotion versus no emotion) but further shows that humans interpret more
subtle distinctions within these classes. This is particularly applicable to natural
corpora that use data recorded in real conditions outside of the laboratory. This is
because with corpora of acted data (i.e. recorded in laboratory conditions with
humans simulating emotions out of context), perceptual validation only consists of
recognizing the emotions previously set out by the researchers and actors using a
population of statistically representative listeners.

In contrast, natural corpora obtained in situ have a tendency to show a large
amount of variability in terms of potential emotional states. Perceptual verification
of this variability is measured by the number, range and difference in perception of
emotional classes. Often researchers regroup these emotions into meta-classes after
the experiment in order to reduce this variability and, as a result, the complexity of
automatic classification stage.

For example, Devillers et al. [DEV 03a, DEV 03c] have proposed a fixed choice
of 10 classes in a perceptual test to verify the content and emotional labels of a
corpus consisting of dialogues recorded in call centers (anger, anxiety, doubt, fear,
annoyance, satisfaction, surprise, apologetic, neutral and “I don’t know”). Following
the experiment, the 10 classes were regrouped into four meta-classes that would be
used for automatic classification (fear, anger, satisfaction and neutral).

Some researchers [DEV 05, DEV 06, VID 07] have identified and confirmed 20
more nuanced emotional classes in addition to a neutral state in perceptual tests on
CEMO (corpus for naturally-occurring dialogs recorded in a real-life medical call
center) data from a medical call center. Following this, the 20 classes were
regrouped into seven meta-classes (fear, anger, sadness, pain, surprise, positive and

9 The issue of acquiring data and different types of corpora is discussed in Chapter 3.
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neutral) and two valences (negative versus positive), which were used as a reference
point in the automatic classification process.

The audiovisual corpus of fictional data, known as SAFE [CLA 06, CLA 08]
was designed for public surveillance. While perceptual validation of the content and
annotation showed a significant variability in emotional states, Clavel then
regrouped the emotions into four meta-classes (negative emotions, fear-like
emotions, positive emotions and neutral emotions) and used a sub-corpus of extracts
labeled fear and neutral during the automatic classification process. One of the
studies providing the most perceptual classes is that of Ehrette et al. [HER 02] who
identified 20 classes or perceptual attributes corresponding to four initial speaking
styles. In this study, the experiment was carried out on a corpus of telephone
messages designed as a vocal server.

The final application motivating automatic classification represents a
determining factor in the perceptual paradigm, notably for the number of emotional
labels proposed by the listeners during perceptual validation. The various research
discussed in this section has been carried out for automatic applications in call
centers, for public surveillance or for automatic vocal servers. Different emotional
labels aim to detect negative values more often for call center-type applications and
surveillance (i.e. detecting that a caller is angry or that an individual is scared in a
life-threatening situation), and positive values in vocal servers where pre-recorded
messages try to present a company in a positive light.

7.3.1.5. Discussion

In this section we have examined how human perception is widely used to
confirm emotional states conveyed by the voice and to validate annotation strategies
for audio corpora previously constructed by a restricted number of annotators. With
regards to validating emotional content, perceptual studies have proven to be a
reliable means of confirming the saliency of the emotional classes used. When there
are a number of emotional classes (i.e. more than four to six basic emotions),
researchers often opt to combine these into meta-classes. This is due to the fact that
current automatic classification systems can only distinguish between around two
and six different emotions at most [DEV 07]. Human interpretations are therefore
used to classify emotional content. This also allows us to account for the needs and
limits of automatic systems. Thanks to perceptual tests, it is possible to produce a
reference classification that ranges from two to several dozen emotions. This
classification can also be hierarchical, e.g. from primary to secondary emotions, or
even basic emotions versus mixed emotions.

When validating annotation strategies, the stages using human interpretation can
lead to a readjustment in the emotional labels or abstract dimensions set out by the
researcher. For example, after a perception test it is possible that some samples
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previously considered to contain non-neutral emotional content are perceived by
listeners as neutral. Some emotional labels can also be reconsidered. For example,
following a perception test, Devillers et al. [DEV 03c] relabeled “happiness” as
“satisfaction” and “anger” as “annoyance”. These labels were more applicable to the
call center corpora and telephone dialog between agents and clients.

Perceptual tests can also lead to new emotional labels, particularly when the test
allows free classification or a listener feedback phase [CLA 07]. An explanation for
this reorganization of emotional labels could lie in the fact that the lack of context
and the use of vocal signals alone are not sufficient to categorize speech samples in
detail.

One aspect causing divergence between annotations carried out by a limited
number of annotators and validation by several dozen listeners is linked to
annotation conditions versus perceptual experience. While annotation is often
carried out in context (e.g. within a dialog [DEV 03c, DEV 06] or a film sequence
[CLA 07]) a perception test places samples outside of context. For example, Clavel
et al. [CLA 04, CLA 08] have demonstrated differences in emotion perception
depending on whether the context is present or absent. In these two studies, the
researchers defined “context” as the role of the visual modality in (i.e. whether this
is present or absent) the longer sentence from which the sample has been extracted.
This is illustrated by Figures 7.1 and 7.2, which show the distribution of degrees of
intensity and reactivity by listeners according to the test conditions (e.g. normal
versus abnormal situations, i.e. contexts that could endanger life and cause fear-like
emotions, with or without video context).

Following the perception test where this factor is varied (presence versus lack of
video), it was noted that the intensity scale is used differently according to whether
the emotion is normal or abnormal. Furthermore, some emotions are perceived as
more intense in a normal situation when the subjects have access to the images
accompanying the sounds in order to make a judgment (Figure 7.1). In abnormal
situations audio signals are more robust, whereas in normal situations they seem to
be less efficient for evaluating an emotion’s degree of intensity (i.e. the curve of the
two conditions +/‒ video have a greater proximity for segments in abnormal
situations than for emotions in normal situations).

When annotation is done according to abstract dimensions, the perception test
can lead to a readjustment of the degree scales. From the same perception test,
Clavel has readjusted the scale used for the “reactivity” dimension (‒3 to 3, replaced
by 0 to 3) [CLA 07]. This measure and new scale proposed were better adapted to
the corpus and were deemed to be more intuitive (Figure 7.2.).
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Figure 7.1. Allocation of degrees of intensity in normal and abnormal situations
with and without video context (adapted from [CLA 07])

Figure 7.2. Allocation of the degree of reactivity in normal and abnormal situations
with or without video context [CLA 07]
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7.3.2. Tests for validating measurable parameters of emotional information

This section focuses on perception tests where the aim is to validate how well
measurable speech parameters convey emotional information. Parameters
highlighted by perception tests belong to several levels of analysis, specifically
acoustic, prosodic and linguistic. This consists of information relating to the
spectrum, voiced and unvoiced content of speech, pitch of the voice, energy, voice
quality or even lexical level and speech acts. For example, the experimental
paradigms used to estimate the role of different audio parameters in emotion
recognition are linked to the study of the nature of the underlying voice-emotion
inference mechanism (which involves studying how cues produce certain types of
emotion inferences in listeners) [SCH 03]. The premise of these studies is that, in
daily interactions, humans integrate information from diverse modalities (mainly
verbal and gestural). However, experimental categorization of stimuli based on
emotional content have shown that even when confronted with a single modality
(audio in the case of these studies), humans can correctly classify emotional content
with a significantly higher rate than chance.

This observation allows us to hypothesize that, using experimental manipulations
it is possible to highlight the most important objective cues characterizing a
modality with the final aim obviously being their automatic exploitation. In these
studies, the signals have often been manipulated in order to obtain stimuli that
preserve or mask certain attributes. For example, Scherer [SCH 03] has employed
tests using speech synthesis and resynthesis techniques to preferentially test certain
acoustic and prosodic parameters10. More recently, other levels of analysis have
been highlighted as a potential source of emotional parameters, e.g. voice quality
parameters (see Chapter 3).

The majority of perception studies conducted in the past decade have focused on
acoustic, prosodic and voice quality parameters found in natural speech or speech
modified by synthesis or resynthesis [ARI 07, BAR 07, BUR 00, DEV 03a, EHR 02,
GRI 07, IRI 07, LIC 01, MAF 07, MOZ 01, MOZ 02, SCH 06b, SOB 99, YAN 08].
One current experimental procedure consists of evaluating the natural speech audio
parameters prior to the test according to their statistic association with the
judgments of listeners about the emotion perceived to be experienced or simulated.

10 Scherer identifies three experimental paradigms depending on the relationship that the
researcher establishes between the objective parameters presented and the listeners: tests
establishing a direct relation between acoustic parameters characterizing an emotion/judgment
of listeners’ perception, emotions masking supposedly robust parameters to ensure their
relevance via perception tests, and tests manipulating acoustic parameters by re-synthesizing
speech with the aim of arranging the parameters in a hierarchy thanks to perception
judgments. For further details, refer to [SCH 03].
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This has led to interesting conclusions about the relevant link between a given
emotion and a measurable or identified characteristic. The majority of studies show
that acoustic and prosodic parameters, such as formants, fundamental frequency and
its variation over time, energy, duration, etc., remain the most robust [CLA 07,
DEV 07, HUM 04]. The effects of different emotions on acoustic and prosodic
parameters have a physiological basis, since emotional states cause bodily changes
that then affect the voice and alter acoustic and prosodic parameters which were
previously considered to be neutral. These alterations and the link between alteration
and emotion seem to have a perceptual correlation.

More recently, it has been shown that other levels of analysis provide additional
important parameters, such as voice quality, for example, in parameters such as jitter
or shimmer. Campbell and Mokhtari’s precursor study [CAM 03] has already shown
the relevance of the normalized amplitude quotient (NAQ) parameter. This
parameter measures variations in voice quality, e.g. a “pressed” voice compared to a
“breathy” voice that can change in a single locutor depending on the interlocutor,
the speaking style used or even the speech act. NAQ has shown that parameters
characterizing tone of voice are just as important as “classical” prosodic parameters.

The study by Yanushevskaya et al. [YAN 08] is a good example of the
perceptual correlations of these observations as it combined perception tests and
measures of voice quality. The aim of the test was to judge the respective weight of
quality (e.g. a cracked, murmuring, strained voice, etc.) versus voice loudness level
(estimated according to the variation in intensity). The perception test shows that
voice quality is associated more strongly with emotions than with the voice
loudness. For example, a whispering voice clearly indicates sadness or annoyance.
A study by Grichkovtsova et al. [GRI 07] was also based on the role of voice quality
in emotion perception.

In terms of lexical level and dialog patterns, perceptual studies ([DEV 03c] and
[CLA 04]) have shown that listeners recognize the emotions in speech samples
based on specific vocabulary or even specific speech acts. It is also possible to
indicate anger or fear by using specific words.

Vocabulary is not the only linguistic threshold conveying emotional information.
Backchannels or affect bursts also carry indications about a speaker’s emotional
state [SCH 06b]. This consists of delexicalized vocalizations used by a speaker to
give emotional feedback about the informational content of his or her message
(e.g. “wow” for admiration or “phew” for relief, etc.). A perception test can confirm
the strong link between emotions and affect bursts in a cross-cultural context that
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reiterate the independent nature of some affect bursts11. Other researchers have
focused on the minimum time window needed for the listener to have enough audio
information to be able to infer the emotion felt by the speaker that has produced a
speech sample [MAF 07]. It has also been shown that information about a speaker
and their emotional state accumulates progressively: 250 ms is enough to determine
gender, while detecting accent takes around 1.5 seconds and emotional content
around 1.7 seconds.

The second experimental procedure leading to perceptual paradigms for
evaluating parameters consists of parameter manipulation of speech
synthesis−resynthesis. This technique also represents an efficient way of linking
some potentially discriminative vocal parameters of emotional states and listeners’
perceptions. This consists of modifying some acoustic and prosodic attributes, such
as fundamental frequency (f0), intensity, energy, etc., and measuring changes in
listeners’ perceptions allowing us to infer the role of the modified parameter
[MOZ 01, MOZ 02, GRI 07, SOB 99]. Among the numerous possible techniques
available, the method used by Scherer [SCH 03] is particularly well known for its
efficacy. This approach consists of copying the prosody, which then allows a
“neutral” speech sample to be used, and varying parameters such as fundamental
frequency, intensity and speech rate in order to link particular values of these
parameters to a given emotion. As such, it has been observed that a rapid rate can be
associated with negative emotions such as anger while a narrow range of (f0) − i.e.
little variation in this parameter − is perceptually linked to sadness.

To conclude, the intercultural aspects of emotion recognition and their objective
should also be considered, as has already been outlined by Scherer [SCH 03].
Perception tests on one set of verbal samples played to a range of listeners from
different countries (who spoke different languages) and cultures showed that overall
the results overlapped. These results suggested a certain universality of some
attributes. This overlap has also been noted with speakers of different languages.
The listeners were presented with the same audio samples of meaningless phrases,
pronounced by an actor to illustrate several emotions that were then translated and
recorded in an emotional corpus in the listeners’ languages.

Despite this being done, language dependency manifested by variability in the
perception of some emotions and their characteristic signals remains to be discussed
[BUR 06, SCH 00]. The observations have also been made using both audio samples
where the measurable parameters were not changed and where some prosodic and

11 Without a perception study on measures of vocal parameters (in the wider sense), other
researchers have also underlined the role of some parameters, such as cries [CLA 08] and
verbal disfluencies [DEV 03b] in determining emotional content in speech.
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voice quality parameters varied [SCH 00] (level of fundamental frequency, duration
and jitter) [BUR 06].

7.3.2.1. Discussion

In this section we have examined the perceptive paradigms built to evaluate the
discriminative power of some objective parameters measured in speech. The
parameters discussed here concern acoustics and prosody levels, specifically with
regard to traditional parameters such as formants, fundamental frequency, duration,
etc. Tests have shown that in addition to this, voice quality and linguistic and vocal
parameters also convey emotional information.

Perceptual experimentations into these aspects are often carried out in two
experimental frameworks. On the one hand, it involves measuring parameters in
natural speech and comparing these measures with the results of perception tests. On
the other hand, the parameters are measured by perception tests using stimuli in
speech that have been manipulated by speech synthesis−resynthesis techniques. The
results show a general correlation between the supposedly important parameters and
perceptual categorization. The different parameters evaluated can also be prioritized
using perception tests. The final aim of these tests is to measure the discriminative
nature of some parameters or descriptors conveying emotional content that can then
be used for automatic classification.

7.3.3. Tests comparing human and automated emotion recognition

This section will examine studies where the aim has been to compare human and
automated classification of emotions conveyed in speech signals. Humans are
therefore used as a reference point at the end of the design process for emotion-
recognition systems. Given a corpus whose emotional content has been previously
validated and an automatic classification method selected, the automatic
classification score for the emotional labels allocated during annotation is evaluated
using a perception test on the same test set.

This comparative approach suggests that the emerging field of speech emotion
recognition proves the need for an evaluation of current performances and that
human categorization is seen as a reference point for different systems developed for
automatic speech processing. The evaluation process is defined through specific
projects for some areas of automatic speech processing, as is the case with automatic
speech transcription, for example [PAL 03]. Outside of these evaluations (which
have been conducted according to rigorously defined schema involving different
actors), comparisons with perceptual processing are often used because they mean
we can compare automatic and human performances. Among these comparison
strategies, those conducted for automatic speech transcription recognition [LIP 03,
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SCH 07], or for automatic language identification [MAD 02, MUT 94] are
particularly notable.

With regard to automatic emotion recognition, there is an ever-increasing
amount of research on this topic because it is at the heart of this field of study. The
idea of evaluating current systems performance through evaluation campaigns – as
conducted in other related fields such as automatic speech recognition – is beginning
to emerge, and has been shown by the HUMAINE network’s CEICES initiative
[BAT 06]. This is a first step in sharing information on the performance of different
emotion-recognition systems based on the same corpus of data recorded in real
conditions.

Among the studies into automatic emotion recognition, some have proposed an
“internal” evaluation leading to both automatic and perceptual classification that can
serve as a reference point [ENO 06, ENO 07, HIR 05, PET 99, POL 98]. These
studies are, however, less numerous than those focusing on validating emotional
content and annotation (see section 7.3.1) or examining objective emotion
characteristic parameters (see section 7.3.2), indicating that the need for evaluation
is more recent and less crucial. As a result, the conclusions made here with regard to
the success of humans versus automatic systems in recognizing an emotion should
be considered with care, given the small number of studies focusing on this issue.

Before examining the results of this comparison, it is first important to focus on
the inevitable subjectivity involved in creating automatic classifiers due to the use of
human perception to evaluate automatic scores. As in other areas of automatic
speech processing, the human reference marked in the annotation conveys a
percentage of subjectivity. In areas such as automatic speech transcription, it is
possible to speak about error. Human error due to ambiguity in pronunciation can
range from 2−5%. In affective sciences, error is more difficult to measure due to the
complex nature and ambiguity of emotional phenomena. Consequently annotations,
even if multiple, and evaluation using measures of agreement between annotators or
perception tests, still have a certain degree of subjectivity.

A good example of this is the work carried out by Clavel [CLA 07], which
demonstrates the variation in success rates for automatic emotion-recognition
systems depending on reference annotations. Below are the kappa coefficients, k,
between the system and the three annotators serving as a reference. The kappa
coefficient k measures the level of corrected agreement if based on chance. Kappa k
is therefore equal to 0 when the level of agreement is the same as that as obtained by
chance. In Table 7.1, the coefficient k between the system and each of the three
annotators varies according to the annotator, showing that some annotations are
closer to the system’s output than others.
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Table 7.1. Rate of corrected agreement, k, between the different annotators Ann1, Ann2 and
Ann3 and the automatic classifier (taken from [CLA 07])

Studies comparing human/machine performance vary according to the
complexity of the data being used and the desired aim of the automatic application.
Results from tests carried out by Polzin [POL 96], and Petrushin and Waibel
[PET 99] show that human performance is comparable to automatic performance
where it is a question of recognizing the emotions in a corpus of acted data where
the emotional content illustrates four basic emotions (happiness, anger, sadness and
fear) and a neutral state. Human and automatic categorizations are around 70%,
depending on test conditions. More specifically, humans can correctly categorize the
four emotions of the Petrushin and Waibel corpus at a rate of 60%, with errors due
to classification as “neutral” with a number of phrases that had previously been
labeled as potentially carrying emotional content. The automatic system provides a
higher score of around 70% when detecting the four emotions and the neutral state
and 77% when identifying “agitation” versus “calm”. In the corpus of acted data
used by Polzin, the two results − i.e. perceptual and automatic − were comparable
and were around 70%.

The studies by Enos et al. [ENO 06, ENO 07] and Hirschberg et al. [HIR 05]
have been used for security projects because they focused on detecting misleading
speech (i.e. “deceptive speech”, according to the authors’ own terminology). The
corpus of “deceptive speech” is composed of induced data with an acquisition
protocol that encourages speakers to lie and indicate when this was the case. A
perception test was then carried out to evaluate at what level humans can detect lies,
providing lower scores than chance (less than 50%). These rates from humans
proved to be less than automatic classification in the present case using machine
learning techniques (66.4% when the baseline is 60.2%; higher than chance and
perceptual scores).

The researchers in these studies hypothesized that human decoding of lies must
be subject to caution whether it is based on “global lies”, that is on a wider context
as the entire statement is false, or only “local lies” ‒ where the statement is globally
true but contains one element of “deception”. The tests carried out to date seem to
show that machines perform better than people.
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7.3.3.1. Discussion

This section focused on studies that have evaluated results from automatic
emotional speech classification from perception tests to evaluate the same test set.
The issue of evaluating automatic emotion classification results being more recent
than for other areas of automatic speech processing (such as automatic transcription,
where consensus on a “good response” is easier to construct), we have discussed
limited number of works outlining the issue. This does not, however, allow us to
make any concrete conclusions. It is nevertheless possible to note that, depending on
the corpus being used, human success at recognizing emotions is higher or lower
than automatic recognition. This suggests that categorizing emotions is a complex
task for humans and that continued efforts are needed to create systematic
evaluations of work carried out in automatic emotion recognition.

7.4. Conclusion

We have seen in this chapter that human perception is used at all stages of
development when creating classification systems for emotions in speech. These
phases are based around validating emotional content and annotating corpora, and
identifying and validating measureable parameters or descriptors that allow us to
link an emotion to an audio extract and estimate the system’s success.

This parallel between humans and automatic systems is not new. Other speech-
related research, such as automatic transcription or automatic language
identification, also uses human perception processing to learn and self-evaluate. An
explanation for this lies in the aim of artificial intelligence to create technological
tools that have the appearance of human intelligence. In this respect, affective
sciences form a recent branch of science that has developed to the extent that this
field has accepted and scientifically proved the role of emotions in rational decision
making, and human intelligence generally [PIC 97]. Creating computers with the
ability to identify human emotions and react to them appropriately and
constructively is therefore a fully justified aim.

Using the different experimental paradigms presented in this chapter, we have
seen that affective sciences essentially rely on subjective content with regard to
experimental validation of the different construction stages for an automatic
classifier. Human perception remains a highly useful tool for comparing annotators’
interpretations, whether at the annotation stage or for testing measurable parameters
characterizing emotions. In the absence of real evaluation metrics such as those for
automatic speech transcription, human perception provides a primary reference
point. Finally, the diversity of perception tests has shown that this technique has
improved in accuracy, helping to develop other techniques in closely-related fields,
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such as experimental psychology. For example, the connection between research
into automatic speech transcription and psycholinguistics has enabled a better
understanding of the effective perceptual processes that are likely to have automatic
encoding [SCH 07].
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Chapter 8

The Role of Emotions in
Human−Machine Interaction

8.1. Introduction

The rise of new technologies has placed computer systems at the heart of our
daily lives. These new advances increasingly seek to take on roles normally carried
out by humans, such as those of the tutor, advisor or animator. Indeed, research has
shown that users tend to interact with these virtual agents in the same way as they
would with humans [REE 96]. As such, one of the aims in this field of research is to
provide machines with social intelligence to the extent that they can interact with
humans naturally and easily.

The considerable amount of research into emotions and their link to the brain
and social behavior has led to the creation of the term emotional intelligence, as
proposed by Salovey and Mayer [SAL 00]. Emotional intelligence refers to the
ability to perceive and express emotions, to understand and reason with emotions as
well as regulating them within ourselves and others. This intelligence allows an
individual to better integrate into society and to achieve his or her aims in his or her
professional and personal life more quickly [GOL 97]. Researchers are currently
interested in integrating some form of emotional intelligence into computer systems.
As Minsky has highlighted [MIN 86], “the question is not whether intelligent
machines can have any emotions, but whether machines can be intelligent without
any emotions”. It is as a result of this that artificial intelligence has developed as a
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field of research, also known as affective computing [PIC 97].The aim is therefore to
use emotions to improve computer performance, of which there are three main field
of research:

− producing systems capable of recognizing users’ emotions;

− modeling emotional processes in computer systems;

– designing systems that can adapt to users’ emotions.

The first of these fields − involving the design of systems that can recognize user
emotions − mainly examines how to use physiological, somatic (e.g. blushing),
vocal, lexical, semantic and dialogical indicators to identify users’ emotions. This
can be achieved using external sensors that record visual and sound signals.
Emotion-recognition systems also sometimes rely on modeling users’ emotional
processes, which then allows us to identify at which point an emotion occurs during
an interaction. This constitutes the second of the research fields that studies how to
model emotional sub-processes in virtual agents1 (such as triggering an emotion, its
expression and influence on cognition) to allow us to identify when and how the
agent will express an emotion. The third area of research attempts to create systems
that can account for the users’ emotions by adapting their mode of interaction,
dialog, etc.

Researchers in affective computing pursue different objectives when integrating
emotions into computer systems:

− Improving adaptability, autonomy and, more generally, virtual agent
performance in problem solving: research in human and social sciences has shown
that emotions are useful, if not indispensable, mechanisms for the correct
functioning of an individual’s cognitive processes [SCH 00]. For example, they
allow us to remember important information or to select an action adapted to the
situation at hand. In computational models, emotions are therefore used as a
heuristic for selecting an action [CAN 03], a memory, researching information
[VEL 98] or choosing a reasoning strategy [OLI 03]. These models are specifically
designed for robots or, more generally, agents working in uncertain environments
that may have several different aims simultaneously and limited resources.

− Improving virtual agents’ believability: an agent is believable2 when it gives
the appearance of being alive [BAT 94], i.e. when the user feels that he or she is
interacting with a virtual agent, alive, which has its own emotions, beliefs and

1 Virtual agent here is taken to mean a computational being with a certain degree of
autonomy. It is not necessarily represented by a virtual character.
2 This refers to the believability of the agent as perceived by the user on the basis of the
virtual agent’s appearance and animation and not on the grounds of the agent’s responses.
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wishes [RIZ 00]. A virtual agent with emotional behavior3 can therefore increase its
believability. To create emotionally believable virtual agents, models are designed
to identify at which moment during interaction an emotion should be expressed and
the (verbal or non-verbal) behavior that follows this [DER 03, ELL 92, GRA 04].
Furthermore, research has shown that emotionally believable agents can increase
user satisfaction [BAR 02, BRA 05].

−Improving user engagement and performance: the user can feel a number of
emotions during his/her interaction with a computer [PIC 97]. He/she might feel
happiness when having successfully completed a task or frustration when the system
fails. Studies have shown [BOW 92, ISE 00] that an individual’s emotions strongly
influence their cognitive abilities (memory, concentration, reasoning, etc.). Some
researchers [BOT 06, OCH 08] have focused on creating systems that can manage
users’ emotions to improve their engagement and performance when carrying out
tasks. This requires systems to be designed that can identify the user’s emotions and
his/her type of behavior to optimize the interaction.

The aims pursued by researchers in affective computing are guided by the
context of the desired application. The role played by emotions (the virtual emotions
of the agent’s or the real ones of the user) in an interaction depends mainly on their
context in which they appear. In this chapter, we will explore the different roles that
emotions can play, both on a human and machine level in different contexts of
application. More specifically, we will examine the fields of interactive systems for
information and assistance (section 8.2.), video games (section 8.3) and intelligent
tutorial systems (section 8.4). For each of these domains, we will analyze the
benefits of using emotions in this context as well as research carried out and existing
tools. To conclude the chapter, will we analyze the various research perspectives in
these different domains.

8.2. Interactive information and assistance systems

Interactive systems are those that involve user interaction to organize the
consultation of information. Numerous services have been developed based on
interactive systems, in particular in telecommunications. This includes interactive
vocal services (such as automatic information services) and virtual information
services over the Internet that integrate virtual assistants.

3 Emotional behavior includes non-verbal expressions (facial, gestural expressions or specific
actions) and verbal expressions (what and how something is said).
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8.2.1. Uses of emotions in interactive systems

Emotions play a highly important role in interactive systems. With the question
of ergonomics and service usability comes the issue of emotional processing. As
appraisal theories imply [SCH 00], in human−machine interaction, each main event
will be subjectively evaluated by the user, depending on whether the event
represents progress or an obstacle towards his or her aims. The user’s emotional
reaction to obstacles will involve an adaption of his/her cognitive and motor
behavior to overcome or avoid the problem. At the first obstacle, the emotional
reaction will probably be moderate and the adaptation will be minimal (e.g. in the
case of a vocal interaction, repeating the same thing but moving closer to the
microphone). If the obstacles increase in number, the emotional reaction will
increase in intensity (which, depending on the individual, could potentially lead to
anger or desperation) and could lead to increasingly significant adaptations, or even
a break in strategy (e.g. hanging up violently). Negative emotions experienced by
the user can reduce their satisfaction, affect their perception of the interface, and
prevent them from concentrating on and remembering information [BOW 92,
ISE 00].

A system that can identify user emotions and select appropriate responses
(including responses to influence the user’s emotions) or even generate emotional
expressions themselves therefore has real significance and is what we call an
affective loop [HOO 02]. Proposing an interaction based on such a system will allow
us to improve interaction and, more generally, to increase satisfaction, performance
and user engagement. It will also improve user perception of the service and task
[BRA 05, KLE 99, OCH 08, PRE 05]. As such, since the user’s expressions of
emotions convey information about his/her mental state [KEL 01], the ability of a
system to recognize the user’s emotions can enable the system to better understand
the user [PIC 97]. This will allow the system to adapt to the user’s behavior, such as
preventing a disrupted interaction situation, for example.

8.2.2. Current research and tools

Current interactive systems often have difficulty conducting interactions with
humans. Due to the quality of the media or the variability of human behavior,
“intelligent” systems can sometimes fail to understand user demands. Since the
Computers Are Social Actors (CASA) paradigm [REE 96], it has been known that
human−machine interactions present certain similarities with human interactions.
One way of improving the quality of human−machine interaction is to develop
computer systems that can perceive and understand human behavior and respond to
it appropriately [PAN 07]. Human behavior can range from a simple linguistic
message to a non-verbal act of communication of a cognitive state and/or emotion.
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In academic literature on the subject, there have been a number of studies focusing
on the primary emotions or the Big Six (happiness, anger, sadness, disgust, fear and
surprise) [EKM 76]. More recently, so-called complex emotions that more precisely
describe the range of daily emotions have been studied. This includes emotion-
related states [COW 03], mixed emotions [VID 05] and mental states [BAR 04].

In order to improve human−machine interactions, it is evident that computer
systems need not only to account for what individuals feel in terms of the word
“emotion” but also whether they are confused, skeptical or sure of themselves.
These states can be expressed in different ways, including facial expressions, head
movements, speech (including non-linguistic vocal characteristics), body gestures
[KNA 06] and specific physiological reactions [PIC 01]. (For a more detailed
description of emotion recognition techniques, see Chapters 4, 5 and 7.)

Carrying out studies into multimodal expressions of human behavior is the best
way of clarifying information and, as such, getting a better indication of the emotion
and cognitive states [LEC 06]. Technical advances have brought an increasing
amount of functionality, allowing interaction (audio, video, haptic, tactile, etc.) with
the machine to develop beyond a simple mouse and keyboard. Equally, a machine
can use these modalities to improve communication with the user.

In order to recognize user emotions and determine how a machine can
communicate emotions perceptively, it is firstly necessary to know how emotions
are expressed and perceived. A large amount of research has focused on collecting
and annotating corpora of human−machine interaction or human expressions of
emotion. We will examine some of this research in this section (8.2.2), but for a
more comprehensive overview, the reader should consult Chapter 3.

8.2.2.1. Collecting and annotating expressions of emotions

Currently there are three ways of collecting emotional expressions [DOU 07].
The first method consists of collecting acted expressions [BAN 06], which involves
asking actors to act emotions. However, in an automatic recognition problem, a
system built on a corpus of acted expressions has certain limitations [BAT 03,
ZEN 07] due to the fact that acted and spontaneous emotions can be expressed
differently. Collecting natural data is therefore the second method. In this approach,
expressions of emotions appearing in daily life are recorded. For example, the
EmoTV1 database [ABR 05] contains recordings of televised interviews. The
construction of such corpora can prove to be difficult, particularly in the case of
human−machine interaction. The third method involves recording data induced in
laboratory conditions, which are non-acted expressions of emotions. The main
advantage of this approach lies in the quality of the signals recorded and the control
of stimuli [AUB 03, LEC 06]. This method often relies on the Wizard of Oz
paradigm, which allows us to simulate human−machine interaction while
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researchers control the machine’s actions. This method therefore allows a greater
amount of flexibility than the second method in terms of technical conditions and
managing the interaction. An example of this is the research carried out by Zara et
al. [ZAR 09] who used audio-video interactions between pairs of subjects (an
interaction constrained by a board game and its rules), to build a corpus of
spontaneous expressions.

Regarding annotating emotional corpora, this can be split between encoding
emotion-related content and encoding emotional signals. Encoding emotion-related
content consists of inferring the emotion expressed based on the observations by
annotators of multimodal behaviors [LEC 07]. Annotation techniques often reveal
either a categorically discrete approach or a continuous dimensional approach.
Encoding emotional signals consists of annotating the behavior observed in each of
these modalities in detail. This provides highly relevant data to compensate for the
fact that automatic extraction of parameter values for each useful modality is not yet
optimal. For facial signals, Ekman and Friesen [EKM 78] have developed a
standardized annotation method called a Facial Action Coding System (FACS).
Vocal expressions are the most commonly studied feature [MAF 06] but there is no
standard annotation. Some researchers have proposed a standard annotation of
multimodal expressions [ALL 06], but this has not yet been adopted across the
board. An increasing number of researchers are using a tool called ANVIL
(http://www.anvil-software.de/), which enables the annotation of multimodal data
[KIP 01]. Note that the context of the interaction with the system is highly important
for understanding what and why a piece of information has been communicated. The
task of the user and his/her dialog with other people is relevant information for a
computer system designed to be sensitive to its user’s emotions. Some studies have
examined multimodal behavior, examining context specifically with regards to
annotating and analyzing the corpus [ALL 06, ZAR 07].

8.2.2.2. Automatic emotion recognition

Work on constructing interactive information and assistance systems that can
automatically recognize user emotions have mainly focused on the voice.
Traditionally, such systems have been built using corpora of acted expressions
[DEL 96, POL 99]. More recently, studies have tended to use real data, motivated
by the need to improve human−machine interactions in real-life everyday situations,
such as with robots, for example [OUD 02], or voice services [ANG 02, BAT 03,
CHA 04, LEE 05]. The majority of these systems rely on constructing a learning and
classification model that consists of matching the values of the parameters
calculated from vocal signals and the emotional labels attached to them (encoding
the content relating to emotion). However, the studies disagree on two issues, the
first being which parameters to extract − whether linguistic (e.g. lexical or syntactic)
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or paralinguistic (often relating to acoustics [CHA 05, COW 01]); the second being
how to combine them.

The vast majority of learning model-based systems only rely on acoustic
parameters [COW 01, DEL 96, OUD 02, VER 06], although this does present some
disadvantages. For example, a purely acoustic system cannot distinguish between
linguistic (relating to words and sentence structure) and paralinguistic (relating to
the speaker’s state, regional accent, etc.) intonation. It is also unable to detect an
emotion unless the overall intonation leaves the linguistic intonation framework. In
order to be able to account for both linguistic and paralinguistic information, some
systems rely on a combination of these two types of parameters [ANG 02, BAT 03,
BAT 06, LEE 05, POL 99, SCH 04b]. This combination relies on either fusing the
two parameters or fusing the decisions from a model constructed from acoustic
parameters and another constructed on linguistic parameters. This approach does not
allow us to specifically account for interaction between acoustic and linguistic
parameters. The parameter fusion approach therefore seems to be the best option. A
common problem for all learning and classification methods also lies in the choice
and length of the window on which the parameters are calculated [LEE 04,
MAF 07].

Automatic emotion recognition remains problematic, given that the emotions
expressed by users when interacting with an information and assistance system are
generally of weak intensity (except in some contexts, such as medical situations).
Furthermore, for more efficient recognition it seems to be important to integrate
contextual information into the information system and, in particular, the cause of
the emotion, e.g. the fact that the triggered emotion is linked to an event that is
external or linked to the interaction.

8.2.2.3. Interface expressivity

Embodied conversational agents or ECAs are virtual characters that can
communicate with users, ranging from delivering information to teaching [CAS 00].
A significant amount of research has focused on improving ECA autonomy
[RUT 02] while other studies have sought to integrate emotions for improved
user−ECA interaction [CAS 00, NIJ 01, RUT 02]. This approach has tended to
improve several aspects of the interaction, addressing the interface design, user
perception [NIJ 01], engagement [DAR 02], performance in task achievement and,
more generally, the usability of a service based on the interactive system.

8.2.2.3.1. Expressing emotions in ECAs

Emotions can be expressed via different modalities. For emotions expressed via
the face, those cited by Ekman and Friesen [EKM 75] are the most commonly used
expressions for ECAs today, while recently the MPEG-4 coding scheme has also
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been proposed [PAN 03]. The animation of the ECAs face, Greta [PEL 02], for
example, is based on this approach [DER 03].

Several computational models have been developed to allow ECAs to express
emotions via the face. The complexity of the latter depends on the emotional
phenomena considered (e.g. the combination of emotions, the expression of faked
emotions, etc.). DuyBui [DUY 04], for example, has proposed a series of fuzzy
logic rules that allow us to link an emotion vector (representing the intensity of the
six basic emotions) to a facial muscle contraction vector (representing the level of
contraction of 19 muscles of the face). This model is particularly convenient to the
expression of combined emotions. In The Affective Reasoner [ELL 92], the virtual
character has 72 facial expressions to express the 24 emotions modeled with three
different possible intensities with an algorithm that allows us to identify how to pass
from one expression to another. When one person speaks, a facial expression cannot
simply be presented, as Bevacqua et al. [BEV 04] have highlighted. In their
research, they developed a model that could account for lip movements when the
virtual agent spoke with a facial expression showing an emotion (for further details
on modeling facial expressions, see Chapter 6).

Emotions can also be expressed by gestures. To model gestures with an
emotionally expressive virtual agent requires the analysis of individuals’ gestural
behavior during interpersonal interactions. Corpora are annotated to compare an
individual’s emotions with their gestures (movements of the head, torso and hand
gestures) in, for example, audiovisual interviews [MAR 06] or during human game
interactions [ZAR 07]. As such, the EMOTE system has been developed to model
the influence of emotion on a virtual agent’s gestures [BAD 02]. This allows us to
modify virtual agents’ gestural expressivity. A set of parameters are used to control
the virtual agents’ body movements (e.g. the trajectory and speed of movements).
These parameters are then modified depending on the ECAs emotion and
personality. The EMOTE system acts as a filter on the movements of the pre-
recorded ECA bodily movements. The computational model proposed by Hartmann
et al. [HAR 05] directly alters the gestural behavior of the virtual personality. The
character’s expressivity is described by six attributes (the quantity of movement,
amplitude, duration, fluidity, strength and repetitions). Similarly, Egges et al.
[EGG 05] have focused on modeling the virtual agent’s bodily movement depending
on its emotions when not carrying out any particular action. This research can also
be applied to the problem of a virtual agent expressing emotion while waiting for the
user to perform an action, e.g. awaiting a request. On the basis of a 2D
representation of emotions (valence and activation), Egges et al. combined the
characteristics of waiting movements to emotional dimensions. For example, pauses
between changes of position are as short as the arousal dimension is large.
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ECAs can also be provided with speech, most commonly synthetic. The current
challenge in vocal synthesis is to propose a synthesized vocal that is emotional, or at
least expressive. Several emotional vocal synthesis systems have been developed.
The most commonly used method is speech synthesis by rules. This consists of
creating the speech directly using acoustic rules without using pre-recorded speech,
resulting in an unnatural robotic voice. This method, however, offers a large degree
of flexibility and control of acoustic parameters. It is therefore particularly
applicable for acoustic emotion modeling. The first emotional speech synthesis
system, called Affect Editor, is based on this approach [CAH 90].

More recently, Schroeder [SCH 04] has defined some emotional prosody rules.
This represents emotion in a 3D space (valence, activation and power). Using
research based on academic literature and analysis of emotional databases,
Schroeder defines the linear coefficient highlighting the effect of an emotional
dimension on acoustic parameters.

Ball [BAL 02] has proposed using a Bayesian network to represent the effect of
emotions on the voice. As such, the level of activation and valence of the emotion
are linked to tonality and speed and volume of the voice.

In The Affective Reasoner [ELL 92], the tone, volume and speed of the virtual
agent’s speech vary depending on the emotion. More precisely, for each of the 24
emotions, three literal values are allocated to these variables. The development of an
interactive system integrating synthetic emotional speech brings significant
improvements on three levels: the users are more stimulated and engaged in the
interaction [DAR 02]: the user can better understand and memorize information
because the attention given to speech is led by prosodic patterns that are precisely
controlled in emotional synthetic speech [JON 93]: ECAs built with synthetic
emotional speech are considered to be more believable [RUT 04].

Emotions can also be expressed via linguistic sentences [KER 00]. Researchers
such as [STR 04] have specifically focused on elaborating emotional lexicon. This
consists of identifying, structuring and organizing words that have emotional
connotations. An example of a dictionary of affective terms is WordNet-Affect
[STR 04]. In this, terms are grouped according to categories (happiness, sadness,
anger, surprise, sadness and disgust) and according to type (verb, adjective, adverb
and nouns). This dictionary has been used, for example, for automatic recognition of
emotions expressed by the user in utterances [MA 05]. Emotions can also be
expressed using diminutive affective suffixes (e.g. “framemakers”, insults, swearing,
affectionate terms such as “dear”, exclamations such as “ah!” or interjections such
as “hmm”). In terms of Speech Act theory, a specific category of communicative
acts, called expressive acts, expresses the emotional mental state of the speaker. For
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example, by saying “I am happy”, the speaker is expressing his or her mental state
of happiness. As Kerbrat-Orecchioni has highlighted [KER 00], “all words and
constructions produced in a favorable context can convey affective connotations”. In
computational models of virtual agents, pre-recorded emotional utterances
(e.g. “hooray”, “congratulations” or “I am happy”) are generally used to express the
agent’s emotions [BAL 02, ELL 92, LES 00].

There have been several ECAs expressing emotions via a variety of modalities.
For example, at the entrance of the German Research Center for Artificial
Intelligence (DFKI), there is an information point with a virtual receptionist
[AND 01]. He or she can respond to visitors’ questions or initiate conversations on
various subjects (news, research projects and DFKI staff). The emotions of the
virtual agent are expressed through different modalities, such as gesture or voice
intonation. Another example is the ECA Greta [PEL 02], who communicates using
not only speech but non-verbal behavior. Capable of expressing emotions, Greta can
easily be manipulated using the XML files in which the behavior of the agent can be
described.

8.2.2.3.2. The Impact of emotional virtual agents on interaction

Some researchers [BAR 02, BRA 05, KLE 99, PAR 04, PRE 05], have focused
on the impact of emotion-expressing virtual agents on human interaction. Research
by Bartneck [BAR 02], for example, has shown that a user experiences greater
enjoyment when interacting with an emotionally expressive virtual character than
with a character expressing no emotion. The work by Brave et al. [BRA 05] has
similarly shown that the user perceives a virtual character as being more agreeable
when expressing emotion as opposed to when it expresses none. Research has
focused specifically on the impact of a virtual agent expressing emotions that it
thinks the user is feeling (also called empathy emotions) on interaction. For
example, in research carried out by Prendinger [PRE 05], frustration is deliberately
induced in the user by simulating system failures. The results of experiments show
that the user has less stress and frustration when faced with a character expressing
the emotions that it believes the user to be feeling (empathy emotions) than with an
agent expressing no emotion.

Using the same method of simulating system failures to generate frustration,
Klein [KLE 99] has shown that expressions of empathic emotions by the agent (via
text message) reduce the level of frustration felt by the user. Recent research
[PIC 07] has shown that a system that interrupts a user is preferred when the
system’s behavior is marked by empathy rather than when no empathy is expressed.
The system appears to be less perturbing and frustrating. In the works carried out by
Ochs et al. [OCH 08], it has been shown that a virtual character used as an
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information system is perceived significantly more positively when expressing
empathy. Similarly, according to results found by Brave et al. [BRA 05], the user
feels more “supported” (i.e. more assisted and less alone) when faced with an agent
expressing empathy. In other research [KLE 99], results have shown that in the same
conditions of frustration, users’ playing time with virtual agents expressing empathy
is higher than those expressing no emotion. Similarly, in research carried out by
Partala and Surakka [PAR 04], the results show that user performance when
carrying out a task is better when the virtual agent expresses empathy. In
comparison with agents expressing no emotion or non-emphatic emotions,
emotionally emphatic virtual agents therefore seem to favor a more significant
improvement in interaction.

This research remains limited however. Furthermore, the context of application
of these evaluations is mainly that of games where the virtual character plays the
role of an assistant [BAR 02, BRA 05, PAR 04]. The results also seem to depend on
the culture of the participants themselves [BEC 05, BRA 05] and sometimes appear
to be contradictory [BAR 02, PAR 04]. As Becker et al. have demonstrated
[BEC 05], expressions of emotions by a virtual character can distrub the interaction
when they are inappropriate to the situation.

With regard to academic literature in this area, more evaluations are necessary,
in particular with regard to each socio-cultural context and for each specific
application. This will allow us to evaluate the real impact of emotionally expressive
agents on interactions and, more generally, create an interactive system with the
ability to recognize, manage and express emotions.

8.3. Video games

Nietzsche famously wrote that: “In every real man a child is hidden that wants to
play”. The video games industry has seen a rapid global expansion in recent years.
The widening of its target audience (adults, women, families, etc.), improved
console performance, the growth in importance of serious gaming4 and the
development of new accessories has created a context of application in which
emotions are important.

4 Serious gaming is a combination of a game with a serious or practical dimension conveying
a particular message (educational, informative, advertising, etc.), for training, learning or
exchanging data/goods.
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8.3.1. The importance of emotions in video games

8.3.1.1. Emotions in gaming systems

One of the main challenges for the gaming industry is to develop non-player
characters (NPCs) whose behavior (actions, expressions, utterances, etc.) are
believable. As the animators at Disney have highlighted, the expression of an
emotion creates the illusion of life for an artificial being: “From the earliest days, it
has been the portrayal of emotions that has given the Disney characters the illusion
of life” [THO 81]. Furthermore, an expression of an emotion also conveys
information. For example, it reflects a particualr individual’s mental state [KEL 01]
in relation to a given situation. Fear, for instance, characterizes the presence of
danger. In interpersonal relations, individuals generally use others’ expressions of
emotions to help them evaluate the emotional charge of a situation and as such
determine their actions [MAN 01]. Similarly, in video games, expressions of
emotion by NPCs can be used to communicate information to the user about the
situation, for example to warn them about imminent danger.

Research has shown that emotion is generally accompanied by action tendencies
(e.g. fleeing following fear) that allow an individual to face an event [FRI 86]. In
video games, emotions can be used as a heuristic to determine appropriate and
believable actions for NPCs in a given situation. The emotions of an NPC can be
calculated dynamically during the game according to the choices made by the player
character. Using these emotions to determine adaptive behavior therefore allows us
to improve the autonomy of NPCs whose behavior is currently almost entirely
scripted.

As Stern has highlighted [STE 03], emotions in NPCs are essential for creating
an emotional relationship between the gamer and virtual characters. A human–
machine emotional relationship is defined as a long-term interaction in which the
player and virtual character pay attention to each other’s emotions, communicate
them, express empathy and, as such, establish a connection. The success of virtual
pets such as Dogz and Catz [PET 95], Tamagotchis [BAN 96] and the Aibo robot
[SON 99] are good examples of this. Similarly, in the role-playing game Fable II
(Lionhead Studios), an emotional relationship is established between the player and
a virtual dog. The dog’s behavior is based on artificial behavior and responds to
three basic rules, which are to avoid annoying the player, to love him/her
unconditionally, and to take care of him/her. The dog’s behavior also depends on the
context of the game. For example, if the player enters a shop, the dog will wait at the
door. The dog also helps the player to accomplish tasks (such as fighting enemies,
for instance). The player does not have direct control over the dog but can interact
with it (e.g. praise or punish it for its actions), leading it to learn throughout the
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game how to gain the attention of the player when there is a threat or to help him/her
discover hidden treasure.

Finally, emotions in video games can be used to create the illusion that
characters are alive, as a conveyer of information in gaming situations, to improve
the autonomy of NPCs and to potentially encourage an emotional relationship
between the user and virtual character.

8.3.1.2. Player emotions

Video games are also a source of emotions for users. One of the main aims for
game designers is to maximize the pleasure, happiness, enjoyment and well-being of
the player. In the 1970s, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi introduced the concept of flow to
characterize the concept of complete concentration on an activity with a high level
of pleasure and satisfaction, which can be seen as specific emotional states
[CHE 07]. During a flow experience, the player, completely immersed in the game,
loses all notion of time. The flow experience requires a balance between the
challenge of the game and the ability of the player (see Figure 8.1). A challenge that
is too difficult for the player can cause anxiety or boredom. The aim is therefore to
keep the player in the flow zone for as long as possible.

Figure 8.1.The flow zone

Some games, such as the ones we examine in the following sections, use the
user’s emotions for teaching or therapeutic purposes. For example, the Ico5 game is
used by psychologists for therapeutic requirements to observe children’s reactions

5 Sony, 2001.
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when faced with tests. In particular, the child can be disoriented when the game asks
the player to choose between letting go of a princess’ hand or taking care of her.
Similarly, the Virtual Iraq6 game was recently developed to help soldiers returning
from Iraq to relive traumatic events so that they could deal better with these
experiences.

In some games, the user’s emotions are used as a variable of the game to
improve their engagement. More precisely, the game is designed so that the user’s
emotions affects how the game progresses. A number of interactive systems use
individuals’ facial and bodily expressions as an entry point. For example, boxing
games and, more generally, games developed for the Wii and Wii Fit use bodily
movements (http://us.wii.com/). Observations of the face and body can be used
differently according to the user, so that they control the game and can consciously
use their movements and expressions to control the interface. Inversely, the
application can adapt itself to the user’s emotional state (this state can be interpreted
from the user’s behavior). We can therefore distinguish between voluntary and
involuntary control. With voluntary control, the user consciously produces facial
expressions, movements of the head and gestures to control the game. This includes
commands that allow the user to navigate in a game environment or animate virtual
characters (e.g. the virtual character showing a similar facial expression to that of
the player).

As expressions and movements are made consciously, they do not necessarily
reflect the user’s real emotional state. For example, PKR.com is an online poker site
where the player can display their emotions (i.e. neutral, angry, happy, relaxed or
sad), therefore controlling the temperament and tone of the player character
representing the user. Over the course of the game, the player can indicate their
emotion via facial expressions to trick the other players. This is achieved by
activating emotion indicating commands by typing / in the chat box, followed by the
indicator name of the emotion so that when, for example, the player types
“/SMILE”, their virtual character smiles.

During the first E3 gaming conference [FRA 09], Microsoft unveiled project
Natal, which aimed to combine gaming systems with the body (players’ movement
using an RGB camera and a 3D depth sensor) and speech recognition (using a
microphone), removing the need for joysticks.

With involuntary control, the system detects the player’s spontaneous facial or
bodily expression and infers an emotion from it which it uses to adapt the game.
This adaptation can affect the appearance of the game environment, the mode of
interaction, experience and engagement, and the feedback and strategy followed by

6 University of Southern California, 2007.
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the game or actors in the game. For example, Mindball, (http://www.mindball.se/) is
a game mixing voluntary and involuntary control. In this ping-pong style game, the
two players control a ball using brain waves. The most relaxed player is the one who
wins the game. The players wear headbands and sit opposite each other at a
Mindball table. The ball is placed along a table so that it rolls towards one of the
players. The electric activity manifested by the brain, also called EEG
(electroencephalography), is detected by the sensors (electrodes) attached to the
headband, which is connected to a bio-detector system. In this game, the voluntary
control comes from the player being in a state of intense relaxation. The involuntary
control is characterized by a lack of control over brain waves, which can vary during
the game. An example of a system using involuntary control unveiled during the E3
gaming conference was the Wii Vitality Sensor, currently under development by
Nintendo, which is a sensor placed on the ends of the thumbs that transmits
information (e.g. pulse, tenseness, etc.) to the machine [FRA 09]. This is an
accessory that could be used in future Nintendo sports coaching software or, more
generally, to adapt the game according to the user’s level of interest.

8.3.2. Current research and tools

8.3.2.1. Towards believable emotional virtual characters

In order to be able to develop emotionally believable virtual characters, we need
to be able to identify which emotion the character should express, when and how
Several computational models have been proposed for this purpose, which we
examine in the following section.

The Em architecture [REI 96], for example, aims to provide a series of tools
allowing the designers of virtual characters to provide them with emotions
(including a reasoning capacity to identify which emotion to express, when and
how). Based on the OCC model [ORT 88], an emotion generator containing a set of
emotion trigger rules is proposed. There are also several functions to calculate the
intensity of the emotion, temporal decay and the way they are combined. Emotions
cannot influence the character’s actions directly but can effect specific
characteristics of a character’s behavior (such as aggressive or energetic behavior)
Em architecture offers large a degree of flexibility due to its simple initial structure,
allowing the construction of an emotional virtual character. Several virtual
characters have been given emotional capabilities using Em architecture tools. A
good example of this is Lyotard virtual chat (for more details, see [REI 96]).

The Affective Reasoner is an emotion simulation platform for virtual characters
[ELL 92]. Each character is given specific goals, principles and preferences that are
defined by the designer. These elements are used by the agent to appraise the
situations it encounters in the virtual world. As such, the same situation can trigger
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different emotions depending on the character. Twenty-four emotions are
represented in the Affective Reasoner. For each of these emotions, trigger conditions
are designed independently of the application. Each situation is represented to
enable easy identification of the emotions triggered. The intensity of the emotions is
calculated according to the values of the intensity variables. These are determined in
relation to specific characteristics of the situation and the character (its role, mood,
personality and relationships with other characters). In response to the triggered
emotions, depending on their personality the characters select one or several actions
from a database. These actions can vary in type (somatic, verbal, non-verbal, etc.).

The EMotion and Adaptation (EMA) model proposed by Gratch and Marsella
[GRA 04] involves appraisal and coping sub-processes. The appraisal sub-process
allows a virtual character to determine its own emotions following an event. The
originality of this EMA lies in the modeling of the coping sub-process. This allows
virtual characters to identify the behavior to adopt when faced with emotions of
strong intensity. There are also different coping strategies. For example, faced with
a negative emotion, the virtual character can adopt a positive reinterpretation
strategy where it focuses on the positive consequences of the event triggering the
negative emotion. It can also adopt an acceptance strategy, where it recognizes the
negative event as unavoidable. In this case, the character chooses to abandon the
intention which, by its failure, has triggered the negative emotion. Several coping
strategies can be used simultaneously. These strategies can modify the situation.
This is then re-evaluated and new emotions are triggered a priori. This EMA model
has been used to create virtual characters that can populate a military virtual
environment [GRA 04].

The SCREAM (SCRipting Emotion-based Agent Minds) tool enables us to
determine a virtual character’s emotional reaction based on the character’s personal
goals, standards and attitudes. The particularity of this model is the distinction
between the felt emotions and those that are expressed. A social filter module
determines which emotion to express according to the character’s role (represented
by power and social distance) and based on its personality (represented by the
dimensions of extraversion and agreeability). As such, if the interlocutor has more
power than the character, negative emotions will be replaced by a neutral
expression. Inversely, it is the personality that will determine which emotion to
express. For example, a disagreeable and extravert character tends to express more
negative emotions than positive ones.

In the Fantasy A [PAI 01] video game two characters fight in a duel by casting
spells. The characters’ emotions are used to determine their actions. The player
takes on the role of an apprentice magician. To control the characters in the game,
the player uses the SenToy tangible user interface. This interface is represented by a
doll. The player indicates his or her emotions (anger, fear, surprise, victory, sadness
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and happiness) to the other characters in the game by simulating gestures that are
characteristic of these emotions using the doll. For example, by placing the arms of
the SenToy in front of the doll’s face, fear is generated in the character representing
the player. The characters act according to their emotions and those of their enemy.
Based on work by Lazarus [LAZ 91], Ekman [EKM 93] and Darwin [DAR 72], a
set of rules applies an action tendency to each emotion. For example, anger can lead
to attack and fear can lead to avoidance or fleeing. The choice of action is also
guided by the emotion’s adversary. For example, if the adversary is happy, then the
character will assume that he/she is about to attack (because he/she feels at ease in
the duel). In some cases, the character’s personality will determine their actions.
Analysis of the game has shown that players have found the interaction enjoyable.
With regard to tools for emotional expression in virtual characters, refer to section
2.2 and Chapters 3 and 6.

8.3.2.2. Towards games that account for player emotions

To be able to account for player emotions requires us to be able to identify the
emotions expressed through the game and determine how to adapt to them. Using
external sensors (cameras, microphones, physiological sensors), current tools can
recognize player emotions using facial expressions, voice or even physical reactions
[PIC 97]. A example of the use of voice analysis in games is Voxler, a middleware
development team focused on vocal interaction with the aim of developing a vocal
interface solution that has, among other things, the ability to detect emotions in the
voice in real time (in the context of the collaborative projects Affective Avatars and
Romeo). Currently, the system detects activation (weak/strong) as a marker of
expressivity.

Glasgow Caledonian University has opened a laboratory specifically for
studying the emotive interactions of players in video games. Named, the eMotion
Laboratory, it contains all the requirements for playing games but is also equipped
with tinted windows, infrared cameras that trace eye movements, and pupil dilation
and pressure and perspiration sensors on the gamepads, etc., i.e. severaltools needed
to measure the excitement and emotions felt by the player [SYK 03]. Based on the
latest developments in neurotechnology, Emotiv Systems (www.emotiv.com/) has
developed a wireless headset that can analyze electrical activity in the human brain
and transmit this information in real time to a computer, which allows the player to
act on the interface and specifically to project their own facial expressions onto their
avatar. To date, no evaluation results of this system have been published.

The MIT Media Lab is also leading a project called AffQuake [PIC], which aims
to account for physiological signals indicating a player’s emotions in the video game
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Quake II7. Several modifications have been made so that the player character sees its
behavior modified according to the physiological signals. As such, when a player is
scared, his or her character also displays this emotion and jumps backwards.
Furthermore, depending on the player’s excitement, measured by his or her
electrodermal response (the level of skin conductivity), the size of his or her
character changes. In terms of game play, a taller player character signifies that the
player can see further, although this also makes them an easier target.

An example of a game managing the player flow is Buzzword (a Tetris-style
game). In this game, each block has a word attached. The aim of the game is to
place the falling blocks on different piles in order to create relevant associations
between words. To create a state of flow, a module that adapts the difficulty of the
game (DDA ‒ Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment module) is incorporated into the
system. This system is used to place the player in a position of confronting often
more challenging word associations, but which are sufficiently adapted so that the
player wants to continue and does not stop playing. Since the system does not know
the player’s ability, the difficulty of the game is increased or reduced based on the
player’s successes and failures.

Other research projects seeking to integrate an affective dimension into games,
including games studies and research laboratories, are currently being undertaken.
An example of this is the DEEP project (Dialogs taking into account Experience,
Emotions and Personality, adapted to computer games), whose objectives include
using emotional models to increase the believability of non-player characters using
less predictable behaviors guided by their emotions [OCH 09].

Multidisciplinary research into emotions has tended to highlight the importance
of accounting for emotions in virtual player-character interactions to enrich video
games. The dimensions of the games examined so far focus mainly on:

– the realism of the virtual environment, which affects the player’s feeling of
immersion;

– accounting for signals (physiological, visual, etc.) from the player, which
increases the game’s adaptability and playability; and

– the desire to keep the player in a state of flow.

While several models and tools have been proposed, however, the problem of
evaluation and its real impact on the game remains an issue.

7 Developed by IDSoftware in 1997.
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8.4. Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS)

8.4.1. The importance of emotions in ITS

8.4.1.1. The learner’s emotions

Some interactive systems [ALE 06, ELL 97, MEL 08] have been developed for
teaching purposes. Called Intelligent Tutorial Systems (ITS), they are used as a
training tool. The user will feel a number of emotions during their interaction with
this kind of system. For example, negative emotions can appear when the user’s
expectations are not satisfied while maintaining a concept can lead to positive
emotions. The learner’s emotions play a determining role for effective learning.
Research has shown that in effect an individual’s emotions will strongly influence
their cognitive abilities [BOW 92, ISE 00]. Depending on the type and intensity of
an emotion, reasoning and memory capacity can vary. As such, some tasks are more
suited to negative emotions while others favor positive ones. Similarly, while some
emotions reduce cognitive ability, others increase it [ISE 00]. ITSs that are capable
of influencing learner emotions by adapting the interaction to the recognized
emotions can therefore optimize the learner’s abilities and improve learning. The
development of such capacities requires the integration of a real-time detection
module for the user’s emotions and a module determining the best teaching strategy
into the system. Note that in this research context, attention has focused more on
studying emotions than cognitive states, such as confusion, curiosity or boredom.
Research has shown that these cognitive states frequently appear during learning
[LEH 08].

8.4.1.2. Emotions in ITS

In ITSs, animated conversational agents are often used to create virtual tutors or
learning companions. The expression of emotion by these virtual characters can
therefore be used to mark their agreement or disagreement, satisfaction or
disappointment or even show empathy towards the learner. This indicates a certain
level of interest in the user and his or her performance. Research has indeed shown
that the expression of emotion by educational virtual characters improves learning
[ELL 97, LES 00].

8.4.2. Current research and tools

Given the close relationship between emotion and learning, several works of
research have focused on the development of ITSs including an emotional
dimension [ALE 06, ELL 97, MEL 08]. For example, the virtual tutor Eve
[ALE 06], which teaches math in individual classes to elementary school children,
can detect the emotions fear, happiness, anger, disgust, sadness and surprise among
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the pupils in real time using their facial expressions. During teaching, Eve also
expresses emotions using facial expressions. Eve’s reactions depend on the previous
interactions with the student (responses to the student’s questions and emotions and
those of Eve). A system of case-based reasoning, developed by analyzing real
interactions between tutors and pupils, is used to recommend Eve’s actions.

Autotutor [MEL 08] is an intelligent tutorial system, developed by the MIT
Media Lab, which aims to help users learn physics and informatic with advice,
complementary information and summaries as well as feedback on the learner’s
responses. This system manages emotions of confusion, engagement, boredom and
frustration of the learner during the interaction. These emotions are detected using
verbal and non-verbal indicators, extracts of dialog, bodily movement and facial
expressions. These indicators have been selected using learning supervised
algorithms used on data from 28 students interacting with Autotutor. Once the
emotions have been detected, Autotutor can respond to them, specifically those of
confusion, frustration and boredom. The strategy used to face boredom and
frustration is the expression of empathy by the virtual tutor. Furthermore, the tutor
defines sub-aims in cases where there is frustration to encourage the learner. For
confusion the tutor encourages the learner, then expresses empathy by redirecting
the learner if he/she is still confused.

The TLTS (Tactical Language Training System) [JOH 05] is designed
specifically to train military staff to communicate with civilians in foreign countries.
This includes teaching foreign languages and cultural information about that
country. The learner is accompanied by a virtual tutor, which adapts its behavior to
the learner’s emotions in order to motivate them in the learning process.

To learn how to manage critical situations, which are often accompanied by
strong emotions, the military training system, Mission Rehearsal Exercise, has been
developed [HIL 03]. Virtual humans in this system adopt emotional behavior
depending on how the situation develops. This behavior is based on the EMA
emotional model [GRA 04].

The FearNot! system [PAI 04] has been created to increase sensitivity in
children aged between eight and 12 to violent behavior at school. The child portrays
in a virtual environment an invisible friend of a virtual character that has been a
victim of violence. The child advises on the behavior to adopt. The aim is therefore
to generate feelings of empathy of the child towards this virtual character [PAI 04].

Developing an ITS with an emotional dimension requires the ability to design
emotionally expressive virtual characters and systems that are capable of
recognizing user emotions. These capablities have been discussed (see sections 8.2.2
and 8.2.3).
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To date, there has been little research analyzing the impact of affective tutors
both with regard to learning performance and user satisfaction when interacting with
an emotional ITS. This therefore remains an ongoing issue. Furthermore, questions
remain about which emotional state is best for optimal learning. Once these
questions have been answered, this type of knowledge should be included in ITS
design.

8.5. Discussion and research perspectives

Today, the technology presented in this chapter still has major challenges.
Despite this, recently there has been a veritable coming together of academic
research and developing industry that, via cooperative projects has allowed a real
technology transfer. This has required research teams to focus on issues such as
operational application of systems that can recognize human emotions and/or
include models of emotional processes such as real-time problems or even rejection
thresholds in detection systems.

In spite of this, some issues remain. For example, in interactive vocal services,
where a simple emotion recognition process becomes a part of sales approaches,
aspects of architecture with other components (e.g. speech recognition, dialog
management, vocal synthesis modules), performance and interface need to be taken
into account.

If emotion recognition is applied to a system based on vocal dialog, this should
not restrict overall system performance. The client should not have to wait too long
for a response from the system. Furthermore, it is important to identify how emotion
recognition can help fulfill the application’s overall objective. This may mean that
the system does not focus so much on detecting anger, for example, in vocal signals;
but on the ability of the emotion-recognition module to identify the moment in the
interaction where the caller’s emotional state changes, which may then impact on
the smooth running of the interaction with the system.

Furthermore, it is essential to account for the specificities of communication
support and the user’s characteristics. With regard to support, some technical
aspects, such as network quality or screen size, can have a direct impact on
performance; relevancy even on the importance on the emotion modules involved.
For example, an emotional facial expression module for a virtual character may not
be effective for human–virtual character interaction with cell phones due to the
generally small size of the screen. With users, the age, type, knowledge and
familiarity with technical tools are elements that are not always taken into account in
affective computing but can strongly affect user perception and performance. A
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child today, being raised in a gaming environment, is already at greater ease than an
adult when interacting with computer systems.

Beyond questions of mode, it seems undeniable that, in the future, machines
(systems, interfaces, robots, etc.) will increasingly integrate concepts and functions
from affective computing. Providing machines with emotional abilities is a dream
that has existed for the past 40 years, fed by literature (Philip K. Dick’s 1966 novel
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?), cinema (ranging from Stanley Kubrick’s
2001: A Space Odyssey, 1968, to Steven Spielberg’s A.I. Artificial Intelligence,
2001) but also current research. While knowledge about emotion genesis and
expression in living organisms is still in question, it is possible to rationalize a
certain number of these organisms’ functions using computational models and
implement these in machines in order to establish an emotional relationship between
machine and user [STE 03]. It also remains to be seen to what extent, but also in
which contexts, humans will accept interaction with an emotionally intelligent
machine.
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Chapter 9

Music and Emotions

9.1. The growing importance of music in society

With the low cost and increasing simplicity of production technology, music is
now omnipresent in our daily lives. From public transport to concert venues,
theatres or even elevators, it is now difficult to spend even two hours without
hearing music [SLO 01]. According to a recent report, time spent listening to music
now exceeds that spent on other activities, such as watching television or going to
the movies [REN 03]. As Zentner has suggested, “music must be uniquely
rewarding to its listeners” for it to occupy such an important space in our daily lives
[ZEN 08]. However, what is so special about music? What makes it so satisfying to
humans?

Since antiquity, the emotions evoked by music have been proposed as a possible
answer to these questions. Aristotle, inspired by Plato’s The Republic, gave a
relatively detailed description of the emotional effects of each type of music. For
example, while the Mixolydian mode tends to make people sad, the Phrygian mode
makes them enthusiastic or happy (Politics, book VIII). At the start of the 17th
Century, Monteverdi revived this idea with a rappresentativo style, which
encouraged writing freedom (dissonance, rhythm, etc.) and strengthened the
expression of feeling. Since Plato, and in parallel with the development of musical
practice, music and emotions have been a favorite subject of philosophy, as
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demonstrated by the impressive number of theories on the subject [BUD 85,
DAV 94b, ROB 05].

For nearly a century, theories on the ability of music to relieve, regulate or alter
mood and emotion have been confirmed by empirical research [JUS 01, JUS 02,
SCH 01a]. The majority of studies have focused on how listeners perceive emotions
expressed in music and on the link with these perceived emotions and musical and
sound parameters [CLY 77, COO 59]. More recently, studies have explored
situations in which music demonstrates its emotional power since, for example,
music is an effective means of inducing emotions in laboratories [VAS 02,
WES 96]. Similarly, in our daily lives, music is used to modify consumer behavior
[ALP 05, BRU 90] or as a tool for treating emotional disorders in therapeutic
applications [GOL 04].

The emotional power of music has also been noted among very young subjects.
For example, Zentner and Kagan have noted emotional reactions to music in infants
as young as four months [ZEN 96, ZEN 98]. Indeed, the intensity of pleasure gained
from music cannot be rivaled by other more “mundane” sources of pleasure. Blood,
Zatorre, Meon and Levetin have discovered that the regions of the brain activated by
the emotions evoked when listening to music are similar to those felt by those
activated by intense pleasure such as sex, food and drugs [BLO 01, MEN 05]. These
studies thus confirm that music is generally appreciated because of the emotional
reward that it gives listeners [ZEN 08].

The central role of emotions in music can explain the interest in developing new
computer interfaces, specifically “emotional” interfaces [PIC 97]. Indeed, the
possibility of using music to influence emotional reactions (or vice versa) and
modeling users’ emotional reactions to modify music in real time offer new
perspectives on expressive interactions with the computer. In this chapter, we will
examine the recently developed computer systems (interfaces) that allow musical
synthesis through emotions. In this field we can distinguish between two types of
research. The first focuses on communicating specific emotions using computerized
modifications of sound samples and pieces of music. The second concentrates on the
possibility of interaction between humans and musical content, where this is
synthesized by the computer. We will also examine the theories and models of
emotions that have contributed to the development of these new musical interfaces.
Note that we will keep two essential aspects of emotion that are the subject of
consensus within the scientific community, that:

– emotion is a reaction to events that are considered important to an individual’s
needs, aims and interests; and

– emotion includes physiological, behavioral and cognitive components
[IZA 77].
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9.2. Recognizing emotions and structural characteristics in music

The emotions recognized in a piece of music have two sources: the composer
and the interpreter. The perception and triggering of an emotion by music depends
on numerous multiple factors in interaction, however, such as sound parameters,
audience, performance and context [SCH 01a]. The first of these factors (sound
parameters) has received the most attention and has given way to several successful
implementations. We will now examine some of the methods employed to link
emotion recognition and sound parameters with their results and use in the creation
of computational models.

9.2.1. Understanding listeners’ emotional reactions

The most common method of gauging listeners’ emotional reactions involves
asking participants to listen to music and then report their impressions in a
questionnaire. The responses can take the form of: (i) free comments; (ii) choice
from a set list of emotions (multiple choice questionnaries); or (iii) assessing the
ability of a term to describe the music in question. This type of research has revealed
that there are a number of elements in sound aspects that modify emotional
responses when listening to music. These elements are links to score features, e.g.
pitch (high/low), intervals (short/long), harmony (consonant/dissonant) and rhythm
(regular/irregular). The dynamic between these sound elements is also important and
depends largely on instrumental interpretation (or performance features), e.g.
rhythmic accents, articulation (staccato/legato), variations in timbre (spectral
richness, playing mode, etc.). For a more detailed overview, see Gabrielsson and
Lindstrom [GAB 01b].

A number of major studies have focused on the perception of emotion by
listeners. Sloboda, for example, has highlighted that it is possible to judge music on
the basis of conventional characteristics without experiencing the emotions in
question [SLO 01]. Furthermore, Kallinen et al. have shown that emotions perceived
as negative by the listener can also be felt as positive by others [KAL 05].

Recent laboratory studies have compared emotion perception and induction
using musical extracts that are unknown to the participants. Interestingly, these
studies show that the emotions evoked are mostly similar to the emotions perceived
[KAL 06, SCH 07].

This research, based on analyzing subjective comments, has revealed a large
number of sound parameters that had previously been thought of as present in vocal
modulations used to evoke emotion. An analysis of 142 scientific articles on vocal
expression (101 articles) and musical interpretation (42) have allowed Juslin and
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Laukka to identify several similarities [JUS 03]. Three acoustic parameters in
particular evolve similarly in vocal and musical expression. For example, the rate of
speech and rhythm, vocal intensity and sound intensity increase for anger and
happiness while they decrease for sadness and tenderness. Similarly, energy at high
frequencies of the spectrum (a component of timbre) increase in vocal and
instrumental expressions of happiness and anger. According to Juslin, the similarity
between these two forms of expressions justifies the evolutionist approach to music:
expressive qualities of music are derived from vocal strategies developed through
evolution to communicate emotion or regulate the emotional states of those around
us (e.g. mother and child) [JUS 03b, TRA 08].

9.2.2. A categorical or dimensional approach?

Whether a methodological choice or theoretical postulate, the terms used in
questionnaires given to gain listeners’ opinions almost invariably relate to the basic
(also called discrete) emotions, such as anger, fear, surprise, happiness or sadness
(this is a categorical approach). In other cases, the terms used to describe these
emotions refer to the level of intensity (arousal) and positivity (valence) – the
dimensional approach– two dimensions normally found in Russel’s affective
circumplex model and its variants [RUS 80]. Studies in this area therefore often rely
on a categorical or dimensional approach. However, as Zentner et al. have
demonstrated [ZEN 08], these approaches can be inadequate for characterizing
musically-induced emotions. Music therefore seems to be able to induce a wider
range of emotional states than these semantic descriptors (labels) suppose.

The semantic descriptors resulting from these two canonical approaches do not
do justice to the range of emotions evoked by music. Several attempts have been
made to create descriptors that are adapted to the specific phenomenological
situation of listening to music [ASM 85, RIG 64]. As Scherer has noted [SCH 01],
however, these approaches are eclectic by their very nature, with a choice of
emotional descriptors that are highly reliant on researchers’ own personal
perceptions.

A systematic and an empirical taxonomy of terms also need to exist, which
describe emotions in relation to music. The recent statistical studies carried out by
Zentner et al. which involved asking 1,393 participants to classify semantic
descriptors in music extracts from various genres (classical, rock, jazz, etc.) was a
first step towards this [ZEN 08].

These studies highlight that terms such as melancholy or enchantment describe
listeners’ experiences better than the usual terms of sadness or happiness. Studies
based on a categorical or dimensional approach (largely the majority of studies)
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therefore do not consider the specificity of emotions evoked by music. They have,
however, revealed some musical characteristics that can evoke emotional reactions
in the listener.

9.3. Rules for modeling musical expression of emotions

The identification of themes and structures that are characteristic of some
emotions (often the basic emotions) has enabled the development of models, rules
regulating musical emotional expression and the implementation of expressive
automatic musical synthesis systems [GAB 03, GAB 01a, GAB 03, JUS 03a,
SCH 99]. In this vein, Sundberg, Friberg, Bresin and their team have developed a
rules-based interpretation system called the Director Musices-KTH rule system,
which generates expressive musical interpretations [BRE 00, FRI 95, FRI 99,
FRI 00, FRI 06a].

These rules modify different aspects of musical interpretations, such as phrasing
for example. A musical phrase normally describes a pattern in an arc with a slow
and soft beginning followed by acceleration, growing in intensity in the middle and
changing a slow conclusion in diminuendo. The phrase arch rule modifies the
characteristics of this theme and therefore determines the phrase’s temporal and
dynamic progression [GAB 87, REP 92]. Another aspect of interpretation on which
these rules are based is articulation. Articulation determines how a note is played,
i.e. legato or staccato. The punctuation rule selects short fragments of melody,
identifies the last note, lengthens it, follows it with a short pause and emphasizes or
decreases the section’s melodic continuity.

Finally, the duration contrast rule acts on the duration that separates the start of
a note from the beginning of the next note. The musical effect of these rules is to
lengthen the long notes and shorten the short notes, therefore increasing the contrast
in length between them [FRI 91, SUN 82]. The punctual application of these rules
and the modification of more general parameters, such as rhythm, sound intensity
and articulation, on the whole of the section have allowed Bresin and Friberg to
generate various types of emotional expressions. Four of these are illustrated in
Figure 9.1, which includes happiness, sadness, anger and love [BRE 00].

These music expressivity rules were designed to “humanize” the computer’s
performance on MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) scores for almost 20
years [FRI 95, FRI 06a]. The MIDI format is widely used in music technology to
code information sequences related to the musical set but does not include
expressive indication and “mechanical” musical reproductions. The model
developed by Friberg et al. is now used in several software applications that can
automatically “animate” a music score.
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Happiness Sadness Anger Love
Overall
changes
Tempo somewhat fast slow fast slow
Sound level medium low high low
Articulation staccato legato somewhat

staccato
legato

Rules
Phrase arch small widened negative small
Final
ritardando

minimal minimal

Punctuation large reduced average reduced
Duration
contrast

large negative large

Figure 9.1. Parameters of musical expressivity rules suggested by Friberg et al. to model
emotional content of musical synthesis [FRI 06b]

The evaluation procedure for these rules takes place across four stages. The first
stage consists of selecting and encoding a set of samples in the MIDI format, most
commonly taken from Western classical music or popular music used in video
games [LIV 07]. Second, the piece is played to participants in a ‘neutral’ form, i.e.
without any expressive tonality. At the third stage, the section is reproduced with
several modifications by applying the model’s rules in successive listenings. Finally,
the participants are asked to categorize the reproductions according to the expressive
nuances that they have recognized.

Beyond its practical uses, i.e. making computerized scores expressive, the
application of these rules illustrates the success of analysis-by-synthesis methods,
which have proven effective for verifying how some musical parameters determine
which emotion is perceived and felt [CAN 04, GAB 85, POL 04].

9.4. Towards a continuous measure of emotional reactions to music

The recognition of emotions in a musical context is frequently measured using
questionnaires. The use of this technique, used as standard in psychology, can
underestimate the profoundly temporal nature of music [MEY 56, MEY 67] and the
possibility that emotion can vary while listening to the same piece of music.
Alternative procedures have also been developed to provide a continuous measure of
subjects’ emotional reactions [NIE 83, SCH 01b].

Nelson, for example, has developed a research technique that consists of
recording tensions felt by a subject while listening to a piece of music. During this
process, the participant is asked to press on levers with a force comparable to the
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tension experienced. The more tension the participant feels, the more pressure
he/she applies to the levers. Equally, as he/she relaxes, the tension decreases.

Several experiments have supported using a measure of tension as a reference
technique for evaluating emotions in musical contexts. Madsen and Fredrickson
[MAD 93], for example, have analyzed the correlations between a measure of
continuous tension and aesthetic judgments by participants while listening to
classical music (in this case the first movement of Haydn’s 104th symphony)
[MAD 93]. Their study confirmed that tension can be considered as an overall
attribute of musical experience. Musical factors in tension have also been identified,
such as texture, dynamics, intensity, harmonic relations and implicit expectations,
based on the experience that each acquires in a musical genre [BIG 06, KRU 96,
MEY 56]. Participants’ age, musical abilities and level of familiarity with the
musical stimulus being used also affect evaluations of tension [VIN 06].

Krumhansl, on the other hand, has noted that judgements about the force of an
emotion correlate significantly with evaluations of tension [KRU 97a]. His study
involved asking participants to listen to several pieces of music that were
characteristic of three basic emotions – including sadness (Albinoni’s Adagio), fear
(Moussorgsky’s La nuit sur le Mont Chauve) and happiness (Spring in Vivaldi’s
Four Seasons). Participants were asked to adjust the position of a mouse cursor to
describe how the force of the emotion varied temporally while listening to the
section of music. Through this, Krumhansl has demonstrated that tension can serve
as a more accurate indicator of emotion than participants’ emotional reactions by
correlating this measure of tension to physiological changes including cardiac,
vascular, respiratory and electro dermal functions [CHA 08, KRU 97a].

9.5. Multimodality in musical experience

Whether through questionnaires or continuous tension measures, studies have
confirmed that emotions can be communicated via music [GAB 96, JUS 97a,
JUS 97b]. In this way, some sound and musical characteristics have been
highlighted in experiments as conveyors of this emotional communication.
However, there is a multitude of different styles and means of expressing emotion
that seem to be an obstacle to modeling based on these musical structures alone.
Musical expression involves several modes of expression, as do expressions of
emotions generally [DAV 03, LIV 06, SCH 85, WAL 86].

A series of studies have shown that emotions in music are communicated not
only via sound but by facial expressions and other bodily movements. Adopting an
ethnographic and historical view, Thompson, Graham and Russo [THO 05] have
highlighted that visual information influences our perception and experience of
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music. The influence of bodily movements on the perception of music has been
empirically studied [DAH 07, HEN 07, TIM 06, VIN 04, WAN 05]. Similarly, Dahl
and Friberg have demonstrated how emotions can be communicated by musicians’
movements (in this case, a Marimba player, a saxophonist and a bassoonist)
[DAH 07]. In particular, they have identified the role of different parts of the body
during the expression of an emotion. For example, movements of the head play a
predominant role. Similar results have also been found by Davidson [DAV 94a] in
an experiment where he showed participants videos of pianists, and observed that
participants paid the greatest attention to the head to identify different expressive
tonalities of musical interpretations.

In a series of studies carried out into the perception of how clarinetists play,
Vines et al. have used a measure of continuous tension to approach the problem of
multimodal integration (mutual influence of audio and visual information) in
emotion recognition [VIN 06]. A pioneering study led by Krumhansl and Schenck
[KRU 97b] using this continuous measure had already identified a similarity
between emotional reactions of three groups of participants that had (i) a ballet
video; (ii) a sound track; and (iii) the video and soundtrack played to them. The
reaction of the third group in which participants watched and listened could even be
modeled as a combination of the judgments made by the participants in the two
other conditions.

The significance of the visual modality has been re-verified by a study by Vines
et al. in which 30 participants split into three groups: (i) watched a video; (ii)
listened to sound track; and (iii) watched and listened to an interpretation of the
second part of Stravinsky’s clarinet solo performed by two clarinetists. The
participants used a sliding potentiometer to evaluate continuous tension (a measure
correlated with emotion). The application of a functional analysis method using
FDA (functional data analysis) data [PAS 07, VIN 05] correlated the dynamic of
participants’ reactions with the pieces’ progression in detail. The results showed that
visual and audio modalities convey emotional information independently, but also
relay musical structure almost identically. They showed that musicians’ movements
had a decisive role in increasing or reducing the emotional “impact” of music and in
anticipating changes in emotional intensity.

These studies confirm that recognizing emotions during a musical performance
is a multisensory experience in which sound and images interact. Both the music
itself and watching the musician playing it have a role in listeners’ emotional
inference and induction processes. The understanding of visual and sound
interactions supposes, however, that we can characterize each of the elements at
work in emotional communication in detail. If we adopt the Brunswickian
theoretical perspective used by Juslin in musical contexts [JUS 00], we can explain
emotional communication using the relation between the sender and the receiver.
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Analysis must therefore not only consider perception (by focusing on the proximal
indicators perceived by the receiver) but also expression (by showing the distal
indicators produced by the sender) [JUS 97b]. As we have seen, elements linked to
musical structure have been examined in detail although the specific nature of
gestures contributing to the expressivity of musical content has remained
unexplored.

The relative absence of a shared protocol for encoding the entirety of bodily
movements, as there is for facial expression [EKM 84], has in part limited the scope
of quantitative studies. Recent technological developments have enabled the
development of motion capture and real-time analysis instruments that have allowed
us to characterize gestural dynamics and their relation to expressivity in an
unprecedented way (www.vicon.com and www.eyesweb.org). The correlation
between bodily movements and the acoustic characteristics of musical interpretation
has been studied by Dahl [DAH 07]. Interpretations may have a happy or sad
tonality that is characterized by movements of the body corresponding more widely
to higher intensity sounds. With interpretations of a sad tonality, more fluidic
movements underlie a legato musical articulation. In a recent video analysis of the
bodily movements of a cellist and pianist, Castellano et al. have not only highlighted
the importance of head movements in communicating emotion, but have also
specified the expressive dynamics of musical performance. A growing number of
studies are now focusing on identifying multimodal characteristics and, in particular,
gestural characteristics of musical expression [GLO 08, LEM 07, TIM 06,
WAN 05]. The results of these studies have already been used to develop new
musical expression interfaces [BER 08, CAS 07].

9.5.1. A multimodal research platform for musical expression

In order to best use new technological resources for analyzing movement and
music in order to understand and model musical expressivity, Camurri et al. have
created a multimodal research platform. This platform allows us to explain the
different stages needed to analyze modes of musical expression and, specifically,
those linked to gesture.

Expressive gestures: The notion of expressive gestures is central in this type of
analysis [CAM 05b]. An attempt to define the term is provided by Camurri et al.
based on the conception by Kurtenbach and Hulteen of gesture as a “movement of
the body which contains information” [KUR 90]. From this perspective, expressive
gesture is characterized by the fact that the information it contains and conveys is
linked to emotion. This content superimposes itself using possible denotive
meanings (for example a finger pointed towards an object to identify it) but is
independent of it. Based on this point of view, gesture can be considered as
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expressive in the sense that it conveys what Cowey et al. have called “implicit
messages” [COW 01] and what Hashimot has called “kansei” [HAS 97].

Figure 9.2. Diagram of a quadripartite conceptual framework
for analyzing expressive gestures

In the framework of the European Multisensory Expressive Gesture Applications
(MEGA) project, Camurri et al. have developed a quadripartite conceptual
framework for analyzing expressive gestures [CAM 05a]. The analysis process can
be summarized in four main points (see Figure 9.2):

(i) identifying the type of data characterizing the musician’s activity or that of
the user;

[Input] Data from several sensors, i.e. data from TV cameras, positions of localization
systems, accelerometer data, audio signals, MIDI messages, etc.

Level 1 – Physical signal
Analyzing the video and audio signal: image segmentation techniques (background
subtraction), movement detection, monitoring movement (i.e. detection and monitoring
techniques for color or optical flux) and audio filtering techniques.

[Input] Preprocessed images for detecting point movement and trajectories (i.e. trajectories
of different parts of the body, musicians in a given space), preprocessed MIDI data and
audio signals for detecting low-level spectral and temporal characteristics.

Level 2 –Low-level characteristics
Computer processing the signal (audio and video signal) and statistical measures.

[Input] Descriptors of movement or sound content, i.e. amount of energy –intensity, amount
of expansion of the body – spectral frequency, melodic contours, fluidity, coarseness, etc.

Level 3 – Intermediary characteristics and cards
Gesture segmentation techniques: segmentation of movement (distinction between pauses
and phases of movements), segmentation of musical extracts into musical phases.
Representing gestures as trajectories in semantic spaces (Laban’s effort space, “energy-
articulation” space).

[Input] Segmented gestures and accompanying parameters (i.e. directivity, impulsiveness,
rigidity, etc.). Trajectories representing gestures in semantic spaces.

Level 4 – Concepts and structures
Modeling techniques (i.e. classification as basic emotions, predicting the intensity of the
audience’s emotional reaction): algorithms for multiple regression, neural networks, support
vector machines, decision trees, and Bayesian networks.

High-level information on expressivity: emotion recognition, strength of audience and
emotional reaction.
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(ii) then identifying an appropriate collection of descriptors to describe the
expressive gesture;

(iii) implementing these descriptors in the form of algorithms to obtain a
continuous description of the movement; and

(iv) analyzing the data obtained by applying these descriptors to obtain high-
level information characterizing the gestures’ expressivity.

9.5.1.1. Level 1

Level 1 (the physical signal) corresponds to techniques used to collect data
recorded by sensors (video cameras, micro sensors, sensory sensors, on-body
sensors). Several sources are used to get a detailed description of the movement in
question.

Figure 9.3. An example of experimental tools for recording multi-sensory data in a musical
performance in real time (using two violinists, Chiara Noera (right) and Lucid Marucci (left),

in the Casa Paganini Research Centre [GLO 08]

Key
4 cameras for monitoring movement

4 microphones

Sensors for physiological signals (ECG and EMG)

EyesWeb XMI for synchronizing data
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This first level is illustrated in a recent experiment called the “Premio Paganini”
[GLO 08], which was designed for studying multimodal characteristics of
musicians’ emotional processes in concert. In a concert hall (the Casa Paganini in
Genoa) and a public event (the Premio Paganino international violin competition), a
series of video (cameras), audio (microphones) and physiological (EGG
(electroencephalogram signal), GSR (Galvanic skin response), EMG
(electromyogram signal)) sensors were installed to analyze the violinists
performances (see Figure 9.3). New informatic solutions based on the EyesWeb
software platform were developed to synchronize and visualize the data coming
from the sensors (see Figure 9.4).

9.5.1.2. Level 2

Level 2 (the descriptors) contains the series of descriptors of the type of
movement and are based on the measures taken from level 1. In the case of musical
interpretation, for example, the descriptors include cinematic measures: the amount
of movement, the amount of contraction/expansion of the arms in relation to the
body, etc. These descriptors come from research in psychology and artistic practice.
For a more detailed examination of this, see [BLA 07, BOO 98, WAL 98].
Reference to Rudolf Laban’s effort theory has allowed us, for example, to model the
qualitative dimensions of gestures involved in expressivity such as rigidity or
fluidity [LAB 47, LAB 63].

Figure 9.4. The use of EyesWeb XMI to synchronize and visualize multisensory data
of musical performances in real time (using the violinist Alessio Gabriele

in the Casa Paganini Research Centre) [GLO 08]
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9.5.1.3. Level 3

Level 3 (segmentation and representation) concerns two stages: first
segmentation – identifying the gestures in a sequence of movements; and second,
representation – representing these gestures in an adequate space. The difficulty is in
identifying the relevant segments in the flow of the initial data (music, movement)
and applying descriptors of expressivity to them. In an analysis of an interpreter’s
movements, for example, a fragment of his/her performance will be segmented into
a series of gestures, each defined according to the various speeds and direction. Each
gesture is then described by a vector containing the values taken by each of the
descriptors of expressivity.

All of these measures allow us to represent a gesture in a multidimensional space
containing qualitative and expressive descriptors of movement (e.g. fluid versus
rigid). The sequence of gestures taking place in time and space are therefore
identified as trajectories in spaces of continuous dimensions. The trajectories are
then analyzed to find similarities among them in order to group them into clusters.
To get a good overview of the data gathered, factorial analysis techniques are
applied (analysis according to main components, analysis according to independent
components, etc). These techniques allow us to reduce a large volume of data into a
smaller, reduced set, with what might be considered irrelevant or insignificant data
removed [CAN 04, POL 04].

9.5.1.4. Level 4

Level 4 (categories and concepts) describes the process of extracting high-level
expressive information, i.e. extracting the meaning of what is expressed. In
principle, this level can be considered as a network linking characteristics of
gestures to concepts or categories. Musical performance, for example, can be
analyzed in terms of conveyed emotional intentions. Machine learning techniques
are frequently used to classify sequences of movements into emotional categories
[CAM 03]. These techniques include various procedures such as statistics (e.g.
multiple regression, generalized linear techniques), fluidic logic or probabilistic
reasoning systems (Bayesian networks), neural networks (classic back-propagation
networks, Kohonen networks), support vector machines and decision trees, etc.

9.5.1.5. Overview

These four levels of analysis for multimodal content of musical expressivity,
specifically for expressive gestures, suggest a clear path that has demonstrated its
efficacy in research. Such an approach can be successfully followed when designing
public applications. The precision brought by this type of study has highlighted,
scientifically and methodically, essential aspects of musical expressivity that benefit
from the creation of new musical expression interfaces.
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9.6. Multimodal emotional synthesis in a musical context

Accounting for multisensory context in expressivity is crucial when creating new
musical interfaces. For several years now the music informatics community has
sought to identify new expressive interaction paradigms using computers (for an
overview, refer to the NIME or New Interfaces for Musical Expression Conference,
www.nime.org). This frequently involves referring to musical instruments. Virtual
instruments, hyper instruments and other enhanced instruments represent a
successful area of research [BEL 06]. As early as 1965 in Variation V, John Cage
and Merce Cunningham used Theremin to musically transcribe dancers’
movements. The use of sensors was developed in the 1970s and 80s to create
invisible instruments that, in reality, were active spaces in which the user’s every
movement is captured, analyzed and used to generate and control sound samples.
These developments led to the creation of multimodal environments that favor
continuous and multimodal interaction with the user. This renewed form of
interaction can be considered as an extension of possible interactions developed with
virtual instruments [CAM 05a, CAM 99].

Castellano et al. have developed a multimodal environment based on expressive
and emotional communication, which allows complete freedom of movement
[CAS 07]. The system, designed using the EyesWeb XMI software platform, can
analyze the user’s movements by focusing on the combined variations of two bodily
characteristics recognized as expressive, which are the amount of movement and the
subject’s spatial occupation [CAM 03]. The values of the movement’s expressive
characteristics are mapped in real time using acoustic musical expressivity
parameters using a specialized library from the Pure Data software
(www.puredata.org). In order to strengthen emotional interaction, the system
projects the subject’s silhouette, which it colors according to their emotion. The
integration of different multimodal aspects of musical expressivity therefore aims to
reinforce the subject’s “emotional engagement”.

Based on this principle of multimodal engagement, Bernhardt and Robinson
have added machine learning techniques to this multimodal environment [BER 08].
During the systems learning phase, a piece of music is first selected for the type of
dominant emotion that it conveys. Then the user is asked to move freely according
to how the music makes him/her feel. Following this learning process, the system
can recognize emotions on the basis of the user’s natural (i.e. unconstrained)
movements. This approach has the advantage that the movement’s rules do not need
to be well defined in the interface in advance and the users do not need to learn
gestures prescribed by the researcher or the software (see Figure 9.5).
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Figure 9.5. Diagram of a musical–emotional interface. Musical synthesis is controlled
by the body’s expressive movements [BER 08]

Less directly, multisensory factors of musical expressivity have favored
interaction between humans and virtual creatures, such as avatars. Following the
example of DiPaola et al. [DIP 04], Mancini et al., have created an application that
visualizes expressive qualities in a musical performance using a virtual head
(e.g. the avatar, Greta) [MAN 07]. Four acoustic parameters have been selected to
identify the emotional intention of the musical interpretation, e.g. sound intensity,
tempo, articulation (legato-staccato) [FRI 05]. Each of these parameters is linked to
one of the parameters that conditions expression by the head: rotation and
acceleration, duration and frequency of head movement, the fluidity of movement.
This visualization of musical performance in real time using an expressive face can
lead to new forms of musical applications. For example, a portable audio player with
a video screen provides the user with responsive visual feedback when he/she
searches the database. A musician who needs to practice can be accompanied by a
virtual teacher that adapts its response and expression according to the user’s
musical intentions.

The majority of these musical expressivity interfaces focus on the individual
user. However, a musical experience can be split into both the audience and the
musician, since we can play to practice, in groups, orchestras, etc. This collective
aspect of music remains relatively ignored in the design of emotional music
interfaces.
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9.7. The social active listening paradigm: the collective aspect of emotion

9.7.1. Example: Mappe per Affetti Erranti

Camurri et al. have created an installation called Mappe per Affetti Erranti
(literally, “maps for wandering effects”) that has shown new possibilities for
“emotional” interaction between users and pre-recorded musical content. The
musical material chosen was two Baroque choral pieces – Percell’s The Fairy
Queen, and King Lear. These pieces were interpreted by four professional singers,
depending on the pieces’ possible emotional explorations, which will then be
provided to the users. Each singer was recorded separately in the studio and this was
then reused separately during installation.

The place of installation (a stage in this case) was “split” into four spaces
corresponding to the four voices in the polyphonic music. The presence of a user in
one of these spaces triggered the reproduction of one of the four voices. By crossing
the whole stage, the user encountered different spaces and was able to listen to each
of the voices. If the user stayed in one space, he/she heard the voice associated with
this mood separately. If he/she remained immobile, the music slowly ended.

The user was able to alter the voice he or she was listening to in different ways.
For example, he/she was able to change the sound parameters by opening his/her
arms, increasing the density of the voices (i.e. listening to two or more voices in
unison). If the user moved towards the back of the stage, the level of echo increased
while if he/she stayed at the front of the stage, the voice became harder. This
emotional space was itself divided into four sections corresponding to the four pre-
recorded expressive interpretations of the piece of music.

The users were therefore able to experience the music in two ways. First, by
crossing the space, he/she could explore the music’s polyphonic structure and by
crossing the emotional space were able to discover several different possible
interpretations. One user alone, however, could only listen to and alter one voice at a
time. The user could not listen to the polyphony as a whole and the voices
composing it. Only a group of users was able to have a complete experience of the
Mappe per Affetti Erranti. The piece of music therefore only had its polyphony
extended if there were at least the same number of users as there were voices
playing in the installation. Furthermore, since each user controled the voice’s
interpretation based on his/ her movements, the whole piece was executed with the
same expressive intention only where all the users moved with the same
expressivity. Consequently, if users moved with conflicting expressive intentions,
the resulting sound was incoherent and chaotic. In contrast, if users moved with the
same type of movement and worked together, all the voices came together
coherently, creating a harmonious and expressive interpretation of the piece.
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This type of interface revives the traditional approach to musical expressivity.
Research into computational models of emotion (affective computing) and models of
expressive gestures normally focus on individual users. However, in this kind of
interface the system does not recognize expressivity based only on the type of
movement made by the users; the type of cooperation and interaction between
different actors is also considered. The challenge for developing such collaborative
interfaces is in estimating a group’s expressive intention, not only as an average of
expressive intentions conveyed by each of these elements but as the result of more
complex in-group dynamics of interaction (e.g. training, synchronization, etc.) [CLA
04, DEM 08]. Such dynamics of social interaction and their relation to emotional
expression remain largely underexplored in the domain of musical expression
interfaces.

9.8. Conclusion and perspectives

It seems clear that music and emotions are linked. The nature of this relationship
has therefore been the subject of a growing number of scientific studies. The range
of disciplines examining this relationship illustrates the complexity of the processes
involved, for example neuroscience, experimental psychology, physiology, clinical
studies, etc. Analysis of the relation between the musical score characteristics and
audience interpretations and reactions to them has allowed us to identify acoustic
properties governing how emotions are expressed and conveyed. Other sensory
modalities (visual information and bodily movements) have also been examined
with regard to their role in the emotional communication process.

Research into the emotions evoked by music has led to prototypes and new
multimodal interfaces for artistic expression and creativity. Since these interfaces
are interactive and “sensitive” to emotions, they have been the subject of major
attention because they can enable music to echo users’ emotions and stimulate
players’ enjoyment. The possibility to freely interact with musical content through
unconstrained and ever-evolving movement and intention has introduced a new way
of experiencing and sharing music. The music informatics community has therefore
reached a new level of maturity that allows it to be seen as an independent area of
research whose scientific productions and technological achievements will feed our
understanding of the emotional processes evoked by music.
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Chapter 10

Literary Feelings
in Interactive Fiction

10.1. Introduction: emotions and feelings

The spectacular development of emotional interfaces since the publication of
Picard’s Affective Computing [PIC 97], has taken place from a largely
communicational perspective. In most cases, this allows the machine to recognize
(or in the case of synthetic actors even generate) basic or universal emotions that
had originally been described within the framework of interpersonal
communication. Behind the idea that considering emotions makes interaction more
natural, acceptable or even more efficient, is the almost ethological conception of
communication, not too distant from the kind of cognitivism reductionism that
received so much support 1980s (see [RAS 91] for an overview). The most obvious
indication of this is the desire to find a limited ontology of basic emotions that are
universal. Ekman’s primitive emotions have fulfilled this role well, although their
limitations are also beginning to be recognized. As applications have become more
complex and have involved richer semantic context (which might also be termed
cultural), wanting to characterize interactions in terms of sadness, fear or disgust
inevitably becomes flawed. The emotions evoked by a film, animation or video
game are significantly more complex and not necessarily always well defined. The
psychology of entertainment [BRY 06] has attempted to describe and analyze this.
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Such issues raise the ongoing debate between the “cognitive” and the “cultural”.
The emotions found in the deepest structures of the brain [BEL 07] explain our
richest cultural experiences, just as Schank and Abelson’s 12 primitive emotions
[SCH 77] explain the semantics of language. This chapter attempts to provide an
alternate view, examining several less orthodox approaches to emotions focusing on
linguistic content rather than psychological data [COP 09]. This kind of
methodology analyzes textual linguistics [RAS 89], specifically the relationship
between linguistics and literature. This involves examination of the complexity of
cultural objects, as opposed to research into universal mechanisms. We also attempt
to show that practical applications (interactive media) using synthetic actors
[NIE 09] can be based on types of emotions that differ hugely from
communicational emotions, which will form sections 10.2 and 10.3.

To better appreciate the complexity of emotions in cultural productions, we will
initially put aside the dialectic of emotions to focus less on the emotions attributable
to the audience and more on those that are found at the heart of a cultural object as a
narrative. Despite its relationship with myth, nothing has established that narrative is
a vehicle for previously “encoded” emotions that reading (used in the wider sense
here, including interpretative) aims to reveal. Emotions therefore do not have a level
of status that raises them above the level of the abstract. Even if, according to
Agamben “taste is what does not disgust us”, this does not mean that disgust (a
universal emotion if there ever was one) has anything to do with how we interpret
cultural objects or even their digital representations. For example, we can feel
disgust when looking at an image or reading a description, but this is a reduced
interpretation of a narrative based on referential impressions (direct evocation of the
real world or a reference world). Genre is also a factor, although it is true that some
(writers and film makers) overtly seek to evoke the primary emotions. Without
establishing a hierarchy of values, we should simply say that these genres often
deliberately reduce their interpretation to the elicitation of such primary emotions
which, at least for the best of them, does not fully express their meaning.

In this chapter we refer to “feelings”, whether attributable to a character or not,
although this excludes feelings experienced by the reader or the affective content of
cultural objects such as narratives. Specifically, we examine the feelings described
or evoked by narratives, excluding those of the audience (relating to psychology and
therefore not literature) that are not accessible using a linguistic methodology.
Furthermore, if fictional characters can feel and express primary emotions, there is
nothing to say that a kind of empathy, ignoring any other form of interpretation,
sufficient to explain readers’ emotions. The role of the audience’s empathy towards
characters has in this way been questioned by recent research in the psychology of
entertainment [SMI 03].
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To fully appreciate the complexity of this issue, we need to examine the true
nature of emotions in narratives and their linguistic features. To do so this, we focus
on an as-yet unparalleled study [RAS 95a] that attempts to create an inventory of
emotions in novels, specifically those written in French.

10.2. French novels and the representation of feelings

Gustav Flaubert’s famous Madame Bovary [FLA 56] is a novel based around the
concept of boredom – a complex emotion, in this case expressing kind of a middle-
class boredom that differs from general boredom relating to the immediacy of
existence and whose description is more commonly attributed to Martin Heidegger.
As a result, we can therefore say that boredom is not a basic or universal emotion
but it represents a culturally indispensable feeling. Compared to disgust, which is a
communicative (or universal) emotion, it allows us to approach the theme of this
chapter, namely the distinction between nature and culture.

To return to Madame Bovary, bourgeois boredom is one brought about by
conditions, and not a boredom of class (e.g. Flaubert versus Marx) and it is therefore
far from the kind of boredom described by Baudelaire and Huysmans. Nevertheless,
boredom is rarely lexicalized in novels as an emotion in itself, as Rastier has
demonstrated with four different orthonyms. Boredom should not be interpreted as
the novel’s overall theme but as a semantic form constructed through interpretation1

that allows us to establish a link between different components of the narrative. For
example, Emma Bovary does not simply become bored, rather she experiences a
number of complex emotions among which boredom is the framework of survival
and the conditions of evolution can be explained. Emotions in the novel are not only
far more complex than those described by Ekman, but their analysis reveals a
process opposite to that used in current attempts at emotional language processing,
which has sought to collate all vocabulary corresponding closely to “universal”
emotions in highly emotional contexts (e.g. the processes in Wordnet-Affect) [VAL
05].

This highly reductive approach is largely inapplicable to literary analysis,
specifically cultural issues. Indeed, the identification of a feeling from the
interpretive process is required at least for lexical analysis in context. These feelings
are therefore reconstructed using texts and not the contrary (since they are linked to
both content and expression). The nuances of feelings expressed in the novel
increases the ability of lexical analysis to highlight more specific semantic classes.
However, there are other indicators that confirm the nature and subtleties of these

1 I.e. boredom is not so much an element of immediate representation as a means of
organizing and composing a representation.
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identified emotions. First, we can say that a given feeling is more easily detectable
using its semantic correlates than its direct occurrences [ERL 95]. In the case of
boredom, for example, we can say that this phenomenon found in several novels
(including Madame Bovary and A Rebours by Joris-Karl Huysmans [HUY 77]), and
that this is manifested across several correlates. We are therefore faced with two
basic questions:

– Are correlates simply variations of expressions of canonical (or primitive)
emotions?

– Or does their expression correspond to a finer distinction that is more
indicative of the real level of description of the feelings expressed in the novel?

This second question encapsulates an issue that has continued to cause debate in
social sciences since their collaboration with cognitive sciences. Can all
descriptions, including literary descriptions, be reduced to a “cognitive” psychology
of the characters or do characters’ psychologies in novels allow us to identify
literary and aesthetic categories of emotion that are the basis of a real ontology of
literary sentiments? If we return to the example of boredom, we could certainly
describe it as a cognitive pathology of rationality in terms of lack of motivation or
difficulties with decision-making.

A comparison of the boredom expressed by Huysmans and Flaubert cannot be
achieved using purely cognitive data (which would reduce the nuances determining
the nature of the novel), however, because their differentiation is due to a social
context that is reproduced by literary expression. Literary feelings therefore cannot
be reduced to primitive cognitive emotions as, although important to identify
underneath the expression, the richness of the social content they convey must refine
their description. This is what allows us to distinguish the boredom expressed in Des
Esseintes from that of Emma Bovary.

This is not a new debate; it has existed since the birth of computer science,
which, following the lead of artificial intelligence, has sought to represent more
complex data than that of the immediate physical world, specifically at a linguistic
level.

A recent study of Flaubert’s original drafts of Madame Bovary [LEC 95] allows
us to see the author’s exact intentions, which demonstrate the characters’ intentions,
motivations (i.e. their plans) and emotional states. These are described with the kind
of finesse required by their novelistic expression, which are emotions that cannot be
simply reduced to a psychological description of a basic emotion. In other words,
the subtleties of characters’ feelings should not be constructed using universal basic
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emotions because this characteristic approach towards cognitivism dating from the
1980s has failed, even if it has been instructive.

10.3.Madame Bovary: plot and scenes

There are a number of studies examining Flaubert’s drafts of Madame Bovary,
ranging from the genetics of the texts (see [RAD 89] for further details) to the works
themselves. Leclerc, for example, has composed an original compilation of
Flaubert’s annotated notes describing his plans for Madame Bovary [LEC 95].
These drafts comprise plans including a detailed map of Yonville, the small market
town in which the novel is set, a timeline of the novel’s events (which is not to go
against innocent users of the kind of logic pioneered by Allen [ALL 83] in artificial
intelligence) and different drafts of scenes, providing the work with its title, Plans et
Scénarios. The most interesting feature of these drafts, however, lies in how the
novel’s characters are psychologically described. Such a description can be
justifiably interpreted as emotions. This allows us to examine how the characters’
descriptions differ from the previously cited generic emotional categories. We
propose that literary feelings should be analyzed at three differnt levels of
descriptions which reflect the various classes used in textual semantics, namely
dimensions2, domains and taxemes3 [RAS 94].

Dimensions correspond to abstract semantic categories where language overlaps
with larger categories describing the world (/animated/, /inanime/)4 or categories of
expression (subjective dimensions such as /pejorative/). In this context, traditional
categories with a higher level of genericity correspond to emotions that are
described more generally, such as anger or fear. The range of feelings expressed in
the novel originates from meso-semantic5 research into emotions. We will now
focus on a more specific description of sentiments, such as honor and boredom,
avoiding the dilemma of distinguishing Emma Bovary’s boredom from that
expressed in Des Esseintes.

2 Note that the term (a semantic) “dimension” is not related to that used in dimensional
approaches to emotions, which we will examine later.
3 Dimensions, domains and taxemes refer to the classes of semantic equivalence of increasing
specificity that form the basis of descriptions in textual semantics.
4 We will use the normal notation conventions for semantic features [RAS 87].
5 Meso-semantics [RAS 87] relates to an intermediary level of description including domains
and classes of meaning corresponding to a cultural aspect of human activity (domains are
therefore often referred to in dictionary definitions).
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Figure 10.1. The original text and its annotations by Flaubert, taken from Y. Leclerc’s
Plans et scénarios de Madame Bovary [LEC 95]
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Figure 10.1 (continued). The original text and its annotations by Flaubert,
taken from Y. Leclerc’s Plans et scénarios de Madame Bovary [LEC 95]
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It has not gone unnoticed that these overlapping categories do not comprise an
exhaustive taxonomy and literary feelings are not, and do not seek to be, examples
of basic emotional categories such as those described in research in psychology and
communication. The response to this paradox lies in the arbitrary nature of the more
generic categories corresponding to arbitrary areas in a continuous space composed
of affective “dimensions”. Dimensional emotional models place emotions on
indexed continuous axes that should be viewed as semantic dimensions e.g.
/positive/ versus /negative/, /active/ versus /passive/ or, at the extreme end,
/enjoyment/ versus /unpleasantness/.

This is the least of the paradoxes at play in the framework of experimental
methodologies. For example, questionnaires on emotions often refer to Osgood’s
differentiators [OSG 57], which have a capacity of semantic description well below
that of differential approaches [RAS 87]. Therefore we see how an emotion such as
honor could be described as the more generic feeling of “restriction” (not
necessarily lexicalized), which is found in the overlap between these dimensions.

We propose to investigate the most specific semantic categories and to move,
leading towards a nominalist approach. It is therefore unnecessary to resolve the
difficult problem of the kind of generic categories to be used in interaction (or
contradictions) between the linguistic and the cognitive. At most, the brief
discussion that we have included avoids the main objections to our approach. We
will examine some examples of emotions described by Flaubert as being
experienced by Emma Bovary. Their psychological nature (in the sense of the
character’s psychology, based on transitions between different states of mind, rather
than a psychological model seeking to describe her aims and obectives) is confirmed
by the lack of continuity between their characterization in the drafts and their
expression in the novel itself. (The novel itself reproduces the same phenomenon in
that the concept of boredom, despite being central to the plot, is represented as a
semantic category rather than a true occurence of the term itself.) This demonstrates
the coexistence of primary emotions, such as “Leon’s fear” or “Emma’s disgust”
[LEC 95, p. 50] and much more specific emotions such as “irritated by vice”
[LEC 95, p. 50].

It is first important to analyze the composite or unique nature of these emotions
to confirm their existence as a specific category. Some of these descriptors can lead
to such confusion as, for example, that referring to “a happiness mingled with
bitterness, like those ill-made wines that taste of resin” (translated from [LEC 95]).
Such a description is related to the periphrastic lexicalization of a semanteme
corresponding to the more specific level of representation. Examining a larger
number of these descriptors highlights their specificity. For example, “feeling hatred
for Charles” is only specific in the overlapping of the (basic) emotion and its object.
In contrast the fact of linking an emotion with its trigger creates a much more
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specific emotion as in “emboldened by love” [LEC 95, p. 48] or “irritated by vice”
[LEC 95, p. 50].

The creation of hybrid emotions, such as “jealousy-curiosity” [LEC 95, p. 48], is
another example of the subtleties of the emotions conveyed in the novel. Other
descriptions such as “a feeling of emptiness” [LEC 95, p. 17] can appear to be
simple elements of more complex emotions. However, we risk falling into the trap
of character psychology. For example, with some feelings there are signs or criteria
for the occurrence of a given psychological state. The paragon of this approach are
the well-known criteria for clinical depression. If there is an area where clinical
psychology and literature meet, then it is easily here. From acedia6 to melancholy,
we have seen in both philosophy and literature that a number of preclinical concepts
have been replaced by a clinical description of depression as modern psychiatry has
developed. For example, a number of terms, such as melancholy, have been given a
new, more specific meaning such as “melancholic depression”.

It is therefore all the more surprising to see the term acedia appear in a recent
study of emotions [BEL 07], a usage that may cause confusion about current
opinions in psychology, and which could be compared to the historical perspective
of acedia given by Agamben in his work Stanze [AGA 77]. However, can we class
acedia as depression? From acedia to saudade7, emotions like sadness and boredom
are found throughout the history of philosophy and literature. However, our
objective is to catalog emotions whose depiction is true to life and coherent with
narrative and linguistic representations. The fact that these feelings correspond to a
psychological or even clinical reality lies in their pragmatics (i.e. external
knowledge about a cultural object, which is not directly involved in semantically
describing its content).

Flaubert’s notes give us access to an expression of the emotions felt by Emma
Bovary as a character rather than a psychological subject, which is an important
starting point. Restructuring this domain would remove the voice of the author and
lessen the possibility of anchoring emotional representations in a reference
description. This ontology provides us with two things: a means of linking it to the
original text’s semantic content (not only in terms of expression); and an experiment

6 Described in the Middle Ages as a torpor or listlessness affecting the well educated rather
than the poor, acedia is often considered the “ancestor” of depression. Given modern data
from psychiatry, it is difficult to compare this feeling with the contemporary (and specialized)
description of depression.
7 Saudade is a prime example of a culturally specific emotion. A kind of existential sadness
about the state of the world and a feeling of loss or absence, it is an important part of
Portuguese culture, as found in Fado music and in the work of Fernando Pessoa.
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in automatically generating narrative content using the characters’ described
emotions.

Figure 10.2. The emotions described by Flaubert are used to create a corpus of the main
characters’ emotions as a prelude to their computer formalization. Planning operators
determining the narrative’s dynamic take their preconditions from these emotions

10.4. Interactive fiction and emotional planning

Interactive narration can also be achieved with user involvement paradigms.
Historically, the role of the audience in pioneering experiments with interactive
cinema involved choosing a possible next event and positioning it outside of the
narrative. With regard to the interaction itself, this was more basic. Contemporary
research into interactive fiction uses the Holodeck [MUR 98] as a model. It is a
virtual reality system in which the user takes on the role of one of the narrative’s
actors and interacts naturally with other (virtual) actors, physically affecting the
environment. Based on this model, interactive fiction systems can be classified
according to two dimensions: the role of the user in the story (actor or viewer-
controller) and the frequency of his/her intervention in the narrative.

The role of the user has a major influence on linguistic interaction. For example,
if he/she has to interact as a character, the type and level of language must match the
style of dialog expected for the genre in question. With regards the Bovary system,
this has been developed using the narrative’s central events, such as dialog between
Emma and Rodolphe. The user could therefore be in “Rodolphe’s skin” and
substitute his/her own replies (in the wider sense, without changing interactions’
outcomes) to Rodolphe’s. It is, however, agreed that this must respect the original
style of the novel, i.e. genre conventions.

is
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Interactive fiction aims to reconcile narration (the progression of a story
presented in a visual media) and interaction (the possibility for the audience to
intervene in narration or to influence it). Without examining the overall history of
this technology, we should simply say that this apparent contradiction is solved by
the generation of the narrative’s event in real time using a basic background
narrative. For example, in the Bovary system we have retained the background story
by leaving Emma’s reaction open to different temptations and deceptions found in
the novel, and making it reliant on the dynamic situation that will be influenced by
the user’s interventions.

Figure 10.3. Principles of the interactive fiction system based on Madame Bovary:
the characters’ feelings guide their actions, which in return modify these emotions.

Their actions are represented in the form of animations, which in sequence
creates an interactive (animated) movie

A default generation mode creates a basic story that is very close to the original
novel without any influence or intervention with the book’s original conditions.
From a representational point of view, rather than changing the essential events at
decision points, these are dynamic objects whose occurrence and realization is
subject to narrative context. The dynamic of these actions and their combination to
create a narrative sequence requires the intervention of generative interventions that,
in the majority of cases, are based on planning techniques.

If we consider that a plot is composed of an action sequence, it is logical to use
planning techniques to produce a series of narrative events. It is at this
representational level that there are genuine challenges both in terms of realism (the
action sequences generated must be coherent with the narrative plot and not only in
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terms of generic constraints derived from shared meaning) and performance (the
generation must be sufficiently fast so as to not compromise the story’s continuity).
There are two main approaches in interactive fiction where planning either alters the
whole story or focuses on the behavior of a specific character, with as many possible
plots as there are characters in the case of the latter.

We have chosen to generate a story on the basis of individual characters’
behavior, as established by a previously-developed approach [CAV 02a]. If the
generation of these events uses planning, it should not be assumed that the
characters’ roles can be reduced to a single plot whose fulfillment would constitute a
“solution to the problem of the narrative”. This is overly optimistic and, in practice,
inaccurate. Analysis of the novel itself disproves this conception. If Emma Bovary
commits suicide at the end of the novel, then this is not so much a planned solution
to the existential problem of boredom (which is an overall aim), but an
instantaneous reaction in the face of dishonor.

A weaker approach of formalization is therefore required where planning is only
used for its generative capacity, where the aims are dynamic and modifiable and
current motivations are again used to drive events. With regard to the plot’s content,
this is most often adapted to the style of the novel. Rather than dramatic events as
found in epics or fairy tales, the content of Madame Bovary is based on the
psychology of its characters and, specifically, their emotions and feelings. Several
major events, whether real or potential, in scenes that we want to model, such as
Emma’s fleeing Yonville, are based on the characters’ emotional state. It is therefore
logical to base our representation on the characters’ emotions and ensure that
planning alters these emotions according to their exchanges with other characters
(with the user playing the role of Rodolphe), triggering events that are more
compatible with characters’ emotional states. Included in the term “emotional
planning” [GRA 99] encompasses the entirety of techniques changing virtual
agents’ (or autonomous agents’) feelings, depending on the planner’s behavior.
Traditional approaches make emotions appear in reaction to the current plan’s
probability of success. This type of reference framework is reminiscent of ethology.

Moving away from this utilitarian view, we have chosen to combine the
representation of emotions in planning and therefore directly use an “ontology” of
feelings, as mentioned, to define the planning domain’s content. This also
corresponds to a representational bias that favors the representation of cultural
content over the cognitive modeling of characters’ personal states, often ignorant to
the novel’s narrative plot or its aesthetics.

We have used the emotions described by Flaubert in [LEC 95] as a starting
point, specifically with regard to their subtlety or level of nuance. We will consider
the planning domain as being defined by a list of emotions that can be associated
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with an intensity described by a tri-valued variable (LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH).
This domain carries generic emotions, such as affinity or the “amount of affection”
between characters (e.g. between Emma and Charles or Emma and Rodolphe), that
are described in Flaubert’s drafts. In terms of planning, emotions cannot only be
represented as facts (e.g. the feeling of loneliness or shame) but also, more
innovatively, as operators. In the latter case, specific feelings (e.g. the “regret of
yielding to Rodolphe”) are valued less by their existence (or an equivalent value of
truth) than by the change of mood and day-to-day life that it causes. These emotions
are therefore represented by operators whose pre and post conditions refer to more
basic emotions whose character or strength is altered based on the experience of this
feeling. This approach indirectly solves the problem of emotional dynamics, i.e.
their spontaneous development through time, at least for more complex emotions, by
reducing the current emotional state to a number of basic emotions whose intensities
are reevaluated throughout the events and interactions between characters.

Formalization includes two distinct phases. The description of the planning
domain records the possible states of the world; and characters’ mental states in a
uniform way, the latter being defined by their emotions. The planning operators’
descriptions are responsible for developing characters’ mental states as well as the
actions that they undertake. We can distinguish two main types of operators:
communication operators and interpretation operators. The first type determines the
communicative actions of one character towards another. Their preconditions
include the emotions felt by the agent producing the utterance. A prime example of
this might be that, if Emma feels a strong degree of affinity for Rodolphe and she is
therefore ready to take risks (a state where her desire for pleasure dominates her
sense of duty or social constraints, although this is not in itself a feeling), she
becomes likely to declare her love for him.

This has therefore created determinism for emotion-based actions.
Communicative actions are designed to influence the emotions felt by the characters
to which they are addressed. However, they cannot predetermine these emotions, in
that their impact depends on the recipient’s requirements. The affect of a
communicative action is in turn determined by an interpretation operator as part of
the recipient’s planning system. For example, Rodolphe reacts to Emma’s
declaration based on his emotions at this time, which in turn depend on previous
exchanges between the two.

As such, the affinity that he feels can be replaced by other feelings, such as
annoyance or fear of commitment, and it is their balance that will determine his
reaction to Emma’s declaration. The planning system therefore operates on the basis
of characters’ emotions. The interpretation operators ensure that the context and
history of their interactions are taken into account and such planning is done step-
by-step in real time, with each situation giving rise to a new planning stage.
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Each action is visualized as digital animations accompanied by subtitles
corresponding to dialogs related to communicative events that are also spoken by
characters thanks to a vocal synthesis module. A moment in the story, which appears
to the user as a complete animation lasting a few minutes (from two to six minutes
in our most recent experiments), can be formally represented in the form of a
development diagram that indicates the immediate move by the story towards an
ending corresponding to the choice between pleasure and duty that Emma Bovary
faces.

10.5. Linguistic interaction and emotions

The overall story is generated using characters’ feelings: the intervention of the
user will alter the intensity and type of emotion felt by the characters (those of
Emma, in this case, as the user adopts the role of Rodolphe). The use of language is
the only option that can satisfy both the need for natural communication and for a
contribution to the narrative’s natural form: a response from Rodolphe to Emma is
part of the interaction (when the user takes on the role of Rodolphe) and the story
itself, in its theatrical form, as well as its dialog. This contradiction generally
remains an unresolved problem since it leads the user to “play” their role as an actor.
This can be facilitated when the user is incorporated into the story, as occurs in
mixed reality systems where the user’s video image is reflected in a mirror, mixed
with other characters’ virtual images [CAV 04].

In the current case, there is a practical limit to using vocal recognition because
current performance in this area does not allow a sufficiently reliable comprehension
of long or complex sentences whose conditions of production are not easily
controllable in an interactive fiction context. We have tried, above all, to keep the
use of language similar to that used in the novel, whose register and style match
Flaubert’s original drafts. In order to do this, interaction with the prototype is carried
out using written language. A written reply can be analyzed at different levels,
allowing us to get around the limitations of automatic analysis, specifically for
phrases of grammatical complexity such as those found in the novel. The guiding
principle of the analysis consists of identifying the emotions contained in the reply
in order to link them to those composing the character’s emotional state when this
reply is received.

Several earlier interactive fiction prototypes have incorporated natural language
processing as a form of interaction as written [MAT 04] and spoken dialog or even
simple oral interventions [CAV 02b]. Dialog is more complex, however, particularly
if interactive dialog seeks to reproduce the narrative’s original style (although the
user’s interventions can take the form of advice expressed in a shared language,
even with simple interjections). If oral dialog naturally reproduces the narrative’s
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style, it should not be concluded that written dialog should automatically be
unrestricted and closer to simple interventions. We have therefore preserved the
hypothesis that dialog should reflect the language register used in the novel and have
opted for an appropriate analysis considering the amount of more complex language
that the system has to process.

Figure 10.4. Automatic language analysis for user responses to Emma. This is created using
semantic categories based on affective categories (the emotions in the novel)

The type of language processing that we have just introduced is often described
by the term Emotional Natural Language Processing (ENLP). There are different
approaches to this, the simplest of which being indexing terms according to
emotional categories with the most complex in principle preceding more traditional
semantic analysis (assembling semantic representations using the sentence’s
syntactic structure but using emotional semantic traits). It is this more ambitious
approach that we have selected and applied. To better learn the speaking style used
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in Madame Bovary as well as the syntactic breadth that it involves, we have
collected and manually analyzed all the responses found in the novel, modeled
according to the prototype’s needs.

Ironically, implementation was carried out in English, since it was the responses
from the English translation that were used to define the syntactic coverage required
while all theoretical study of the narrative prior to the interactive fiction system’s
design was carried out using the original texts and their French annotations. The few
stylistic variations found between different translations do not have any serious
practical impact on the automatic analysis [UZU 05].

The final aim of the analysis is to identify the structures of semantic features
whose components correspond to the emotions represented in the planning domain.
While the analysis overall is geared towards identifying these categories, however,
we have chosen to carry out a syntactic analysis that may underlie the organization
of semantic structures. The semantic description and the definition of lexical content
are based on Rastier’s unified differential semantics [RAS 89]8. Based on textual
semantics, semantic descriptions should be able to produce more nuanced categories
than those corresponding to the generic emotional markers proposed by various
“emotional lexis” that have appeared in recent years [VAL 05].

In the case of semantic lexis supporting automatic analysis of user responses,
differential descriptions can be structured around the theme of the novel, identifying
opposing themes such as /boredom/ versus /pleasure/, /illusion/ versus /reality/,
/fear for one’s reputation/ versus /accepting risk/, etc. The use of semantic features
allows us to get around the book’s lack of lexicalization of central concepts such as
boredom (see Rastier’s [RAS 95b] comments on non-lexicalization of boredom in
Madame Bovary and [RAS 89 and RAS 95b] for examples of lexemes included in
the term /boredom/).

The lexical description [CAV 96] should at least take into consideration context,
as is common for this genre (the genre gives a certain regularity to context that
allows the content at least to reach an initial level of genericity). We can best
capture these linguistic phenomena using some of the most famous phrases from the
novel: “la conversation de Charles était plate comme un trottoir de rue, et les idées
de tout le monde y défilaient in leur costume ordinaire, sans exciter d’émotion, de
rire ou de rêverie” [Charles’s conversation was commonplace as a street pavement,

8 Differential semantics describe the semantic context of linguistic units in context. The term
takes its name from the use of systems using oppositions within classes of meaning. In
relation to traditional structuralist approaches, this methodology is used on texts rather than
abstract language and therefore a number of studies have focused on the relation between
linguistics and literature.
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and everyone’s ideas trooped through it in their everyday garb, without exciting
emotion, laughter, or thought] which is a typical case of isotopy9 on the semanteme
/boredom/ (with, among others “dull”, “everyone”, “ordinary”). It should be noted,
however, that because there is a possible reserve, in that in interactive narration
analysis must be based on elements of dialog whose register may be slightly lower
than that of the text, even when this a question of using a specific character’s style.

The perspectives opened up by this approach become more obvious when we
compare research into corresponding semantic traits to previous approaches to
language processing in interactive fiction, which has been dominated by pragmatic
analysis. Analysis of responses has traditionally sought to isolate language acts
related to narrative functions or even, when dialog is essential to narrative action,
identify with them. In some previous experiments, the number of language acts
described is variable and can sometimes result in disagreement [CAV 04, MAT 04].
If we consider the following response from the novel:

Comme je resterais ce soir, demain, les autres jours, toute ma vie!

[And I shall remain to-night, to-morrow, all other days, all my life!]

Traditional language act analysis aims to identify a promise and even more so in a
novelistic context, a vow of love. We also see that the language act can identify a
narrative function, constituting a strong integrator principle. However, this kind of
analysis ignores the difficulty of identifying a language act using a literary
expression devoid of basic conversational markers that characterize ordinary
conversation.

A semantic approach to analysis, on the other hand, can provide a more efficient
method of identifying relevant semantic elements as well as linking them to
representations from planning. As such, the identification of traits such as /presence/
and /duration/ constitutes the basis for the narrative functions of eternal love versus
abandonment. This principle of analysis developed through previous research
[CAV 04] therefore identifies emotions by aggregation of semantic traits, followed
by means of identifying themes in differential semantics [RAS 95b]. In emotional
natural language processing, similar approaches have recently been described by
Basili and Marocco [BAS 06a, BAS 06b] as well as those that use latent semantic
analysis [LAN 97] and by Gliozzo [GLI 06] who have defined semantic domains
that are equivalent to semantic differential classes [RAS 94] (the term “domain”
being used in the generic sense here).

9 An important feature of semantic description, isotopie is defined as the “syntagmatic
reoccurrence of the same semanteme”. The repetition of a semantic category in several words
of one phrase creates an impression of continuity and aids the text’s cohesion.
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Based on the linguistic description principles set out here, we have carried out an
initial implementation of an analyzer that allows us to recognize the emotions
evoked by the user’s responses. Its covering, specifically syntactic, is indeed limited,
but relies on the analysis of all dialog fromMadame Bovary based on the hypothesis
that users’ interventions must have some proximity with the book’s original style to
retain the desired impression for interactive fiction. The aim of this analyzer, which
can be characterized as an emotional natural language analyzer, is to reproduce the
phrase’s semantic structure, including semantic features corresponding to the
emotions expressed in the novel, which can be projected on the planning domain to
influence the behavior of the characters that the response is aimed at. The
development of this semantic structure is guided by syntactic links obtained from
lexicalized grammar using a simplified form [CAV 98] derived from tree-adjoining
grammar (TAG) [JOS 92].

This formalism has several practical advantages, making it a well adapted
approach for the problem at hand:

– it can support partial analyses;

– it is well adapted to describing complex and idiomatic structures, and therefore
the level of style that we wish to analyze (even without aiming for a complete
analysis producing a single phrasal tree head).

The analyzer that we have used has been adapted from a previously developed
version [CAV 98] integrating syntactic and semantic analysis, with the final product
therefore being a structure of hierarchical semantics. This is preceded by ascending
syntactic analysis by combining adjacent lexicalized trees with substitution
operations and furcation (merging trees, replacing the traditional approach of
addition in joined grammar trees) depending on the trees’ syntactic category. The
combining operations are accompanied by fusing of the semantic structures attached
to the trees’ main lexical anchors. In this way, the resulting semantic structure is
constructed in parallel with syntactic analysis. Through the furcation process,
semantic features are propagated from the auxiliary tree towards to the tree to which
it will be joined. During substitution, the functional links to the nodes that are going
to be replaced are used to structure the semantic structure under development (see
Figure 10.4). As such, an actor: link could give rise to primitively structured
semantics.

When syntactic analysis does not produce a single phrasal tree structure, the
different semantic structures corresponding to each of the syntactic fragments can be
merged to produce a usable structure (usually identical to an ideal structure or a
similar hierarchical structure).
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In other words, the aim of syntactic analysis is not so much to identify an actant
structure that can be assimilated with a narrative (even communicational) function,
but to recognize the recurrence of semantic traits whose assemblage can be
identified with one of the emotions from the description domain.

The emotional language module functions according to three stages:

– the TAG analyzer produces a semantic structure (based on semantic features)
in parallel with the syntactic analysis of the phrase typed on the keyboard by the
user as a response to Emma;

– this semantic structure is interpreted not as a logical formula representing the
literal (or even derived) meaning of the user’s response, but as a resource for
extracting semantic themes based on emotional traits (corresponding to the novel’s
emotions) which could be interpreted in the planning domain; and

– these sub-structures are projected on the planning domain using simple
association rules. Some of these sub-structures are found in the operators’ trigger
conditions in the planning domain. As such, some semantic traits (/illusion/,
/selfishness/, /prodigality/) can be projected on Emma’s emotional domain (such as
embarrassment or shame, as the result of her actions).

This mechanism’s effectiveness in the system is illustrated by analyzing the
following phrase, adapted from the novel’s original text (which we have used as a
replica during the experimental development of the system):

“Mais cette exaltation délicieuse vous a empêchée de comprendre la fausseté
de notre position future.”

[This charming exaltation has prevented you from understanding the falseness of
our future situation.]

The semantic complexity of this sentence puts it out of reach of contemporary
language analysis techniques: even at best, the effort of processing would be
disproportionate given the system’s other constraints. However, if one of the aims of
analysis is to construct a representation of the sentence’s theme using semantic
features activated by the words composing it (grouped according to the syntactic
relations linking them), then it is possible to analyze this response in real time.
Figure 10.5 illustrates the type of semantic representation produced according to this
principle. The analysis produces a fairly rich semantic structure, formed by
incorporating semantic features around casual primitive traits (e.g. actor, instrument,
object, etc.) that involves a certain amount of information redundancy (see
Figure 10.5). The advantage of this approach is that it allows us to make relevant
inferences with a small role-play using semantic features corresponding to the
novel’s main themes (e.g. /illusion/ versus /reality).
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Figure 10.5. The semantic structure produced by analyzing the above phrase

In the example in Figure 10.5, the roles (:speaker and :addressee) are
performed by the actors Rodolphe and Emma. The most significant sub-structure
(:illusion-of ((:situation (:poss Emma Rodolphe)))), and the
recurrence of the theme /illusion/ allows us to make inferences for the planning
domain, leading to the creation of emotions such as embarrassment
(embarrassment(Emma, HIGH)). We have therefore defined a set of inferences
that trigger the projection of affective dimensions onto the planning domain. With
regard to semantic features describing lexis, these are influenced by differential
semantics. The classes describing them have been inspired by lexicographical
research into emotions in novels [RAS 94].

10.6. Emma Bovary’s virtuality

Having modeled the main narrative actions in terms of an ontology of the
novel’s original emotions, it is possible to generate alternate fragments of Madame
Bovary that, while retaining a certain amount of coherence with the initial book,
allows us to produce variants. These variants take two forms.

On one hand, static variants producing animations correspond to another
possible development of the story, without the normal progression of the original
story being influenced by the user. On the other hand, conforming to the aims of
interactive fiction, the intervention of the user will modify the progression of the
story and therefore de facto produce a variant that is compatible with the type of
intervention.

In the research that we have described, it is well understood that user
intervention occurs from inside the narrative. By temporarily playing the role of
Rodolphe, the user is participating in the evolution of Emma’s emotions and
consequently causes an appropriate reaction, whether immediate or not. We can
characterize this intervention using the mixonyme “viewer”. This does not convey
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the user’s direct control of the narrative’s events, however, such as those resulting
from the formulation of orders or direct instructions given to Emma: we therefore
find ourselves in a staging reasoning, often described in relation to experiments with
video games [BOL 98] but to which interactive fiction cannot be reduced.

One of the natural conditions for modeling is the capacity to regenerate the
original development of the chapters represented in the model in the absence of
interaction. We have managed to obtain this kind of validation effectively, with
minimal variations with regard to non-essential action permutations or the length of
events, also determined by the application of three dimensions (the likelihood of
such encounters depends, for example, on the dispersal of characters in the initial
scene).

Figure 10.6. Example of scenes generated by the system, characterized by triggered
planning operators and the level of intensity of some emotions essential

to the relationship between Emma and Rodolphe

In the following sections, we will provide an example of a variant of the story
generated by the system. The written presentation of this kind of story, even
illustrated by screen sensors, can only partially describe the events observed but can
include explanatory elements illustrating the development of characters’ emotional
states. We will examine the original book’s narrative context, followed by the
sequence of events generated by our system. Rather than describe its functioning
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step-by-step using the sequence of formal properties in the planning domain, in
describing the example the semantic aspects of the development of characters’
emotions should be emphasized. More advanced examples can be found in
[CAV 07].

After Leon leaves, Emma begins to feel the resurgence of her boredom and
regrets that her “only love has gone”. She is surprised that she feels an aversion to
her daughter Berthe, reflecting the dull life that she shares with her husband. Emma
therefore becomes acquainted with Rodolphe Boulanger, whose servant is a patient
of her husband. He immediately notices the distance that has developed between
Emma and her husband and decides to try to seduce Emma. When her husband
Charles is away visiting patients, Rodolphe decides to visit Emma. When she first
meets Rodolphe, Emma’s is overwhelmed by curiosity. The resulting event is an
invitation to conversation (operator 1: Gives-Friendly-Waves). The progression of
the event (accepted by Rodolphe due to his interest in Emma – basic emotion) leads
to an increased reciprocal affinity between the characters (an increased feeling of
affinity). The development of the relationship leads to increased interest in
Rodolphe on the part of Emma. When this passes a certain point, Emma declares her
love for Rodolphe (operator 2: Love-Declaration). This level of interest has a
negative effect on Rodolphe (his feelings of annoyance increase).

However, this does not affect his basic affinity for Emma and, due to their
developing relationship, the two lovers soon kiss (operator 3), in turn giving rise to a
new amorous relationship (renewed increased affinity). The establishment of this
relationship corresponds with the feeling of pride at having a new lover (as
described in the original book), which can be explained by an improved self-image
following a state of boredom (precisely defined in this way in the system). The
emotions that increase in intensity are pride and risk taking. The latter is a
component of the social constraints acting on Emma, one of the novel’s other major
themes (see Figure 10.7).

Emma’s disinhibition enables her to carry out actions that would have previously
been impossible, such as offering presents (operator 4: Offer-Gift) to Rodolphe for
example (a sign of commitment, the novel’s infamous amor nel cor). Rodolphe’s
reactions are determined by his main motivations (that we have termed drivers, see
[PIZ 07] for further information) and Emma’s attitude is perceived as intrusive
(Rodolphe’s annoyance increases) and he therefore expresses this irritation
(operator 5: Irritation-Sentimentality) leading to temporary relief (his annoyance
reduces) but which is the beginning of the end of his relationship with Emma
(reduced affinity).
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Figure 10.7. The influence of the user can be represented by the development
of the story seen via the main dimensions structuring the novel,

i.e. the opposition between duty and pleasure

This example allows us to make several observations. Emotional representations
are found throughout the planning domain (the ontology of emotions leading to
certain observations) and its operators (i.e. the action modes influenced by these
emotions). The latter represent the traditional component of an interactive fiction
system, since there can be no purely emotional system. The acting component has an
inevitably arbitrary role in the selection of possible events. We have also tried to
relate these actions to the description of the characters’ motivations given by
Flaubert [LEC 95].
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10.7. Conclusion

Interactive fiction provides an opportunity to use various aspects of recent
research in emotional interfaces, from the representation of a story’s emotional
content, as desired by the author him/herself, to the creation of characters that can
feel and express emotions (we have not addressed this topic, since it is the subject of
Chapter 6). Current research is crossed by a number of dichotomies, the most
important of which being the distinction between cognitive and cultural approaches,
on which this chapter is based. This has been a recurrent theme since the
establishment of cognitive sciences as an interdisciplinary field (on which there is an
extended discussion in [RAS 91]).

It is particularly important that each time a new informatics system is developed,
that linguistic content (specifically textual [RAS 89] content) is processed or, more
generally, cultural content whose interpretative modalities go beyond modeling in
the form of universal basic emotions that would involve regenerating parts of the
discourse environment. Characters’ psychological mechanics (whether real or
virtual) are less important than the narrative’s discourse environment as this also
extends to their emotions.

A number of cognitive theories have been illustrated using narrative examples
(the famous “Othello believes that Desdemona loves Cassio”), but it would be
absurd to seek to regenerate the notion of jealousy using equations highlighting the
relations between characters, predicted by their desires and beliefs about one
another. Such formalization certainly has a certain epistemological significance, but
isolated from the literary body and narrative that it describes, its power of
description is limited to that of a prototype and cannot capture the nuances found in
the original context.

The cognitive approach examines universality where the cultural approach only
focuses on nuance and diversity. How, then, can we change a situation that sees this
first approach lacking critical meaning and the second lacking the ability to produce
formalized representations? This challenge lies in descriptive semantics of emotions,
which have influenced the approach described by [RAS 94] who produces a highly
contextualized content that has enabled him to create computer formalisms that
could dynamically create contextual representations. The continuity between
semantics and narratology should not be underestimated. Since the time of Greimas
[GRE 66] and Barthes [BAR 68], even if their main field of description was that of
events, we have extended this to the study of emotions, which are the link between a
narrative event’s semantics and the entire plane of expression – whether this is
textual or another semiotic modality.
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This continuity is based in part on the need for textual semantics to extend its
reach towards “integrated pragmatics” [RAD 94], in other words to reincorporate
contextual elements that play a role in defining and updating semantic content into
linguistic description. This therefore leaves “inclusive pragmatics”, defined as a
body of knowledge without direct interaction with the text itself, and
“communicational context”, which itself gives way to the theory of emotion that has
long dominated research into affective interfaces, bringing it full circle.
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Chapter 11

The Design of Emotions:
How the Digital is Making Us

More Emotional

11.1. Representing, interpreting and evoking emotions

Networks and computers have gradually begun to move away from symbolic
forms, such as MSDOS, towards the analogy of the “office” and then Second Life-
type spaces. The significance of these environments is not only that they are
evolving from 2D to 3D, but that they allow us to explore ourselves and others and,
potentially, build a unique relationship with a digital image [GEN 07a]. However,
what is an emotion in these kinds of environments? Can a digital image even evoke
emotion? How can an avatar or intelligent virtual agent not only display emotion but
induce emotion in users? This chapter will focus on the issue of representing and
eliciting emotions.

Most image processing research has focused on real-life images, notably of faces
and gestures, a type of photographic mimicry that allows us to correctly interpret the
emotions conveyed and, potentially, to share in them. However, we also need to
move away from the realism of “theme” or “subject” as it cannot convey the
emotional experience of these digital worlds in its entirety. In fact, digital media
now present a specific form of emotional expression that we should address.
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Each medium develops its own esthetic forms and relates to and affects those
who use it in original ways. The user is involved in unusual unique interaction with
each specific device. It should be noted, however, that this specific esthetic is far
from being fully established at the start, because inventors and users of new media
tend to copy what they used to do with previous media. For example, it has
frequently been highlighted how photography initially imitated forms of painting.
Gradually, with the influence of “pioneers”, artists, designers and creators, specific
esthetic qualities of the new media emerged. “Invention” and “discovery”, to use the
words of philosopher Pierre-Damien Huyghe [HUY 05], are two stages that meet
and reveal the intrinsic qualities of new media. Our research is therefore based in the
context of clarifying the original techno-semiotic properties of a still-emerging
digital medium, examining what distinguishes it from other media, i.e. how it
conveys meaning and emotions via signs and technical formats [JEA 00].

In this chapter, we will attempt to contribute to this characterization of the
esthetic of digital media by examining its unique contribution. To better understand
the original qualities of 3D interactive interfaces, we will briefly compare them with
works from other media, such as painting, photography and film. In particular, we
would like to demonstrate how, in digital media, emotion is related to issues of
identifying with the machine as an extension and transformation of ourselves.
Research into artists has focused not only on the technical properties of media (how
they function, their mode of production and reproduction, and distribution) but also
on the questions of representing and appealing to the audience. We will examine
some of these artworks, which specifically explore the use of emotion in digital
media.

We firstly examine some of the distinctions made by Aristotle between
experienced and represented emotions and the role of cathartic experiences.
Secondly, we will emphasize the role of the device in conveying emotions. We will
take the example of photography as it highlights the semiotic process that elicits
emotions through the indexical nature of its production. Then we will study
creations in digital arts. As such, we will examine three affective modalities in
digital devices:

− anthropomorphism using representations of human bodily movements to blur
the boundaries between human and machine so as to feel for both;

− real-time interactivity as a mirror of self;

− and empathy as a way to occupy different viewpoints to fully inhabit virtual
worlds.
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11.2. Emotion, mimicry and technical devices

11.2.1. Representing emotions and catharsis

Representing emotions and feelings raises difficulties not only in terms of their
adequacy for what the artists want us to understand or experience, but also because
of the subtlety of affective forms and the expressive power of media. For example,
theater, painting, film and now digital forms of expression all explore multiple ways
of both representing and provoking emotion in their audiences. We should take a
moment to examine this double objective. The art of emotion is both the art of
representing emotion and inducing a specific emotional experience.

In Poetics [ARI 90], Aristotle distinguishes between feelings, the expression of
feelings as they appear “naturally” in real life and the emotions manifested and
triggered by fiction. In other words, mimicry ‒ imitation used on the stage and in
fiction ‒ should not be confused with daily experience, since the two elicit different
emotions. For example, tragedy evokes its own pleasure, “in that which comes with
pity and fear through imitation” [ARI 90, p. 10]. The term “catharsis”, found in
theatre, should also be seen as a means of exercising buried passions – a kind of
mechanical emotional purge and a means of representing these passions and gaining
critical distance. The two possible translations of catharsis as purging or purification
convey this subtlety of meaning [DEL 06]. What we would like to highlight here is
that these moments of psychological freedom and/or creation of critical distance rely
on having a proper space of representation which allows this freedom and distance.
It is within the scope of an imaginary space that representations of emotion by
mimesis take place, allowing us to witness a death without being affected in the
same way as if we had really seen it.

11.3. Devices as an alternate source of emotion: photography

Narrating and mimicking comic or tragic situations, staging happiness or sadness
contribute to the evocation of an emotion. However, the theme or subject of a piece
of art cannot in itself explain the type of emotion that is conveyed. If we take
photography as an example, we know that this medium relies both on recognizing a
past event and on its evidential value, i.e. the real and non-fictional presence of the
photographer with his/her subject [BAR 80]. What moves us is the link to this past
time, of which the image is a fragment.

Photography is an art of “vanities” in that it evokes the passage of time and our
mortality. For example, Dorothea Lange’s photographs are moving when they depict
a woman and her children suffering during the Great Depression (specifically, her
famous Migrant Mother, 1936). In this photograph the mother looks away from the
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camera; one arm lightly rests on her cheek in an elegant pause, the other holds her
baby. She looks like an American Madonna. The subject, both through her features
(her thin, drawn face and the tattered clothing) and its religious connotations, is
highly evocative. However, it is the making of the portrait which also evokes
emotion. The technique itself, the way in which the medium works, has an emotive
ability that relies on the production process. In this case, Dorothea Lange had taken
a detour to visit a camp of seasonal workers in Nipomo, California and the
photograph is evidence of their meeting and coexistence. The perception of the
photograph and the emotion that it evokes is based on the image particular
semiotics. We will use the term “index” based on Pierce’s theory of signs (indexes
are signs “whose relation to their objects consists in a correspondence in fact”
(W2.56). In Pierce’s semiotic typology of modes of meaning [PIE 78], an index
joins both the signified and the signifier in one entity:

“...each of its occurrences is existentially linked to what it
indicates; the sign and what it relates to are part of the same existential
situation, such as smoke and fire, symptoms and an illness, movement
and footsteps” [PIE 78, p. 22].

“An index is a fragment torn away from the object”. In this one sentence, Daniel
Bougnoux points out that the efficiency of an index stems from our very first
experience of meaning as children. They are the first signs combined with events
with which a child communicates:

“... during an individual’s acculturation, it is these [indexes] which
come first, through community and contact (this complex function is
what Jakobson has termed ‘phatic’)” [BOU 91].

This dimension of an index is at the basis of photographic imagery.

“The first message from a photo is less a representation of the
object itself (descriptive function) and more a verification of its
existence: its semiosis is indicative (there is a physical link between
the sign and its cause) or phatic (our way of indicating personal
contact with a person in language, whether physical or
psychological).”.

Photography is therefore a measure of engagement between the artists and their
work. There is continuity between the sign (the photo) and reality. Analog media,
such as photography and video exploit both the image’s shared culture, such as the
Virgin Mary and Child in our example, and the acquisition and production of images
and therefore rely on a specific semiosis.
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It is immediately obvious that digital media do not function in the same way,
even if they try to produce realistic representations. It is for this precise reason that
artists have attempted to explore the potential of digital devices and their differences
with analog media.

11.4. Art and computers: formal beginnings

Fascination with the “method of production” has captured a number of artists
interested in the possibilities of computing. The first artists using computers
produced work similar to serial art, conceptual art and the minimalist art of the
1960s and 70s by focusing on the exposure of both materiality and concepts. Most
modern and contemporary art worked on the autonomy of materials, colors and
forms and did not seek to imitate real life, nor to bring any kind of ideological
message. Similarly, digital art explores different codes, programs, possible models,
images of pixilated screens, etc. and has opened up the possibility of evolution and
random permutation. As the art critic Catherine Grenier says [GRE 08], most of
these abstract art forms do not seek to evoke emotions. Rather, they teach us to
examine digital material, no doubt to remove us from the illusion of photography. A
digital image is not an imprint, it is not the testimony of a meeting; rather, it is a
calculation based on a model, a construction or reconstruction. The CODeDOC
exhibition held by the Whitney Museum in New York is a prime example of this
digital art form which focuses on the creative process.

In this exhibition, artists were invited to create digital pieces based on the
instruction – which can be taken either literally or metaphorically – to “relate and
move three points in space” using several programming languages. Visitors could
then see both code sheets and resulting animations. This not only serves an
educational purpose, but also takes place in a debate on the nature of the work: does
art lie in the performance of the code on the screen or in the writing of the program?

Without entering into this debate, we can see how it is no longer an issue of
considering a piece based on its emotional effects. Writing the code with elegance,
establishing a successful relationship between computer language and result, and
finally, the originality of the graphic animation itself are the focus of attention. To
return to Pierce’s categories of analysis, the digital work that separates code and its
representation functions on a symbolic level. A symbol is “a completely arbitrary
sign, graphic symbols for example” [PIE 78, p. 131]. Symbols create distance and
reflection:

“...an index is a pole of attachment and affirmative richness
(highly difficult to deny with symbols and icons) and a symbol is the
pole of detachment or critical thought” [BOU 91, p. 273].
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In the works displayed at CODeDOC, this is a case of linking the pleasure
evoked by the animations with an understanding of the process behind it. There is
certainly pleasure, but not necessarily emotion (Cicéron, Doctrine des Officia).

Figure 11.1. Kevin McCoy, CODeDOC, Whitney Museum, 2003 [COY 03]
(source: http://artport.whitney.org/commissions/codedoc/index.shtml)

This artistic trend does not, however, capture the whole gamut of artistic
experiments, as the art critic Anne-Marie Duguet has stated:

“From the beginning, alongside pieces which are geometrically
abstract or inspired by permutational art, appear figurative studies and
research into the perception and interpretation of forms, notably
thanks to the conversion of images into digital forms. With regard to
computer animation, it also includes films by John Whitney which
have been entirely generated using computer programs and explore
the laws of visual and sound harmonies, or films by Peter Foldès, who
uses computers to calculate images between two key images – an
interpolation technique with a critical, humoristic and narrative
approach, or even animation scenes by John Lasseter, for example.”
[DUG 02]

In addition to this conceptual approach some artistic experiments tend to reflect
less on digital texture and more on our personal relationship with the digital, which
can take several forms as the following chapters examine. First, artworks question
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the limits between human and machine introducing some doubt as to their clear-cut
boundaries. Second, works of art play on the indexical quality of interactive
interfaces that mimic our own behaviors. Third, in particular in 3D environments,
we inhabit not only our own standpoint as in a painting with perspective, but can
experience multiple viewpoints. The system uses our capacity for empathy.

11.5. The human behind the mechanics and the mechanics behind the human

Some digital pieces play on our ability to project human qualities onto
mechanical objects. Antoine Schmitt1, a French digital artist, has worked since the
beginning of the 1990s on what he considers “algorithmic material”2, where he
explores what can be achieved visually. One of his particularly interesting pieces of
work in relation to emotion is the series Avec détermination (With determination).
This is a collection of 12 pieces: Standing, Standing 2, Jumping, Not dying,
Behaving, Not behaving, Resisting, Stepping, Stepping 2, Pushing, Not moving,
Nailed [SCH 00].

Writing on the subject of this work, Schmitt raises the question of anxiety:

“Why does it work like that? Perhaps this is the fundamental
question. What are the forces behind movement? These movements
have a form: which forces for which forms? Some forms have certain
qualities (aesthetic, emotional, etc.). What are the qualities of
underlying forces? What is their mode of existence? At what level do
they act? What is the relationship between the forces within us and
those external to us? Where are we positioned among these forces?”
[SCH 00]

These pieces use connecting lines and ovals resembling strangely disembodied
legs. These forms and features are animated by displacement and force algorithms
that are disfigured by random coefficients, producing unexpected changes.
Notwithstanding their abstract nature, the programmed movements and their
accidents encourage an anthropomorphic interpretation. The series of titles
obviously pushes us in this direction, while the choice of red on a black background
acts as a distress signal. The significance of these representations is that they rely
not on a depiction of distress with realistic facial expressions and context, but on
movements that collide with the edges of the “frame” on the screen. The underlying
movement models are recognizable but constrained. The feeling of unease produced

1 Graduated from the l’Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications in Paris in 1984.
2 From an interview with Sandra Vie, a DEA project on algorithmic art.
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by this series of images is a projection of our own difficulties, mistakes and even
tragic destinies.

Figure 11.2. Antoine Schmitt, “Avec détermination” (With determination), September 2000
(source: www.gratin.org/as/avecdetermination/index.html [SCH 00])

These anthropomorphic interpretations are interesting for two reasons. First, they
show that realism is not necessary for pathos. Schematic features, provided that they
are animated expressively, are enough to show difficulty, alertness and fatigue
because emotion is evoked by mimicking movements and gestures. A comparison
with another artist, Turux, who produces similar graphic pieces [TUR 99], shows in
contrast a type of art that is not attempting to create a sense of proximity and
anthropomorphic projection [GEN 07b]. Turux, as he states on his website, just
offers an opportunity for Internet users to play with basic “particles” such as balls,
arrows and lines, corresponding to a pure geometrical research on motion. Second,
the anthropomorphic projection in Schmitt’s work relies on clues. In his work we
would not necessarily interpret the movements on the screen as human movement if
titles of the art pieces and the presence of articulations indicating the thigh, tibia and
foot did not tip us off. The interpretation of Schmitt’s work is also therefore guided
by textual elements as well as codes and colors.

Anthropomorphism plays a generally poetic and critically important role in this
type of artwork [ARM 06]. It is poetic in the sense that is proposes a representation
of the relationship between Man and the world. It is also critical because the
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anthropomorphic forms of representation allow us, indirectly, to approach various
political issues (as in La Fontaine’s fables).

In effect, the anthropomorphic figure plays on two levels of meaning. First, it
relies on the denotative nature of the representation. We see geometric shapes,
uncontrolled movement, imperfect models as well as the choreography of simplistic
shapes. Second, it holds a surplus of meaning, a depth linking directly back to
human experience. The question ultimately posed by Avec determination is: are
there mechanics behind humans? Or, in the words of Antoine Schmitt, “what
relations are there between the forces within us and those outside of us? Where are
we among these forces?”

In Antoine Schmitt’s work, the role of the spectator is, in contrast, very limited.
As she manipulates the mouse, the user provokes counterintuitive effects. When she
points upwards, the shafts fall, but when she points down, the shafts rise again.
Looking at the screen is contradicted by manipulating it in the same way as the
figures’ movements on the screen are altered by invisible rules. With emotions such
as compassion or embarrassment that “Avec determination” can potentially create,
feelings of frustration or annoyance at not being able to correctly manipulate the
puppets can also arise. This leads us to another dimension of emotion in digital
works, linking our gestures with events on the screen, whose mirror-like effect
makes us more conscious of our own actions.

11.6. Mirror interaction as an emotional vehicle

The term “interactivity” in informatics spread during the 1980s and refers to
dialog between an individual and information provided by the machine where the
user enters data to obtain information from the interface. The user’s actions
therefore have an effect on the machine not only because it provides results, carries
out calculations and finds and attaches information, but also because these actions
are made visible by the interface. Interactivity is therefore a technical, semiotic
(because we see and interpret it) and practical system (we can act based on this
visualization) [GEN 10]. Again, the semiotic analysis of interactive systems shows
that they rely on indexes of the user’s actions. Changes on the screen, and therefore
movements, signify the indexical relationship that we have with the screen. There is
a relationship of continuity which stems from time (real time) more than space
(trace). The device’s efficacy lies in the power of suggestion of “reaction” to
movements. Using a keyboard interface, mouse or other sensors can construct an
image of an intelligent machine but also provide us with a mirror image of
ourselves. The “fragment torn away” from reality is a combination of the machine
and ourselves.
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The emotional force of our relationship with the machine lies in this visible
presence of our actions in the machine. The computer screen acts as a mirror to the
body. The researcher François Pachet has used this hypothesis of the digital as a
reflexive medium to invent musical tools that can reflect musicians’ practices.
Musical emotion is linked to our collective and personal experiences of sound
[CHI 00]. This emotional relationship with music has developed through its growing
presence in our daily lives, although this is not specific to the digital. The highly
significant hypothesis developed by François Pachet, in the Continuator, at the CSL
Sony laboratory is that we can develop an emotional relationship with music by
receiving a mimetic feedback from our own sound production. François Pachet has
attempted to design an interactive musical reflective system that creates a desire to
play:

“…More precisely, we propose to consider the class of interactive
systems in which users can interact with virtual copies of themselves,
or at least agents that have a mimetic capacity and can evolve in an
organic fashion. To make this imitation efficient, there are a number
of characteristics that we consider important to define reflexivity in
interactive systems.” [PAC 06]

His aim is to research what causes pleasure in interactive experiences. Among
the most basic elements of this experience, François Pachet examines what he terms
the mirroring effect:

“Similarity or mirroring effect. What the system produces sounds
like what the user himself is able to produce. This similarity must be
easily recognizable by the user, who must experience the sensation of
interacting with a copy of himself. Similarity is not equivalent to
mirroring. For instance, a systematic echo or repetition of the phrases
played by the user does not induce such a sensation.” [PAC 06]

This issue of similarity is important: the machine is not producing an exact copy
of what the player has produced. It creates nuances that increase the complexity of
the relationship so that the player not only recognizes herself but also has an
experience of discovery. The Continuator is indeed a mirror, but a vexing one. The
motive for this program is therefore not purely narcissistic. The art historian
Phay-Vakalis’ analysis of the relationship between painting and a mirror better
explains what is at work, not only visually but more broadly in this type of sound,
texture and image representation [PHA 01]. She takes, for example, Manet’s famous
work, Un Bar aux Folies Bergères (1881-1882). This painting conveys ideas from
the early period of photography in which the established myth that painting must
imitate nature has lost its hold. In his painting, Manet portrays impossible reflections
in the mirror behind the female seller. She appears to be looking at us but, when we
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examine her back reflected in the mirror, we see that she is looking at a client
outside of our field of vision. Gradually the mirror is no longer a trick of the eye but
causes us to question what we ourselves are seeing. In the history of art, the mirror
is not only represented in paintings. It gets to be embedded in them. The use of
mirrors inside the painting allows the viewer to enter into the work itself. The
viewer can see her own reflection as in Jacques Monory’s 1968 painting Meutre (oil
on canvas, bullet impact on mirror).

“Since a painting can never match photography exactly, the mirror
takes the place of the canvass, and becomes a support and surface. No
longer a metaphor of mimesis, but a real work of art, [the mirror] is
therefore transformed into an “artistic material” and is gradually
confirmed as an “operator of exchange” between the viewers and their
environment.” [PHA 01, p 133]

François Pachet explores this notion of an “operator of exchange” combining it
with notions of rhythm, amplitude and tempo. A musician plays notes on a piano.
These notes are interpreted by a program which then proposes a follow up. The
system has been tested, both with experienced composers and children. Both groups
recognized their own personal “style” in the system’s suggestions. In other words,
what captivates and what touches in these interactive systems is the personal yet
unusual aspect of what we discover about ourselves.

The translation of our input by the machine surprises us because it is partly true
to what we have produced but offers us new vision of ourselves. It is therefore not a
system designed to test our abilities, nor for aiding success, but to create exploratory
environments of ourselves and others. In other words, sensor systems are not only
recording and measuring tools; they are perceived as systems that can introduce
different forms and proposals that can intrigue, worry, surprise, or even delight by
taking and modifying the user’s input and returning a “result” that is both loyal to
the source and different to what the user expects.

11.7. Trompe l’œil versus explicit expression

In interactive digital media there is a strong tension between these two models:

– either they are a reflection, allowing the audience to take a step back and
discover the device’s mechanisms; or

– they create an imaginary universe without distance that plays on our emotions
using an “imitation of the real”, specifically in creating perfect synchronization
between the user and the machine (essentially the basis for video games).
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This trompe l’œil utopia, which plays on our desire to go through the looking
glass, is at the heart of art. The myth of Zeuxis and the birds is often cited as an
example of how strong the human desire is to experience imaginary worlds. Pline
the Elder records this story of a competition between two painters, Zeuxis and
Parrhasius. Zeuxis painted fruits so life-like that birds attempted to eat them. The
second painted a curtain that appeared to hide an object. This time, the painter
Zeuxis himself was tricked when he tried to lift the curtain to see what it concealed.

“[Parrhasius] we say, challenged Zeuxis who had painted grapes
with such realism that birds tried to peck at them, whilst Zeuxis, full
of pride at the birds’ judgment, asked him to draw back the curtain to
reveal his painting. Recognizing that it was an illusion, he admitted
defeat with modest frankness, understanding that whilst he had tricked
the birds, Parrhasius had tricked an artist, who was Zeuxis.” [PLI 99,
XXXV (IV)]

This myth is a reflection of artistic representation but is not confined to the issue
of imitating real life. Parrhasius, who prevails, relies on his colleague’s curiosity and
desire to discover what he cannot see rather than analyze what he does. The painter
Zeuxis wants to know what is hidden behind the curtain and therefore no longer
only sees the curtain. Lacan has analyzed this scenario to define art as a desire to see
beyond forms, materials, colors and lines, i.e. the desire to discover a non-existent
object hiding behind a medium of representation [LAC 86]. Bill Viola’s film
Reflecting Pool (1977-1979) literally conveys this desire to submerge oneself in
virtual realities. The artist is standing in front of a pool showing his reflection. We
can hear the sound of the water and the movement of the trees in the adjacent
woods. Suddenly the man takes a running jump into the pool. However, he remains
frozen in the air and seems like he could fall into the water at any moment. What
follows is a series of tricks of the eye with human shadows that appear on the
surface of the water but that do not relate to anyone at the side of the pool. The
suspended body above the water gradually disappears. Finally, the man comes out of
the water naked. In this work, Bill Viola questions immersive environments by
highlighting that they do not project anything significant. A virtual universe is one
composed of signifiers that do not relate to any real concepts. The importance of the
artist’s metaphysical reflection and biblical and religious references highlight that
those entering virtual universes seek another version of themselves, a form of
rebirth. The psychoanalytical interpretation is that what fuels this desire is the
emptiness behind the image.

In Remediation [BOL 00], Bolster and Grusin have demonstrated that some
media more than others pursue this utopia of being able to make the materiality of
objects disappear to give access to imaginary worlds. Digital immersive
environments in particular are gradually tending to move away from appliances,
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objects and devices. The power of emotion relies on our desire to cross over to the
other side of the mirror to manipulate “impossible” virtual objects. For example,
with avatars of ourselves it seems to be possible to create a double of ourselves and
create a new identity that allows us to discover other facets of our personality, as
Sherry Turkkle has examined [TUR 97].

Digital artists for the most explore both axes of experience. Emotion is created
because the device captures the attention of the user, copies their gestures or
anticipates their positions. Then they surprise or even annoy the spectators, by
staging media in such a way that makes them aware that the immersion was an
illusion. In this way, the artist is hypothesizing about users’ expectations or fears
when faced with an interactive computer system. These art works rely on people’s
abilities to read texts and images and give meaning to signs, images and words
[SOU 03]. They tap into their literacy, i.e. a person’s culture or ability to read and
interact with the resource. At the same time, they push peoples’ ability to give new
meaning and open new perspectives. In interactive art works, a number of emotions
can be evoked, ranging from annoyance at the slowness of the device’s reactions
which the user expects to happen in real time (e.g. faced with an interface that needs
to be stroked to show its display as in Agnès de Cayeux’s I’m Just Married
[CAY 03]) to fear of a virus (e.g. Jodi’s SOD, which conveys an interface being
destroyed [JOD 99]) to the role of collective online works (e.g. Nicolas Frespech,
Tell me Your Secret [FRE 01].

The feeling of loneliness, as everyone is alone in front of their computer, is also
evoked by some pieces (e.g. Annie Abrahams Being Human [ABR 98]) [GEN 07b].
Emotion therefore arises both as much as the subject of works as in how the
interface reacts, whether it “behaves” technically and semiotically as we expect, or
flouts our expectations. Game designers also use both scenarios of engagement and
disengagement though for different reasons. In FPS (first person shooter) type
games, that mostly rely on immersion, the image and action may give way to
decision windows (on the weapon being used), information windows (on the
character’s energy and their resources) that do not directly contribute to the “flow”
but provide a certain amount of distance from the device. The double approach of
both absorption and distance corresponds, for the player at least, to a search for
moments of dramatic tension (climax) and release (anti-climax).

11.8. Three-dimensional universes: an empathetic experience

Interactive machines elicit a certain amount of emotion. We should, however,
distinguish what creates a remediation of the self, a specific representation of
ourselves, in these 3D environments with avatars and intelligent virtual agents
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(IVAs). The work of Catherine Ikam allows us to capture other features of this
digital esthetic.

Since the 1980s, with the help of Louis Fléri, Catherine Ikam has produced 3D
interactive installations exploring empathy in digital media. She has written,
highlighting the importance of synchronization between person and machine, that

“…the ritual of real time has considerably altered our perception
of events. We are entering into the reign of the all-powerful interface:
how can we interact with an inanimate object sensitively?” [IKA 99]

She creates installations where faces are projected onto giant screens. These
computer-generated “portraits” do not use optics but are constructed from real
people using 3D sensors. Faults in the images are not corrected. On the contrary, the
method of scanning is highlighted by the presence of black spots where shadows
have affected the image processing. Plus the mask displays identical features both
on its concave and convex sides.

In 1999, Elle was displayed in the Portrait Réel-Portrait Virtuel exhibition in
Maison Européenne de la Photographie in Paris. Portraits were projected onto a
screen, although their expressions were indecipherable. Slight movements of the
eyes and barely visible smiles are signs of life in the face that floats on the screen.
Our movements, or lack thereof, trigger fluctuations in the face’s “flight”: the face
can move forward, backward, turn away or turn back. Our movements “humanize”
the face and give the impression of a meaningful relationship, which fascinates us.
At the same time, we adapt to the face’s reactions and seek a logic or reason for
them. We try to establish a relationship between our movement and Elle’s
movements. Her eyes seem to both follow us and look away while we try to catch
her attention. Catherine Ikam emphasizes that:

“…in some way we try to animate the inanimate by introducing
gesture and meaning into human−machine relationships; we are trying
to humanize the digital by equally seeking to digitalize the living.”
[IKA 99]

The work creates a feeling of expectation, a desire for a relationship with the
face being displayed. The darkened room, despite the size of the face being
projected, creates a feeling of intimacy with Elle. However, as in video art, we
always remain on the surface of the screen and Elle remains far behind this surface
when we try to cross it as we come too close to the screen.

In contrast, we understand that our relative positions define us. Each of our
perspectives is linked to a movement that alters the piece in some way. This is not
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like in classical painting with perspective where an ideal point of view defines our
place in the composition. We are not in the same position as we are in Bill Viola’s
work where we are witness to a false/true past. Rather, the work is explored like a
landscape. This is essentially the basis of virtual worlds. In Remediation, Bolster and
Grusin emphasize the fact that the identity of an avatar is constructed by these
multiple perspectives:

“In three dimensional computer graphics, the subject is defined by
the perspectives that she occupies in the virtual space. […] but in her
quest for immediacy, the subject in virtual space is not satisfied with a
single point of view; instead, she seeks out the positions of other
participants and objects in that space. She understands herself as a
potentially rapid succession of points of view, as a series of immediate
experiences derived from those points of view.” [BOL 00: 236]

Figure 11.3. Catherine Ikam, Louis Fléri, Alex, 1996
(source: http://www.ubikam.fr/ [IKA 96])

This new type of experience contributes to a renewed definition of identity as
flexible, fluctuating and fragmented. It also creates a kind of access to knowledge by
appropriating successive positions. We can “put ourselves in the place” of someone
else, so we can have the same experience and understand what they see and feel.
This brings the subject closer to the world that they observe via the intermediary
sharing of their point of view. This kind of experience is inherited from cinema. In
virtual environments, the avatar functions as a camera controlling our viewpoint. It
does not pass via a map or a photograph but occupies a specific space and
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understands not only what the space is but the perspectives of others within it. This
change in standpoints therefore becomes a means of learning and sharing emotions.
Note that the metaphor of the camera also applies to the issue of movement. We
become a moving camera in a virtual world where all viewpoints are expected and
modeled by the creator. We can therefore encounter these viewpoints by moving
from one coordinate to another, even exploiting the reverse shot possibilities offered
by the device.

We know that video games have successfully benefited from being able to
provide low angle, “subjective camera” or more or less broad perspectives. These
successful transitions to different points of view constitute the key aspect of our
empathetic relationship with technology. What is striking in the work of Catherine
Ikam is that she shows that we “listen” to Elle, putting ourselves in “her” place.

Based on neurobiological research, Professors Alain Berthoz, Gérard Jorland and
Bérangère Thirioux have highlighted that empathy is directly linked to spatial
relationships [THI 06]. Research has shown that, far from being an illusion, “the
areas of the brain underlying the transition from egocentric reference [from our
point of view] to allocentric reference [from the point of view of someone else] and
the simulation of an external perspective are different”. Empathy is in fact “the
ability to change spatial referents”. The subject can use allocentric coding, i.e. an
external spatial reference, which is independent of his or her own position. This can
simulate someone else’s perspective.

Thirioux has highlighted that, since the start of the 19th Century, Robert Vischer
− the German psychologist and philosopher from whom Lipps, Freud and Husserl
have borrowed this notion − introduced the concept of space in a definition of
Einfühlung, “feeling from within”. Vischer proposes a “theorization of empathy to
understand the impression−sensation−emotion−content loop”. For him, emotions are
“resonated” by our feelings, which in turn create a “specific simulation mechanism”.
“Empathy involves taking others’ perspectives of the world into account, a third
person perspective”. Video games systematically use this capacity to project oneself
outside of our own perspective when they make it possible to move from a first
person perspective to that of another character in the game.

The specific emotional benefit of virtual worlds and immersive environments
seems to be that they not only incorporate others’ movement (as in film) but our
own movement, providing an allocentric perspective. In effect, it is very different
from having an inanimate object that we can interpret (e.g. a painting) but that does
not solicit an action (e.g. a painting) and having to adapt our behavior to a living or
mechanical system. In this case, the relevance of our reactions increases with our
ability to anticipate what the “other one” will do. We therefore need to be attentive
to the signs produced by the “system” and put ourselves in its place. This does not
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mean that interactive environments or 3D forms are more effective than other media
at evoking emotions. Rather, these systems achieve this by using our capacity to
empathize using our gestures and coordinated reactions on screens. This method of
using our abilities to project a perspective of the “other” has an impact on the variety
of emotions that we can feel.

11.9. Empathy and identifying emotions

11.9.1. From empathy to shared emotions

Empathy is a phenomenon that should not be confused with sympathy. Empathy
is the ability to imagine an emotion different from the one we are experiencing
ourselves while with sympathy we share the feelings experienced by the person,
animal or object. We feel for them. This therefore is a question of contagious
emotion.

In the reception of digital works, the separation between empathy and sympathy
is not always clear. Putting ourselves in the place of others and changing our
viewpoint does not occur without an emotional effect on us. This is already evident
with certain devices that encourage attention. For example, the slow motion used in
Catherine Ikam’s work seems to be fundamental to focus our understanding on our
relationship with the system. Our involvement with interfaces, using our gestures
and their alterations on the screen, captures our attention. We are not merely
analyzing a technical device; the impression of a living system forces us to adopt a
maieutic posture, i.e. the use of methods to “deliver” a piece or bring about a
situation that reveals the author’s intentions, how the device functions and our own
performance.

The “behaviors” of objects on a screen are key to our involvement. In his piece,
Les Mains (Hands), presented at the first Contact Festival, organized by Le Centre
de Création Multimédia, Le Cube at Issy-les-Moulineaux in 2005, Michael Cros
exploits empathy and sympathy using an image of hands projected onto a surface
with which the viewer can interact. The “virtual” hands felt by our own hands
(recorded by a camera) produce new small hands. As explained on Cros’ website,
(http://www.lesiteducube.com/atelier/michaelcros-lesmains.html):

“…the virtual hands can be given different behaviors. If they are
afraid then they avoid the real hands; if they are gregarious then they
will follow the other hands; if they are curious then they will seek
contact, offering their palm to be touched to create a small new hand
[…]. Contact and procreation are accompanied by short sequences of
crystalline sounds mixed with low bass.”
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The users interpret the hands’ movement perfectly and touch with the “hands” as
they would with a living creature and not a mechanical object.

Figure 11.4. Michaël Cros, Les mains (Hands), Festival Premiers Contacts, Le Cube, 2003
(http://www.lesiteducube.com/atelier/michaelcros-lesmains.html [CRO 03])
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11.10. Making human−machine interaction and dialog effective

Another level of complexity is achieved when we focus not only on mirror forms
but interaction with IVAs. User expectations in relation to IVAs are similar to those
of computer-animated cartoons. The 2008 film Wall-E, by Pixar, is a perfect
example of using scenery and robots’ body language to express and evoke love,
worry, laughter and nostalgia. Humanoid robots feel emotions, rebel and
malfunction (i.e. become crazy). We also expect IVAs to be relevant in the
interaction. There must be a minimum amount of equivalency between expected and
acted behavior to create an emotional relationship with the IVA. The essential
difficulty with this is creating a real-time interaction system. The design must adapt
virtual “behaviors” to users’ behaviors.

A good number of research projects on IVAs have focused specifically on
reducing discrepancies between user expectations and the ability of virtual beings to
engage in meaningful dialog. For example, the MyBlog3D3 project [ANR 07,
ANR 10] attempts to increase the expressivity of both avatars and IVAs by
recording gestures and facial expressions that are then incorporated into the avatar
and dialog models all within a 3D virtual environment (http://www. myblog3D.fr).

Knowing that human−machine interaction and dialog is far from being
technically perfect, the interaction designer must not only use IVAs with caution but
also imagine and implement situations where the limited interaction with the IVA
does not seem to be completely unnatural. As such, IVAs are mostly used to respond
to frequently asked questions in short scenes such as welcome pages on websites
(e.g. those created by virtuOz). They can also allow web users to simulate their
presence when they are inactive on the computer.

In any case, the problem is that of discrepancies in what the user expects of
them, a significant and relevant relationship with a given situation, and occasional
inadequacy in some interactions. The user’s emotional experience relies on this
balance between a virtual character and a task they are supposed to complete. A
possible strategy involves playing on the potential poetics of a discrepancy between
expectations and results. Inadequacy in itself can be a source of reflection. As such,
in the ENSAM and LIMSI research projects, it is actually sought for creative
purposes [BUI 07].

Frustration, annoyance and anger (if both expressive and linguistic responses are
inadequate) can also be interesting responses in an artistic sense, but must be
avoided in the framework of service design. Designers must offer situations where
behavior is sufficiently simple to create meaning in the interaction with the user. In

3 The ANR project (2007-2009), carried out by the Institut Telecom and e-maginer.
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the example developed for Myblog3D, the interaction with the “IVA recruiter” must
teach the aspiring candidate how to behave appropriately in a professional interview.
The IVA does not adapt to the user, but places the user in a situation where they
have to adapt to the IVA to gain a perspective of themselves. The fundamental
question here is how do we adjust our speech, posture, intonation, etc., to
communicate with the IVA recruiter? This device therefore relies entirely on the
“mirror effect” that we have described in the previous examples.

11.11. Conclusion: “revenge of the emotions”

Catherine Grenier, in her analysis of contemporary art, uses the phrase “revenge
of the emotions” [GRE 08], highlighting how artists today are reintroducing pathos
into their work. This relies primarily on eliciting emotions, as in Proust’sMadeleine,
which evoke special memories. For example, portraits are not necessarily direct and
photographic. They are indirect and perceptible in that we recognize ourselves in
objects, animals and avatars. This revival of emotions is also visible in scientific and
artistic research that questions our relationship with technology. The emotion found
in virtual worlds, 3D representations and interactive devices is strongly linked to this
recognition of our feeling of “togetherness” with technology and the expression of
human behavior in digital media.

If we examine the etymology of the term “emotion”, it therefore seems that it is
perfectly suited to the analysis of digital esthetics. Indeed, emotion is literally that
which creates motion. As we have seen, the interactive esthetic − specifically in 3D
worlds, reintroduces an active relationship with space and moves the user. This type
of empathy from digital devices elicits emotions, notably when it puts us in a given
situation and questions us using this. Research undertaken by Sherry Turkkle into
virtual worlds has highlighted the strong emotional dimension created between the
user and his or her avatar on the Internet. This relationship is based on the
machine-specific indexical semiotics that tests our existence in the technical world.
As far as emotions are concerned, the kind of encounter we can expect with IVAs
reinforces the feeling of a technical reality, via the dialogical dimension, which
concerns us not only in terms of what it can offer us but also its limits, particularly
the fact that the imagination found in media still falls short of our desires.
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